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EDUCATION AND TRAINING: THE THIRD PILLAR OF COMSOC

his month’s President’s Page is devoted
to the initiatives and plans of the IEEE

Communications Society (ComSoc) in the
area of education and training. Enhancing the
IEEE societies’ activities in the area of educa-
tion and training is one of the strategic goals
of IEEE, and it has been recognized as such
also by ComSoc’s strategic and planning com-
mittee (see the January 2015 President’s
Page). Education and training can be devel-
oped as the third pillar of ComSoc’s major
technical activities and a revenue source to
complement the two existing pillars: publica-
tions and conferences.

ComSoc’s plans in this area will be illus-
trated by Khaled ben Letaief, Vice President
of ComSoc and Chair of the strategic
and planning Sub-Committee on
Education Programs, Content and
Services, together with Michele
Zorzi, ComSoc’s Director of Educa-
tion and Training.

Dr. Letaief received the BS
degree with distinction, and MS and
Ph.D. degrees in electrical engineer-
ing from Purdue University at West
Lafayette, Indiana, USA. From 1990
to 1993 he was a faculty member at
the University of Melbourne, Aus-
tralia. He has been with the Hong
Kong University of Science & Tech-
nology since 1993, where he has held
numerous administrative positions, including the Head of the
Electronic and Computer Engineering Department, Director
of the Center for Wireless IC Design, Director of the Huawei
Innovation Laboratory, and Director of the Hong Kong Tele-
com Institute of Information Technology.  

He is currently Chair Professor and Dean of the HKUST
School of Engineering. He is also an internationally recog-
nized leader in wireless communications and networks. He
has served as a consultant for different organizations, includ-
ing Huawei, ASTRI, ZTE, Nortel, PricewaterhouseCoopers,
and Motorola. He is the founding Editor-in-Chief of the IEEE
Transactions on Wireless Communications and has served on
the editorial board of other prestigious journals. He has also
been involved in organizing a number of flagship international
conferences and events.

He is the recipient of many other distinguished awards and
honors, including the 2007 IEEE Communications Society
Joseph LoCicero Publications Exemplary Award, 2009 IEEE
Marconi Prize Award in Wireless Communications, 2010 Pur-
due University Outstanding Electrical and Computer Engi-
neer Award, 2011 IEEE Communications Society Harold
Sobol Award, 2011 IEEE Wireless Communications Technical
Committee Recognition Award, and 12 IEEE Best Paper
Awards.

Dr. Letaief is recognized as a long time volunteer with
dedicated service to professional societies, and in particular
IEEE, where he has served in many leadership positions.
These include Treasurer of the IEEE Communications Soci-
ety, Vice-President for Conferences of the IEEE Communica-

tions Society, Chair of the IEEE Committee
on Wireless Communications, and elected
member of the IEEE Product Services and
Publications Board.

Dr. Letaief is a Fellow of IEEE and a Fel-
low of HKIE. He is currently serving as the
IEEE Communications Society Vice-Presi-
dent for Technical Activities, member of the
IEEE Fellow Evalution Committee, and
member of IEEE TAB Periodicals Commit-
tee. 

Michele Zorzi received his Laurea and
Ph.D. degrees in electrical engineering from
the University of Padova in 1990 and 1994,
respectively. During the academic year
1992–1993 he was on leave at UCSD. After

being affiliated with the Dipartimen-
to di Elettronica e Informazione,
Politecnico di Milano, Italy, the Cen-
ter for Wireless Communications at
UCSD, and the University of Fer-
rara, in November 2003 he joined
the faculty of the Information Engi-
neering Department of the Universi-
ty of Padova, where he is a professor.
His present research interests
include performance evaluation in
mobile communications systems, ran-
dom access in mobile radio networks,
ad hoc and sensor networks, energy
constrained communications proto-
cols, and underwater communica-

tions and networking. He was Editor-in-Chief of IEEE Wireless
Communications from 2003 to 2005, Editor-in-Chief of IEEE
Transactions on Communications from 2008 to 2011, and
Guest Editor for several special issues in IEEE Personal Com-
munications, IEEE Wireless Communications, IEEE Network,
and IEEE JSAC. He served as a Member-at-Large of the
Board of Governors of the IEEE Communications Society
from 2009 to 2011, and is currently its Director of Education.

ENVISIONING THE THIRD PILLAR
As the world’s leading organization for communications

professionals, ComSoc is a community comprised of a diverse
group of researchers and professionals from academia and
industry with a common interest in advancing communications
science, engineering, and technology.

To continue revolutionizing, ComSoc must evolve and con-
tinue to be at the heart of communications technology devel-
opment in the world. Two of our key and most valuable
products until now have undoubtedly been our highly regard-
ed publications and conferences. In the future, we intend to
build a third key pillar on Education and Training, which will
eventually represent the third leg in ComSoc’s leadership, rev-
enues policy, and future development. In this regard, a Strate-
gic Planning Sub-Committee was formed in 2014 as part of
ComSoc’s Strategic Committee led by Byeong Gi Lee, with
the task of making recommendations regarding ComSoc’s
Education and Training program to the Board of Governors.

The Sub-Committee on Education Programs, Content and
Services is chaired by Khaled Letaief. The Sub-Committee

T
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held multiple meetings and also had various discussions with
the ComSoc’s Strategic Planning Committee as well as with
the Director of Education and Training, Michele Zorzi.
Accordingly, it concluded that ComSoc should offer a world
class Training and Professional Education program, addressed
primarily to ComSoc’s members (both current and prospec-
tive), which provides high quality instruction, at a reasonable
cost and with easy access, to address the career needs of
working professionals in communications and related fields.
The proposed program, which takes as its starting point the
very successful training program currently available (see
http://www.comsoc.org/training), will be developed under the
name of ComSoc Continuing Professional Education and
Training (CPET) with the following objectives:

1. Extend our existing training and education programs
and platforms.

2. Promote the creation of additional new ComSoc courses
to build credibility as a preferred provider of knowledge in the
areas of information and communications technologies.

3. Share the expense and production challenges by partner-
ing, when possible, with IEEE and Sister Societies in the
development and maintenance of the training and education
portfolio and with universities to create and deliver courses.

4. Offer both online and face-to-face (or combined
online/physical) courses with clear educational and financial
objectives.

5. Consider involvement in online education and partner-
ship with consortia like Coursera, or with other societies in an
IEEE-level MOOC program.

6. Consider partnership with universities through an agree-
ment that may leave the university the ownership of the mate-
rial in their own country and provide IEEE with worldwide
rights (except the originating country).

7. Engage our Technical Committees to serve as the “con-
tent” providers.

8. Engage our Chapters in our professional education pro-
gram both in terms of content creation/adaptation and updat-
ing, and in linking with the local audience, soliciting
participation, and hosting face-to-face teaching on Chapter
premises.

9. Find a good mechanism to sustain content updating
through crowdsourcing (moderated). This will also allow fine
tuning to different geographical areas and better market
focus.

10. Establish an expanded presence with credible new
courses even before the plan is fully worked out.

IMPLEMENTATION AND WAY FORWARD
To implement the above objectives, it was decided that the

Vice-President for Technical Activities should take charge of
this endeavor with assignment to the Education and Training
Board for the actual execution. To that end, much has already
been implemented and a variety of initiatives are under devel-
opment. Below we will describe a few of these.

ComSoc’s Education and Training Portal: As a follow-up
to the Strategic Planning Committee recommendations, it was
decided to create an education portal. The objective is to pro-
vide an easy, intuitive, personalized, and user-customizable
web-interface for facilitating access to information and ser-
vices related to education and training offerings. In particular,
the goal is to set up a system that can consolidate all of Com-
Soc’s educational offerings as well as provide versatile func-
tions to organize collections of different and multiple sources
of information and service resources for dissemination to
many users according to their specific privileges, needs, and
interests. Such portal should also include cross-links and

cross-marketing with communications related education/train-
ing offerings from outside of ComSoc, e.g., the Computer
Society and IEEE Educational Activities.

As a first step, we are implementing a pilot project to
make education content available in the area of software
defined radios (including white papers, slides, code, teaching
material, etc.), as a follow-up of the Feature Topic on Hands-
on Education published in the May 2014 issue of the IEEE
Communications Magazine. We expect this platform to be
operational soon, so as to provide a concrete example of what
can be provided and to stimulate feedback that will help us
design and evolve the portal.

Online Training and Courses: ComSoc already has a
good set of course offerings, mostly focused on wireless com-
munications engineering in the context of our WCET pro-
gram (see http://www.comsoc.org/training for more
information). To further build ComSoc’s credibility as the
preferred provider of ICT knowledge, we need to experi-
ment with a new set of courses that cover a broader set of
topics across the many areas in which ComSoc is active, and
include different delivery modes than the ones we currently
have. Of particular interest is the development of online
courses that should be attractive to our members and meet
the needs of the community at large, and especially of pro-
fessional engineers. A proposal to the IEEE FDC Incubator
Fund by Steve Weinstein and Khaled Letaief for the devel-
opment of such courses was approved in 2014. Accordingly
and as a result of that, the following new two-day courses
were developed: 
•A course on 5G technologies was developed by Ted Rap-

paport from NYU and taught in December 2014. The
course was quite successful and the feedback received
was very positive.

•Ashutosh Dutta of AT&T Labs has developed a course on
Mobility Protocols and is scheduled to teach it in June
2015. 

•Amarnath Gupta of UC San Diego has developed a
course on Big Data and is scheduled to teach it in July
2015. 
In addition to the above courses, the Education and Train-

ing Board is currently reviewing the current ComSoc offering
and is coming up with proposals for the development of at
least two new courses in 2015. In addition, the Education and
Training Board will be creating a sub-committee to coordinate
the development, review, and monitoring of the new courses
as well as of ComSoc’s online and education courses. There
may also be a market opportunity for high-quality education
in some countries (e.g., in Asia, Africa and Middle East), and
ComSoc can play a role in meeting such a need. We are cur-
rently discussing some possible pilot initiatives to test whether
this may become a concrete possibility.

IEEE ComSoc Summer School: There is no doubt that stu-
dents are the future of our Society. It is therefore of funda-
mental importance that we provide special membership
development opportunities for them. To do so, we have
launched a new summer school whose objectives are to 
•Provide high-quality courses on selected topics in our

field.
•Engage local chapters in membership development and

educational activities.
•Link distinguished lecturers to relevant membership

development activities.
•Potentially develop high quality tutorial materials that can

be disseminated online to the larger ICT community.
The first summer school will be held on 6-9 July, 2015 in

Trento, Italy, and is being organized by Fabrizio Granelli. Of
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the 100 students who applied, we expect to be able to accom-
modate about 50 to 60 and to provide some financial support
to half of them. In addition, we are working with ComSoc’s
staff about the possibility of recording the lectures and mak-
ing them available through our portal, thereby expanding the
impact of this important initiative. For further details, please
see http://www.comsoc.org/summer-school. 

Technical Sessions on Education and Training at ICC and
GLOBECOM: We have been proposing special sessions on
Education and Training at the two ComSoc’s flagship confer-
ences, ICC and GLOBECOM. Such sessions were offered
within the Industry Forum program, and were designed to
provide a venue for the discussion of education and training
resources that can be made available to students and profes-
sionals. Following a number of such sessions in the past few
editions of these conferences, we are now looking at evolving
this initiative into something that is more deeply integrated in
the conference’s main program. A sub-committee has been
created with liaisons to conference development, in order to
grow this organically into something more valuable for our
members.

IEEE Communications Magazine series on Education and
Training: Since May 2014, we have been publishing a series
on Education and Training in the IEEE Communications
Magazine. This series is meant to showcase relevant contribu-
tions in the area of education, dealing with topics of impor-
tance in this area as well as with current experiences and
lessons learned. After the first two issues published in May
2014 (“Hands-on Software Defined Radio”) and December
2014 (“Expanding the Student Experience”), this issue
includes a topic on “Student Competitions,” and another is
being advertised for the December 2015 issue (“Ethics Train-
ing and Standards”), which will feature IEEE President-Elect
Barry Schoop as one of the Guest Editors, along with the
Series Editor, Dave Michelson. Future topics being consid-
ered for 2016 are “Industry Certification and University
Accreditation Programs,” and “Education on Standards and
Regulations.”

ABET Accreditation of Telecommunications Engineering:
ComSoc’s CPET program will go in line with the ABET’s

accreditation policy. ComSoc has been supporting ABET by
helping them update their accreditation criteria. After more
than six years of efforts, Tarek El-Bawab, with the help of sev-
eral people along the way, succeeded on November 1, 2014 in
getting the ABET’s approval of the new accreditation criteria
for “Electrical, Computer, Communications, Telecommunica-
tion(s), and Similarly Named Engineering Programs” (see
http://www.abet.org/eac-criteria-2015-2016/). Tarek will be edit-
ing a textbook series for Springer, which will publish teaching
material for Telecommunications Engineering curricula. This is
a great success story for ComSoc, and the Education and Train-
ing Board is working on moving it forward while keeping the
ComSoc BoG and IEEE fully aware of the developments. 

Education Subjects and Materials: For ComSoc’s CPET
program to be fully developed and remain competitive, it is
necessary to secure a concrete production system that will
keep the education subjects current on the leading edge and
that will generate new materials to support those subjects.
Such a systematic approach will be instrumental in providing
high-quality, state-of-the art education content to our mem-
bers and customers. In order to make it possible, ComSoc,
with the responsibility of the VP-Technical Activities, should
devise new mechanisms to create new education subjects and
materials. One very promising example of possible education
content are the contributions of Technical Committees, which
encompass the overall fields of studies in communications in
theory and applications.  

In this article we have described some of ComSoc’s plans
on Education and Training, and some of the recent activities
that have been undertaken so far. These are exciting times for
Education and Training activities, with great opportunities for
ComSoc to confirm its technical and professional leadership
in its areas of interest. We do hope you share our enthusiasm
about these important achievements and the bright future in
front of us. If you have any comments and/or you are interest-
ed in any volunteering positions, please feel free to contact
Khaled Letaief, VP-Technical Activities, at eekhaled@ust.hk,
or Michele Zorzi, Director of Education and Training, at
zorzi@dei.unipd.it.
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LUIGI FRATTA
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

The success of the IEEE Communication
Society depends on its members to get involved
and to help. I look forward to leading ComSoc
Technical Activities by taking advantage of my
diverse background and extensive experience in
the communications field. 

If elected as Vice-President for Technical
Activities, I will serve our Society with a goal to sustain and
enlarge its role as a major resource to support our members’
needs throughout the world. I will cooperate with the Presi-
dent and the other Vice Presidents to help ComSoc become
an even more effective and dynamic organization and provide
a higher value to all its members. My activity will rely on the
work of all the existing technical committees and the new
emerging technical subcommittees to effectively promote sci-
entific research and technological development.

Continuing in the present direction of the evolution of
ComSoc, the major goals during my term will be to:
• Ensure that the Technical Committees keep abreast of

the latest technology development and evolution.
• Pay attention to the evolving technology improvements

and identify and nurture new ad-hoc technical subcom-
mittees.

• Encourage cooperation between academia and industry.
• Propose new interdisciplinary and emerging technical

areas to engage younger members from both industry
and academia.

• Support the Education and Training Program in new ini-
tiatives to increase continuing education and services
that are beneficial for our members.

BIOGRAPHY
Luigi Fratta graduated in 1966 in EE from Politecnico di

Milano, where he was a professor until 2012. While a profes-
sor at Politecnico di Milano he held several positions as a vis-
iting professor and scientist in several universities: UCLA,
University of Hawaii, University of Canterbury, New Zealand,
Imperial College, UK, IBM T.J. Watson Research Center,
Yorktown Heights, IBM San Josè Research Laboratory, Bell
Communication Research, Morristown, and NEC Network

Research Lab, Japan. He has been consulting with major tele-
com companies: Siemens, Italtel, Alcatel, and Vodafone.

He has served as Technical Program Chair for INFOCOM
’92 and a number of other conferences, including the IEEE
LAN MAN Workshop, PIRMC’96, MMT’99, and NET-
WORKING 2009. He is member of the Steering Committee
of: MEDHOCNET, ITC, and IEEE INFOCOM. He has
served on the editorial board of several journals, including
Computer Networks, Wireless Networks, and Photonic Network
Communications, and he was co-guest editor for special issues
in IEEE JSAC in 1991 and the Journal of Communications
and Networking in 2000. He is the author of 150+ refereed
papers and holds five patents. From 1982 to 2012 he led sev-
eral national and European funded research projects. He is an
IEEE Fellow (1998) and an IEEE Life Fellow (2009).

HIKMET SARI
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

Technical activities represent some of the
most important activities of the IEEE Commu-
nication Society, which are essential to the pro-
fessional growth of our members. As a long time
volunteer of ComSoc, I have had the privilege of
serving on various committees and in  several
leadership positions, and I would be honored to

serve our society and membership as Vice President – Techni-
cal activities for 2016 – 2017. My long experience in both
industry and academic institutions, as well as my diverse activi-
ties in ComSoc, give me a very good understanding of the
expectations of our members and the ways to improve our ser-
vices to them. If elected, I would be committed to:
• Work to strengthen the globalization effort of IEEE

ComSoc and the representation of members from differ-
ent regions in various committees. 

• Help ComSoc address new and emerging topics and make
it more relevant to a diverse membership from academic
institutions, research organizations, and industry.

• Improve our educational offerings to professionals and
practicing engineers while preserving and further growing
our value to academics and to the research community. 

• Promote fairness, transparency, diversity, and rigor in
Distinguished Lecturer selection, Fellow evaluation, and
Awards programs.

CANDIDATES ANNOUNCED FOR BOARD OF GOVERNORS ELECTION

CANDIDATES FOR VICE PRESIDENT

VP – TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES

Dear ComSoc Member,
In the following paragraphs you will find the position state-

ments and biographies of an outstanding slate of candidates
to lead the IEEE Communications Society. Your vote is very
important to the individual candidates and to ComSoc as a
whole. 

Ballots will be emailed or mailed to all ComSoc members
on 29 May 2015. We encourage your careful consideration as
you cast your vote for the future success of the Society. The
election ends 24 July 2015. 

In addition to the Vice Presidents’ slate, each ballot will
contain three slates for our Members-at-Large position:
a) one composed of six candidates from NA/LA (the Americas);
b) one composed of three candidates from EMEA; and c) one
composed of three candidates from AP regions. All voting
members may select up to two from the NA/LA slate, up to

one from the EMEA slate, and up to one from the AP slate.
The top two vote-getters from the NA/LA slate, the top vote-
getter from the EMEA slate, and the top vote-getter from the
AP slate will serve for a three-year term on the Board of Gov-
ernors starting 1 January 2015.

If you do not receive a ballot email from ieee-com-
socvote@ieee.org on 29 May 2015 or a paper ballot by
30 June 2015, but you feel your membership was valid before
1 May 2015, you may email ieee-comsocvote@ieee.org or call
+1 732 562 3904 to check your member status and request a
ballot. (You should provide your member number, full name,
and address.)

Thank you.
Vijay Bhargava

Past President & Chair
Nominations & Elections
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BIOGRAPHY
Hikmet Sari is currently a professor and head of the

Telecommunications Department at CentraleSupelec, and
chief scientist of Sequans Communications. Previously, he
held various research and managerial positions at Philips,
SAT (SAGEM Group), Alcatel, Pacific Broadband Communi-
cations, and Juniper Networks. He received his engineering
diploma and Ph.D. from the ENST, Paris, and the habilitation
degree from the University of Paris-Sud. His distinctions
include the IEEE Fellow Grade and the Andre Blondel
Medal in 1995, the Edwin H. Armstrong Award in 2003, the
Harold Sobol Award in 2012, and election to the European
Academy and to the Science Academy of Turkey in 2012. 

Dr. Sari has served the IEEE Communications Society in
numerous volunteer and leadership positions including Vice
President – Conferences, Distinguished Lecturer, member of
the IEEE Fellow Evaluation Committee, member of the
Awards Committee, member of several technical committees,
chair of the GITC, chair of the Communication Theory Sym-
posium of ICC 2002, technical program chair of ICC 2004,
executive chair of ICC 2006, general chair of PIMRC 2010,
general chair of WCNC 2012, executive chair of WCNC 2014,
editor of the IEEE Transactions on Communications, associate
editor of IEEE Communications Letters, and guest editor of
IEEE JSAC. Presently he is also serving as executive co-chair
of ICC 2016 and executive chair of ICC 2017.

STEFANO BREGNI
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

ComSoc is our global home, where we net-
work with top experts and publish our best
research. In my 23 years as an enthusiastic vol-
unteer, I have contributed with facts supported
by solid accomplishments to serve our commu-
nity. In GITC, I worked to define the current
ICC/GLOBECOM standard paper review pro-

cess. As conference chair, I ensured that paper review always
followed such strict transparent procedures. As a Distin-
guished Lecturer, in seven years I visited 14 countries and 29
Sections/Chapters worldwide, always preferring areas where
students have smaller opportunities to attend global confer-
ences, especially in Latin America and Asia. 

As ComSoc Vice-President, Member-at-Large, and Direc-
tor–Education, I again contributed with facts proved by con-
crete achievements to facilitate participation from all
countries, also addressing economic barriers. I coordinated
the successful proposal to bring ICC2016 to Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. I am on the LATINCOM Steering Committee. I
worked to set up new online educational programs.

In my first term as VP-MR, I identified five strategic direc-
tions: globalization, academia, industry, women, and students.
I led various successful initiatives, e.g. the ComSoc Student
Competition and the new Global Communications Newsletter.
The Women in Communications Engineering Committee has
been revamped. We are working on a Child Care Program for
parents attending ICC/GLOBECOM. 

I need your vote to continue these activities and launch
new ones:
• Lower expenses for attending conferences by favoring

more affordable locations.
• Facilitate participation in ComSoc from all continents

addressing economic barriers.
• Support and involve young students.
• Reorient our proposition for industry.

• Promote the role of women in communications engineer-
ing and true equal opportunities.

• Promote free/low-cost online education services for mem-
bers and reinforce the Distinguished Lecturer Program.

BIOGRAPHY
Stefano Bregni is associate professor of telecommunica-

tions at Politecnico di Milano, Italy. He graduated in electron-
ics engineering in 1990. After nine years in industry, he joined
Politecnico in 1999. Stefano was an IEEE Distinguished Lec-
turer for seven years (2003-2009). In ComSoc, he served as:
Vice President–Member Relations (2014-15); Board-of-Gov-
ernors Member-at-Large (two terms: 2010-12, 2013); Director
of Education (2008-11); Transmission, Access and Optical
Systems TC Chair (2008-09; Secretary/Vice Chair (2002-07);
GLOBECOM/ICC Technical Content (GITC) Committee
Member-at-Large (2006-09). He received the 2014 ComSoc
Harold Sobol Award for Exemplary Service to Meetings &
Conferences. He is ICC2016 Technical Program Co-Chair. He
has been GLOBECOM2012 TP Vice-Chair, LATINCOM2011
TP Co-Chair, GLOBECOM2009 Vice-Chair for Symposia,
Symposium Co-Chair in nine other ICC/GLOBECOMs. He
has been the Editor of the Global Communications Newsletter
since 2007. He has contributed to ETSI/ITU-T synchroniza-
tion standards. He is the author of 80+ papers and of the
book Synchronization of Digital Telecommunications Networks
(Wiley, 2002).

ELENA NEIRA
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

As Vice President of Member Relations, I
will bring my passion and energy to understand
and respond to the needs of ComSoc members.
My plans call for engagement with ComSoc
Chapters and with the ComSoc community-at-
large in training and career development pro-
grams, in event organization, in publications

aspects, and in technical initiatives. I will drive diversity and
inclusion with activities that are relevant to professional engi-
neers both in industry and academia. More importantly, I will
lead strategic efforts to tackle a major challenge of ComSoc
and its members in the 21st century: to retain our relevant
and prominent role adapting to a new world order where the
majority of value, innovation, and growth in communication
technologies is being created outside traditional areas.

Presently I am Director of Online Content and sit on the
Board of Governors. In this role I have repeatedly demon-
strated my focus on membership issues. I conducted a bottom-
up redesign of online efforts, which included introducing new
media formats, modernization of content, new services, and
improvements to editorial boards, to appeal to a broad Com-
Soc member base, to engage industry and academic partners,
and to attract new members. I am also leading member
engagement and development via social networks such as
Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Tumblr, Twitter, and
YouTube. I will continue to expand these and create new pro-
grams and services to meet the needs of the newer and emerg-
ing communities while ensuring continuity to the established
constituencies. 

BIOGRAPHY
I am an IEEE Senior Member and ComSoc member. I

have served as WCET core team member (2008-present),
Social Media Vice-Chair (2010-2011), BoG appointed officer
(2013-present), Communications Technology News and eNews
editor-in-chief (2014-present), and ComSoc Beats Host

SOCIETY NEWS
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(2014). My career in the mobile communications industry
spans more than 15 years and includes leadership, manage-
ment, and executive roles in R&D, business management,
product design, standardization, and operations in TMT
(technology, media, and telecommunications) companies
including large corporations (Verizon, Texas Instruments,
Ericsson) and startups (SNR Labs, Arien Inc). I hold a dual
master’s degree from the Massachusetts Institute of Technolo-
gy, an engineer’s degree from Universidad Politécnica de
Madrid, and a certified mediator title in accordance with Mas-
sachusetts General Laws, c. 233, sec. 23C. As current Director
of Online Content, my bio can also be found at http://www.
comsoc.org/about/bog/ officers/AppointedOfficers.

CHENGSHAN XIAO
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

IEEE ComSoc sponsors more than 60 con-
ferences with a total of 18,000 submissions and
7,000 published papers. These conferences
involve 5,000 volunteers and attract 12,000
attendees. These statistics reveal how important
our conferences are as one of the premier plat-
forms for our Society to maintain its leading

role in communication and information technologies and for
our members to strengthen their professional careers and
technical contributions. To best serve those missions, our con-
ferences and publications must address the major challenges
to increase attractiveness to industry and academia, maintain
technical excellence, strengthen globalization, and improve
operational efficiency.

I have had the privilege to serve ComSoc in a variety of
technical programs. If elected as Vice-President for Confer-
ences, I will rely on my diverse technical background and
global working experience to:
• Shorten the conference submission-to-publication period

and maintain the review quality by enhanced training of
conference organizers and TPC members.

• Expand our conference portfolios by broadening confer-
ence participation from academia, industry, and govern-
ment and by keeping the conferences affordable.

• Enhance openness and fairness of conferences by improv-
ing the transparency of Steering Committee appoint-
ments, TPC Chair selections, and paper award decisions.

• Strengthen the diversity of volunteers serving in confer-
ences by engaging people from different geographical
and occupational backgrounds in the decision-making
process.

• Increase student travel grants to facilitate conference par-
ticipation of students.

BIOGRAPHY
Chengshan Xiao received the B.S. degree from UESTC,

Chengdu, China, the M.S. degree from Tsinghua University,
Beijing, China, and the Ph.D. degree from the University of
Sydney, Australia. He was a senior engineer with Nortel Net-
works, Ottawa, Canada, and he is now a professor at Missouri
University of Science and Technology, USA. He is an IEEE
Fellow, the recipient of the 2014 IEEE ComSoc Joseph LoCi-
cero Award for exemplary service to publications, and a recip-
ient of 2014 Humboldt Research Award. He has published
over 80 technical journal papers and holds three US patents.
Two of his invented algorithms have been implemented in
wireless base station products.

Dr. Xiao is currently the Director of Conference Publica-

tions of the IEEE Communications Society (ComSoc), and
the Chair of the Steering Committee of IEEE Transactions on
Wireless Communications. He has served as an elected mem-
ber of the IEEE ComSoc Board of Governors, the editor-in-
chief of IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications, the
Technical Program Committee (TPC) Chair for IEEE ICC
2010, the Founding Chair of Technical Committee on Wire-
less Communications, and a member of ComSoc Fellow Eval-
uation Committee. He has also served in many other positions
for ComSoc conferences, technical committees, and journals.

GUOLIANG (LARRY) XUE
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

High-quality technical conferences are
important to researchers and practitioners in
the fast-changing field of communications and
networks. People attend conferences to present
new results, exchange ideas, and learn new
developments. Maintaining high integrity and
reputation, identifying new research topics,

ensuring a fair review process for paper selection, and keeping
registration fees affordable, are key factors for the success of
ComSoc conferences. As a long time ComSoc volunteer, I
want to have the opportunity to sustain the best ComSoc con-
ferences and improve other ComSoc conferences so that each
of them can best serve the ComSoc community. If elected, I
will strive to 
• Improve fairness in the paper review process.
• Improve the author experience and reduce the cost of

conference publications.
• Develop new revenue structures to keep conference reg-

istration fees affordable.
• Increase industry papers presented and increase industry

attendance to make for more balanced conferences.
• Cultivate promising new conferences and nurture young

and active ComSoc volunteers to become leaders.

BIOGRAPHY
Guoliang (Larry) Xue is an IEEE Fellow and a professor

of computer science & engineering at Arizona State Universi-
ty. He received the Ph.D. degree in computer science from
the University of Minnesota in 1991, and the M.S. and B.S.
degrees from Qufu Normal University (China) in 1984 and
1981, respectively. He has published extensively in top jour-
nals such as IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking and IEEE
JSAC, and premier conferences such as INFOCOM, Mobi-
Com, and ICC/GLOBECOM. He received Best Paper Awards
at ICC’2012, GLOBECOM’2011, ICC’2011, and MASS’2011.
He has been a ComSoc Distinguished Lecturer. He was a
keynote speaker at LCN’2011 and ICNC’2014.

Larry has extensive experience in conference organizations
and ComSoc services. He served as Secretary/Vice Chair/Chair
of the Communications Switching and Routing Technical
Committee. He served as a TPC Co-Chair of INFO-
COM’2010, Workshops Co-Chair of GLOBECOM’2012, and
multiple Symposium Chairs for ICC/GLOBECOM. He served
as a General Co-Chair of CNS’2014. He is the area editor
(Wireless Networking) of IEEE Transactions on Wireless Com-
munications and an editor of IEEE Network. He served as an
editor of IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking and an edi-
tor of IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications. He
currently serves as Vice Chair of the IEEE INFOCOM Steer-
ing Committee.
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NELSON FONSECA
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

ComSoc’s publication assets make ComSoc
the leading publisher in the area of communica-
tions. Nevertheless, maintaining the value of its
publications and coping with the pace of tech-
nological changes present various challenges.
ComSoc’s publications should be the most
rewarding place for our members to submit

their valuable work. For that, fair review processes, sound edi-
torial decisions, and timely publication should be assured. If
elected, I will strive to:
• Maintain the high quality and integrity of current publications.
• Work to initiate and foster publications in emerging fields.
• Continue efforts to include volunteers on editorial

boards, especially young people and those from industry,
as well as promote regional and gender balance.

• Create specific venues for the needs of those in industry.
• Strengthen and expand initiatives such as free on-line

tutorials and Best Readings.
• Capitalize on digital dissemination of ComSoc publica-

tions, adding new features and social network sharing.
To accomplish this proposed program, I intend to capital-

ize on my ComSoc experience of genuine service to members.
During my term as editor-in-chief of IEEE Communications
Surveys & Tutorials, the number of submissions quadrupled,
making it the journal with the second highest impact factor of
all IEEE journals. As EiC, I introduced the current HTML
format to ComSoc e-News and greatly increased the global
participation in the Global Communications Newsletter.

BIOGRAPHY
Nelson Fonseca received his Ph.D. degree in computer

engineering from The University of Southern California in
1994. He is a full professor at the Institute of Computing at
the University of Campinas, Brazil. He has published 350+
papers and supervised 60+ graduate students. He is a ComSoc
Distinguished Lecturer. Currently, he serves as Director for
Conference Development of the IEEE Communications Soci-
ety. He has served as ComSoc’s Vice President of Member
Relations, Director of the Latin America Region, and Director
of On-Line Services. He is the recipient of the 2012 ComSoc
Joseph LoCicero Award for Exemplary Service to Publications,
the Medal of the Chancelor of the University of Pisa (2007),
and the Elsevier Computer Network Journal Editor of Year
2001 award. He is a past EiC of IEEE Communications Surveys
& Tutorials. He is a senior editor for IEEE Communications
Surveys & Tutorials and a senior editor for IEEE Communica-
tions Magazine, a member of the editorial board of Computer
Networks, Peer-to-Peer Networking and Applications, Journal of
Internet Services and Applications, and the International Journal
of Communication Systems. He created the ComSoc Student
Competition Program, IEEE LATINCOM, and the series of
Multimedia Communications Symposia in GLOBECOM/ICC.
He has been a technical chair for over 10 IEEE conferences. 

KHALED B. LETAIEF
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

Publications are our life blood, and provid-
ing the highest quality information represents
the most valuable service IEEE offers to the
community at large. But we are facing major
challenges such as open access, timeliness, and
the need to engage practitioners. If elected, it
will be my honor to serve while sustaining Com-

Soc’s role as a major resource supporting the needs of all
members throughout the world. I will work with the editors-
in-chief to achieve this by:
• Enhancing our products and services to better address

member needs.
• Positioning ComSoc to target new areas while putting

greater emphasis on making online publications, tutori-
als, and short courses in emerging technologies widely
available to members.

• Strengthening globalization activities and further opening
the door to recruiting young volunteers in publications.

• Growing our value to academics while intensifying and
encouraging industrial participation.
I have been involved with publications for over 25 years. I

also had the privilege to lead IEEE journals as editor-in-chief
as well as serving in other capacities. I believe that my exten-
sive IEEE service and leadership experience have put me in a
unique position to successfully bring these initiatives into
fruition while providing exceptional services to members as we
move forward for a strong and healthy IEEE.

BIOGRAPHY
Dr. Letaief received the B.S. with Distinction, M.S. and

Ph.D. degrees from Purdue University, USA. He is currently
dean of engineering at HKUST.  He is the recipient of many
awards, including the Michael Medal for Distinguished Teach-
ing, 2007 IEEE Joseph LoCicero Publications Exemplary
Award, 2009 IEEE Marconi Prize Award in Wireless Commu-
nications, 2010 Purdue University Outstanding Electrical and
Computer Engineer Award, 2011 IEEE Harold Sobol Award,
2011 IEEE Wireless Communications Technical Committee
Recognition Award, and 12 IEEE Best Paper Awards. 

Dr. Letaief has served as a consultant for various organiza-
tions including Motorola, Huawei, ASTRI, ZTE, Nortel, and
PricewaterhouseCoopers. He is the founding editor-in-chief of
IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications, and has
served on the editorial boards of other prestigious journals
including IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications –
Wireless Series (as editor-in-chief).

He has chaired many of IEEE’s leading conferences and
served in many IEEE leadership positions, including ComSoc
Vice-President for Technical Activities, ComSoc Treasurer,
ComSoc Vice-President for Conferences, and member of
IEEE Product Services and Publications Board. He has also
served on numerous IEEE committees (e.g. TAB Periodicals
Committee, Recertification, Ontology, Technical Activity
Council, Publications/Conference Boards, Asia-Pacific Board,
Fellow Committee, and Finance Committee). He is IEEE Fel-
low, HKIE Fellow, and an ISI Highly Cited Researcher. 

ROBERT S. FISH
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

I am honored to be nominated for a second
term as ComSoc VP of Standards Activities. As
VP-Standards, I will again emphasize a full
cycle approach to standards, including pre-stan-
dards emerging technology, market-driven open
standardization, and post-standards education
with full opportunities for both academic and

industry members to participate.
Under my leadership, ComSoc has significantly expanded

its portfolio, adding projects in Access Networks, Consumer
Networking, SDN/NFV, and IoT to our existing projects such
as Dynamic Spectrum and Power Line Communications.
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Standards activities should reflect the full breadth of Com-
Soc’s technical scope.By pioneering a Rapid Reaction Stan-
dardization methodology, we proactively jumpstarted
standardization in Software Defined Networks, Internet of
Things, and 5G, which attracted wide participation and signifi-
cant financial support from IEEE. This support allowed us to
subsidize travel costs for academic researchers.

A Communications Standards supplement to IEEE Com-
munications Magazine launched in December 2014 and is the
vehicle for incubating a new magazine of the same name. We
also created a new Conference on Standards in Communica-
tions and Networking which will take place in October 2015.
Next I will consider starting a Communications Standards
journal to serve scholarly research in standards and standards-
related disciplines. Looking ahead, further new initiatives will
benefit from my service as a BoG member of the IEEE Stan-
dards Association and the coordination of ComSoc’s activities
with IEEE new initiative and future direction funding.

BIOGRAPHY
Robert S. Fish received his Ph.D. from Stanford Universi-

ty. Dr. Fish is President of NETovations, LLC. From 2007 to
2010 he was Chief Product Officer and Senior VP at Mforma-
tion, Inc. From 1997 to 2007 Rob was Vice President and
Managing Director of Panasonic US R&D laboratories.
Prior to this, Rob was Executive Director, Multimedia Com-
munications Research at Bellcore after starting his career at
Bell Laboratories. Dr. Fish has over 30 publications and 17
patents. During his career, Dr. Fish and his organizations
have initiated and managed standards development activities
in IEEE, ISO/IEC, 3GPP, OMA, IETF, ATSC, CableLabs,
OSGi, and SDRF.

Rob is VP–Standards Activities of ComSoc. He co-edited a
series in IEEE Communications Magazine on IEEE Standards
in Communications and Networking. He has been a MAL of
the ComSoc BoG and Chair of GIMS. Rob is a member of the
Board of Governors of the IEEE Standards Association, and a
founding member of the IEEE-SA Corporate Advisory Group.
For his leadership and contributions to the Multimedia Com-
munications Technical Committee, Rob was the recipient of
MMTC’s Distinguished Service Award.

KEVIN W. LU
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

ComSoc members have contributed signifi-
cantly to technology advances such as 5G,
Machine-to-Machine Communications, Network
Functions Virtualization, Software-Defined Net-
working, and the Internet of Things. At the
same time, ComSoc Standards Activities contin-
ue to facilitate the progress from research to

standards by members’ dedication and contribution to
research groups, study groups, working groups, and ballot
groups on communications standards. Recurring standards
workshops and publications have provided members with
opportunities to collaborate and stay informed.

I am committed to further broadening opportunities for
engaging members in relevant, timely, and useful standards.
In addition to face-to-face meetings, we can conduct online
communications among researchers, standards developers,
and practitioners in all phases of Standards Activities:
• Needs identification, assessment, and selection.
• Liaison to relevant alliances, consortia, and other stan-

dards development organizations.
• Standards development, implementation, and mainte-

nance.

• International standards harmonization.
• Standards testing and deployment support.
• Standards training modules and outreach program.

Timeliness and adaptability of Standards Activities are crit-
ical to the standards’ relevance and usefulness since markets
and technologies are rapidly evolving. We can facilitate col-
laborations among members to further expedite contribution,
peer review, discussion, revision, and publication. Most impor-
tantly, I want to know your ideas for our Standards Activities,
and emerging technologies that you care about.

BIOGRAPHY
Dr. Kevin W. Lu is an adjunct professor of electrical &

computer engineering at Stevens Institute of Technology,
teaching a graduate course on the Internet of Things. He has
served as chair (2012–2013) and advisor (2014–2015) of the
ComSoc Standards Development Board, and a member
(2013–2015) of the IEEE Standards Association (IEEE-SA)
Standards Board’s New Standards Committee. He is a mem-
ber of the IEEE SCC42 Standards Coordinating Committee
on Transportation, and the IEEE-SA contact for the Global
Standards Collaboration Task Force on Emergency Commu-
nications. 

Kevin was a chief scientist and executive director at Erics-
son/Telcordia Applied Research until 2012, then a senior
principal scientist at Broadcom, where he contributed to
3GPP Radio Access Network Working Groups RAN1 and
RAN4 until 2013. He was chair (2007–2010) of the TIA TR-
48 Engineering Committee on Vehicular Telematics, and
authored “All-in-One: Making Connected Vehicles Possible”
in the February 2012 issue of ISO Focus+. He contributed to
the 2011 ATIS Machine-to-Machine Focus Group and the
2011–2014 Strategic Plan for the USDOT Intelligent Trans-
portation System Standards Program. Kevin received a B.S. in
control engineering from National Chiao Tung University,
and M.S. and D.Sc. degrees in systems science and mathemat-
ics from Washington University in St. Louis.

ALI ABEDI
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

Making global change with local actions: I have demon-
strated my commitment to IEEE and ComSoc by serving
IEEE for over 16 years on both technical (ComSoc NA
Region Board, JCN Associate Editor) and MGA (CLE,
GUOS) committees. Most recently, I have served COMSOC
Conferences such as PIMRC (PHY Track Chair, 2014),
GLOBECOM (Publications Chair, 2014), and WiSEE (TPC
Chair, 2014). If elected, I plan to utilize my experience (Gen-
eral Chair for 2010 IEEE Northeast Industry Day, 2010 IEEE
Fly By Wireless Conference, and 2013 IEEE WiSEE) to bring
industry, academia, and government agencies together and
take ComSoc to the next level. I will put particular emphasis
on identifying local industry needs and position ComSoc to
play a leading role by proposing new ways to communicate
these workforce needs to academic institutions. Students and
industry professionals around the world are at the core of my
activities to achieve this goal.

BIOGRAPHY
Ali Abedi received his BSEE (‘96) and MSEE (‘98) from

Sharif University of Technology, and his Ph.D (‘04) from the
University of Waterloo. He joined the University of Maine in
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2005, where he is currently a professor of electrical & comput-
er engineering, director of the Wireless Sensor Networks Lab-
oratory, and director of the Center for Undergraduate
Research at the office of the Vice President for Research. He
held visiting scholar appointments at the University of Mary-
land (2012) and NIST (2012-3), and served as a lecturer at the
Air Force University (1998-2000), University of Waterloo
(2003-4), and Queen’s University (2004-5). Dr. Abedi’s
research in the wireless communications area is focused on
analytical performance evaluation of high performance chan-
nel codes, and applications of distributed coding in sensor
networks used in space and biomedical applications. He is the
co-founder of two startup companies and has published over
80 conference proceedings papers and journal papers as well
as three books and two book chapters. 

JOSE DAVID CELY
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

As a global leader in technology, the Communications
Society has important challenges related to new technologies
and professional development. If I am elected I will focus on
the following goals:
• Strengthen the participation of new members as volun-

teers, promoting training about ComSoc’s organization,
programs, and benefits.

• Promote ComSoc globalization by attracting professionals
from countries with potential growth.

• Improve the tools and benefits available for young pro-
fessionals.

• Promote new tools for engaging students as ComSoc
members.
My energy and knowledge of the Communications Society

and IEEE are a strong guaranty to achieve these goals.

BIOGRAPHY
Jose David Cely graduated as an electronics engineer from

the Universidad Distrital Francisco Jose de Caldas, Bogota,
Colombia. He has served in several universities as a professor
in Colombia; currently he is an assistant professor at the Uni-
versidad Distrital Francisco Jose de Caldas. As an IEEE vol-
unteer, he has served in both appointed and elected positions
at the Chapter, Section, Region, Society, TAB, and MGA lev-
els. He has been involved in the activities of the ComSoc
Colombia chapter since its beginning. Under his leadership
the Colombia ComSoc Chapter earned the Latin America
Chapter Achievement Award in 2003, the Chapter of the
Year Award in 2006, and the Latin America Chapter Achieve-
ment Award in 2008 and 2010.

He has participated on the committees of several orga-
nized IEEE conferences in Latin America, not only ComSoc
but other IEEE societies as well. He has participated actively
as part of the organizing committees for LATINCOM 2009,
ANDESCON 2010, LATINCOM 2010, LASCAS 2011, LARC
2011, ISGT LA 2011, 2014 T&D LA, and he served as Gener-
al Chair of 2014 LATINCOM. He was Director of IEEE
Communications Society in Latin America Region. In 2010 he
was awarded as a volunteer by IEEE Member & Geographic
Activities (MGA) with their Achievement Award “for engag-
ing and developing members by organizing conferences within
the IEEE Colombia Section.”

LEONARD J. CIMINI, JR.
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

ComSoc members have played a critical role in the
telecommunications revolution; future innovations will be
more disruptive. To continue to be influential, ComSoc must

transform the products and services we provide, and where,
when, and how we provide them. I believe my primary role as
a Member-at-Large is to represent, and advocate for, the
interests of ComSoc members during this transformation. If
elected, I will: 
• Work to make ComSoc products more easily accessible,

and more affordable, to a broader audience.
• Encourage and facilitate participation in volunteer activi-

ties by personally mentoring junior members.
• Strengthen ComSoc’s relevance by creating more inter-

disciplinary technical areas and building a bridge across
the growing divide between academic and industrial needs. 
I believe that my broad experience in ComSoc, combined with

my background in industry and academia, puts me in a unique
position to effectively represent the ComSoc membership.

BIOGRAPHY
Len Cimini received his Ph.D. from the University of

Pennsylvania in 1982, and worked at AT&T, first in Bell Labs
and then AT&T Labs, for 20 years. Since 2002 he has been a
professor at the University of Delaware. For more than 25
years he has been very active in all facets of ComSoc, includ-
ing governance, publications, conferences, and technical activ-
ities, and among other positions, has been a Member-at-Large,
VP–Publications, VP–Technical Activities, and editor-in-chief
of the IEEE J-SAC: Wireless Communications Series. He is
currently Director of Journals. Len was elected an IEEE Fel-
low in 2000 for contributions to the theory and practice of
high-speed wireless communications. For this pioneering
work, he was given the 2007 James R. Evans Avant Garde
Award and the 2010 Innovators Award from the New Jersey
Inventors Hall of Fame. He has received several ComSoc
awards, including the Donald W. McLellan Meritorious Ser-
vice Award. 

TOM HOU
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

I joined the IEEE 26 years ago as a student member and
later became an active member and volunteer in ComSoc.
ComSoc has played a central role in my career advancement.
As a member, I hope our colleagues will consider ComSoc as
the most valuable professional community in their careers.
Over the years I have contributed greatly to ComSoc’s impor-
tant journal editorial boards and conference organization
committees. As a Member-at-Large, I will work to support the
new initiatives of ComSoc’s president and vice presidents and
move the Society forward. In particular, I will make efforts to: 
• Enhance the value and prestige of ComSoc membership

to our members.
• Support ComSoc Board of Governor’s initiatives to reach

out to industry and produce greater impact on a global scale.
• Nurture young members and students and prepare them

as future leaders of ComSoc.
It is my privilege to serve our members and help move

ComSoc to a higher level of stature, value, and participation.
Thank you for your confidence and vote.

BIOGRAPHY
Tom Hou is Bradley Distinguished Professor of Electrical

& Computer Engineering at Virginia Tech, USA. He received
his Ph.D. degree in electrical engineering from New York
University Polytechnic School of Engineering in 1998. From
1997 to 2002 he was a researcher at Fujitsu Labs in California.
Prof. Hou was named an IEEE Fellow for contributions to
modeling and optimization of wireless networks. His research
was recognized by five best paper awards from IEEE and two
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paper awards from ACM. He holds five U.S. patents. He
served as an area editor of IEEE Transaction on Wireless
Communications (Wireless Networking area), and an editor of
IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing, IEEE Journal on
Selected Areas in Communications – Cognitive Radio Series,
and IEEE Wireless Communications. Currently he is an editor
of IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking. He is Chair of
IEEE INFOCOM’s Steering Committee and a ComSoc Dis-
tinguished Lecturer. For more information, please visit
http://www.tom4comsoc.org. 

T. RUSSELL HSING
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

I am committed to the IEEE Communications Society’s
mission of serving humanity through the ComSoc Golden Tri-
angle cornerstones of Globalization, Young Leaders, and
Industry. If elected Member-at-Large, I will focus my efforts
on creating excellence for the IEEE Communications Society
through the following proposed actions:
• Increased promotion of ComSoc collaborations with

emerging countries globally.
• Establish more initiatives to stimulate interactions among

IEEE ComSoc through academia, industry, and govern-
ment sectors.

• Create more interactive and online educational services
for members.

• Create and maintain global balance for Communications
Society officers, leaders, and activities across all geo-
graphic regions.

• Develop strategy and executable action plans to continue
recruiting more members around the world.
If elected, I will work closely with technical leaders and the

IEEE Board of Governors to set visions, strategies, and poli-
cies that will make ComSoc a more effective and financially
healthy organization, a Society that can respond to rapidly
changing dynamics.

BIOGRAPHY
T. Russell Hsing is an IEEE Life Fellow and Fellow of the

British Computer Society. He accumulated his rich R&D
experience of 35 years as technical staff and research director
through affiliations with Xerox, GTE Labs, and Bellcore/Tel-
cordia/Ericsson. He pioneered the commercialization of
emerging technologies and services through joint business
ventures. He is now a professor and also advisor of the Next
Generation Mobile Network (NGMN) Alliance and EDGE
Laboratory at Princeton University. He has been an active
IEEE Communications Society volunteer for many years. He
was a member (2006–2008) and then Chair (2010–2011) of the
Fellow Evaluation Committee, as well as a member of the
Awards Committee (2010–2012). He was Founding Chair
(2010–2012) of ComSoc’s Sub-Technical Committee on
Vehicular Networks and Telematics Applications. Within the
IEEE, he was a member (2008–2010), Chair (2010–2011), and
Past Chair (2012) of the IEEE Kiyo Tomiyasu Award Com-
mittee, and then the IEEE Eric Sumner TFA Committee
(2010–2012). He has been a member of the IEEE Fellow
Committee since 2012 and the Strategic Planning Committee in
2013. He is now the Vice Chair of the IEEE TFA Committee.

RULEI TING
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

Educated both in China and the U.S., I have conducted
research, engineering, and business efforts both in the Asia
Pacific region and the U.S. I value my personal experiences in
a fast developing technical community as well as in the state-

of-the-art research and engineering community. I have been
devoting my volunteering efforts to have both sides of the
world benefit from each other. Working with the ComSoc
Board, I strive to reduce costs while increasing services to our
members, including professional education, publications, stan-
dards, student exchange via travel, conference participation,
chapter activity support, member services, and much more. I
have demonstrated passion and results in the telecom profes-
sion and by volunteering for society. I hope that my back-
ground and experience will continue to be an asset to the
IEEE Communications Society.

BIOGRAPHY
Rulei Ting earned his B.S. from Shanghai Jiao Tong Uni-

versity, China, and a Ph.D. from CUNY, NY. Dr. Ting earned
an executive master’s in technology management at Wharton
and Penn Engineering at the University of Pennsylvania.
Rulei has been with AT&T & Bell Labs (NJ) for 20+ years,
with responsibilities from Distinguished MTS to Senior Tech-
nical Director. He contributed to FT2000, which became an
outstanding technology and industry success, delivering multi-
billion dollars in revenue. He pioneered AT&T’s business
development in the AP region and served as Senior Director
in telecommunication equipment start-ups. Rulei was awarded
the AT&T Bell Labs President Award; IEEE Millennium
Award; IEEE Region1 Award, and the President’s Volunteer
Service Gold Award of USA.

Over the past 15 years Rulei has volunteered as a ComSoc
Chapter Chair, IEEE NJ Coast ExCom and Treasurer, and in
2003 his Chapter received ComSoc’s Chapter Achievement
Award. He has led ComSoc’s Engineering Certification and
Education efforts. As WCET Committee Chair, he motivated
a global team of volunteers developing and constructing the
exam, setting up the strategies and launching partnership
efforts. His team’s efforts led to the financial turnaround of
WCET. Rulei has been a positive addition to several ComSoc
Board meetings in recent years.

VIVEK S. DESHPANDE
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

First as a student member and then a professional mem-
ber, I have been a member of the IEEE Communication Soci-
ety for many years. Now I am an IEEE Senior Member, and
am currently volunteering as Chair for the Communication
Society, Pune Chapter. If elected as a Member at Large, I will
try to direct more of my expertise to the members within
Region 10. The Distinguished Lecture programs need
strengthening. Also, more IEEE Communication Society con-
ferences and publications need to be initiated so that the
researcher community in Region 10 will have the best plat-
form for their knowledge exhibition.

BIOGRAPHY
I am working as advisor, editor, and reviewer for many

international conferences and journals, and chairperson as
well as session chair for many international conferences. I
have delivered many lectures, tutorials, and technical talks at
IEEE International Conferences. I have published more than
75 research papers and have 12 patents to my name. I have
explored multiple approaches for implementation of the algo-
rithms and protocols, which proved a good indicator of my
research skills. I have also published two books with a
renowned publisher in India, and my next book is in queue.
The chapter from one of the books from CRC press is already
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published. Apart from my technical expertise, I exude excellent
interpersonal skills and am well versed with analytical skills. 

Currently I am working as an associate professor at the
MIT College of Engineering, Pune, India. I am also heading
the Wireless Network Lab in my organization. In my 25 years
of experience, I have 15 years of teaching experience and 10
years of industrial experience. My academic experience
includes teaching undergraduate students and postgraduate
students. I work extensively in research in the area of wireless
sensor networks. I have been instrumental in developing dif-
ferent networking layer protocols with maintaining quality of
service parameters in wireless networks. 

NEELESH B. MEHTA
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

I shall strive to redouble ComSoc’s efforts to fulfill its
growing Asia-Pacific member base and reach out to it. This
involves globalizing its education and training programs, con-
ferences, and improving interaction with local industry. My
second goal, affecting all members, is to endeavor to keep
membership and conference registration fees reasonable. My
third goal is to ensure that ComSoc publications remain bea-
cons of excellence. 

Over the past two decades, as a student and then a scien-
tist in the U.S., as a participant in wireless standardization,
and as an academician in India, I experienced the significant
role played by ComSoc in shaping the future of information
and communication technologies. I shall utilize this perspec-
tive and my considerable experience as an active ComSoc vol-
unteer and leader to ensure that ComSoc remains a key driver
behind these technologies and a key influence on engineers
who work on them.

BIOGRAPHY
Neelesh Mehta is an associate professor at the Indian

Institute of Science Bangalore, India. Prior to joining IISc he
was a scientist in the U.S. from 2001 to 2007 at AT&T
Research Laboratories (NJ), Broadcom Corp. (NJ), and Mit-
subishi Electric Research Laboratories (MA). He received his
M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in electrical engineering from the
California Institute of Technology, USA, in 1997 and 2001,
respectively, and his bachelor of technology degree from the
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Madras, India in 1996. 

He works in the area of wireless communications. He has
co-authored 55+ IEEE transactions papers, 75+ conference
papers, and is a co-inventor of 25+ issued US patents. He is
an executive editor of the IEEE Transactions on Wireless Com-
munications, and an editor for IEEE Transactions on Commu-
nications and IEEE Wireless Communications Letters. He is a
Fellow of the Indian National Academy of Engineering and the
National Academy of Sciences India. He served as Director of
Conference Publications from 2012 to 2013, and as a Member-
at-Large since 2014. He also serves on the Education & Train-
ing Board and the Marketing & Industry Relations Board. 

QIAN ZHANG
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

For the past 16 years I have had the privilege of working in
both industry (Microsoft Research Asia) and academia (Hong
Kong University of Science and Technology). With such expe-
rience, I understand and appreciate the needs of both. If
elected as a Member-at-Large, I will fully commit myself to
the realistic globalization of ComSoc and focus on promoting
new Society activities such as interdisciplinary and emerging
topics conferences, addressing new telecommunications tech-
nologies, and supporting sustainable development, particularly

in Asia-Pacific regions. I will also put emphasis on providing
encouragement and support to female researchers and get
them involved more in ComSoc technical and organizational
activities. In short, using my past volunteer experience, I can
effectively serve more members by supporting their diverse needs.

BIOGRAPHY
Qian Zhang is currently a professor in the Department of

Computer Science and Engineering, the Hong Kong Universi-
ty of Science and Technology (HKUST), Hong Kong. She is
also serving as the co-director of the Huawei-HKUST Innova-
tion Laboratory. At Microsoft Research Asia, Beijing, from
July 1999 to August 2005, she was the research manager of
the Wireless and Networking Group. Qian earned her Ph.D.
from Wuhan University in computer science in 1999. She has
served ComSoc and IEEE in many roles, including Steering
Committee Member of the IEEE ICME Conference, associ-
ate editor for several IEEE transactions and magazines, Chair
of the Multimedia Communication TC (2008-2010), Chairs of
the Chapter Coordination Committee (2010-2012) and Tech-
nical Activity Committee (2008-2010) of ComSoc’s Asia Pacif-
ic Board. She was the TPC Co-Chair of IEEE INFOCOM
2011 and TPC Vice-Chair of IEEE GLOBECOM 2010. She
has also served several times as the TPC Area Chair of INFO-
COM and Symposium Chair of IEEE GLOBECOM and
IEEE ICC.

KLAUS KOHRT
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

For well over 15 years I have been active in the IEEE
Communications Society. From the very beginning I devel-
oped a strong interest and took an active role in volunteer
work by supporting conference organizations both from the
steering committee perspective and hands-on in local organiz-
ing committees. If elected as a Member-at-Large, I will focus
on strengthening industry involvement and having a represen-
tation in all aspects of technical and organizational activities
by promoting the excellence and leading role of ComSoc,
especially for the practitioner. Furthermore, it is my intention
to help develop activities such as conferences and discussion
panels on interdisciplinary and emerging topics.

BIOGRAPHY
Klaus Kohrt received his masters and Ph.D. degrees in

mathematics and computer science from Christian-Albrechts-
University (CAU) in Kiel, Germany in 1980 and 1984, respec-
tively. He then joined the telecommunications division of
Siemens AG and for many years helped to develop and pro-
mote their vision and product strategy. In 2003 he took over
government and industry relationship management for
Siemens mobile. He served on a number of industry commit-
tees, and in January 2004 was elected Vice Chair of the
UMTS-Forum.

Currently, he is self-employed as an independent advisor
and evaluator for various national and European funded
research projects. His primary areas of expertise are in mobile
and wireless communication technology and future Internet
architecture, in particular with respect to business viability of
new technologies.

He has given many keynotes and spoken at numerous
international conferences. For many years he contributed to
the GICC/GIMS-committee, where he was in charge of the
Patronage Working Group, which, under his leadership,
developed the Patronage Handbook. He was a member of the
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organizing committee as Patronage, Publicity or Panels Chair
of major ComSoc conferences (ICC, GLOBECOM, WCNC,
DySPAN) and has been active in the German sister society
VDE as committee member and working group chair for
more than 20 years.

CHIARA PETRIOLI
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

My 20 years in academia and my recent experience leading
a startup company have been driven by the belief that the
future of our world and economy will be based on communi-
cations and IT. I believe  IEEE ComSoc will play a leading
role in shaping this future. As an MAL, I will help IEEE
ComSoc enhance its services and activities:
• By providing personalized training material to its mem-

bers, preparing them for the technical challenges in the
fast evolving world of communications.

• By further extending the topics covered by ComSoc con-
ferences and journals, maintaining excellence, reducing
costs of participation/subscription, and offering new pub-
lication venues to novel research areas and multidisci-
plinary fields.

• By initiating and leading standardization activities on
emerging applications and technologies.
I will also devote my energy to expand ComSoc member-

ship and activities across all European regions, involve stu-
dents in local chapters, increase membership among women,
and organize conferences and other events on topics of
importance to European researchers and developers. 

BIOGRAPHY
Chiara Petrioli received her Ph.D. in computer engineering

from Rome University “La Sapienza” (1998). Chiara was a
Fulbright scholar (Boston University) and a postdoc (Politec-
nico di Milano) before joining “La Sapienza” where she is a
full professor. She is director of the Sensor Networks and
Embedded System laboratory, and the Cyber Physical Systems
laboratory. She is co-founder of the spinoff WSENSE s.r.l.
Her research focuses on the design and evaluation of mobile
and sensing systems. She has contributed over 100 papers with
3400+ citations. Chiara has extensively contributed to IEEE
ComSoc activities. She has served on the steering committees
of IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing (TMC) and the
IEEE SECON conference, and has been an associate editor

of IEEE TMC and IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technolo-
gy. She has served on the organizing and technical program
committees of dozens of IEEE events, including TPC co-chair
of IEEE SECON 2009 and IEEE INFOCOM 2016.

ROBERT SCHOBER
CANDIDATE’S STATEMENT

I have gathered valuable leadership experience through
various professional and volunteer activities over the past sev-
eral years. If elected Member-at-Large, I will use this experi-
ence to foster ComSoc’s excellence. Therefore, I will focus on
the following three main goals during my term. My first goal
will be to further improve the quality and value of ComSoc’s
journal and conference publications by increasing industry
participation, making the review processes more transparent,
and promoting high quality papers. My second goal is to pro-
vide a larger forum for emerging technologies such as molecu-
lar communications, smart grid communication, and social
networking in our community, publications, and conferences.
My third goal is to increase the benefits for and involvement
of students and young professionals through more volunteer-
ing opportunities, summer/winter school programs, and free
tutorials at conferences.

BIOGRAPHY
Robert Schober received the Dipl.-Ing. and Ph.D. degrees

from the Friedrich-Alexander-University of Erlangen-Nürn-
berg (FAU) in 1997 and 2000, respectively. From 2002 to
2012 he was a professor and Canada Research Chair at the
University of British Columbia (UBC), Canada. Since January
2012 he is an Alexander von Humboldt Professor and the
Chair of the Institute of Digital Communication at FAU,
Erlangen, Germany. He currently serves as editor-in-chief of
IEEE Transactions on Communications and as Chair of the
Steering Committee of the new IEEE Transactions on Molecu-
lar, Biological & Multiscale Communications. He has served as
TPC and Tutorial Co-Chair at various IEEE conferences. He
is the Vice Chair of the German IEEE ComSoc Chapter. He
has received several awards for his work, including a 2002
DFG Heinz-Maier-Leibnitz Award, the 2004 Vodafone Inno-
vations Award, the 2008 UBC Charles McDowell Award for
Excellence in Research, and a 2012 NSERC E.W.R. Steacie
Fellowship. He is a Fellow of the IEEE, the Canadian Acade-
my of Engineering, and the Engineering Institute of Canada.
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Election to the grade of IEEE Fellow is one of the highest honors that can be
bestowed upon our members by the Institute in recognition of their technical, educational,
and leadership achievements. Only a select few IEEE members earn this prestigious honor.

Congratulations to the following Communications Society members for their elec-
tion to the grade of Fellow of the IEEE. They now join company with a truly distin-
guished roster of colleagues.

For contributions to
network design and
wireless resource
allocation.

MATTHEW ANDREWS

For contributions to
cloud computing.

RAJKUMAR BUYYA

For contributions to
MIMO communica-
tions and network
management.

CHEN-NEE CHUAH

For contributions to
wireless network 
system and protocol
design.

MOOI CHOO CHUAH

For contributions 
to distributed 
computing in mobile
wireless networks.

JIANNONG CAO

For contributions to
multiple user and
multiple antenna
wireless 
communication 
systems.

IAIN COLLINGS

For contributions to
oxidation of III-V
semiconductors for
photonic device 
manufacturing.

JOHN DALLESASSE

For contributions to
parallel and 
distributed 
computing.

SAJAL DAS

For contributions on
characterization and
design of nonlinear
RF circuits.

NUNO BORGES DE CARVALHO

For contributions to
VLSI architectures
and algorithms for
signal processing 
and wireless 
communications.

JOSEPH CAVALLARO

For contributions to
decentralized signal
processing in sensor
networks and 
interference 
management of 
wireless networks.

BIAO CHEN

For contributions to
localization and
detection in sensor
networks.

XIUZHEN CHENG

For contributions to
the theory and 
application of 
orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing
in wireless and 
optical 
communications.

JEAN ARMSTRONG

For contributions to
iterative processing in
multiple-input 
multiple-output 
systems.

GERHARD BAUCH

For contributions to
adaptive sensor 
systems in radar and
communications.

DANIEL BLISS

For contributions to
communication 
protocols for 
distributed mobile
computing and 
wireless sensor 
networks.

AZZEDINE BOUKERCHE

SOCIETY MEMBERS NAMED TO IEEE FELLOW GRADE
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For contributions to
the theory and 
application of signal
processing in wireless
networks.

MROUANE DEBBAH

For contributions to
computer graphics
and video games.

JOE DECUIR

For contributions to
passive optical 
networking standards
and technology.

FRANK EFFENBERGER

For contributions to
signal design 
for wireless 
communications.

PINGZHI FAN

For contributions to
the theory and 
practice of multiple
antenna radio.

MICHAEL FITZ

For contributions to
broadband wireless
communications and
multirate signal 
processing.

XIQI GAO

For leadership in 
cellular 
communication 
system 
standardization.

AMITABHA GHOSH

For contributions to
multiple antenna
techniques in wireless
cellular networks.

HOWARD HUANG

For contributions to
ethernet switching
architectures and
merchant-switching
silicon.

MOHAN KALKUNTE

For leadership 
in mobile 
communication 
systems.

YOUNGKY KIM

For contributions to
signal processing
techniques for multi-
media and 
cyber security.

DEEPA KUNDUR

For contributions to
the design of CMOS
radio-frequency 
integrated circuits.

THOMAS LEE

For contributions to
cognitive radio and
signal processing for
communication 
systems.

MONISHA GHOSH

For contributions to
security of power
grids.

MANIMARAN GOVINDARASU

For contributions to
distributed power 
systems and 
microgrids.

JOSEP GUERRERO

For contributions to
video communication
and visual sensing
technologies.

ZHIHAI HE

For contributions to
spectrum 
management and
resource allocation in
cognitive and cellular
radio networks.

EKRAM HOSSAIN

For contributions 
to high-resolution 
signal parameter 
estimation.

K.V.S. HARI
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For contributions to
performance analysis
and resource 
allocation in wireless
networks.

XIANGYANG LI

For contributions to
chaos-based 
electronic and
telecommunication
systems design.

GIANLUCA MAZZINI

For contributions to
adaptive filters and
communication 
technologies.

MARKUS RUPP

For contributions to
statistical modeling
and analysis of 
wireless 
communication 
systems.

PETER SMITH

For contributions to
optical network 
architectures, 
algorithms, and 
performance 
modeling.

SURESH SUBRAMANIAM

For contributions to
network resource
management.

DAN KEUN SUNG

For development of
safety solutions for
electronic equipment.

STEFAN MOZAR

For contributions to
security in 
cyber-physical 
systems.

RADHA POOVENDRAN

For contributions to
ultra-wideband 
wireless 
communications.

ROBERT QIU

For development of
wireless technology 
in India.

BHASKAR RAMAMURTHI

For contributions 
to optical fiber 
technology.

DAVID RICHARDSON

For contributions to
wireless sensor 
networks and 
systems.

YUNHAO LIU

For contributions to
visual processing for
multimedia 
interaction.

ZICHENG LIU

For contributions to
information and 
network security.

WENJING LOU

For contributions to
feedback-adaptive
wireless 
communication 
systems.

DAVID LOVE

For contributions to
video coding research
and standardization.

DETLEV MARPE

For contributions to
the theory and engi-
neering applications
of wireless transmis-
sion technologies.

JIANHUA LU

For contributions to
application-layer 
network protocols
and network coding.

BAOCHUN LI
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No photograph was submitted for
the following:

For contributions to multiuser multi-
antenna communications.

NIHAR JINDAL

For contributions to
digital video 
broadcasting and
wireless systems.

HSIAO-CHUN WU

For contributions to
theory and practice of
ultra-wideband 
communications.

LIUQING YANG

For contributions to
wireless 
communication 
theory and wireless
information security.

AYLIN YENER

For contributions to
network design 
optimization and
security.

BÜLENT YENER

For contributions to
cognitive radio 
communications.

WEI ZHANG

For contributions to real-time signal
processing systems.

WONYONG SUNG

For contributions to superscalar out-of-
order processors.

MICHAEL SHEBANOW

For contributions to coding for wireless
communications and data storage.

KRISHNA NARAYANAN

For contributions to
dynamic spectrum
access and cognitive
radio networks.

HAITAO ZHENG

For contributions to computer network
measurement and management.

YIN ZHANG
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COMMERCIAL DATA MINING: 
PROCESSING, ANALYSIS AND
MODELING FOR PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS
PROJECTS

BY DAVID NETTLETON

MORGAN KAUFMANN–ELSEVIER, 2014,
ISBN 978-0-124-16602-8, SOFTCOVER,
304 PAGES

REVIEWER: LUCJAN JANOWSKI

Data mining has become a must-
know topic for any scientist, and still it
becomes increasingly important for the
companies. Such a popular topic has
already been described in many books,
therefore a question may arise: Why
should I read this new and rather thin
volume? A fast look inside will convince
a potential reader about the lack of
equations, a fact surprising for a book
describing a mathematical tool, which
data mining indeed is. However, lack of
equations and thin size appears to be
one of many advantages of this book. It
is a detailed description of a data mining
project. From the first question, “Is it
really worth it to start a data mining pro-
ject?”, which is, unfortunately, asked so
rarely in practice, to the last, “How to
feed the data mining results to the orga-
nization decision-making and operative
procedures?”, a data mining project is
described with all its important steps. 

The book is divided into 19 chapters
and contains appendices with some
examples. The chapters are grouped into
different data mining project steps (chap-
ters 2 to 10), and specific data mining

domains (chapters 11 to 19). Chapter 2
describes business objectives definition,
the element of data mining projects that
is often forgotten or lost in the process of
data analysis. Any book related to data
mining describes data preparation at
least briefly, even if it is typically the
most time consuming process. Here, this
topic is divided into five chapters. First,
Chapter 3 describes potential sources of
information, including the related classi-
fication, various source specific aspects,
and data accuracy. In Chapter 4, data
representation is discussed by a short
description of basic data types, normal-
ization, and outliers detection. The dif-
ference between categorical and
numerical variables is discussed. The
chapter elaborates on data representa-
tion. Chapter 5 presents an important
difference between having data and trust-
ing data, dealing with the fact that only
after getting to know which data pieces
are relevant and reliable, the selection of
variables is possible. This topic is
described thoroughly in Chapter 6. The
next three chapters are focused on the
most classical data mining problems.
Chapter 7 overviews data sampling and
partitioning. Chapter 8 describes data
analysis, while Chapter 9 presents data
modeling. A very practical problem of
using the analysis obtained by a data
mining project is described in chapter 10.
Chapters 11 to 17 present specific data
mining tools and use cases that help a
reader to understand the differences
between data mining projects. Chapter
18 raises the important problem of data

privacy that often limits a range of appli-
cable techniques that can be used by a
particular data mining project. The
appendices make it possible to follow
selected data mining projects in detail. 

This work should be at least browsed
by a broad range of potential readers,
and many classes of them can be envis-
aged. The volume will be interesting for
a specialist working on data mining algo-
rithms and will enable them to under-
stand in a better way how such an
algorithms will be used. On the other
hand, a company executive director, who
makes decisions based on the outcome of
a data mining project, and wishes to
understand better what stands behind the
presented data, will also benefit from the
reading. In general, Nettleton’s book is a
mandatory volume for anyone who runs
data mining projects, since all the steps
and most important details that should
not be forgotten are described here. Due
to the author’s focus on the topic, finding
the most important information is easy.
The added examples make it easy to
understand the presented concept in
practical use cases. I strongly recommend
this book for anyone even slightly
involved with data mining projects.

MACHINE-TO-MACHINE
COMMUNICATIONS: ARCHITECTURES,
TECHNOLOGY, STANDARDS, AND
APPLICATIONS

EDITED BY VOJISLAV B. MISIC AND
JELENA MISIC

CRC PRESS, 2014, ISBN 978-1-4665-
6123-6, HARDCOVER, 332 PAGES

REVIEWER: EDDY BAJIC

An explosion of communication tech-
nologies and of connected objects have
invaded our everyday life, as before they
have submerged industries and compa-
nies in the 90s with the spreading of
automatic identification technologies,
robotics, and industrial communication
networks. Currently, at the dawn of the
4th Industrial Revolution, we entered
the era of machine-to-machine (M2M)
communications that is tenfold by the
profusion of objects connected to the
Internet in a wide open cyber-physical
world. At a time when more things
rather than people are connecting to the
Internet, forecasts say that 25 billion
devices will be connected by 2015, and
50 billion by 2020. The question is thus
arising: How will all those devices com-
municate and exchange information and
for what benefits and applications? That
is what this book is about, presenting
how M2M communications offer new
opportunities for modern machines to

Congratulations to  
Professor Peter Kirstein

The 2015 Marconi Fellow

Nominations now being 
accepted for the  

2016 Marconi Prize at  
marconisociety.org
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cooperate with and without human
interaction, up to the implementation of
Internet of Things (IoT) concepts. Being
part of a global cyber physical system,
M2M communications offers relevant
solutions to address the challenges of
innovative intelligent control, monitor-
ing, and reporting for manufacturing
systems and servicing applications in
suitable domains, such as smart grid, e-
health, or transportation management. 

The book offers a coherent collec-
tion of chapters developing the scientif-
ic study and analysis of cutting-edge
topics in M2M networking, all written
by scientists and researchers from sev-
eral universities in different countries,
also accompanied by experts from tele-
com companies. The book is organized
in three parts, with 10 well-balanced
chapters, providing a wide cross section
of many topics related to M2M commu-
nications, such as architecture, stan-
dards, technologies, and applications.

The first chapter presents a descrip-
tion of modern M2M architectures and
communication standards from ETSI and
3GPP with a scan of relevant case stud-

ies. Chapter 2 presents a specific focus
on communication modeling, presenting
the elementary principles and formula-
tions of traffic factors. Chapter 3 suitably
shows how the M2M and IoT concepts
are beset with important new challenges,
including big data analysis, reliability, pri-
vacy, and security issues, which are criti-
cal for large scale applications such as
manufacturing automation and smart
cities on a wider scope. The second part,
embracing Chapters 4 through 7, pro-
vides several detailed scientific studies
and presents the research breakthrough
on methods and technologies allowing
development of reliable and energy-effi-
cient M2M communications. In particu-
lar, an interesting focus sharply oriented
toward a scientist audience is put on
modeling of throughput performance of
wireless standard 802.15.4. This standard
is currently implemented on widespread
protocols for IoT device communication
such as Zigbee and 6LoWPAN, though
never cited in the text. Remarkably,
Chapter 7 treats energy-efficiency in
M2M communications by reporting how
access control, routing, and quality of

service impact energy consumption, a
critical issue for deployment of a large
number of autonomous communicating
devices. The last part presents three
chapters (8 through 10) focused on spe-
cific issues on relevant application cases
for smart grid and mobile crowd-sensing.
This chapter, being more technological,
will be received with pleasure by engi-
neering readers, who will find presenta-
tions of available M2M technologies that
implement M2M concepts to build the
current and future cyber-physical world
of communication solutions.

This book is built on a scientific struc-
ture with each chapter giving a relevant
reference list of standards and research
papers. Therefore, it can be recommend-
ed principally to scientists, researchers,
and students. It will also serve as an intro-
duction to the baseline concepts and tech-
nologies of M2M. Mainly, it provides
analysis of M2M protocols, architectures,
and standards embracing the development
of the cyber physical world surrounding us
by billions of communicating devices, the
world that we are very close to living in
already.

BOOK REVIEWS

Call for Papers
The 23rd International Conference on Software, Telecommunications and Computer Networks (SoftCOM 2015) will be held in attractive 
ambience of the Bluesun hotel Elaphusa, Bol (Island of Brac), Croatia, September 16 to 18. The Conference is organized by the University of 
Split, FESB and Croatian Communications and Information Society (CCIS) under the auspices of the Ministry of Science, Education and Sports. 
The Conference is technically co-sponsored by the IEEE Communications Society (ComSoc).
Authors are invited to submit their high-quality papers representing original results in all areas of communications software, services and 
applications, telecommunications and computer networks. Accepted and presented papers will be published in the conference proceedings, and 
submitted to IEEE Xplore as well as other Abstracting and Indexing (A&I) databases.
General Chair
Sinisa Krajnovic, Ericsson AB, Sweden 
Technical Program co-Chairs
Nikola Rozic and Dinko Begusic, University of Split, FESB, Croatia
Conf. Secretary: Petar Solic, University of Split, FESB, Croatia (softcom@fesb.hr)
More information about the Conference Program and information for authors are available on the conference website: www.fesb.hr/softcom

IMPORTANT DATES
Complete manuscript due  01 June, 2015

   Notification of acceptance    15 July, 2015

September 16-18, 2015

Split – Bol (Island of Brac), Croatia
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IEEE CQR 2015 — IEEE Int’l. Workshop Technical Com-
mittee on Communications Quality and Reliability,
10–15 May
Charleston, SC.
http://www.ieee-cqr.org/

IEEE CTW 2015 — IEEE Communications Theory Work-
shop, 10–13 May
Dana Point, CA
http://www.ieee-ctw.org/

ONDM 2015 — 2015 Int’l. Conference on Optical Network
Design and Modeling, 11–14 May
Pisa, Italy.
http://ondm2015.sssup.it/

IFIP/IEEE IM 2015 — Int’l. Symposium on Integrated Net-
work Management, 11–15 May
Ottawa, Canada.
http://im2015.ieee-im.org/

IEEE BlackSeaCom 2015 — IEEE Int’l. Black Sea Confer-
ence on Communications and Networking, 18–21 May
Constanta, Romania
http://www.ieee-blackseacom.org/2015/ index.html

IEEE 5G — 1st Int’l. 5G Summit, 26 May
Princeton, NJ
http://www.5gsummit.org/

UBI-HEALTHTECH 2015 — 2nd Int’l. Symposium on Future
Information and Communication Technologies for Ubiqui-
tous HealthCare, 8–12 May
Beijing, China.
http://www.ubi-health.org/

J U N E

IEEE ICC 2015 — 2015 IEEE Int’l Conference on Commu-
nications, 8–12 June
London, U.K.
http://icc2015.ieee-icc.org/

IEEE IWQOS 2015 — IEEE/ACM Int’l. Symposium on
Quality and Service, 15–16 June
Portland, OR.
http://www.ieee-iwqos.org/

–Communications Society portfolio events appear in bold colored print.

–Communications Society technically co-sponsored conferences appear
in black italic print.

–Individuals with information about upcoming conferences, Calls for
Papers, meeting announcements, and meeting reports should send this
information to: IEEE Communications Society, 3 Park Avenue, 17th
Floor, New York, NY 10016; e-mail: p.oneill@comsoc.org; fax: + (212)
705-8996. Items submitted for publication will be included on a space-
available basis.

Updated on the Communications Society’s Web Site
www.comsoc.org/conferences
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“If what you want is 
RF Power, high performance, 
reliability, and customization, 
then we are a No Brainer”

Choosing the right RF power amplifier is critical.
But, thanks to AR Modular RF, it’s an easy choice.

Our RF power amplifiers give you exactly the
power and frequency you need.

With power up to 5kW; and frequency bands 
from 200 kHz to 6 GHz. 

They also deliver the performance and the 
dependability required for any job. When everything 
depends on an amplifier that performs without fail, 
time after time, you can count on AR Modular RF.
These amplifiers are compact and rack-mountable; 
and versatile enough to power all kinds of units, 
for easy field interchangeability.

For military tactical radios, wireless 
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After a successful IEEE GLOBECOM 2014 conference held in
Austin (December 8-12, 2014), I was invited by Richard Miller,
the New Orleans COMSOC chapter chair and also the Social Pro-
gram Chair at GLOBECOM 2014, to go to New Orleans and share
my experience with the New Orleans Chapter and section, as cur-
rent Chair of the IEEE COMSOC chapter in Austin and Local
Arrangement & Marketing Chair for GLOBECOM 2014.

The event at New Orleans was held December 22 in one of
the local restaurants. The event started at 6 pm with one hour for
networking followed by dinner and then the presentation. There
were 17 attendees (five non-IEEE members). Some of the IEEE
members came from a long distance to be part of the event,
such as R5 Director Francis Grosz. Many of the members are
technology savvy and asked many interesting questions. This
made it the talk interactive and interesting.

I had the opportunity to deliver a presentation on the topic

“Advancement of Technology and Use in Managing Events and
Enriching Attendee Experience.”

The presentation presented an overview of technology
advancement, and focused on several use cases, including confer-
ence IT Infrastructure and the conference mobile app. Examples
were provided that covered events such as GLOBECOM 2014.

The core of the presentation focused on the preparation and
complexity related to the GLOBECOM 2014 IT Infrastructure. The
key objective was to provide a sustainable WiFi/cellular signal and
coverage at all meeting facilities, common areas, and guest
rooms.

A committee of 26 members (with representation from AT&T,
Hilton, and IEEE) was formed and led by Fawzi Behmann. The
committee members worked diligently and professionally for close
to two years with more than 10 meetings conducted. The mile-
stones of the project were:
•Conduct on-site feasibility assessment (Q3 2013).
•Test the upgraded infrastructure against SXSW event (Q1

2014).
•Address other remaining items such as one-level authentica-

tion, security branding, and reliability (Oct. 2014). 
This is the first time the GLOBECOM conference was support-

ed by a state of the art WiFi/cellular IT infrastructure spanning the
conference meeting areas, common areas, lobby, and guest
rooms for a sustainable signal and coverage. Over 3,100 client
devices used the WiFi/cellular network with intensive usage (180
Mbps bandwidth), which is equivalent to 7,500 client devices
used during SxSW, a major event held in March 2014. This com-

parison shows that GLOBE-
COM 2014 attendees are
more savvy and heavy users
of the network. The infra-
structure easily handled the
intensive concurrent down-
load of conference proceed-
ings. 

After the talk, I received
positive feedback by many,
who commented that the
subject was interesting and
the delivery made the con-
tent easily understandable.
To many attendees, especial-
ly those retired, the topic
brought them up-to-date on
the advancement of technol-
ogy and use cases. Others,
were able to ask several tech-
nical questions about the net-
work that was put in place
and the cloud based man-
agement tools for monitoring
the performance of the net-
work in real time identifying
congestion and responding
to abnormal situations.
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Advancement of Technology and Use in
Managing Events and Enriching Attendee
Experience: Preparing the GLOBECOM
2014 IT Infrastructure
DLT/DSP Event, Dec. 2014, New Orleans
By Fawzi Behmann, Austin Chapter Chair, USA
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The 6th International Workshop on Reliable Networks Design
and Modeling (RNDM 2014), technically co-sponsored by the
IEEE Communications Society and endorsed by its Technical
Committee on Computer Communication (TCCC), was organized
in Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain on November 17-19, 2014. The
host university was Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF), one of the
most prestigious technical education institutions in Spain.

Established in 2009, this annual single-track event has rapidly
become one of the leading workshops on network resilience and
dependability, each time gathering world-class researchers from
both academia and industry. Other technical co-sponsors of
RNDM 2014 included: IFIP TC6, the IEEE Spain Section, the V.A.
Trapeznikov Institute of Control Sciences of RAS, and the Russia
(Northwest) Section BT/CE/COM Joint Chapter. 

RNDM also offered two co-located half-day workshops: the
1st International Workshop on Survivable Content-Oriented and
Cloud-Ready Networking (S2CN), and the 2nd International
Workshop on Understanding the Inter-play between Sustainability,
Resilience, and Robustness in Networks (USRR). 

The main goal of the S2CN workshop was to stress the
importance of survivability aspects in the context of increasingly
growing content-oriented networks and cloud computing services.
S2CN is intended to provide an international forum for both
academia and industry on the topic of survivable content-oriented
and cloud-ready networking. The S2CN workshop was supported
by ENGINE, the European research centre of Network intelliGence
for INnovation Enhancement, and the European Commission under
the 7th Framework Programme, Coordination and Support Action,
Grant Agreement Number 316097 (http://engine.pwr.edu.pl/). 

As technical networks exhibit many inter-dependencies that
are complex to measure and model but also lead to multi-objec-
tive decision/robust optimization problems where uncertainty
becomes the transversal notion to capture, the aim of the USRR
2014 workshop was to develop a better understanding of the
fundamental interplay between sustainability, resilience, and
robustness essential to rejuvenate and improve current design and
evaluation methods that are unable to cope with this fundamen-
tal dimension. USRR 2014 was supported by the EINS project,
the FP7 European Network of Excellence (NoE) in Internet Sci-
ence funded by the European Commission DG CONNECT.

A significant increase in community interest in RNDMs has
been observed over the years. Despite being located near the
European research community, RNDM has so far attracted many
attendees and presenters from non-European countries, including
the USA, Canada, Japan, China, and Uruguay. This year’s edition
was no exception. 

A total of 66 regular submissions authored by researchers
from over 30 countries were extensively reviewed by 70 TPC
members and over 40 external reviewers. As a result, each

RNDM 2014 paper received at least four reviews, while the aver-
age number of delivered RNDM 2014 reviews was 4.27. The 35
accepted manuscripts were organized as full and short papers
into five RNDM 2014 technical sessions, entitled: Resilient Rout-
ing Strategies; Theory of Resilient Routing; Network Optimization;
Resilience of Converged Services; and Network Reliability Assess-
ment. There were two technical sessions of S2CN 2014: Surviv-
ability of Elastic Optical Networks; and Optimization of Survivable
Content-oriented and Cloud-ready Networks. There were also two
other sessions for the USRR 2014 workshop. 

The technical program of RNDM 2014 was enriched by two
keynote talks: “Robustness Analysis of Networks under Large-scale
Failures: Drawing Robustness Surfaces” by Prof. Jose L. Marzo and
Prof. Eusebi Calle (University of Girona, ES); and “What is the
Impact of Network Protection on the Energy-Efficiency?” by Prof. Bart
Lannoo (Ghent University–iMinds, BE). There were also three invit-
ed talks: “Power Efficient Service Differentiation Based on Traffic-
Aware Survivable Elastic Optical Networks”, “Fragmentation-aware
Survivable Routing and Spectrum Assignment in Elastic Optical Net-
works”, and “Modeling and Impact of Flexible WDM Grid with Vari-
able Channel Rates on Multiple Network Layers” by Ioan Turus
(Technical University of Denmark, DK), Çiçek Çavdar (KTH, SE), and
Achim Autenrieth (Adva Optical Networking, DE), respectively.

In addition, RNDM offered a panel discussion, “SDN – Revolu-
tion or Evolution in Network Reliability”, addressing emerging
resilience issues of software defined networking chaired by James
P.G. Sterbenz with three panelists: Achim Autenrieth (Adva Optical
Networking, DE), Krzysztof Walkowiak (Wroclaw University of Tech-
nology, PL), and Paul Smith (Austrian Institute of Technology, AT).

The RNDM 2014 Best Paper Award ceremony took place dur-
ing the closing session. Four papers were nominated. The final
decision was based on two factors: average overall scores of sub-
mitted manuscripts (based on recommendations of reviewers),
and presentation quality (scored by chairs of RNDM technical ses-
sions). This year the award was given to two papers: “Fault-tolerant
Greedy Forest Routing for Complex Networks” by Rein Houthooft,
Sahel Sahhaf, Wouter Tavernier, Filip De Turck, Didier Colle, and
Mario Pickavet from Ghent University – iMinds, BE (presented by
Rein Houthooft); and “Region-Based Fault-Tolerant Distributed File
Storage System Design under Budget Constraint” by Anisha
Mazumder, Arun Das, Chenyang Zhou, and Arunabha Sen from Ari-
zona State University (US) (presented by Arunabha Sen). 

(Continued on Newsletter page 4)

Highlights from the 6th International
Workshop on Reliable Networks Design
and Modeling (RNDM 2014)
By Jacek Rak, Poland; James P.G. Sterbenz, US/UK; 
Gangxiang Shen, China; Dimitri Papadimitriou, Belgium;
Krzysztof Walkowiak, Poland; and Boris Bellalta, Spain

Presentation of the Best Paper Award (left to right: Jacek Rak, RNDM 2014 General Chair, Boris
Bellalta, RNDM 2014 Organising Chair, Rein Houthooft - recipient of the award, and. James
P.G. Sterbenz, RNDM 2014 Co-chair).

Prof. Eusebi Calle (left), Prof. Jose L. Marzo (middle), and Prof. Bart Lannoo (right) delivering
their keynote talks.

Participants of RNDM 2014.
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Many IEEE members are ‘hams’ (radio amateurs), and as
Doug Zuckerman W2XD, 2008-2009 President of the IEEE Com-
munications Society, pointed out in an email correspondence:
“many of these [members] had ham radio as the launching point
for their careers”. That is one of the reasons I have been volun-
teering by promoting amateur radio communications. 

My travels are usually connected to conference lectures, but
to make this self-funded voyage more cost-effective, I decided
to start with a two-day session on “Amateur Radio Digital Infor-
mation and Communication Technologies”, organized with the
Surdar Vallabhai National Institute of Technology in Surat
(known as NIT Surat), which is one of the most prestigious
institutions of its kind in the Indian state of Gujarat. Thanks to
Prof. Mrs. Upena Dalal and her associate Mrs. Shweta Shah,
several female students were in the audience. In contrast with
western countries, it seemed that Indian schooling in technolo-
gy does not suffer f rom decreasing interest by gi r ls and
women. 

The main event of my journey started a couple of days
later. With the organizational support of Mohan Ram VU2MYH,
Director of the National Institute of Amateur Radio (NIAR), one
of the most influential amateur radio unions in India, I conduct-
ed a tutorial session with the 11th International Conference on
Wireless and Optical Communications Networks (WOCN 2015),
organized at Koneru Lakshmaiah University (KLU) in Vijayawa-
da, the newly appointed capital of Andhra Pradesh state, and
supported by the IEEE Hyderabad Section. Although the KLU
campus is located in Vaddeswaram village, nearly half an hour
by car from Vijayawada city center, it posses enough telecom-
munication equipment and has a good location for constructing
an amateur radio relay facility.

After returning to Hyderabad, the main city of Telangana
state, NIAR organized two lectures. The f i rst was held at
Gokaraju Rangaraju Institute of Engineering and Technology
(also known as GRIET), where Jose Jacob VU2JOS, Deputy
Director of NIAR, performed practical parts of the session. The
second lecture was held at the Department of Electronics and
Communication Engineering at Vardhaman College of Engi-
neering. The overall logistics for both sessions was provided by
N. Venkatesh, vice chair of the IEEE ComSoc/SPS Hyderabad
Joint Chapter. After opening words by Prof. Zafar Ali Khan of
the Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad (Fig. 1, second
from the right), Mr. Ram (Fig. 1, at the lecturn) and I prsented
the rest of the lecture. The room was fully occupied by stu-
dents and staff. Unfortunately, that part of India suffers from
electrical blackouts, so the program was interrupted several
times. 

A couple of days later, another two-day workshop was
scheduled with the Department of Telecommunication Engi-
neering at BMS College of Engineering in Bangalore, thanks to
joint efforts of Dr. Srinivas Talabattula, chair of the IEEE Com-
Soc Bangalore Chapter, and Munir Mohammed, program spe-
cialist at the IEEE India office in Bangalore (Fig. 2, standing on
the left).

The next  s top on my journey was Chennai  ( former ly
Madras). The first day I was a special guest of the IEEE Madras
Section, by having a lecture introduced by Prof. Rama Rao from
SRM University. The next morning the main event was a lecture
at the huge SRM campus, located some 45 minutes by car
outside the city. Approximately 100 people participated.

The final portion of this travel included three educational
institutions in Gwalior, Madhya Pradesh state. Thanks to Jayant
Bhide VU2JAU, the local amateur radio leader (Fig. 3, sitting
second on the right), the first session was conducted with stu-
dents and staff of the Indian Institute of Information Technolo-
gy and Management (IIITM Gwalior). The next morning session
we prsented in front of a younger audience at Gwalior Glory
High School. The afternoon’s session was presnted at the
Department of Electronics & Communication Engineering at IPS
College of Technology & Management. Once again, it was
encouraging to see many female students in the rooms. The
future seems to be bright.

Having good impressions, I can say that Indian education is
eager for novelties and challenges of many kinds. They are not
reluctant to ask for more. It is obvious that there will be more
amateur radio tutorials and workshop sessions in years to
come. The plans include establishing an “international confer-
ence on the amateur radio in education”, as well as local
events in the form of “summer schools”. In that direction, peo-
ple mentioned in this report, and some others who were not
listed here, have addressed open calls for prospective partici-
pants in such events. Should you want to collaborate as a ham
radio inst ructor ,  p lease do not hes i tate to contact  me
(skoric@ieee.org).

Amateur Radio Lectures In India,
September 2014
By Miroslav Skoric YT7MPB, IEEE Austria Section
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Fig. 1: Lecture at Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering at Vardhaman
College of Engineering, Hyderabad.

Fig. 2: Workshop with Department of Telecommunication Engineering at BMS College of Engi-
neering in Bangalore.

Fig. 3: Lecture at Indian Institute of Information Technology and Management (IIITM), Gwalior,
Madhya Pradesh state.

LECTURE TOUR REPORT
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As a tradition of RNDMs, in addition to IEEE Xplore publication,
participants were also provided with printed as well as electronic
proceedings. Authors of the top analytical RNDM 2014 papers
were invited to submit the extended versions of their contribu-
tions to a special issue of Networks Journal (Wiley). 

The next edition, RNDM 2015, will be held in Munich, Ger-
many, on October 5–7, 2015. More information on RNDM 2015
is located at http://www.rndm.pl.

RNDM 2014/Continued from page 2

The FOKUS FUSECO FORUM (FFF) 2014 was the fifth event
in the successful series of FFF and attracted approximately 230
academic and industry telecommunication specialists from 31
countries. Two full days with technical tutorials, interactive work-
shops, conferences, booths, and live demonstrations were offered.
For the first time it was preceded by the First FUSECO Forum
Asia, held in Bali, Indonesia in June 2014.

TUTORIALS, INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS, AND DEMONSTRATIONS

Three main technical directions were addressed by a series of
tutorials and workshops: cloud-based smart communication plat-
forms; 5G and core network evolution based on SDN and NFV;
and Internet of Things and machine to machine (M2M) solutions
and services. Specifications, technical aspects, and practical use
cases of these directions were thoroughly reviewed.

As in prior years, Fraunhofer FOKUS demonstrated the new
advances in its Future Seamless Communication (FUSECO) Play-
ground (www.fuseco-playground.org) testbed and its latest FOKUS
OpenXXX toolkits, namely OpenSDNCore, Open5GCore, and Open-
MTC, which address each of the main technological directions in tele-
com today: mobile broadband, 5G, cloud, SDN, NFV, and M2M/IoT. 

Fraunhofer Fokus was particularly happy to announce the new
End-to-End 5G Research Laboratory together with the Fraunhofer
Heinrich Hertz Institute. 5GBerlin (www.5g-berlin.de) is an initia-
tive for collaborative research toward 5G to be tested in one
place, including 5G core, access and photonics technologies.

INTERNATIONAL FI-PPP WORKSHOP

In conjunction with the FOKUS FUSECO Forum 2014, XiFi
(www.fi-xifi.eu), the capacity building part of the FI-PPP program,
organized an international FI-PPP workshop, a full day interactive
session for the regional and international promotion of the Euro-
pean Future Internet – Public Private Partnership (FI-PPP) program
on November 13, 2014. With participation of more than 50

guests and speakers, the international FI-PPP workshop successful-
ly provided a comprehensive overview of worldwide Future Inter-
net programs and the status of the FI-PPP program in particular.

KEYNOTE, CONFERENCES, AND PANEL DISCUSSIONS

The FFF14 Conference Day was opened by a short welcome
note given by Prof. Dr. Manfred Hauswirth, the new director of
Fraunhofer FOKUS and a globally known expert on the Internet of
Things and data analytics research communities. 

Mr. Guru Puralkar from ONF/Standford University gave a
keynote on software defined networking (SDN), network functions
virtualization (NFV), cloud principles, and the role of open source
software for driving innovation in the Internet and telecom world.

Five sessions followed, with representation from experts from
the leading operators, vendors, consulting companies, and
academia. Topics were: broadband access convergence in smart
cities; evolution path to 5G based on SDN and NFV; human to
human (H2H) communications in smart cities, an interesting com-
parison between virtualized solutions and WebRTC/OTT communi-
cations; cloud-based telco platforms enabling competitive smart city
applications; M2M in smart cities and IoT as a key driver for innova-
tive smart cities. Afterward there was a session on best practices
from around the world for smart cities as Future Internet showcases.

CONCLUSION

Throughout the extensive review, discussion, and demonstra-
tion of the new technological advances in Telecom, it was con-
firmed that based on global Future Internet research activities, the
ongoing virtualization and “cloudification” of service and network
infrastructures is globally progressing rapidly and that new applica-
tion domains beyond voice and video communications are
emerging mainly based on Machine-to-Machine communications
under the banner of smart cities and the Internet of Things.

OUTLOOK: 2ND FUSECO FORUM ASIA AND

FOKUS FUSECO FORUM 2015
Based on the global relevance of the addressed topics and

technologies, and following the continued success of the FOKUS
FUSECO Forum series in the last decade, the 2nd FUSECO Forum
Asia is planned for the end of May 2015 in Bali, Indonesia. The
next FOKUS FUSECO Forum will be held in Berlin in the middle
of November 2015. Key topics addressed by FFF15 will be 5G,
SDN/NFV, IOT/M2M, and data analytics. 

For more information, including more detailed event minutes,
pictures, and presentations, or more information about the events
to be held in 2015, please refer to: www.fuseco-forum.org/ and
www.fusecoforum.asia.

5th International FOKUS FUSECO FORUM:
Smart Communications Platforms for
Seamless Smart City Applications
By Thomas Magedanz, General Chair, Fraunhofer FOKUS/TU
Berlin, Germany
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he rapid advancements in wireless communications
are expected to increase the demand for radio spec-

trum resources by orders of magnitude during the next
decade. This problem must be addressed using technology
and regulatory innovations for significant improvements in
spectrum utilization in cellular networks. Emerging cogni-
tive radio technology has been identified as a high-impact
disruptive innovation that could provide solutions to the
cellular traffic congestion problems and exploit the under-
utilized spectral resources to pave an application-driven
path toward the next generation of cellular technology.

Along with the advent of the 5G era in telecommunica-
tions systems, new emerging applications, services, and
engineering (EASE) frameworks are now required to be
facilitated with the advances in cognitive cellular systems
(CCSs) to jointly address the socio-scientific challenges of
global significance and catalyze the diversification of the
world economy. This Feature Topic is a new addition in
the scientific community to introduce the EASE frame-
work. The goal of this Feature Topic is to showcase contri-
butions from experts to further identify and present recent
results and technical challenges related to new applica-
tions, and engineering, as well as the convergence of asso-
ciated infrastructure for future implementation in CCS.
The Feature Topic received a large number of submis-
sions, and it has been a challenging task to select the best

and most relevant papers. We have selected the top 15
research articles out of 47 submitted articles. The accepted
articles are being published as two parts in IEEE Commu-
nications Magazine.

Part 1 of the Feature Topic presents the landscape of
future spectrum requirements by exploiting emerging
frameworks including spectrum aggregation, resource man-
agement and spectrum harvesting techniques to facilitate
the ever-increasing demand for ubiquitous connectivity
over the limited spectrum. This part also covers business
models and network economic issues associated with the
implementation of CCSs.

The first two articles are related to dynamic spectrum
aggregation and spectrum access in future CCSs. The arti-
cle by Hanna et al. presents potential methods for dynamic
spectrum aggregation, and emphasizes the opportunities
and issues for 5G communications in CCSs. The article
focuses on two multicarrier techniques, enhanced non-con-
tiguous orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing and
non-contiguous filter-bank-based multicarrier. Issues
beyond traditional spectrum access and shaping are consid-
ered, related to the aggregation dynamics, nonlinear effects
in the transmission chain, as well as receiver synchroniza-
tion and performance. Pros and cons are illustrated, regard-
ing such issues as complexity, the need for lower
peak-to-average power ratio and out-of-band power reduc-
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tion, as well as interference-robust reception and synchro-
nization. Additional directions of research are pointed out,
such as increasing the flexibility of the RF front-end design
to operate in multiple bands and handling the aggregated
interference resulting from multiple cognitive radio trans-
missions. The article by Guizani et al. looks at the scalabili-
ty challenge for dynamic spectrum access systems. To this
end, the article presents viable distributed methods that are
scalable to a very large number of nodes. The need for
information exchange between distributed decision making
nodes introduces delay, and this article summarizes
how game theoretic techniques, learning (e.g., Q-learning),
and filtering (e.g., particle filtering) approaches have aimed
to achieve distributed cognitive solutions with minimal
information exchange. The authors provide a comparison
of learning and particle-filtering approaches for distributed
dynamic spectrum allocation methods and show that the
particle-filtering method achieves better throughput perfor-
mance in fast changing dynamic environments.

The third article, by Saad et al., presents a matching
theory-based framework for dynamic resource allocation
and management in emerging wireless networks. Central-
ized optimization techniques and game theoretic approach-
es have reached their limitations in solving the dynamic
resource allocation problem in emerging highly dense
wireless networks. Therefore, the primary objective of this
article is to introduce the new engineering-oriented classes
of matching theory, and provide robust and stable optimal
treatment in the context of resource allocation problems
for various heterogeneous-type networking environments.
This interesting tutorial-oriented exposure of this Nobel
Prize winning framework could potentially contribute to
the further theoretical analysis of future wireless networks
and their implementation. 

The fourth article, by Zhang et al., investigates interest-
ing potential solutions for solving the challenge of spec-
trum scarcity. The authors propose an integrated
cooperative framework for cooperative spectrum harvest-
ing. They consider cooperation between the primary and
secondary nodes as well as among a cluster of nodes in
order to identify and harvest spectrum opportunities more
efficiently. Their results show that significant improve-
ments in spectrum efficiency and expected available time
can be achieved using the proposed framework. An inter-
esting aspect of the framework is the model to exchange
credits between the cooperating nodes, which can poten-
tially develop into a more practical business model in
future CCSs. The impact of this research can be far reach-
ing if extended to explore the potential of spectrum aggre-
gation, utilization of narrow spectrum white spaces, and
coexistence of licensed and license-exempt spectra in cellu-
lar scenarios of future generations.

In the fifth article, Mustonen et al. give a comprehensive
review of the European licensed shared access (LSA) con-
cept [4] spectrum sharing between a mobile network opera-
tor (MNO) and an incumbent spectrum user. The article
views this novel application area of cognitive radio from the
MNO point of view and provides valuable system design cri-
teria that need to be considered by the MNO in order to
succeed in utilizing the LSA opportunity as an additional

means for meeting the constantly growing mobile traffic
demand. The article is also valuable not only because it
describes existing LTE/LTE-Advanced technologies, which
can appear useful in introducing LSA in a cellular net-
work, but also because it introduces the LSA management
unit required to be implemented on top of the existing cel-
lular network for enabling and optimizing LSA.

Network economics are the soul of CCSs, and therefore
it is essential to carefully study and plan these aspects for
CCSs to strive. It has been realized that the network archi-
tecture, algorithms, and protocols cannot simply be
designed without considering the socio-economic aspects
involved. The sixth article, by Jiang et al., presents both the
simultaneous and sequential behaviors in CCSs, with sce-
narios and examples to illustrate possible solutions. The
authors highlight the network economic issues in CCSs
from the perspectives of game theoretic modeling and
mechanism design to reveal the fundamental problems and
corresponding enabling techniques. The goal of this article
is to provide an overview to understand the motivation,
problem formulation, methodology, and solutions of the
economic issues in CCSs.

Business modeling for database-assisted TV white space
networks is regarded as a promising paradigm of dynamic
spectrum sharing and can be exploited further to substan-
tially alleviate the spectrum scarcity in future CCS. In the
last article, Luo et al. present the concept of database-
assisted TV white space network architecture where unli-
censed devices obtain available spectrum via querying a
certified geolocation database instead of performing tradi-
tional spectrum sensing. Two types of business models
(i.e., spectrum market and information market) are dis-
cussed. The performance of both models is also evaluated,
indicating that both the database operator’s profit and the
total network profit can be significantly improved by
employing properly designed trading mechanisms.

Before closing Part 1 of this Feature Topic, which
mainly covers emerging services and engineering frame-
works in CCSs, we would like to thank all submitting
authors for considering this Feature Topic as a potential
venue for their research work, the reviewers for their high-
quality evaluation, and the editorial/publishing team of
IEEE Communication Magazine for their collaboration.
We will be back with the remaining articles as Part 2 of
this Feature Topic in the July 2015 issue, which will mainly
cover emerging applications in CCS. 
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INTRODUCTION

Constantly increasing demand by mobile devices
for higher data rates, multimedia services sup-
port, and ever more bandwidth, as well as antic-
ipated traffic of billions of devices constituting
the Internet of Things are creating unprecedent-
ed challenges for future mobile communication
systems. There seems to be general consensus
on the future fifth generation (5G) wireless
communication to aim at achieving 1000 times
the system capacity, 10 times the energy effi-
ciency, data rate, and spectral efficiency, and 25
times the average mobile cell throughput of
today’s 4G systems. Concerning the capacity and
spectrum usage enhancement, they are viewed
under the umbrella of network densification, a
combination of spatial densification (by increas-
ing the number of nodes and antennas per net-
work node) and spectrum aggregation [1].
Spectrum aggregation refers to making use of
possibly discontinuous frequency bands, and
thus larger amounts of electromagnetic spec-
trum. It is known to be possible through a tech-
nique called carrier aggregation (CA), which
has been proposed for a Long-Term-Evolution
Advanced (LTE-A) standard in order to achieve
throughput of 1 Gb/s in the downlink for 4G

systems in a 20 MHz channel. It increases the
usable spectrum by aggregating resource blocks
(RBs) either within a given band or in different
frequency bands [2]. This aggregation is handled
at the medium access layer, and each compo-
nent carrier uses its own physical layer protocol
and hybrid automatic repeat requests. Each
component carrier can take any of the transmis-
sion bandwidths supported by LTE Release 8, 6,
15, 25, 50, 75, or 100 RBs, corresponding to 1.4,
3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 MHz channel bandwidths,
respectively. Two types of CA approaches have
been proposed: contiguous and non-contiguous
CA. In the contiguous CA approach, the multi-
ple component carriers used are adjacent to
each other, which enables the usage of a single
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and FFT
module, as well as one RF frontend. This is not
the case for the non-contiguous CA approach,
which does not require adjacent component car-
riers. Although CA applied in LTE-A is a step
toward spectrum aggregation, its flexibility in
aggregating any kind of spectrum fragments
(available frequency bands) is limited, because
only a limited and integer number of RBs can
be used for data communication. Moreover, the
proposed protocols do not allow for highly
dynamic spectrum access and aggregation. To
further expand LTE capacity, integration of
unlicensed carriers (unlicensed spectrum) into
the LTE system has been proposed, called Unli-
censed LTE (U-LTE).

In general, as shown in Fig. 1a, spectrum
aggregation can be considered on a macro and
a micro scale. In the first case spectrum frag-
ments with a fixed granularity defined by the
RBs (e.g. bands I, II, and III in Fig. 1a) are
merged together, and can be assigned to one
end user as in the LTE-A or multiple-carrier
(multiple-cell) high-speed packet access
(HSPA) system using multiple physical carriers
(HSPA-xC). In such a case, there is no option
to utilize a fraction of an RB (predefined band-
width). As opposed to this, small-scale and
more flexible spectrum aggregation is envi-
sioned, where the aggregated fragments of
spectrum are interleaved with other incumbent
system spectrum. Such a spectrum sharing con-
cept is typical for future cognitive system coex-
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ABSTRACT

We discuss dynamic spectrum aggregation
methods, opportunities, and issues for future 5G
communication in cognitive cellular networks.
We focus on multicarrier technologies, which
have been recognized as capable of flexible uti-
lization of fragmented spectrum opportunities in
unlicensed frequency bands, such as enhanced
NC-OFDM and NC-FBMC. These techniques
can be applied to shape the signal spectrum so
that it is concentrated within used frequency
bands, and the out-of-band transmitted power
and associated interference generated to the
incumbent coexisting systems are limited. We
present key issues associated with spectrum
aggregation that are recognized at the transmit-
ter and the receiver. We also discuss solutions of
these issues that can make spectrum aggregation
viable for 5G systems.

EMERGING APPLICATIONS, SERVICES, AND
ENGINEERING FOR COGNITIVE CELLULAR SYSTEMS

Hanna Bogucka, Paweł Kryszkiewicz, and Adrian Kliks

Dynamic Spectrum Aggregation for
Future 5G Communications
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istence, where user 1, transmitting signals with-
in a given spectrum mask, geographically and
spectrally neighbors the transmission and recep-
tion of user 2. In this case, as shown in Fig. 1b,
interference generated to user 2 by user 1
depends on the out-of-band (OOB) power emis-
sion of user 1, as well as on the selectivity of
user 2’s reception filter. Similarly, user 2 can
generate interference to user 1. Thus, appropri-
ate measures have to be taken i) to minimize
the OOB power of both transmissions, and ii)
to possibly shape the signals, taking not just the
required spectrum emission masks (SEMs) but
also coexisting-system reception-filters charac-
teristics into account. 

New multicarrier transmission techniques
using non-contiguous subcarriers, such as non-
contiguous orthogonal frequency-division multi-
plexing (NC-OFDM) and non-contiguous
filter-bank-based multicarrier (NC-FBMC), are
known to be capable of flexible spectrum aggre-
gation [3, 4]. By applying cognitive spectrum
sharing using these techniques in both licensed
and unlicensed frequency bands of the future
heterogeneous networks, more frequency
resources can be effectively used, and interfer-
ence among cells and nodes can be avoided.
Cognition here means operational context aware-
ness, and making intelligent decisions (optimized
in some sense) based on learning capability on
accessing the spectrum (including its aggrega-

tion) satisfying dynamically changing SEMs,
which are the key elements of the concept called
cognitive radio. Dynamic aggregation of poten-
tially non-contiguous fragments of bands in a
wide frequency range poses a number of chal-
lenges for baseband processing, antenna, and RF
front-end transceiver design, particularly in the
changing radio environment. Below, we focus on
baseband processing to meet these challenges
with non-contiguous multicarrier technologies
and novel algorithms enhancing spectral efficien-
cy, interference robustness, and reception per-
formance. The presented algorithms support the
aforementioned cognitive radio embedded intel-
ligence.

SPECTRUM DENSIFICATION WITH
NON-CONTIGUOUS MULTICARRIER

TRANSMISSION

Let us consider the NC-OFDM and NC-FBMC
techniques for their potential in achieving high
spectral efficiency through spectrum aggregation
in cognitive 5G communications. In an NC-
OFDM transceiver, IFFT and FFT algorithms
are employed for computationally efficient mod-
ulation and demodulation. Subcarriers that are
not used due to fragmentation of the available
frequency bands correspond to IFFT frequency

Figure 1. a) Cases of spectrum aggregation; b) example of aggregated spectra at the transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) of users
(1 and 2) of two coexisting systems.
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bins which are zeroed at the transmitter (TX).
(Naturally, the same frequency bins are omitted
at the receiver (RX).) Similarly, as in the tradi-
tional OFDM, the Cyclic Prefix (CP) is added
to the NC-OFDM symbol at the output of the
IFFT at the transmitter. In NC-FBMC, apart
from IFFT/FFT modulator/demodulator blocks,
additionally each subcarrier signal is filtered,
which is usually implemented using polyphase
filter banks (polyphase decomposition of a pro-
totype filter): the synthesis and analysis filter
banks at the TX and RX, respectively, as shown
in Fig. 2. In general, FBMC can be optimized in
either the time or frequency domain, depending
on the target channel dispersion, and is often
referred to as non-orthogonal subcarrier modu-
lation due to overlapping of the adjacent sym-
bols in the time domain and subcarriers in the
frequency domain. This lack of orthogonality at
the transmitter and application of the analysis
filter bank at the receiver implies no need for
CP, increasing the bandwidth efficiency of an
FBMC system.

Both these techniques possess the ability to
efficiently use fragmented spectrum opportuni-
ties and to suppress interference that may affect
coexisting systems in the cognitive radio scenario
and environment. To counteract the potential
for significant OOB interference resulting from
NC-OFDM transmission, several techniques
have been proposed in the literature designed to
suppress the subcarriers sidelobes and allow for
dynamic steering of the sidelobes power suppres-
sion level and frequency range [4]. An (NC-)
OFDM system applying any kind of OOB-power
reduction is called enhanced (NC-)OFDM. On
the other hand, NC-FBMC, which applies sub-
carrier filtering, handles OOB emission at a sub-
carrier level. This comes at the expense of
increased computational complexity [5]. One can
envision the OOB level for dynamically changing
SEMs being adjustable by adaptively modifying
filter characteristics. However, so far, this kind
of pulse-shape dynamic adaptation of NC-FBMC
is not mature enough for prospective applica-
tions. Given the possible constraints of limited
computational and energy resources available at
user equipment, a practical approach to this
problem is needed that achieves a balance
between interference mitigation efficiency and
its associated costs.

SPECTRUM AGGREGATION AND SHAPING WITH
ENHANCED NC-OFDM

NC-OFDM combines the computational simplic-
ity and algorithmic maturity of OFDM with the
ability to aggregate fragmented spectrum by
dynamic selection of subcarriers, and modulating
unused ones with zeroes. This simple approach
allows other users of the same cognitive radio
system or other systems (not necessarily using
carriers orthogonal to the considered NC-OFDM
system) to operate in frequency band not subject
to the considered NC-OFDM system spectrum
aggregation, even in a relatively narrow spec-
trum notch. However, simply turning off subcar-
riers within a given band results in the
interference generated in this band at the power
spectral density (PSD) level of 20–30 dB (rela-
tive to in-band PSD), which may not be suffi-
cient for the protection of coexisting systems
operating in this band. This is because a single
NC-OFDM subcarrier has the spectrum shape
characterized by high-power sidelobes.1

There are a number of spectrum shaping
methods in the literature to reduce NC-OFDM
subcarrier-spectrum side-lobes in the OOB
region. The most straightforward approach
would be to use digital filtering. However, with
dynamically changing spectrum availability,
dynamic design of filters of high selectivity might
be complex. In [4], an overview of the OOB
power reduction methods is provided. They span
from computationally simple but throughput-
decreasing time-domain windowing to computa-
tionally complex but spectrally efficient
precoding. A method that is particularly efficient
in flexible reduction of the OOB power is opti-
mized cancellation carrier selection (OCCS) [6],
an extension of the well-known Cancellation
Carriers (CCs) algorithm. It has acceptable com-
plexity, adjustable OOB power attenuation, and
backward compatibility with OFDM systems.
The standard CCs method selects some subcarri-
ers at the edges of available frequency bands to
be CCs. These subcarriers are not modulated by
regular data symbols, but by optimized complex
values. The goal is to minimize the power of
summed CCs and data carriers (DCs) in a given
OOB frequency range. The CCs can be omitted
at the receiver, or processed to improve the
reception quality. OCCS is described in [6]. Note

1 Note that the spectrum
representation of a dis-
crete subcarrier at the
output of IFFT and digi-
tal-to-analog converter
of finite sampling fre-
quency is not strictly the
Sinc function as for the
continuous-time OFDM
representation, and
reflects the periodic
nature of FFT spectrum.

Figure 2. Generalized structure of an NC-OFDM and NC-FBMC system.
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that this optimal method does not always select
the spectrum-edge subcarriers. Importantly, cal-
culation of CCs’ modulating values for a single
NC-OFDM symbol boils down to complex-val-
ued matrix-by-vector multiplication before IFFT
at the transmitter. The mentioned matrix can be
pre-calculated for a given SEM, while the men-
tioned vector consists of symbols modulating
DCs. Example results of spectrum shaping and
aggregation are presented in Fig. 3 as the PSDs
of the selected quadrature phase shift keying
(QPSK)-mapped non-contiguous multicarrier
transmission schemes. The black and red solid
curves relate to NC-OFDM system using guard
(nulled) subcarriers (GSs) and enhanced NC-
OFDM using OCCS, respectively. Both com-
pared systems use M = 151 DCs, and L = 35
subcarriers are used either as GSs or CCs. The
order of the IFFT (modulator) of N = 1024, and
the CP of NCP = 128 samples is applied.2 Note
that the PSD in the OOB frequency region can
be obtained at the level of –55 dB at the input of
the considered power amplifier (PA) in the
OCCS case; however, it can be arbitrarily lower
depending on the number of subcarriers dedicat-
ed to OOB power cancellation. 

SPECTRUM AGGREGATION WITH NC-FBMC 
Recently considered as the potential successor of
the widely applied OFDM, filtered multicarrier
transmission realized by means of filterbank
structures has been studied intensively for appli-
cation in future, 5G, and cognitive radio net-
works in the past decade [5].3 Although various
realizations of this concept can be considered
(e.g., complex exponentially modulated filter-
banks, cosine-modulated filterbanks, transmulti-
plexers, perfect reconstruction filterbanks,
oversampled filterbanks or modified discrete

Fourier transform [DFT] filterbanks), the term
filterbank multicarrier (FBMC) transmission has
come to refer to schemes where offset-quadra-
ture amplitude modulation (QAM: OQAM)
symbols modulate independently shaped subcar-
riers using dedicated filters [7]. FBMC offers a
significant improvement in OOB power reduc-
tion compared to conventional OFDM at the
expense of higher complexity of the transceiver
architecture. This is why this technique is being
extensively considered for the future cognitive
radio waveform design. An important issue in
designing an NC-FBMC system is the selection
of the pulse shape implying characteristics of the
synthesis and analysis filters. Various pulses have
been proposed in the literature, among which
the extended Gaussian function together with its
special case, Isotropic Orthogonal Transform
Algorithm (IOTA), and the so-called PHY-
DYAS pulse belong to the most promising solu-
tions [8]. A mixture of OFDM and FBMC, called
universal filtered multicarrier (UFMC), was also
recently proposed, where instead of subcarrier-
based processing, the subcarriers are gathered
into small groups and shaped jointly [8]. 

Should the pulses utilized for subcarrier fil-
tering be characterized by good time-frequency
localization, they guarantee low OOB emission,
thus minimizing the energy induced in the adja-
cent frequency bands. Such a phenomenon can
be observed in Fig. 3 (green solid curve); that is,
very steep transition of the PSD curves between
the occupied and unoccupied frequency bands
can be achieved for the applied PHYDYAS pro-
totype pulse shaping filter with the overlapping
factor K = 4, outperforming NC-OFDM with
OCCS at the PA input.4 The PSD of the NC-
FBMC signal in the OOB frequency region can
be as low as –100 dB at the output of the modu-
lator, depending on the applied transmitter fil-
terbank characteristic. Thus, unlike in
NC-OFDM, no additional subcarrier processing
is required for an NC-FBMC system in order to
keep the OOB power at the desired level. 

It seems that both NC-OFDM and NC-
FBMC have high potential to be applied for 5G
signaling capable of fragmented spectrum aggre-
gation. However, the mentioned computational
complexity, nonlinear effects in a PA, as well as
other practical issues at transmitters and
receivers need further discussion. 

PRACTICAL ISSUES OF
DYNAMIC SPECTRUM AGGREGATION

COMPLEXITY AND AGGREGATION DYNAMICS
Energy efficiency is an important target of future
cognitive 5G networks, and associated computa-
tional complexity becomes an important issue in
system design. The complexity of the enhanced
NC-OFDM and the NC-FBMC transceiver is
drafted in Table 1. It has been estimated based
on detailed analysis of the number of real addi-
tions and real multiplications required by the
baseband algorithms listed in that table.5 To this
end, some assumptions have been made in this
approximation: the set of aggregated subcarriers
is known at the transmitter and the receiver
after a technique called randezvous for setting

2 These parameters are
assumed for all other
example results present-
ed in this article.

3 Research on FBMC
technology potential for
future cognitive radio
communication has been
funded by a number of
EU projects: 5GNow,
METIS, EMPhAtiC,
PHYDYAS, URANUS,
as well as other projects
worldwide considered to
be driving 5G standard-
ization.

4 Note that the com-
pared NC-OFDM and
NC-FBMC systems have
the same rate.

5 These algorithms have
been implemented by
the authors at the Labo-
ratory of Wireless Com-
munication, Poznan
University of Technolo-
gy.

Figure 3. Example results of spectrum aggregation and shaping using NC-
OFDM, enhanced NC-OFDM with OCCS, and NC-FBMC with overlap-
ping factor K; QPSK mapping, PA Rapp power model, input backoff
parameter IBO = 7 dB, and smoothness factor p = 10.
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the parameters of the connection has been
applied (or other configuration-managing tech-
nique in a cellular network scenario), the
IFFT/FFT is implemented using the split-radix-2
algorithm,6 typically M >> L, the number of
coefficients of the polyphase-decomposed filters
K is usually small, channel estimation is based
on pilots, time and frequency synchronization is

based on autocorrelation properties of a CP, and
no additional self-interference cancellation algo-
rithm is considered. The Landau notation is
used to present the complexity of processes
assuming that either multiplication or addition
requires just one clock cycle (as in digital signal
processors). Note that the OCCS method does
not require any additional computations at the

Table 1. Computational complexity of the enhanced NC-OFDM and NC-FBMC TX-RX chain.

Processing task Number of real
multiplications per symbol

Number of real additions
per symbol

Computational
complexity

(Landau
notation)

Enhanced NC-OFDM

TX

IFFT modulator N log2M – 3N + 4 3N log2 M – 3N + 4 O(N log2M)

Spectrum shaping with OCCS
(typically M >> L) 4ML 4ML – 2L O(ML)

RX

FFT demodulator N log2M – 3N + 4 3N log2 M – 3N + 4 O(N log2M)

Channel estimation at RX
β
+

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

M

G

2 1
1

β
+ +

M

G

M

G
M

5
2 O(M)

Equalization at RX 4M 2M O(M)

Synchronization at RX 4(N + NCP) 6(N + NCP) O(N)

O
ff

-li
ne Calculation of the OCCS coding

matrix for a given spectrum mask
O(gL2) + 4MLg2 + 2ML – 3L +
4LJ + J + 4gL2 + 4LMg2 + 4L2

O(gL2) + 2MLg2 + 6MLg – 2L –
3LM + 3 LJ + 4gL2 + 2L2 O(gL2 + gMLg2)

NC-FBMC

TX

IFFT modulation with polyphase
filtering (assuming real value filters
coefficients and small K)

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

− +
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

+

N
M

N

MK

2 log
2

3 4

                        4

2
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

− +
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

+ −

N
M

N

MK M

2 3 log
2

3 4

              

2 O(N log2M)

RX

FFT demodulation with RX polyphase
filtering (assuming real value filter
coefficients)

2(N log2(M) – 3N + 4) + 4MK 2(3N log2(M) – 3N + 4) +
4MK – M

O(N log2M)

Channel estimation at RX; G and b
are fixed β

+
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

M

G

4 1
1 β

+ +
M

G

M

G
M

10 2
4 O(M)

Equalization at RX 4MLeq 4MLeq – 2M O(MLeq)

Synchronization at RX (based on
example presented in [14]) 3N/2 N/A O(N)

f- lin
e TX/RX filter bank design for a given

spectrum mask (for PHYDYAS filter) N(2K – 1) N(K – 1) O(NK)

* M, L: the numbers of data carriers (DCs), cancellation carriers (CCs); g: the number of OOB spectrum sampling points that are mini-
mized; K: the number of polyphase-filter coefficients; G: the number of NC-OFDM/NC-FBMC symbols between pilot-carrying symbols
plus 1; b: the number of pilots in an NC-OFDM/NC-FBMC symbol transporting pilots; Leq: the number of the equalizer taps.

6 Implementation can be
further streamlined by
performing IFFT/FFT
pruning [9] if the base-
band transceiver is con-
structed on a
programmable commu-
nication system.
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receiver. However, if we allow for the advanced
reception of the OCCS method, the complex
symbols transmitted using CCs can be used to
improve reception quality of DCs and require M
(M + L – 1) complex additions and M (M + L)
complex multiplications [4].

Aggregation of fragments of bands changing
positions on the frequency axis, and varying
requirements concerning the spectrum masks
(for adjacent channels’ interference protection)
entail additional calculations for the design of
the proper spectrum shaping and aggregation
algorithm. This calls for estimation of the
amount of offline computations required to
reshape the spectrum satisfying the upper limit
associated with the dynamics of the required
SEM changes. These estimates are also shown in
Table 1. For enhanced NC-OFDM with OCCS,
a redesign of the matrix used for calculation of
CCs requires some matrix operations and solving
a scalar-based nonlinear equation. Here, the
most computationally demanding operation will
be the matrix singular value decomposition
(SVD). For the case of NC-FBMC, a prototype
filter design may be needed if we allow for flexi-
bility in pulse shape selection.

THE POWER AMPLIFICATION ISSUE
The spectrum shaping and aggregation algo-
rithms described above are designed assuming
ideal RF front-ends. However, in practical RF
front-ends a number of spectrum distorting
effects are observed, such as in-phase and
quadrature (IQ) signal components amplitude
imbalance, local oscillator leakage, nonlinear
distortion in PAs, or quantization noise in digi-
tal-to-analog converters (DACs). In particular
multicarrier techniques are prone to nonlinear
distortions of the PAs. This is because of high
peak-to-average power ratios (PAPRs) of signals
consisting of multiple independently modulated
and summed subcarriers. High variations of the

signal envelope may cause peak clipping in a
nonlinear PA, energy spilling into adjacent fre-
quency bands, and intermodulation effect (i.e.,
generation of additional spectrum components
in frequencies that are linear combination of
subcarrier frequencies). This source of OOB
radiation is independent from that in the digital
domain caused by the used impulse shapes.
From the perspective of non-contiguous signal
spectrum, the presence of this phenomenon
destroys the steepness of the spectral character-
istic achieved by either advanced OOB power
reduction algorithms (in enhanced NC-OFDM)
or per-subcarrier filtering (in NC-FBMC) (dot-
ted-line curves in Fig. 3).

Application of high-class linear PAs in stan-
dard end-user mobile transmitters is very costly.
Consequently, nonlinear effects are observed at
a lower-class PA output, leading to degradation
of the aggregated spectrum characteristics. This
also means that there is no need for the applica-
tion of sophisticated and computationally com-
plex spectrum shaping methods in the digital
domain since their performance will be signifi-
cantly reduced in the analog domain. In order to
cope with this problem, various solutions leading
to either minimization of variations of the multi-
carrier signal envelope or linearization of the
input-output power amplifier characteristics
have been proposed. Their application in non-
contiguous multicarrier schemes seems to be
necessary. 

In Fig. 4, the mean normalized PSD value
observed in the whole OOB region at the output
of the NC-OFDM and NC-FBMC transmitters is
presented, as well as the Adjacent Channel
Interference Ratio (ACIR, the ratio of the inter-
ference power affecting the victim coexisting sys-
tem receiver to the total power from the source
reaching the victim receiver) in NC-OFDM and
NC-FBMC systems. These metrics are presented
vs. the IBO parameter values for systems possi-

Figure 4. a) Normalized OOB power; b) ACIR for enhanced NC-OFDM and for NC-FBMC applying clipping-and-filtering (CF)
method; QPSK mapping, PA Rapp model parameters: p = 10, IBO = 10 dB.
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bly applying the known PAPR reduction method
called clipping-and-filtering (CF). The example
victim system is narrowband, with the spectrum
located in the NC-OFDM/NC-FBMC spectrum
notch, as shown in Fig. 3.

It is visible in Fig. 4a that for low IBO, all
considered systems emit similar OOB power at
the PA output, while for a practical value of
IBO (e.g., 7dB) there are visible differences
between the considered systems, although small
between enhanced NC-OFDM and NC-FBMC
systems. Note that application of CF slightly
increases the OOB power level, which is a well-
known effect for all PAPR reduction methods.
The plots of ACIR in Fig. 4b evaluate the effec-
tive interference power distorting coexisting sys-
tems — the effect of the interference power
generated to the band of the victim receiver, and
of the in-band power of NC-OFDM/NC-FBMC
signal leaking to the victim receiver through the
reception filter of limited selectivity. It is visible
that NC-FBMC schemes outperform enhanced
NC-OFDM with OCCS in this regard, as they
use some GSs around the coexisting (victim) sys-
tem band. It is a quite important result showing
that even for very deep and steep spectrum
shape around the spectrum notch of non-con-
tiguous multicarrier signal spectrum, the effec-
tive interference will be limited by the coexisting
system receiver characteristic. This has to be
taken into account when designing spectrum
shaping mechanisms.

SYNCHRONIZATION
Time and frequency synchronization for non-
contiguous multicarrier transmission is another
challenge for the spectrum-aggregating tech-
niques in cognitive radio. Although a number of
synchronization algorithms have been proposed
for OFDM systems [10], they may not be suit-
able for operation of NC-OFDM. First, an algo-
rithm has to be able to adapt to the dynamically
changing set of occupied fragments of spectrum
(subcarriers). Second, the NC-OFDM or NC-
FBMC receiver within its synchronization algo-
rithm must deal with high-power interference
(originating from a coexisting system) inside the
spectrum gap between the aggregated bands.
There are two classical types of synchronization
algorithms for multicarrier systems: based on a
CP and based on the pre-designed frame-pream-
ble. Their main limitation is lack of awareness of
the distinct frequency bands of the useful and
interfering signals. The synchronization metrics
may treat the interference as white noise of high
power, but in the worst case can drive the receiv-
er to synchronize to the interfering signal.
Preamble-based methods are more suitable for
low signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) and low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scenarios; therefore,
they are natural candidates for an NC-OFDM
cognitive radio system. 

A low computationally complex solution is
autocorrelation-based, such as the Schmidl &
Cox algorithm, which does not require knowl-
edge of the symbols transmitted in the preamble
[10]. It finds the peak of the autocorrelation
function of the received signal, which is the esti-
mate of time-domain synchronization. The argu-
ment of the complex number constituting the

peak of autocorrelation function is used for car-
rier frequency offset (CFO) estimation. Howev-
er, this algorithm was not designed for
robustness against in-band interference, which is
caused by the coexisting system operating in the
spectrum notch between fragments of aggregat-
ed spectrum. The difficulty behind it is that the
first stage of this synchronization algorithm is
performed in the time domain, where one can-
not extract the useful signal from the interfer-
ence. While it has been shown that wideband
interference of a given power can be destructive
to synchronization performance, the narrowband
interference (NBI) can be much more destruc-
tive. A narrowband signal has high values of the
autocorrelation function, so “false synchroniza-
tion” may occur (i.e., an NC-OFDM receiver
synchronizes to the NBI). 

The simplest approach would be to filter out
the incoming interference in the NC-OFDM
receiver because the useful signal and interfer-
ence occupy separate bands. However, this filter-
ing adds computational complexity, and requires
computationally complex filter design when the
CFO is not known (because this filter has to
span the whole FFT band). The most interesting
approach is to base synchronization on cross-
correlation rather than autocorrelation or on the
scheme proposed in [11]. Although it is typically
more computationally complex and requires the
receiver to know exactly the transmitted pream-
ble, it can provide higher synchronization quality
in the low-SNR/SIR regime. Example results are
shown in Fig. 5a. A synchronization algorithm
based on preambles, received-signal cross-corre-
lation, and coarse and fine time and frequency
synchronization steps performs well in the
absence (SIR = •) and presence of NBI for SIR
= 10 dB. 

The main differences between the OFDM and
FBMC systems from the perspective of synchro-
nization lie in the lack of CP and the presence of
self-interference in the latter case. Thus, CP-
based synchronization algorithms are excluded
from application in NC-FBMC. The problems of
reliable symbol timing and CFO calculation in the
context of FBMC transmission, either blind or
data-aided, have been intensively studied for
many years, with pilot-based or preamble-based
synchronization considered [12–14]. The problems
of dealing with high-power NBI are the same as
for NC-OFDM, and it is a big challenge to derive
fast and reliable synchronization algorithms for
NC-FBMC schemes in the presence of interfer-
ence from coexisting systems with the spectra
located in the notch between used spectrum frag-
ments. Some initial work was presented in [14].

RECEPTION QUALITY
In some cases, the cost of spectrum aggregation
and shaping is in lowering the power for data
transmission. This is the case for the OCCS
method in which some fraction of allowable
power is used by CCs not conveying any informa-
tion. This causes bit error rate (BER) perfor-
mance degradation. However, as mentioned
above, values modulating CCs can be treated as
(pre)coding symbols correlated with the data sym-
bols, and can be used to improve data reception
quality. This requires knowledge of the precoding
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matrix at the receiver and is associated with addi-
tional computations for decoding [4, 7]. Example
results of such advanced reception with zero-forc-
ing (ZF) and minimum mean square error
(MMSE) detection are presented in Fig. 5b.

The reception quality of FBMC or NC-FBMC
cognitive radio systems strongly depends on the
prototype filter characteristic and the presence
of self-interference among neighboring (on the
time-frequency plane) pulses (called intrinsic
interference). Typically, the error floor exists in
the BER plot even for perfectly known channel
estimates (example results in Fig. 5b) if there is
no dedicated algorithm for channel equalization
that deals with the presence of self-interference.
This interference has to be removed in order to
achieve a reasonable BER [13, 15]. Clearly, this
particular aspect increases the reception com-
plexity. Several works propose a dedicated
FBMC subcarrier model that considers the inter-
ference from the adjacent subbands, as well as
advanced algorithms for intrinsic interference
management using MMSE or minimum least
square error (MLSE). Typically the K-tap equal-
izer for each subcarrier can offer reliable perfor-
mance in such a case. Furthermore, sophisticated
techniques for channel estimation and equaliza-
tion have been proposed; these include the
application of special preambles, scattered pilots,
and iterative decoding schemes. One of the solu-
tions worth mentioning assumes the presence of
the auxiliary pilots, which are introduced mainly
for interference minimization [12]. Although a
number of advanced solutions have already been
discussed, the development of effective yet low-
complexity algorithms for self-interference can-
cellation, channel estimation, and equalization
for NC-FBMC is still a challenge.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The enhanced NC-OFDM and NC-FBMC tech-
niques are suitable candidates for future 5G cog-
nitive communications capable of dynamic and

flexible aggregate fragmented spectrum opportu-
nities. In this article we have summarized their
potential as well as challenging issues beyond
traditionally considered spectrum access and
shaping. These issues touch upon aggregation
dynamics, nonlinear effects in the transmission
chain, receiver synchronization, and perfor-
mance. Above, we have shown how they can be
achieved by novel baseband algorithms at the
cost of increased complexity (i.e., flexible and
adaptive transmission accounting for joint PAPR
and OOB power reduction, as well as interfer-
ence-robust reception and synchronization algo-
rithms). Some of these algorithms have been
presented above; however, there is still a lot of
room for further improvements that need to be
implemented before 5G networks are deployed.
Specifically, future research should concentrate
on increasing flexibility of the RF front-end
design (including antennas) to operate in multi-
ple bands. Lowering the ACIR floor at the out-
put of a PA is another challenge. Moreover, we
believe that the problem of handling the aggre-
gated interference resulting from multiple cogni-
tive radio transmissions requires novel
algorithms and solutions.
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INTRODUCTION
The unprecedented growth witnessed by wireless
communication systems over the past decade has
brought to light new concerns about the spec-
trum capability to handle the dramatic increase
in the number of wireless devices. This was sup-
ported by a common belief that the spectrum
has become overcrowded or is even running out
of space. However, various spectrum measure-
ment studies have shown that the problem is
mainly due to lack of efficiency in spectrum uti-
lization rather than scarcity of resources. There-
fore, it is anticipated that by enhancing the
awareness of wireless terminals about their sur-
rounding environments, spectrum efficiency
could be enhanced remarkably. This is the core
idea of cognitive radio (CR), which has emerged
as a potential candidate for enabling dynamic
spectrum access (DSA) [1].

Conventionally, the different portions of the
spectrum are allocated in a static manner to
specified applications regardless of the activity of
users within that system. With the current growth
in mobile communication systems, a spectrum
shortage is expected. However, in some applica-
tions, the spectrum is heavily underutilized. The

DSA will allow opportunistically taking advan-
tage of the temporary unused portions left in
these applications to cover up the shortage of
spectrum resources in other applications (e.g.,
cellular communication systems) or even to
allow the coexistence of other applications.
Hence, within the same portion of the spectrum,
two systems with two levels of priority can coex-
ist: a primary system (PS), with the highest pri-
ority to access the spectrum, and a secondary
system (SS), with a lower level of priority to
access the spectrum under certain constraints to
protect the primary system privileges.

The main objective with DSA systems is to
optimize the performance of the SS while pro-
tecting the quality of service of the PS. To
achieve this, the key component to enable effi-
cient DSA is dynamic spectrum management. It
is responsible for:
• The awareness of the activity of the PS

users
• The efficient spectrum and power allocation

with regard to the target quality of service
(QoS) at the SS users
This requires that the SS be self-aware, self-

adaptive, and self-configurable.
Dynamic spectrum management encompasses

four tasks, which are spectrum sensing, spectrum
decision, spectrum sharing, and spectrum mobili-
ty. While spectrum sensing and decision are
devoted to the identification of the portions of
the spectrum that the SS will access with regard
to various factors, spectrum sharing and mobility
are dedicated to the access and seamless com-
munication in the selected portions of the spec-
trum. Although these tasks have been intensively
investigated in the literature [2], the need for
efficient algorithms still persists with the growing
density of users.

This article provides an overview of DSA sys-
tems, the dynamic spectrum management task,
and the current emerging challenges related to
resource allocation in DSA systems. Particularly,
we focus on the developed algorithms for spec-
trum assignment and power allocation regarding
the growing size of the system. An overview of
the DSA system and spectrum management
functionality is provided. Then we present a clas-
sification of the proposed distributed resource

ABSTRACT

This article presents recent advancements in
resource management for large-scale DSA sys-
tems. Although the problem of spectrum and
power allocation is well addressed in the litera-
ture, the need for more efficient algorithms still
persists due to the exponential growth of the
number of wireless devices. Thus, developing
efficient distributed approaches has become an
attractive solution that can follow the systems’
rapid growth. Despite the number of economic-
driven methods that have been presented, such
as game theoretic solutions, these methods still
rely on excessive information exchange, which
results in high delays. Inspired by the success of
behavioral techniques, mainly learning and filter-
ing approaches, applications of these techniques
to spectrum management have attracted more
interest due to their distributivity and minimal
requirements of information exchange.
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allocation methods along with the emerging
challenges pertaining to scalability as well as
spectrum and power efficiency.

DYNAMIC SPECTRUM
ACCESS OVERVIEW

DSA is envisioned to be the future of wireless
communication networks. It will enable the coex-
istence of an intelligent license-exempt system
(the SS) alongside the already existing licensed
system (the PS). Users within the SS are known
as secondary users (SUs), cognitive users (CUs),
or DSA agents, while the users within the PS are
referred to as primary users (PUs). The PUs are
allowed to access the spectrum whenever they
want without being aware of the presence of the
SUs. However, the SUs should take into account
the activity of the PUs. To do so, an SU should
have adequate capabilities of being self-aware
and self-adaptive to efficiently exploit the avail-
able opportunities in time, frequency, and space.

Based on how an SS behaves in the presence
of a PS, three access paradigms, as shown in Fig.
1, have been intensively discussed in the litera-
ture [3].

Spectrum interweave: In this scenario, the SU
avoids harming the PS with interference by only
transmitting over a band if it is unused. No col-
laboration in this scenario is needed. This access
model has attracted a lot of interest from the
research community as well as regulators and
standardization communities, and even found its
way into practical implementation in different
standards (802.22 for WRAN, 802.11af, etc.).

Spectrum overlay: In this scenario, there is a
close collaboration between the PS and the SS,
where the SS will help the PS transmit its data
and at the same time profit from it by transmit-
ting its own data while mitigating the interfer-
ence that may bother the PS communication.

However, security issues may arise with the
adoption of this model since sharing the code-
books or even whole messages of the PS is
required.

Spectrum underlay: This paradigm is known
as interference control. The SS uses a transmit
power control to keep the resultant interference
below a given threshold that guarantees a mini-
mum QoS for the PS. Although in this scenario
the SS could access the spectrum at any time
using any band anywhere, the challenge is how
to accurately estimate the channel between the
PS and the SS to limit the resultant interference.

In all the proposed models, the more aware-
ness the SS acquires about the PS, the better it
achieves its targeted throughput. On the other
hand, this results in more complex problems to
be solved in addition to the security issues that
arise due to this information sharing. In this arti-
cle, we focus mostly on the spectrum interweave
scenario as it is less harmful to the PS and needs
less collaboration from the PUs, as shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. Hence, a DSA will refer to the
cognitive system using this model. The mecha-
nism that will allow the SS to identify the spec-
trum opportunities, the coordination between
the different users, and the seamlessness of the
communication is dynamic spectrum manage-
ment. In what follows, we address the spectrum
management functionality and emphasize its
importance in DSA.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FOR
DSA SYSTEMS

SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT IN DSA
Spectrum management represents the core of
DSA. It encompasses all the tasks that will allow
DSA users to identify the portions of the spec-
trum left temporarily by the PS, usually called
spectrum holes. Furthermore, it controls the

Figure 1. A large-scale DSA system consisting of a primary system with different spectrum sharing paradigms.
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access of these bands by different users of the
DSA system as well as the coordination between
them to avoid any collisions. Moreover, it takes
into account the required QoS at the DSA
agents and ensures their seamless communica-
tion. It could be performed by either a central
unit called a central spectrum manager (CSM)
or distributively where each user will play the
role of the spectrum manager.

There are four vital tasks in spectrum man-
agement: spectrum sensing, spectrum decision,
spectrum sharing, and spectrum mobility.

In spectrum sensing, the DSA system senses
the different portions of the spectrum to detect
whether there is PS activity or not. Various
methods have been proposed in the literature
and classified over various criteria, including
individual or cooperative, simple or sophisticat-
ed, centralized or distributed, and single band or
multiband [4, 5].

In the spectrum decision, based on the mea-
surements made in spectrum sensing, the DSA
system decides on the occupancy of the spec-
trum. This is the most critical task in spectrum
management as it could result in a false alarm or
misdetection. In fact, if the DSA declares the
band vacant while a PU is present and active,
mutual interference will harm both systems. In
the other case, if there is no primary activity but
the SS declares the band occupied, one might
miss the opportunity to take advantage of that
available slot, which would reduce the system’s
performance in terms of spectrum efficiency.

In spectrum sharing, the task consists of con-
trolling access to the spectrum and coordinating
between the different SUs while accessing the
spectrum [6]. The importance of spectrum shar-
ing is the efficient assignment of spectrum
among the users. The objective is to minimize
the interference between users and to take into
account their requirements in terms of QoS.

The final task is spectrum mobility, which is
aimed at supervising the activity of the PS while
the SS is accessing the spectrum. In fact, since
the PS has priority to access the spectrum, it is
the responsibility of the SS to detect when a PU
is back to using the channel. In such a situation,

the SS must switch to another band, stop, or
reduce the communication in that band in order
to give priority to PUs.

In Fig. 2, we present the different spectrum
management phases for a DSA system, depend-
ing on the used CR paradigm.

SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES IN
LARGE-SCALE SYSTEMS

Conventionally, the spectrum sharing and mobil-
ity tasks have attracted less research interest
than spectrum sensing and decision in DSA sys-
tems. This is because it was thought that once
the spectrum was declared unused, conventional
access techniques could be employed. However,
particular attention has recently been paid to
spectrum and resource allocation, driven by the
exponentially increased number of wireless
devices. Therefore, large-scale or dense DSA
systems are more likely to be formed. Such sys-
tems will be characterized by a very high number
of users, but on the other hand a very limited
number of available bands. This requires the
development of efficient algorithms that account
for system scalability. Hence, sharing the bands
is a required solution but controlling the resul-
tant interference represents a real challenge.

The spectrum management process with
regard to the large-scale component is anticipat-
ed to be different. Conventional spectrum man-
agement processes are performed in a
centralized manner. However, relying on a CSM
makes the resource allocation problem computa-
tionally complex and difficult to solve in a rela-
tively acceptable timeframe for practical
implementations. The authors in [7] showed that
the problem of spectrum and modulation alloca-
tion is a nonlinear integer programming prob-
lem. Hence, the solution is to use a heuristic
algorithm that allows the achievement of a close
to optimal solution with polynomial complexity.
By doing so, the processing delay is minimized,
but the problem of overhead still persists. This
may cause an unacceptable delay, which affects
the scalability of the system. Decentralized
resource allocation is more attractive from this
perspective. The decision would be made locally
by each user by exchanging some information
with the DSA system.

Moreover, the heterogeneity of users and ser-
vices in terms of QoS requirements combined
with the scarcity of resources adds one more
component to the resource allocation problem
[8]. The DSA system should be QoS-aware such
that the DSA agents needing higher levels of
QoS are prioritized in the allocation of the
“best” bands. On the contrary, a DSA agent with
low QoS requirements is accommodated by
bands with weaker channel gains. On the other
hand, although the detection of a PU activity is
part of the spectrum sensing and decision tasks,
it is important to consider that in the process of
resource allocation. In fact, if an SU with high
QoS requirements is transmitting in a band and
the PU takes it back, the SU should be switched
to another band that allows it to achieve its
required QoS level.

Power consumption is another critical
resource in wireless communications that has

Figure 2. Spectrum management protocols for DSA systems.
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been attracting continuous attention since the
emergence of the concept of green communica-
tions [9]. Power allocation should be optimized
for economic and environmental concerns.
Hence, the power should be optimized locally
such that it allows the target throughput to be
reached without inducing unacceptable interfer-
ence. This helps reduce the effect on the envi-
ronment as well as the power cost of the global
system.

In the following sections, we provide a classi-
fication of the already proposed methods that
have addressed the problem of resource man-
agement in DSA.

EFFICIENT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
The problem of resource management is the
most critical task in wireless communication sys-
tems in general and in DSA systems in particu-
lar. At this level, we denote by spectrum
management only the two tasks of spectrum
sharing and spectrum mobility. Broadly speak-
ing, these methods could be classified into cen-
tralized and distributed resource spectrum
management techniques from a network archi-
tecture perspective.

CENTRALIZED APPROACHES
Based on the primary user behavior, centralized
approaches fit the case where the PS activities in
the channel do not change constantly. This is the
case when accessing the TV white bands, also
called spectrum holes, in IEEE 802.22. To do so,
after deciding on the available bandwidth, the
CSM devotes a part of the spectrum to each
DSA agent. For a successful resource allocation
scheme, the CSM should perform the following:
• The CSM acquires full knowledge of all the

channel gains between the different users
and their target throughput as well as their
constraints. This could be done using a ded-
icated control channel.

• The CSM coordinates between the different
users to avoid them harming each other
with interference.

• The CSM controls the PS activity to keep
the SUs enjoying transmitting without sud-
den interruption.

• The CSM should employ an intelligent and
efficient algorithm that succeeds to allocate
resources to the different users within the
system in a relatively short time.

• There should be a backup scenario in case
of failure or immediate evacuation of the
channel.

Optimal Approaches for Resource Alloca-
tion — In optimal resource allocation, the CSM
succeeds in efficiently allocating the spectrum
and power for each user. This could be done for
relatively small networks where the variability of
the channels within the system is small com-
pared to the data processing at the CSM. Integer
nonlinear programming tools are used for solv-
ing the joint spectrum and bit allocation in DSA
systems [10]. However, if the network population
increases, the algorithm suffers from the expo-
nential increase of computation time. Hence,
suboptimal approaches become more attractive.

Heuristic Approaches to Resource Alloca-
tion — Due to the inconvenience of optimal
approaches for large-scale systems with regard to
computation time, heuristic approaches are
more attractive. In [7], the authors considered
evolutionary algorithms for an orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing (OFDM) DSA sys-
tem when trying to minimize the total power
consumption. The authors considered a system
where the available portions of the spectrum are
accessed using OFDM. The CSM jointly allo-
cates the subcarriers and bit modulation among
the different users. The PU activity was also
taken into account, where at each time episode
some bands may be occupied with the PU and
leave in the next episode. This will motivate us
to consider reallocation at each episode.

Since the optimal problem is NP-hard, the
authors employed evolutionary algorithms to
solve the problem suboptimally. The Genetic
Algorithm (GA), considered to be a heuristic
algorithm, was employed by taking advantage of
the mutation and crossover to prevent the local
optima and thus reach the global optimal in a
finite number of iterations. A second method
applied to solve the allocation problem is the
“ant colony” optimization. This is inspired by the
way ants find the optimal path between food and
their nest where the shortest path is identified
based on an amount of hormone. When applied
to DSA, the vertices model the bands, while the
edges represent the combination between the
users and the modulation levels. Thus, modeling
the fact that at each subcarrier different modula-
tion schemes could be used, at each vertex dif-
ferent edges are issued.

The ant colony optimization was shown to
achieve near-optimal performance in terms of
power saving compared to the optimal solution
and better performance when compared to the
genetic algorithm.

DECENTRALIZED APPROACHES
Although heuristic approaches could solve the
computational complexity in a centralized
resource allocation problem, the whole system
suffers from scalability issues. In fact, the system
is subject to a large amount of signaling over-
head to ensure the coordination and control of
the communication between the different users.
This results in a high delay, which is not in line
with the real-time characteristic of DSA (it was
envisioned to exploit the instantaneous non-used
portions of the spectrum) [11]. Although the use
of a hierarchical structure (clustering) may
improve the scalability issue of the centralized
approach, the need for a more efficient structure
that supports real-time implementation is more
pressing. Relying on a distributed DSA structure
was seen as the solution to the scalability issue
by taking advantage of more cognition.

The employed methods for resource alloca-
tion in DSA in a decentralized manner are main-
ly based on economic or heuristic approaches.

Economic-Based Approaches — Although
economic approaches could be considered to be
centralized approaches [12], they have attracted
more attention in solving distributed resource
management problems. The authors in [11] pre-
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sented game theory as a powerful tool to analyti-
cally deal with decentralized spectrum allocation.
It is a class of optimization techniques useful for
solving optimization problems with conflicting
resources. The basic concept is to find the best
strategy for each player in order to maximize a
given payoff. When considering DSA systems, it
could be employed at different levels of the net-
work where at each time the players could model
a particular entity of the network [12]. Game
theory could model the negotiation or the coop-
eration between the decision makers to solve the
problem of resource management at the highest
level between the SS and the PS. In the context
of a large DSA system, the players could repre-
sent the DSA agents (the pair of a transmitter
and its corresponding receiver) in their competi-
tion between each other for the available
resource or even the competition when accessing
the spectrum using the underlay approach with
the PUs. The strategy represents the set of bands
that will be selected, while the payoff may differ
according to the context but could be taken as
the achieved throughput or the energy efficiency
in some contexts.

The major limitation of game theoretic
approaches is that an exchange of information

between users is still needed, even if it is mini-
mal. For instance, each user should know the
cost function (payoff) of the other players, which
is, from a practical perspective, very difficult to
acquire unless a control channel is dedicated to
this information exchange. Hence, we focus next
on approaches that need limited feedback from
the network.

Heuristic-Based Approaches: Learning- and
filtering-based approaches have great potential
for enabling efficient resource management in
large-scale DSA systems.

Reinforcement Learning — Reinforcement
learning could be formulated as a class of
Markov decision problems where a given num-
ber of agents try to learn from their environment
based on the actions they take. The agent, based
on the set of actions that could be taken, visits a
given number of states and computes the associ-
ated reward. The objective at the end is to select
the appropriate action that maximizes the accu-
mulated reward. This accumulated value of
reward is the combination of the past accumulat-
ed rewards (exploitation) and the future received
reward (exploration).

When applied in the context of spectrum
management in large-scale DSA, each DSA
agent selects the best channel bands that allow
it to receive the highest accumulated reward.
For instance, Q-learning has been applied to
promote efficient spectrum allocation target-
ing the maximization of the per-agent reward
[13]. Specifically, in these attempts, efficient
objective functions have been designed,
depending on the traffic model, and shown to
achieve high performance in terms of scalabili-
ty and learnability in addition to guaranteeing
a distributed implementation. In Fig. 3, we
detail the main steps of the Q-learning method
when employed for resource allocation in DSA
systems.

Although this method is very simple to apply
with limited complexity, it may suffer from some
inconvenience with fast time-varying channels. In
fact, for a given channel state, the performance
of the learning could be efficient if all the states
have been explored. However, if the channels
vary rapidly with time, this will deteriorate the
learnability of the approach as the perceived
reward for a given state will change with time.

Figure 3. Q-learning for large-scale DSA.
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Table 1. Characteristics of spectrum management approaches for DSA systems.

Algorithm Distributive Optimal Complexity Comments

Integer linear programming [10] No Optimal Exponential Discrete power allocation

Evolutionary algorithms [7] No Suboptimal Linear

Extended Kalman filtering [14] No Close-optimal Linear Valid for Gaussian noise

Game-theoretic methods [11] Yes Optimal Linear Cooperation needed

Q-learning [13] Yes Close-optimal Linear Performance’s degradation with rapid changing
environments

Particle filtering [15] Yes Close-optimal Linear Complexity proportional to number of particles
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Hence, this method is very effective with quasi-
static or slow varying channels only.

Filtering — Filtering-based algorithms could be
very useful for addressing the limitations per-
taining to the varying nature of the channels
thanks to their tracking capabilities. In [14],
extended Kalman filtering (EKF), which is a
derivative of Kalman filtering adapted to nonlin-
ear scenarios, has been applied to the tracking
of the transmission power and channel variations
distributively. However, in general, Kalman fil-
tering and its derivatives fail to reach acceptable
performance, especially with non-Gaussian
noise. The estimation may suffer from large
biases, convergence, or lack of robustness. Parti-
cle filtering (PF) emerges as a key candidate to
overcome these deficiencies.

The PF algorithm includes three main steps,
as shown in Fig. 4:
• Generating the particles according to a

given importance density
• Weighing the particles using current obser-

vations and the previous weights
• Resampling to avoid particle degeneracy,

making the particles with large weights
more dominant than the ones with small
weights

Like Kalman-based filters, two model equations
are needed for PF:
• A state evolution equation to characterize

the time evolution of the state. This could
be the prediction equation of the channel
allocation given the previous allocation from
the channel fading temporal correlation.

• An observation equation that relates the
observation to the state and will be useful
in the weighing and resampling phases of
the filtering algorithm.
PF was applied for distributed resources

management for DSA in [15] where each parti-
cle represents a possible channel allocation
among the users. Hence, each user generates a
given number of particles according to a given
importance density. The prediction equation of
the channel allocation could be derived using the
previous allocation and exploiting the channel
fading temporal correlation. For the observation
equation, it could model the objective function
that each user wants to maximize. For a general
setup, joint multiband selection and power allo-
cation could be employed along with the consid-
eration of the PU’s activity.

SUMMARY AND COMPARISON
We summarize in Table 1 the main performance
characteristics of the different algorithms.

In Fig. 5, we investigate the achieved reward
compared to the case when Q-learning is
employed. This figure shows the efficiency of the
filter-based approach to follow channel varia-
tions and better allocate channels to optimize
the performance in a changing environment.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Even though spectrum management in large-
scale DSA systems is a well investigated subject,
efficient spectrum assignment and power alloca-
tion are still needed.

It is very important to consider a holistic
framework where all the components of the
DSA system are taken into consideration, which,
in spite of the ever growing literature discussing
DSA, is still missing.

In the following, we present some of the
directions that need further research investiga-
tion in order to enhance the performance of
resource management of DSA systems.

Traffic prediction models: The system should
use traffic prediction models to anticipate the
network traffic. In particular, predicting the PUs’
activity is an important piece of information for
the resource management to have advanced
knowledge of the channels’ occupancy.

Users’ interactions in a distributed model:
Even though a distributed model is adopted, a
resource allocation system may require the pres-
ence of a permanent channel to ensure commu-

Figure 4. Particle filter approach for large-scale DSA.
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nication success and prevent other users from
interfering with the PS. Some issues about the
identification of the opportunities in the spec-
trum have already been addressed using cooper-
ative communication (the trade-off between
sensing complexity and sensing time reporting
should be carefully addressed).

Channel variability: Channel variability rep-
resents a real challenge. Redoing the allocation
at each channel variation may not be efficient,
especially in fast changing environments. Track-
ing techniques offer a faster adaptation capabili-
ty, but modeling channel variations is a persistent
problem. Developing efficient prediction models
for channel variations will allow resource alloca-
tion to be enhanced through better prediction of
suitable resource allocations. It can be employed
in either learning or filtering techniques.

QoS awareness: Spectrum resource assign-
ment should not only account for the user’s
absolute satisfaction. If a user gets resources that
exceed its requirements in terms of QoS, switch-
ing to another band or reducing allocated power
may leave some resources for other users with
higher requirements. The challenge resides in
designing efficient utility functions that allow
obtaining optimal performance with regard to
requirements.

Scalability: Not only do scalable protocols
allow large systems to be handled in an accept-
able time, but also to efficiently use resources
according to the system size. For instance, reduc-
ing the exchange data and processing delays, and
increasing the reusability of the bands will allow
maximizing the optimization criteria.

CONCLUSION
This article presents an overview of the main
methods for resource management for large-scale
DSA systems. Centralized approaches are not
adapted for large DSA systems due to their high
computational complexity. In distributed
approaches, heuristic methods based on behav-
ioral evolution of resource allocation reward rep-
resent a promising solution due to their ease of
implementation and low requirements in terms
of information exchange and ability to track envi-
ronment changes. In particular, we compare the
learning- and particle-filtering-based DSA algo-
rithms, and show that particle filtering could
achieve a better performance in terms of
throughput especially in fast changing environ-
ments. Research is still open in this direction to
propose efficient approaches to predict environ-
ment changes based on previous observations,
notably the primary users’ occupancy, channels’
conditions, and other users’ behaviors.
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INTRODUCTION
Smartphones, tablets, and other handheld
devices are exponentially increasing the traffic
load in current wireless networks. To meet this
increasing demand, several new communication
paradigms have emerged:
• Cognitive radio (CR) networks, in which

cognitive devices can adaptively opportunis-
tically access the wireless spectrum, thus
improving spectral utilization

• Small cell networks that boost wireless
capacity and coverage via a viral deploy-
ment of low-cost small cell base stations

• Large-scale device-to-device communica-
tions that can occur over both cellular and
unlicensed bands

This change in the wireless landscape is gradual-
ly leading to a future multi-tiered heterogeneous
wireless architecture, as seen in Fig. 1.

Effectively managing resource allocation in
such a complex environment warrants a funda-
mental shift from traditional centralized mecha-
nisms toward self-organizing and self-optimizing
approaches. The need for this shift is motivated
by practical factors such as the increasing density
of wireless networks and the need for communi-
cations with low latency. Even recent emerging
centralized paradigms such as cloud-based radio
access networking (RAN) will still require some
form of self-organization due to country-specific
backhaul constraints. In consequence, there is a
need for self-organizing systems in which small
cell base stations and even devices can have
some intelligence to rapidly make resource man-
agement decisions.

Indeed, there has been a recent surge in the
literature that proposes new mathematical tools
for optimizing resource allocation in many
emerging wireless systems. Examples include
centralized optimization and game theory. Cen-
tralized optimization techniques can provide
optimal solutions to resource allocation prob-
lems, and their algorithmic implementations
have matured over the past few years. However,
they often require global network information
and centralized control, thus yielding significant
overhead and complexity. This complexity can
rapidly increase when dealing with combinatorial
integer programming problems such as channel
allocation and user association. Moreover, cen-
tralized optimization may not be able to proper-
ly handle the various challenges of dense and
heterogeneous wireless environments such as the
one in Fig. 1.

The aforementioned limitations of optimization
have led to an interesting body of literature that
deals with the use of noncooperative game theory
for wireless resource allocation [1]. Despite their
potential, such approaches present some short-
comings. First, classical game-theoretic algo-
rithms such as best response will require some
form of knowledge of other players’ actions, thus
limiting their distributed implementation. Sec-
ond, most game-theoretic solutions, such as the
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Nash equilibrium, investigate one-sided (or uni-
lateral) stability notions in which equilibrium
deviations are evaluated unilaterally per player.
Such unilateral deviations may not be practical
when investigating assignment problems between
distinct sets of players. Last but not least, the
tractability of equilibria in game-theoretic meth-
ods requires having some structure in the objec-
tive functions, which for practical wireless metrics
may not always be satisfied.

Recently, matching theory has emerged as a
promising technique for wireless resource alloca-
tion, which can overcome some limitations of
game theory and optimization [2–6]. Matching
theory is a Nobel Prize winning framework that
provides mathematically tractable solutions for
the combinatorial problem of matching players
in two distinct sets [7–9], depending on the indi-
vidual information and preference of each play-
er. The advantages of matching theory for
wireless resource management include:
• Suitable models for characterizing interac-

tions between heterogeneous nodes, each
of which has its own type, objective, and
information

• The ability to define general “preferences”
that can handle heterogeneous and complex
considerations related to wireless quality-
of-service (QoS)

• Suitable solutions, in terms of stability and
optimality, that accurately reflect different
system objectives

• Efficient algorithmic implementations that
are inherently self-organizing and amenable
to fast implementation
However, reaping the benefits of matching

theory for wireless networks requires advanc-
ing this framework to handle their intrinsic
properties such as interference and delay.
Despite the surge in research that applies
matching theory for wireless, most existing
works are restricted to very limited aspects of
resource allocation. This is mainly due to the
sparsity of tutorials that tackle matching theo-
ry from an engineering perspective.  For
instance, most references, such as [7–9], focus
on matching problems in microeconomics. In
addition, although [10] provides an interesting
introduction to matching theory for engineer-
ing, it does not explicitly explore the chal-
lenges of future wireless systems.

In this tutorial, we aim to provide a unified
treatment of matching theory oriented toward
engineering applications in general, and wire-
less networking in particular. The goal is to
gather the state-of-the-art contributions that
address the major opportunities and challenges
in applying matching theory to the understand-
ing of emerging wireless networks, with empha-
sis on both new analytical techniques and novel
application scenarios. Beyond providing a self-
contained tutorial on classical matching con-
cepts, we introduce a new classification that is
oriented toward next-generation wireless sys-
tems. For each class of matching problems, we
provide the basic challenges, solution concepts,
and potential applications. Then we conclude
by summarizing the potential of matching theo-
ry as a tool for resource management in wire-
less networks.

MATCHING THEORY:
FUNDAMENTALS AND

CONVENTIONAL CLASSIFICATION

BASIC MATCHING DEFINITIONS

The basic wireless resource management prob-
lem can be posed as a matching problem between
resources and users. Depending on the scenario,
the resources can be of different abstraction lev-
els, representing base stations, time-frequency
chunks, power, or others. Users can be devices,
stations, or smartphone applications. Each user
and resource has a quota that defines the maxi-
mum number of players with which it can be
matched. The main goal of matching is to opti-
mally match resources and users given their indi-
vidual, often different, objectives and learned
information. Each user (resource) builds a rank-
ing of the resources (users) using a preference
relation. The concept of a preference represents
the individual view that each resource or user
has of the other set, based on local information.
In its basic form, a preference can simply be
defined in terms of an objective utility function
that quantifies the QoS achieved by a certain
resource-user matching. However, a preference
is more generic than a utility function in that it
can incorporate additional qualitative measures
extracted from the information available to users
and resources.

A matching is essentially an allocation
between resources and users. The basic solution
concept for a matching problem is the so-called
two-sided stable matching. A matching is said to
be two-sided stable if and only if there is no
blocking pair (BP). A BP for a stable marriage
case is defined as a pair of user and resource (u,
r) where u prefers r to its currently matched user
j ,  and r prefers u to its currently matched
resource k. Thus, u will leave i to be matched to
r, and r would rather be matched to user u than
user k. The implication of stability in a wireless
network is further discussed later. This definition
of stability can extend to all types of matching
problems.

CONVENTIONAL CLASSIFICATION
The classical classification of matching prob-

lems is based on the values of the player quotas
as follows:

Figure 1. A future wireless network with a mixture of small cells, cognitive
radio devices, and heterogeneous spectrum bands.
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1. One-to-one matching: Each player can be
matched to at most one member of the
opposite set. The most prominent example
is the stable marriage problem in which
men and women need to be matched for
marriage.

2. Many-to-one matching: Here, in one of the
sets, at least one player can be matched to
multiple players of the opposing set, while
in the other set, every player has exactly
one match. One example is the college
admissions problem in which one student
can be matched to one university while a
university can recruit multiple students.

3. Many-to-many matching: At least one play-
er within each of the two sets could be
matched to more than one member in the
other set. Many-to-many matching is the
most general type of problem and has many
examples such as creating partnerships in
peer-to-peer networks.
There are other classifications for matching

problems, such as based on the partitioning of
players and the preference requirement for play-
ers. However, such classes can often be derived
as special cases of the above matching problems.

BASIC ALGORITHMIC SOLUTION: 
DEFERRED ACCEPTANCE

The seminal result in matching theory shows
that at least one stable matching exists for general
preferences in conventional one-to-one and one-
to-many games [11]. This work also introduced
an efficient algorithm, known as the deferred
acceptance (DA) algorithm (polynomial time for
one-to-one and empirically very fast for one-to-
many), which can find such a matching. DA is an
iterative procedure, shown in Fig. 2, in which
players in one set make proposals to the other
set, whose players, in turn, decide to accept or
reject these proposals, respecting their quota.
Users and resources make their decisions based

on their individual preferences (e.g., available
information or QoS metric). This process admits
many distributed implementations, which do not
require the players to know each other’s prefer-
ences [11]. When the preferences are strict (no
indifference), the stable matching is also Pareto
optimal for the proposing players [11]. Exten-
sions that balance the roles of proposing and
receiving players or handle many-to-many cases
have been developed such as in [10, 12].

From an information exchange point of view,
even though DA requires players to submit pro-
posals to one another, it does not require a cen-
tralized controller. During the information
exchange (proposals), each player is required to
only collect information on the players in whom
they are interested from the opposite set to per-
form a ranking according to its preferences. The
players need not observe the actions or prefer-
ences of other players. After building preference
lists, the players take actions based on the local
information they have collected without requiring
any synchronization in time. The convergence of
DA to stable matching is guaranteed irrespective
of the order of play and without any synchroniza-
tion. Therefore, a DA-based approach can be
implemented in a distributed manner without
requiring a central information collection center.
For such distributed implementations, the results
on the polynomial time convergence of one-to-
one matching would still hold as corroborated by
some recent studies [3, 13].

MATCHING IN WIRELESS
NETWORKS: FUNDAMENTALS

WIRELESS-ORIENTED CLASSIFICATION
To capture the various wireless resource man-
agement features, we condense the rich match-
ing literature into three new proposed classes of
problems, illustrated in Fig. 3, having the follow-
ing properties:

Class I: Canonical matching: This constitutes
the baseline class in which the preference of any
resource (user) depends solely on the informa-
tion available at this resource (user) and on the
users (resources) with which it is seeking to
match. This is useful to study resource manage-
ment within a single cell or for allocating orthog-
onal spectrum resources. This is particularly
applicable, for example, to CR networks, in
which one must allocate orthogonal licensed
channels to a number of unlicensed users.

Class II: Matching with externalities: This
class allows desirable matchings to be found
when the problem exhibits “externalities,” which
translate into interdependencies between the
players’ preferences. For example, in a small cell
network, whenever a user is associated with a
resource, the preference of other users will auto-
matically change, since this allocated resource
can create interference at other resources using
the same frequency. Thus, the preferences of
any player depend not only on the information
available at this player, but also on the entire
matching of the others. We distinguish between
two types of externalities: conventional externali-
ties and peer effects. In the former, the depen-
dence of the preferences is between players

Figure 2. Deferred acceptance algorithm.
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matched to different players in the other set,
such as in the interference example. In the lat-
ter, the preference of a user for a resource will
depend on the identity and number of other
users matched to the same resource. Such peer
effects are abundant in a wireless environment
due to factors such as delay. 

Class III: Matching with dynamics: The third
class, matching with dynamics, is suitable for sce-
narios in which one must adapt the matching
processes to dynamics of the environment such
as fast fading, mobility, and time-varying traffic.
Here, at each time, the preferences of the play-
ers might change; thus, the time dimension must
be accounted for in the matching solution. How-
ever, for a given time, the matching problem can
be of either class I or class II.

Mathematically, the formulation of problems
in all three classes will follow the basics of an
earlier section. For class I, the preferences of
one player set simply depend on the other player
set. However, for class II, the preferences will
now depend not only on the matched user, but
also on the entire matching, due to externalities.
For class III, one can introduce a time-depen-
dent state variable in the matching. Subsequent-
ly, the preferences will now be time- and
state-dependent if the problem has both dynam-
ics and externalities. The transition between
states depends on the application being studied.
For example, if the state represents the activity
pattern of a licensed user, the transition would
follow a classic Markov model. In contrast, if the
state represents a dynamically varying fast fading
channel, one can use differential equations to
represent the state transition.

MATCHING THEORY IN WIRELESS: DISCUSSIONS
In wireless resource management, the matching
stability notion discussed earlier implies robust-
ness to deviations that can benefit both the
resource owners and the users. In fact, an unsta-
ble matching can, for example, lead to undesir-
able cases in which a base station can swap its
least preferred user with another since this swap
is beneficial to both the resource and the user.

Having such network-wide deviations ultimately
leads to an unstable network operation. Remark-
ably, a recent result [2] has shown that classical
schemes such as proportional fair often yield
unstable matchings, which further motivates the
need to analyze and optimize stable matchings
for self-organizing wireless systems. This concept
is very useful in matching problems and is broad-
ly applicable to all classes.1

While the existence of a stable matching is
guaranteed for canonical games in the one-to-
one and one-to-many cases, such results do not
readily map to many-to-many or to classes II and
III. However, although DA and its variants were
originally conceived for canonical matching, one
can also use them as the nexus of new matching
algorithms, tailored to the nature of wireless net-
works. Such algorithms can be used to establish
the existence of stable matchings for classes II
and II as well as to find outcomes with desirable
efficiency properties.

Here, we note that there is no general exis-
tence result for stable matching with externali-
ties. However, to handle externalities, one can
utilize an iterative DA process that continuously
updates the preferences based on the currently
perceived matching. By exploiting the structure
of externalities via wireless concepts such as
interference graphs (e.g., who interferes with
whom), one can analyze the convergence and
stability of the resultant matching. Naturally, by
building on such methods one can expand the
realm of matching theory to handle externalities.
Similarly, by integrating notions from stochastic
games into matching, practical dynamic algo-
rithms can be devised to find matchings that can
cope with time-varying changes and are stable
over time. The basic idea is to cast the matching
problem as a stochastic game and then explore
the rich literature on dynamic game theory [1] to
solve this problem while ensuring that the solu-
tion will converge to a two-sided stable matching
rather than a classical Nash equilibrium. The
solution would now essentially be a dynamic and
stochastic version of DA.

Although the above discussed matching solu-

1 This concept can also
be connected to other
stronger or weaker sta-
bility notions (e.g., set-
wise or Nash stability)
that have various inter-
pretations.

Figure 3. Novel wireless-oriented classification of matching theory.
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tions could provide stable matchings, they also
have some limitations:
• Similar to game theory, matching problems

can admit multiple stable solutions; thus,
the selection of a desirable matching is a
key design issue.

• The optimality of the stable solution may
not be always guaranteed; however, one can
utilize known techniques, such as pricing or
optimized utility designs, to drive the
matching solution toward an optimal and
stable point,

• The exchange of proposals during DA
requires additional signaling in a wireless
network; however, one can exploit some
structure of the problem to reduce the
number of proposals as done in [3].

MATCHING THEORY IN WIRELESS
NETWORKS: APPLICATIONS

COGNITIVE RADIO NETWORKS
Cognitive radio networks present a primary
application of matching theory due to:
• The necessity of decentralized operation
• The need for dynamic spectrum access,

which requires efficient resource manage-
ment solutions

• The two-sided nature of CR in which
licensed primary users (PUs) own channels
that must be accessed by unlicensed sec-
ondary users (SUs)

Indeed, in CR networks, centralized optimiza-
tion solutions are undesirable since PUs and
SUs often belong to different operators and can-
not be centrally controlled. On the other hand,
in some CR problems such as PU-SU associa-
tion, using a noncooperative game can lead to
stable solutions in which matching PUs and SUs
is done without requiring the two-sided consent
of both PUs and SUs.

The suitability of matching theory for CR has
been corroborated by a number of recent works
such as [3, 4]. In particular, [3] presented one of
the first works in this area. In this work, a one-

to-one matching problem is formulated between
a number of SUs and a number of PUs (chan-
nels). The channels are assumed to be orthogo-
nal; hence, the game is a canonical matching
game. The preferences of both users and chan-
nels are based on the same utility function,
which primarily captures the rate of transmis-
sion. Under this model, it is shown that:
• A unique stable matching exists.
• A modified version of the DA algorithm

can be used to find the stable allocation in
a time efficient manner.

This work was extended in [4] to account for
energy efficiency.

Recently, we also studied a one-to-one match-
ing problem between SUs and PUs in which the
SUs rank the PUs based on their confidence in
sensing the PUs’ channels. In particular, using a
soft-decision Bayesian framework, we quantified
the accuracy of the sensing of each channel and
incorporated this metric into the SUs’ prefer-
ences. Prior to matching, each SU evaluates its
appreciation of the PU channel by capturing the
effect of confidence in sensing as well as rate.
Then the PUs actively participate in the associa-
tion process based on two cases:
• When inactive, the PU prefers to grant its

band to the SU with the highest sensing
detection and rate to better exploit the
channel.

• When active, the PU prefers to protect its
band, and thus will attempt to limit or deny
association.

Here, we show that the matching is canonical
and adopt a modified DA algorithm that allows
the PUs to handle the aforementioned property.
As shown in Fig. 4, for the studied scenario, the
matching-based algorithm yields significant per-
formance gains, in terms of the SUs sum rate,
when compared to classical random channel
allocation schemes. Moreover, the modified DA
algorithm also presents sum rate improvements
over classical DA (similar gains can be seen in
terms of convergence time).

Clearly, CR networks present an important
avenue for matching theory. Many extensions to
the existing works can be envisioned, particularly
by exploring matching with externalities (under
interference constraints) and dynamic matching
(given time-varying PU activity).

HETEROGENEOUS
SMALL-CELL-BASED NETWORKS

Heterogeneous (small-cell-based wireless) net-
works (HetNets) present an important applica-
tion of matching theory due to their
heterogeneity and scale. Also, there has been
increased interest recently in developing con-
text-aware or user-centric HetNets that can
exploit new dimensions such as social metrics to
improve resource allocation. Such context
awareness further motivates the need for dis-
tributed solutions that account for the individual
context available at each node — similar to how
matching captures individual preferences. Given
this striking analogy between matching theory
and resource management in HetNets, the pro-
posed classes can be used to address a variety of
problems, which include interference manage-

 Figure 4. Example result showing how matching improves channel alloca-
tion in cognitive radio networks.
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ment, hand over management, caching, and cell
association.

Here, matching is preferred over optimiza-
tion due to:
• The density and scale of HetNets, which

motivate self-organizing solutions
• The need to account for the context present

at each small cell base station (SBS) and
device instead of a single global utility func-
tion

• The centralized optimization approach,
which will generally yield a combinatorial
problem, particularly, in the presence of
heterogeneous context, which limits its
applicability here

Moreover, although a noncooperative game is
also applicable here, it will have a number of
limitations that include the need to observe (at
least partially) all players’ preferences and the
fact that the solution concepts would not account
for two-sided stability as previously explained.

In [14], we studied the problem of cell asso-
ciation in the uplink of a HetNet. The basic
model here is an uplink HetNet model in which
each user needs to decide to which SBS it
should be assigned . The problem is formulat-
ed as a one-to-many matching model in which
a user can be associated with only one SBS,
and an SBS can admit a certain quota of users.
The users’ preferences over SBSs capture the
bit error rate and delay trade-off that they can
achieve, while the SBSs’ preferences favor load
balancing by pushing users to the smaller cells
without jeopardizing QoS. Such a load balanc-
ing is essentially a form of cell biasing in which
an SBS would offload some users from the
macrocell and service them directly. Here, we

also consider the delay at each SBS due to the
increasing load and the limited capacity of the
backhaul that connects the SBSs to the core
network. Therefore, although orthogonal spec-
trum is considered, due to the delay, the match-
ing problem is shown to have peer effects, and
thus belongs to class II, matching with exter-
nalities.

Due to peer effects, applying DA and its vari-
ants will not yield a stable matching. Instead, we
developed a new algorithm that starts with a dis-
tributed DA-based process using initial prefer-
ences based on the worst case delay. Then, as
the nodes measure externalities, they modify
their preferences and change their choices by
transferring to other SBSs. Then we show that
due to the presence of transfers in the model,
delay-sensitive users will trade-off two-sided sta-
bility for a weaker stability that achieves better
QoS. Figure 5 shows simulation results for 2
macrocells and 10 SBSs. We can see that the
matching-based approach outperforms the
benchmark best neighbor scheme often adopted
in classical cellular systems, with up to 23 per-
cent improvement in average user utility. Figure
5 also shows a reasonable convergence time that
grows slowly with network size.

One can extend this framework of matching
with peer effects or, more generally, externalities
to many other areas in HetNets. For example, in
[5], the framework is extended to account for
interference and perform downlink cell associa-
tion for a context-aware network in which pref-
erences capture a palette of information
including application type, hardware size, and
physical layer metrics. In addition, as shown in
in [13], one can explore canonical matching

Figure 5. Example result showing how matching theory can be used to improve uplink cell association
in HetNets.
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models to study the association not only at the
radio level, but also at the level of operators.

In a nutshell, matching-theoretic models, in
all three classes, can serve as a fundamental ana-
lytical tool for future cellular systems. Beyond
the examples discussed above, one can envision
several new models such as many-to-many
matching models for caching, dynamic matching
models for handling mobility, and stochastic
matching models that smartly combine matching
with stochastic geometry.

DEVICE-TO-DEVICE COMMUNICATIONS
One promising technology to overcome the ever-
increasing wireless capacity crunch is device-to-
device (D2D) communications. Using D2D,
mobile users can communicate directly over cel-
lular spectrum bands while bypassing the base
stations (BSs). As D2D users may share spectral
bands with one another as well as with the cellu-
lar network, the introduction of D2D in cellular
networks will lead to new challenges in terms of
interference management and resource alloca-
tion. Thus, it will provide an important applica-
tion for matching theory.

Optimizing resources for D2D communica-
tion using centralized optimization can result in
more overhead due to information exchange and
centralized computation. In particular, central-
ized optimization will require not only dynamic
information collection at the BS from all possi-
ble D2D pairs, but will also need to deal with
increased computation complexity at the BS
level. Formulating the D2D problem as a nonco-
operative game will be limited by the fact that it
will still rely on individual stability and the need
for D2D users to observe the preferences of
other players. To counter these limitations, it is
of interest to develop matching-theoretic models
for D2D communications. To this end, we
observe that D2D typically involves two types of

users: cellular users (CUs) and D2D users
(DUs). In the underlay mode of D2D operation,
the CUs are exclusively assigned licensed spec-
trum chunks from the BSs, while the DUs must
share the spectrum with the CUs.

Here, we formulate a two-sided matching
problem between the CUs and DUs. Each CU
and DU starts by building its preference list by
observing the necessary information (e.g., the
channel condition, the transmission power, and
specific QoS requirements) on the other types of
players. Here, the preferences of CUs over DUs
are defined as monetary payment from the DUs
or the incurred interference on CUs. The DUs
build their preferences over CUs based on the
channel conditions or achievable transmission
rate. A CU-DU matching is said to be unaccept-
able if the system’s QoS requirements are violat-
ed. Players that are unacceptable are then
removed from each other’s preferences. Then
each player (CU or DU) sorts the acceptable
players in descending order of its preferences.
After setting up the preferences, proper match-
ing algorithms must be developed to achieve the
required system objectives such as maximizing
the throughput. For example, when using the
DA algorithm, as explained in Fig. 2, DUs will
propose to the CUs who, in turn, will accept or
reject the received applications. The complexity
of this iterative process depends on the total
number of acceptable pairs m, which is O(m) [8].

However, beyond considering a global utility,
in some scenarios, one is interested in optimizing
the performance of one of the two sets of players,
such as the DUs. Based on our work in [15], we
proposed the idea of incorporating a form of
“cheating” in the preferences in an effort to
improve the DUs’ utilities. Cheating is done by
enabling the DUs to smartly change their prefer-
ences so as to reap more performance gains. As
shown in Fig. 6, the use of such cheating strategy
can improve the DUs’ utility compared to the DA
algorithm, and it also outperforms the Hungarian
algorithm, which achieves the optimal system util-
ity without guaranteeing system stability. In addi-
tion, as done in [6], one can extend such D2D
models to cases in which D2D communication
must explore, beyond physical layer parameters,
the social ties of the users. Here, as shown in [6],
one can cast the problem as a class II problem to
capture peer effects that reflect how socially con-
nected the users are who utilize D2D communica-
tion with an anchor device (i.e., used for content
distribution or caching by the BSs). For such a
model, one can enhance the DA algorithm to
account for peer effects and show its convergence
to a two-sided stable matching.

D2D is undoubtedly an important application
area for matching theory with a promising set of
future problems.

CONCLUSION
In this article, we have provided the first compre-
hensive tutorial on using matching theory for
developing innovative resource management
mechanisms in wireless networks. First, we have
provided the fundamental concepts of matching
theory and discussed a variety of properties that
allow the definition of several classes of matching

Figure 6. Example result showing how cheating further improves both DU
and system utilities.
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scenarios. Then we have proposed three new
engineering-oriented classes of matching theory
that can be adopted in wireless networking envi-
ronments. For each class, we have developed the
basic concepts and solutions that can be used to
address related problems. We have provided a
detailed treatment on how to use such matching-
theoretic tools in specific wireless applications. In
a nutshell, this article is expected to provide an
accessible and holistic tutorial on the use of new
techniques from matching theory for addressing
pertinent problems in emerging wireless systems.
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INTRODUCTION

We have witnessed a boost in the growth of the
cellular network, which continues to flourish
worldwide. Billions of wireless devices are prolif-
erating, and various wireless applications, such
as mobile social networks, online gaming, and
high-definition video streaming, are emerging.
As a result, mobile traffic keeps increasing dra-
matically, which has overwhelmed the cellular
network. In the future, mobile traffic is expected
to skyrocket further. According to the Cisco
Visual Networking Index (VNI) [1], mobile traf-
fic is expected to grow at a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 61 percent from 2013 to
2018. It is predicted that mobile traffic will con-
tinuously grow up to 1000 times by 2020 from
that in 2010. The massive number of mobile
devices and ever increasing mobile traffic pose a
great challenge for the cellular network to pro-
vide users with quality guaranteed services.

To accommodate the explosive growth in
mobile traffic and devices, a large amount of
wireless spectrum is needed. The spectrum
demand for mobile systems is predicted to be
around 1280–1720 MHz by 2020 [2], while the
current mobile systems only own the spectrum
around 230–430 MHz. To address the challenge,
one way is to add more spectrum resource. The
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is
trying to free up additional spectrum of 500
MHz for mobile networks, which still cannot
bridge the gap. Another path is to improve
spectrum efficiency by developing new physical
and link layer techniques, which usually incurs
high complexity, and the improvement is limit-
ed. Alternatively, spectrum harvesting could
harvest unused spectrum bands to meet the ever
growing spectrum demand [3], considering that
a large portion of spectrum is underutilized
temporally and spatially. Spectrum harvesting
can be enabled by cognitive radio (CR), which
is able to acquire information from surround-
ings through sensing and adapt to environments
by adjusting the operating parameters [4, 5]. By
employing CR technology, the cellular network
can harvest and operate over the unused spec-
trum/spectrum holes from other systems, such
as TV white space (TVWS). The cellular net-
work equipped with CR technology is also
referred to as the cognitive cellular network
(CCN) [6]. 

In the CCN, through spectrum harvesting,
additional spectrum can be utilized for traffic
offloading or capacity relief. Furthermore, the
harvested spectrum may present different propa-
gation or penetration features, which can be
exploited to support diverse applications with
various quality of service (QoS) requirements.
For instance, if the communication distance is
long, a low frequency band can be exploited,
while a high and wide frequency band is selected
if high throughput is preferred. Besides spec-
trum harvesting, the CCN can also support many
promising applications. For instance, CR can be
utilized to mitigate intercell interference among
the macrocell and small cells, which are expect-
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ed to be deployed densely and underlay the
macrocell in the cellular network. With CR,
small cell base stations (BSs) can perform spec-
trum sensing before accessing the spectrum
bands to mitigate interference [7]. In addition,
users can adjust the transmission parameters to
achieve different objectives (e.g., energy efficien-
cy or high transmission rate) based on its operat-
ing context.

As the key enabling technology, spectrum
sensing plays a vital role to identify unused spec-
trum bands for spectrum harvesting. Cognitive
cellular users (CCUs) can access the spectrum
band from other systems only when it is detected
idle. Otherwise, the normal operation of the pri-
mary users, or PUs (the licensed users in other
systems), will experience interference. However,
due to fading and shadowing, spectrum sensing
of individual users is not perfect, and sensing
errors are inevitable, which adversely affect the
performance of both CCUs and PUs [8]. In this
article, we introduce user cooperation to over-
come the limitations of individual spectrum sens-
ing and better harvest unused spectrum for the
CCN. We first present an overview of the CCN,
including the network architecture and main
applications. Then the existing spectrum harvest-
ing approaches for exploiting additional spec-
trum are reviewed, and the limitations are
discussed accordingly. To overcome the limita-
tions, cooperation-based spectrum harvesting
approaches for various scenarios are introduced;
for example, cooperative spectrum sensing can
be utilized to better detect unused spectrum, and
cooperative relaying can be leveraged to explore
access opportunities even though the PUs are
active. Then an integrated cooperative frame-
work is devised to combine these cooperation-
based schemes, aiming to fully explore spectrum
access opportunities. Simulation results are pro-
vided to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed cooperation schemes.

OVERVIEW OF THE
COGNITIVE CELLULAR NETWORK

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The future cellular network, that is, the fifth
generation (5G) network, is envisioned to be a
heterogeneous network [9]. Therefore, the CCN
has a heterogeneous network architecture, as
shown in Fig. 1, where different small cells
underlay the macrocell: picocells, femtocells, and
so on. The BSs of the macrocell and small cells,
as well as the user equipments (UEs), are
equipped with CR technology. For ease of pre-
sentation, all the network entities with CR are
called cognitive cellular users (CCUs), including
cognitive UEs and BSs. The BSs of macrocell
and small cells are connected to the external
spectrum trading market server, which facilitates
the spectrum trading/leasing between the CCN
and other systems with licensed spectrum bands.
CCUs can harvest spectrum holes through either
spectrum sensing or spectrum trading. 

The operation of the CCN can be centralized,
where the BS coordinates CCUs for spectrum
harvesting and spectrum sharing. For instance, it
can coordinate CCUs to perform spectrum sens-

ing and then combine the sensing results to
make a final decision [10]. With the harvested
spectrum and the cellular bands, the BS per-
forms resource allocation for CCUs based on
their traffic types and QoS requirements. For
example, when the signal reception for a CCU is
very poor in an indoor environment, the BS can
switch the CCU to other spectrum bands with
better penetration features (e.g., TV bands).

The CCN can also operate in a decentralized
fashion, where CCUs acquire available spectrum
and access without a central controller. For
instance, CCUs can sense the spectrum bands
and select suitable spectrum bands based on
their own needs. For instance, when the sender
and receiver are far away, the low spectrum
bands can be utilized due to the desirable propa-
gation and penetration features. Moreover, dif-
ferent portions of unused spectrum band can be
aggregated by the CCU to have a large spectrum
band by means of spectrum bonding and aggre-
gation.

MAIN APPLICATIONS
Besides spectrum harvesting, CR also facilitates
other applications. 

Intercell Interference Mitigation: By deploy-
ing small cells densely, network capacity can be
significantly improved. However, the main limit-
ing factor for dense deployment of small cells is
intercell interference among neighboring cells.
One way to mitigate interference is spectrum
splitting, which could lead to inefficient spec-
trum usage. With CR, small cells can sense the
surroundings to detect the spectrum usage status
and access the cellular spectrum bands only
when they are not occupied. Moreover, small
cells can also explore the unused spectrum bands
owned by other systems, while the macrocell
exclusively uses the cellular spectrum bands. By
doing so, intercell interference can be mitigated,
and different cells can coexist. 

Transmission Adaption: The two main charac-
teristics of CR are cognitive capability and
reconfigurability. With cognitive capability, the
CCU can get the information regarding the sur-
rounding environments (the communication net-
work, channel conditions, etc.). With

Figure 1. Network architecture.
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reconfigurability, the CCU can dynamically and
autonomously adjust the operating parameters
to satisfy the QoS requirement in terms of
throughput, reliability, delay, and so on, being
aware of the operating environments. For the
future cellular network, in order to achieve net-
work access any time and anywhere, the CCU
can detect the surrounding available network
service and change the operating parameters for
access.

SPECTRUM HARVESTING
APPROACHES AND CHALLENGES

The basic and main target of the CCN is to har-
vest spectrum holes to support mobile traffic
growth. In this section, the existing spectrum
harvesting approaches are reviewed.

SPECTRUM HARVESTING APPROACHES
Geolocation database: Due to the transition

from analog TV to digital TV, TVWS is consid-
ered to be allowed for free secondary access.
Since TV programs are predetermined, the
channel availability information can be provided
by a geolocation database, which is governed by
certified third parties [11].  The procedure for
the geolocation database approach is as follows.
The CCU sends a request to the geolocation
database with location information. Then the
database sends back the channel availability
information for the given location. 

In terms of implementation, Google and
Microsoft have launched their geolocation
database products, Google spectrum database
and Microsoft spectrum observatory, respec-
tively. 

Spectrum sensing: Spectrum sensing is the
key approach to spectrum harvesting. The CCUs
perform spectrum sensing to detect spectrum
holes and prevent interference to the PUs. The
CCUs access the channel only when the channel
is detected to be idle. Since spectrum holes can
be in a specific time, frequency band, or spatial
location, spectrum sensing can be performed in
the time, frequency, and space domains. Spec-
trum sensing can also be used to acquire infor-
mation regarding the carrier frequency,
modulation schemes, bandwidth, and so on. Pop-
ular spectrum sensing methods include energy
detection, matched filtering, and cyclostationary
detection [8].

Spectrum trading: Spectrum trading allows
the spectrum resource to be exchanged among
different parties, on either a long- or short-
term basis. The resources for trading can be
the available frequency bands, the maximum
allowable transmission power, and the time
duration for access in the spectrum bands [12].
The CCUs can gain temporary exclusive rights
to use the spectrum by paying a certain amount
of money when PUs are willing to lease the
spectrum for monetary rewards. During trans-
mission, the CCUs will not be interrupted by
the PUs, so their QoS can be guaranteed to
some degree.

LIMITATIONS
Geolocation Database: To acquire channel

availability, geolocation information is required,
which is usually obtained from the global posi-
tioning system (GPS). However, some CCUs
might not have GPS functions. Moreover, the
geolocation information might be inaccurate due
to poor GPS signals at some locations. In addi-
tion, there are two types of PUs in the TV spec-
trum band: TV broadcasters and microphones.
Since it is difficult to predict the activities of
microphones, they might be interfered with by
CCUs using this approach. Last but not least,
the database can only provide channel availabili-
ty for TV bands [13]. 

Spectrum sensing: Spectrum sensing is con-
sidered as the main approach to harvesting spec-
trum holes. However, the detection performance
of spectrum sensing is limited by several factors
such as multipath fading and shadowing [8].
Specifically, when the CCU experiences multi-
path fading or shadowing, the reception of a
PU’s signal will be significantly degraded, which
reduces the detection accuracy dramatically. In
addition, for CCUs that are out of the transmis-
sion range of the primary transmitter, it is impos-
sible to detect the PU’s presence. Then the
CCUs might start to transmit, causing harmful
interference to the primary receiver. Moreover,
once the PU reclaims the channel, the CCUs
have to vacate the current channels and find
other idle channels, resulting in intermittent
transmission.

Spectrum trading: CCUs can have exclusive
spectrum access rights through spectrum trading
so that the QoS can be guaranteed. Long-term
spectrum trading still has the problem of spec-
trum waste because the CCUs might have no

Figure 2. Cooperation-based spectrum harvesting.
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traffic at a specific time due to the bursty nature
of the traffic. For short-term or even real-time
spectrum trading, the spectrum utilization can be
improved. However, from the perspective of the
CCN or CCUs, besides the operational and
maintenance costs, additional money has to be
paid when purchasing the spectrum through the
market. Over a long period the cost could be
fairly high, resulting in a burden on the CCN or
CCUs. From the viewpoint of PUs, they might
not only pursue monetary benefits through spec-
trum trading. In some cases, the PUs also desire
to improve the transmission performance (e.g.,
increase throughput whenever they have a large
volume of traffic). The existing trading mecha-
nism does not consider these types of PUs’
needs.

COOPERATION-BASED APPROACHES
The geolocation database approach can be
complemented by spectrum sensing to protect
microphones and explore spectrum holes in
other bands. However, the detection perfor-
mance of individual spectrum sensing is limit-
ed, as mentioned before. To overcome these
issues, user cooperation can be leveraged,
mainly in two forms: cooperative spectrum
sensing [10] and cognitive cooperative relaying
[14]. For the former, cooperation is carried out
among CCUs, where multiple CCUs cooperate
with each other to enhance the sensing perfor-
mance for better detecting spectrum holes, as
shown in Fig. 2a. For the latter, cooperation is
performed between CCUs and active PUs,
where CCUs cooperate with PUs to improve
the transmission performance of the PUs and
gain spectrum access opportunities as a reward,
as shown in Fig. 2b.

Cooperative spectrum sensing aims to harvest
the spectrum holes where no active PUs are pre-
sent, while cognitive cooperative relaying tries to
explore spectrum access opportunities when PUs
are active. In addition, CCUs can acquire exclu-
sive spectrum rights through the spectrum trad-
ing market. To compensate for the cost in
spectrum marketing, CCUs can cooperate with
PUs to improve the PUs’ transmission perfor-
mance and request credits when they are idle.
That is, through cooperation, idle CCUs can
accumulate credits, and the PUs’ performance
can be enhanced. The earned credits can be
used by CCUs in the spectrum trading market
when needed in the future, as shown in Fig. 2c.
The comparison among different cooperation
schemes is provided in Table 1.

COOPERATION-BASED SPECTRUM
HARVESTING APPROACHES

In this section, the three cooperation-based
spectrum harvesting approaches are introduced.

COOPERATION FOR SPECTRUM SENSING
Cooperative spectrum sensing can improve the
detection performance in terms of increasing the
detection probability and reducing the false
alarm probability by exploiting spatial diversity
and multiuser diversity. In cooperative spectrum
sensing, each CCU performs local sensing and
then forwards the results to a fusion center (e.g.,
the BS) to make a final decision. The fusion
rules to combine the sensing results include
AND rule, OR rule, and so on. Through cooper-
ation, the deficiency of individual observations
can be mitigated. Since CCUs are usually in a
multi-channel environment, the fundamental
issue is how to coordinate CCUs for multi-chan-
nel sensing. In what follows, the cross-entropy
(C-E) method is applied to schedule CCUs to
sense different channels for better harvesting
spectrum holes.

Suppose that there are K primary channels
that N CCUs can explore for transmission. The
states of the channels alternate between ON
(busy) and OFF (idle), which are modeled by an
ON-OFF model with different transition rates.
To better harvest spectrum holes, the BS coordi-
nates the CCUs to perform cooperative spec-
trum sensing. Specifically, each individual CCU
adopts energy detection for spectrum sensing
and reports the sensing results to the BS, which
makes a combined decision. Considering the
AND rule is adopted as the fusion rule, a chan-
nel is deemed busy when all the CCUs report
the OFF state. The detection probability and
false alarm probability1 of CCU i to sense chan-
nel j are denoted by pd(i, j) and pf(i, j), respec-
tively, which are functions of the associated
channel conditions. The expected available time
for a given channel j is Tj

off pj
off(1 – Fj

f), where Tj
off

is the sojourn time of the OFF state, p j
off is the

associated probability, and F j
f is the cooperative

false alarm probability. Note that Fj
f = iSj pf(i,

j), where Sj is the set of CCUs selecting channel
j for sensing.

The objective of the CCN is to maximize the
expected available time of all the channels while
sufficiently protecting the PUs. To this end, we
define a channel selection matrix I = (Ii,j)N×K,
where Ii,j = {0,1} indicates whether or not CCU

1 The detection probabil-
ity and false alarm prob-
ability are the
probabilities that the PU
is detected to be present
when it is actually pre-
sent or absent, respec-
tively.

Table 1. Comparison among different cooperation schemes.

Cooperation Schemes Scenarios Partners Objective

Cooperative spectrum
sensing

Have traffic and cellular bands are not
sufficient CCUs with CCUs Detect idle bands where no active PUs

are present

Cooperation with PUs
for access

Have traffic and no sufficient bands
even through sensing CCUs with active PUs Gain access time through cooperation

with PUs

Cooperation with PUs
for credits

No traffic now but may have in the
future CCUs with active PUs Earn credits for future use
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i selects channel j for sensing. I can be deter-
mined by applying the C-E method of stochastic
optimization [15] to maximize the average idle
time. The main idea of the C-E method is as fol-
lows. In the initial phase, all the CCUs select the
sensing channels following the uniform distribu-
tion. According to the distribution, a set of chan-
nel selection samples are generated, which are
utilized to calculate the fitness (i.e., the total
expected available time). Then, based on the
outcome of all the samples, those channel selec-
tion samples with higher fitness will be utilized
to update the distribution parameters to produce
a “better” sample in the next iteration. By per-
forming this procedure iteratively, it can con-
verge to an optimal or near-optimal deterministic
solution (i.e., the channel selection results). 

COOPERATION WITH PUS FOR ACCESS
It is well known that cooperative relaying can
improve the transmission rate, save energy,
enhance reliability, and so on. Leveraging coop-
erative relaying, CCUs can improve the PUs’
performance by acting as relays to gain spectrum
access opportunities as a reward. As shown in
Fig. 4b, cooperative communication can be per-
formed in a three-phase manner. Specifically,
the CCU acts as a relay to perform cooperative
communication with the PU in the first two
phases (i.e., aT) to improve the letter’s transmis-
sion performance. Then the PU grants the third
period of time with (1 – a)T to the CCU as a
reward. Through cooperation, a “win-win” situa-
tion is created, where the PU’s performance is
improved while the CCU obtains spectrum
access rights. For a multi-user scenario, how to
perform cooperation between multiple PUs and
CCUs needs to be studied.

Suppose that multiple PUs desire to improve
their throughput through cooperation, each of
which owns a time slot of T . The CCUs can
cooperate with the PUs to gain spectrum access
opportunities in a three-phase manner. Each PU
selects a CCU for cooperation, and amplify-and-
forward (AF) mode is adopted. Cooperation
between a single PU and a generic CCU is mod-
eled as a Stackelberg game, where the PU acts

as the leader and the CCU acts as the follower.
The PU’s utility is defined as the achievable
throughput through cooperation, while the
CCU’s utility is defined as the throughput
achieved in rewarding time minus the energy
cost. Note that the energy cost is given by l1
PC(1 – aT/2), where l1 is the cost rate for trans-
mission power and PC is the transmission power
of the CCU for cooperation. To maximize the
utilities, the PU selects the time allocation coef-
ficient a, while the CCU chooses the transmis-
sion power PC. By analyzing the game, the best
a and PC can be determined, which are utilized
in the multi-user cooperation scenario.

For the multi-user scenario, a secondary-cen-
tric cooperative scheme (SCC) is introduced to
coordinate the users’ cooperation to maximize
the aggregate throughput of all cooperative
CCUs. Note that the achievable throughput for
a given CCU can be calculated when it cooper-
ates with a certain PU using the cooperation
parameters obtained before. For multiple CCUs
and PUs, the problem is to select the suitable
CCU for each PU to maximize the total through-
put of CCUs, which can be represented as a
maximum weight bipartite matching. In the
bipartite graph, the weight on each edge repre-
sents the throughput of the CCU, if the corre-
sponding CCU and PU (represented by vertices)
cooperate with each other. Finding the best part-
ner is equivalent to finding the maximum weight
matching. To this end, the well-known Hungari-
an algorithm can be applied to determine the
optimal matching (e.g., pairs of CCUs and PUs)
such that the sum of weights is maximized [14]. 

COOPERATION WITH PUS FOR CREDITS
When CCUs have no traffic, they can still har-
vest spectrum in the following way. The CCUs
can cooperate with PUs to improve PUs’ trans-
mission performance and then request credits as
compensation. The earned credits can be utilized
by CCUs for spectrum trading in the future
when they have traffic. In other words, the CCUs
can earn credits through cooperation with PUs
and consume credits in the spectrum trading
market when needed, as shown in Fig. 4c.

Figure 3. An integrated cooperative framework for spectrum harvesting.
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Suppose a PU intends to increase its through-
put, and a group of CCUs are interested in act-
ing as cooperative relays. To compensate the
cooperative CCUs, the PU selects an amount of
credits to be shared by CCUs according to their
contribution. Since the CCUs act as relays to
increase the PUs’ throughput, the contribution
of CCU i can be approximately given by P i

C hi
d,

where Pi
C is the transmission power of CCU i for

cooperation, and hi
d is the channel gain between

CCU i and the primary receiver. Then the utility
of the PU is given by Up = l2 Rp – Rm, where Rp
is the achievable throughput through coopera-
tion, l2 is the profit per throughput, while Rm is
the credits granted to the CCUs. The utility of
CCU i is given by

where C is the set of cooperative CCUs.
To determine the parameters for cooperation

(i.e., the payment of the PU and the transmis-
sion power of the CCUs), a two-layer game is
used to analyze the negotiation procedure. At

the top layer, a buyer-seller game is utilized to
model the process by which the PU pays for the
service provided by the CCUs. At the bottom
layer, for a given payment, the CCUs determine
their transmission powers to share the credits in
a distributed way, which can be analyzed by a
non-cooperative power selection game G. The
game G is defined as G = {C, {Si}, {Ui}, where
C is the set of players, Ui is the utility function,
and S i is the strategy set of CCU i (i.e., the
transmission power CCU i can choose).

The two-layer game can be solved by the back-
ward induction method. First, for a given amount
of credits, the non-cooperative power selection
game is analyzed to get the solution, that is, the
Nash equilibrium (NE). The NE strategies are
the transmission powers selected by the CCUs.
Then, based on the NE strategies, the PU can
select the best payment to maximize its utility Up
in the buyer-seller game. After that, all the coop-
eration parameters can be determined (i.e., the
payment and transmission power).

AN INTEGRATED COOPERATIVE FRAMEWORK
With the aforementioned cooperation schemes,
an integrated cooperative spectrum harvesting
framework is devised to better harvest spectrum

∑
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Figure 4. Performance of the cooperation based spectrum harvesting schemes: a) aggregate expected available time vs. number of
CCUs; b) aggregate throughput vs. the number of channels; c) network scenario for simulation; d) credits earned by CCUs
through cooperation.
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opportunities, as shown in Fig. 3. When the
CCU has no traffic, it can accumulate credits
through cooperation with active PUs. Once the
CCU has traffic and the QoS requirement can-
not be satisfied using only the cellular bands,
such as when downloading a high volume of
data, additional spectrum bands need to be
explored. Then the CCUs can perform coopera-
tive spectrum sensing to detect the unused spec-
trum for access. If no idle spectrum bands are
detected or the idle spectrum bands are not suf-
ficient for QoS requirements, the CCUs can
seek spectrum access opportunities through
cooperation with the active PUs or keep sensing
after a period of time. Otherwise, the CCU can
obtain some spectrum from the spectrum trading
market by paying credits.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, simulation results are provided to
evaluate the performance of the proposed coop-
eration schemes. In a 2 km × 2 km area, the
PUs are randomly located inside the circle with
1 km radius, while the CCUs are randomly dis-
tributed outside the circle. The transmission
power of PUs, the noise power, the path loss
coefficient m, and the minimum required false
alarm probability are set to be 10 W, –80 dB,
3.5, and 10 percent, respectively. Figure 4a
shows the aggregate expected available time of
the CCN through cooperative spectrum sensing
when the number of primary channels is set to 9.
It can be seen that the C-E-based user schedul-
ing can achieve a longer available time than the
random channel selection algorithm whereby all
the CCUs just randomly select a channel to per-
form spectrum sensing. This is because the C-E
algorithm can adaptively adjust the channel
selection stochastic policy to increase the aggre-
gate expected available time.

Figure 4b shows the aggregate throughput
of the CCN achieved through cognitive coop-
erative relaying when the number of CCUs is
10. It can be seen that the SCC scheme can
obtain a higher aggregate throughput, com-
pared to the random channel selection algo-
rithm whereby the CCUs just randomly select
a channel to seek spectrum access opportuni-
ties. This is because the SCC scheme selects
the best CCUs for each channel to maximize
the total throughput.

Figure 4d shows the credits earned by the
CCUs through cooperation with the PUs. The
primary source and destination pair is placed at
(0, 0) and (1 km, 0), respectively, while the loca-
tion of a set of CCUs without traffic is shown in
Fig. 4c. The maximum reward and l1 are set to
be 20 and 10, respectively. It can be seen that six
CCUs can obtain a ceratin amount of credits
through relaying the PU’s message. This means
that the CCUs can accumulate credits through
cooperation, which can be utilized for spectrum
trading when needed.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we have provided an overview of
the cognitive cellular network. Three types of
cooperation-based spectrum harvesting schemes

have been introduced for different scenarios to
better harvest spectrum opportunities. An inte-
grated cooperation-based spectrum harvesting
framework has been devised by considering the
three cooperation-based schemes to fully explore
the spectrum access opportunities. For our
future work, we will develop security-aware
cooperation-based spectrum harvesting since a
partner may be an adversary, which misbehaves
during cooperation. Moreover, how to jointly
utilize cellular spectrum and harvested spectrum
bands to optimize overall system performance
will be investigated.
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INTRODUCTION

The growing demand for mobile data traffic
challenges mobile network operators (MNOs) to
make the most of their current and future net-
work and spectrum investments. Access to new
spectrum bands, as well as the introduction of
cognitive features at various network levels, will
be critical factors in meeting that demand. As
acquiring exclusive spectrum in bands suitable
for mobile communications is challenged by
incumbent use, the Licensed Shared Access
(LSA) concept is gaining significant interest in

regulation [1, 2], standardization [3], industry,
and research [4]. LSA makes spectrum available
for an MNO in a timely manner by allowing the
MNO to share spectrum with incumbent users in
a fully controlled manner by guaranteeing quali-
ty of service (QoS) for both. In LSA, the incum-
bent user maintains a higher level of usage rights
to the spectrum and is allowed to reclaim it, at
any location and at any time, in a dynamic man-
ner. Sharing is enabled by built-in mechanisms
ythat address the varying spectrum availability in
time, location, and frequency dimensions.

The current operational environment for
MNOs is characterized as heterogeneous net-
works, consisting of a portfolio of multiple radio
access technologies (RATs), spectrum bands,
and cell layers. The coordination and optimiza-
tion of those resources will be critical factors for
the success of MNOs, as depicted in [5]. The
integration of shared spectrum bands with vari-
able availability will further complicate this coor-
dination and will call for cognition in the
management of resources. On the business side,
the use of shared bands offers the potential for
new business opportunities both for dominating
as well as challenger MNOs [6]. On the technical
side, some Long Term Evolution (LTE) and
LTE-Advanced enabling technologies support
the management and utilization of variable spec-
trum resources. For example, self-organizing
networks (SON) encompass multiple features
that simplify operational tasks and optimize the
usage of available resources [7]. Since the incum-
bent user may request the MNO to terminate
transmissions in the LSA resources at any time,
the integration of shared bands into the cellular
network architecture requires an additional logi-
cal management unit on top of the existing archi-
tecture [3]. Moreover, new coordination
protocols are needed to facilitate cooperation
between incumbents and MNOs.

This article addresses the inclusion of licensed
shared bands into MNOs’ heterogeneous net-
works. The rest of the article is organized as fol-
lows. First, spectrum opportunities for MNOs
are discussed, focusing on the new LSA concept.

ABSTRACT

This article reviews the application of the
recent European Licensed Shared Access (LSA)
concept for spectrum sharing between a mobile
network operator (MNO) and an incumbent
user. LSA, as a new area of application of cogni-
tive technology, provides the MNO an opportu-
nity to access new frequency resources on a
shared basis. The article presents critical design
criteria of LSA from the MNO point of view in
order to allow future cognitive cellular networks
to efficiently exploit shared spectrum bands. We
describe the role of LSA bands in the context of
heterogeneous networking, and identify the
Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced
enabling technologies that support the introduc-
tion of LSA. Such technologies include traffic
steering, carrier aggregation, and self-organizing
networking. Additionally, we introduce an LSA
management unit controlled by the MNO, to be
implemented on top of the existing LTE/LTE-
Advanced architecture, and we discuss the func-
tionalities required for the optimization and
automation of LSA resource management. We
also depict the interrelations of the tasks
between the LSA management unit and the sup-
porting LTE/LTE-Advanced technologies. Based
on the findings in this article, the ongoing cellu-
lar system evolution is shown to form a solid
base for the introduction of new shared spec-
trum bands for cognitive cellular systems.
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Next, the LSA concept is analyzed from the
MNOs’ point of view, by discussing design crite-
ria and current LTE/LTE-Advanced features
supporting LSA. Finally, a new logical manage-
ment unit is introduced along with guidelines on
the use of LSA resources by future cognitive cel-
lular networks.

EMERGING REGULATORY
APPROACHES FOR

EFFICIENT USE OF SPECTRUM

In the current spectrum regulatory framework,
frequency bands are mainly either exclusively
licensed, or license-exempt [1] (see Fig. 1). The
license-exempt frequency bands are accessible
without QoS guarantees to users operating
according to the prevailing regulatory conditions,
e.g. transmission power limits. This offers easy
access to the spectrum, and thus increases com-
petition and fosters innovation. However, the
dedication of a band as license-exempt is irre-
versible and may limit the future usage of the
band. The rights associated with an exclusive
spectrum license provide certainty to the MNO,
and allow long-term investment planning, but
also include obligations such as national cover-
age in rural areas. These obligations, together
with the limited number of licenses and poten-
tially very high license cost, restrict the potential
MNOs and shape accordingly the competitive
environment. Due to the rapid growth in mobile
traffic demand, it is becoming increasingly chal-
lenging to find adequate spectrum resources.
The International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) attempts to address this growth by identi-
fying bands for the use of International Mobile
Telecommunications (IMT) in its World Radio-
communication Conferences (WRCs). However,
due to existing incumbent usage, not all IMT
identified bands can be used exclusively for
mobile services in a harmonized manner, either
globally or throughout Europe.

As a result, new licensed based sharing con-
cepts are emerging in order to make the IMT
bands available to MNOs on a shared basis, by
taking advantage of the development of cognitive
technologies. These sharing approaches lower the
entry barrier to spectrum compared to exclusive
licensing, and therefore increase competition by
enabling spectrum access to new players as well
as to new innovative services. Conversely, via
licensing, the sharing schemes maintain the rights
of use to the incumbent users and provide cer-
tainty to all stakeholders. In the Unites States,
activities are ongoing on a spectrum access sys-
tem (SAS) model, enabling shared use initially
for the 3.4–3.6 GHz band [8]. In this model,
three different levels of access rights are defined,
and a database is used to enable sharing. In
Europe, regulatory and standardization activities
are ongoing, aiming to enable sharing based on
LSA [1]. LSA, as initially introduced by the
European Commission (EC), is a general regula-
tory framework that enables shared access to
spectrum for a limited number of licensed users
[2]. This article focuses on the LSA concept as a
promising path toward cognitive cellular systems.

As the first use case, LSA is under investigation
in regulation and standardization for enabling
access to wireless broadband systems to the
2.3–2.4 GHz band. This is also Band 40 of the
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) for
time-division LTE (TD-LTE). The incumbent
usage of the band varies between different Euro-
pean countries. The most common incumbent
uses are telemetry and programme making and
special events (PMSE), that is to say, wireless
cameras. According to an economic estimate, the
value of mobile access to the band on a harmo-
nized basis across Europe using LSA ranges from
6.5 to 22 billion euros [9].

In standardization, the European Telecom-
munications Standards Institute (ETSI) has
defined system requirements for LSA [3], and is
continuing its work by determining system archi-
tecture and high-level procedures. On the spec-
trum regulatory side, the European Conference
of Postal and Telecommunications (CEPT) start-
ed developing, in April 2014, harmonized techni-
cal conditions for the deployment of wireless
broadband services in the 2.3–2.4 GHz band,
while ensuring long-term incumbent use. CEPT
has developed a report on the technological and
regulatory options for sharing between wireless
broadband applications and the relevant incum-
bent services in the band [10], as well as another
report providing guidance on the implementa-
tion of a sharing framework between wireless
broadband and PMSE [11]. Live experiments
have been conducted with existing mobile net-
work equipment to prove the feasibility of
mobile use on the band using LSA [4]. For Euro-
pean MNOs, this band provides an opportunity
for harmonized operations, due to its global
identification for IMT. Currently, incumbent
usage prevents exclusive licensing to MNOs in a
harmonized manner in Europe.

MOBILE NETWORK OPERATORS AND
LICENSED SHARED ACCESS

LSA is a regulatory approach for fully controlled
spectrum sharing, where the incumbent enables
the use of its unoccupied spectrum by others,
presuming that harmful interference is avoided
[1]; the concept and its work flow are depicted
in [12]. The availability of LSA resources may be
limited either to a certain geographical area or a
time frame, but when available guaranteed QoS
is provided to the MNO. The resources of the

Figure 1. Current and emerging regulatory approaches.
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MNO consist of a combination of several spec-
trum bands and RATs, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
The licensed bands illustrated in Fig. 2 have
been identified for IMT by the ITU and are
available for exclusive usage for mobile services.
In these heterogeneous networks, macro cells
are complemented by a multitude of smaller
(micro, pico, and femto) cells. Coexistence of
LTE frequency division duplexing (LTE FDD)
and TD-LTE networks, combined with traffic
offloading and load balancing between them,
allows the MNO to use the available spectrum
and other network assets efficiently. The MNO
will integrate the LSA resources, with possibly
variable availability, as an additional resource
layer to its heterogeneous network environment.
Using LSA an MNO could potentially access any
current, or future, IMT bands that are not exclu-
sively available due to incumbent usage. An
example of such a band in Europe is the 3.4–3.6
GHz band, where the incumbent service is fixed
satellite service (FSS). 

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR ADOPTING LSA 
One of the key benefits gained from LSA is that
it does not require any changes to the air inter-
faces or internal procedures of the MNO. This
allows the use of existing equipment and simpli-
fies implementation, without the need to change
3GPP standardization. Currently, it is foreseen
that for LSA two additional functional compo-
nents are needed on top of the existing cellular
network infrastructure. First, an LSA database is
needed for storing and updating the information
on LSA spectrum availability, as well as for
coordination. Second, a management unit is
needed to enable secure access to spectrum and
to protect the incumbent user. Those two com-
ponents form the LSA system [3]. From the
MNO perspective, a new interface needs to be
standardized for the purpose of information
transfer from the LSA database to the LSA
management system. In addition to the technical
components, the LSA concept is based on an
individual LSA license and the related sharing
framework negotiated between the key players
involved: the MNO, regulator, and incumbent
[1]. The following critical factors need to be
taken into account in the negotiations:

Security: Appropriate measures are necessary
to secure data and interfaces of the MNO net-
work. The information transmitted to and from
the LSA system, as well as the stored data, needs

to be secured. The coordination between MNOs
and the protection of the incumbent user should
be done in such a way that the MNO network
deployment information is not needed. Due to
the confidentiality and sensitivity of this informa-
tion, the LSA database could be under the
purview of the regulator.

Predictable QoS: When and where LSA
resources are available, the MNO should be able
to provide predictable QoS to its users. In prac-
tice, the MNO should be guaranteed interfer-
ence-free operation, as well as a sufficient level
of spectrum availability. For this, collaboration
between the incumbent and the MNO is neces-
sary, e.g. information exchange on spectrum
availability. The MNO should have exclusive
access to a certain LSA resource at a given place
and time without competition [1]. 

Responding to Variable LSA Resource Avail-
ability: In case the MNO is requested to evacu-
ate the LSA resource, the MNO should have
mechanisms in place to provide QoS for its
users, by using alternative networks or resources.
The evacuation request(s) should be known as
early as possible, for network planning purposes.
To achieve this goal, the MNO needs a manage-
ment unit containing an up-to-date list of avail-
able LSA resources. This management unit will
be in charge of network planning for the LSA
resources, and should therefore be fully under
the control of the MNO [14]. 

Network Confidentiality: The information
shared between the key players of the LSA
should be limited to a minimum. Details of the
MNO network, such as base station (BS) posi-
tions or transmit powers, are not required for
LSA. Confidentiality applies to the MNO’s busi-
ness sensitive information as well, such as traffic
characteristics. 

Economies of Scale: As with the support of
any new spectrum band, LSA requires invest-
ment on the BSs supporting the new bands.
Additionally, new management functions are
needed to support LSA resources. To provide
certainty for the investment, there should be
long-term availability of both LSA spectrum and
devices for the end users. The LSA band avail-
ability for MNOs in a harmonized manner, glob-
ally or at least in Europe, would ensure
economies of scale. The MNO should be allowed
to deploy LSA only when and where needed,
based on market demand, to develop a sound
business and investment plans.

Careful consideration of the above design cri-
teria will allow the MNO to determine adequate
security, usability and value of the LSA
resources, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Availability of
spectrum in the long term in a widely harmo-
nized manner is related to the value of LSA, and
should be considered already during the negotia-
tion phase. Usability and security of LSA are
related to the architecture and design of the
LSA system. Usability refers to the ability of
MNO to integrate a cell into the LSA band as a
part of the heterogeneous network environment
and to use it in order to provide predictable QoS
to its users. Security, in terms of the interfaces
and data transmitted via the LSA system, as well
as using minimum information are key criteria
evaluated by the MNO.

Figure 2. Heterogeneous networks for MNO.
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ENABLING LTE/LTE-ADVANCED FEATURES FOR
LSA SUPPORT

In the heterogeneous network context, it is
important for the MNO that the introduction of
new shared spectrum bands causes minimum
modifications to their existing network infra-
structure. Several features of the current
LTE/LTE-Advanced technology facilitate the
introduction of LSA bands. These features may
be used for optimizing the use of spectrum
resources, maximizing the end user experience,
or assisting network planning under the LSA
regime. Below, these features are identified and
discussed in the context of LSA. 

Cell Re-Selection Procedures: User equip-
ment (UE) can re-select the serving cell from
different RATs and frequencies based on mea-
surements of the signal strength. When an addi-
tional cell in an LSA band is added to the
network, this re-selection procedure enables the
UE to attach to it. If rapid evacuation of the
LSA resource is needed, the MNO can lock the
affected LSA cells, and terminals will automati-
cally start a cell re-selection procedure. Addi-
tionally, in LTE-Advanced different priorities
may be set for different cells [13]. 

Inter-Frequency Handover: Inter-frequency
handover is based on inter-frequency measure-
ments performed by the UE and takes place
when the signal strength or quality of the serving
cell becomes significantly worse than that of
another cell in another frequency band [7].
Inter-frequency handovers between cells in LSA
bands and exclusive bands enable optimization
of the data rate and user experience. With ade-
quate time reserved for LSA resource evacua-
tion, the MNO may gradually lower the transmit
power of the eNodeB (eNB) before delivering
the shutdown command (graceful shutdown) in
order to allow UEs to conduct inter-frequency
handover in a controlled manner and without
experiencing connection breaks. 

Traffic Steering: Traffic steering is a self-
optimization feature referring to the ability to
steer traffic to the most suitable cell layer, fre-
quency, and RAT within any network governed
by the MNO. Steering is done in order to meet a
set of optimization criteria such as network
capacity, power consumption, or user experi-
ence. Traffic steering is emphasized in LTE net-
works, which are deployed over multiple
frequency layers and coexist with other RATs
[7]. The use of LSA resources needs to be sup-
ported by traffic steering functions due to their
varying availability. However, modifications to
the existing procedures might be needed, as dis-
cussed in [14]. 

Carrier Aggregation (CA): CA enables scal-
able expansion of bandwidth through utilization
of radio resources across multiple component
carriers [15]. CA provides a wider effective
bandwidth to the end user by aggregating com-
ponent carriers either on the same or different
bands. Using CA, a carrier on the LSA band
may be used together with a carrier on a licensed
band in order to create another cell with almost
the same coverage in order to support macro
cell capacity, or a cell with smaller coverage to
locally improve data rate and throughput. Using

CA, an MNO can use LSA resources to provide
additional capacity to its users, without the risk
of connection break. As a special case of CA
termed supplemental downlink (SDL), unpaired
spectrum is used for enhancing downlink capaci-
ty by bonding the downlink of an FDD channel
with the supplemental downlink of a TDD chan-
nel. Since LSA is currently considered for TD-
LTE bands, SDL might become one of the key
enabling technologies for LSA. 

Load Balancing: Load balancing is one of the
LTE self-optimization features that aims to even
out the load generated across the network by
moving users from one cell to another through
handovers [14]. eNBs on LSA bands can be used
as an additional network layer, providing more
capacity for wireless broadband users to balance
the load. Variable availability of LSA resources
leads to considerations on which kind of users
(in terms of requested data rates, mobility, etc.)
can be best served and are least affected by pos-
sible evacuation. 

Self-Configuration: Self-configuration denotes
the process of bringing a new network element,
or part of it, into service with minimum manual
intervention [7]. Self-configuration includes both
connection establishment and acquiring radio
configuration parameters to adapt to the current
state of the network deployment. With dynamic
radio configuration, the key radio configuration
parameters of the new cell and its neighbors can
be configured correctly on the fly. Such flexible
deployment is particularly useful when consider-
ing that the LSA cells may need to be switched
off due to evacuation requests, and then re-con-
figured when they are switched on again. 

Active Antenna Systems (AAS), Vertical Sec-
torization, and Beamforming: AAS can perform
network coverage and capacity optimization by

Figure 3. The design criteria for LSA.
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changing antenna parameters such as tilt,
azimuth, or beam shape [7]. In LSA, exclusion
zones and potential interference may be reduced
by using AAS technologies to isolate accurately
and flexibly the zone needed for incumbent pro-
tection. Using AAS, the MNO can automatically
adjust the size of the cells, in order to better uti-
lize the non-static LSA resource, and to serve
non-uniform demand from users. Dynamic steer-
ing of beams enables precise capacity distribu-
tion where and when needed. Additionally, AAS
could be used for sharing radio sites between the
incumbent user and the MNO. For example, the
incumbent user can use TD-LTE network and
radio equipment to deliver its service. 

Dual Connectivity: Dual connectivity devel-
oped in the 3GPP standardization allows the UE
to be connected to two eNBs at the same time.
It is mainly intended to be used by small cells
under macro cell control. The macro cell acts as
an aggregation point with the control channel.
The UE could be connected to both the existing
LTE FDD cell and the TD-LTE LSA cell at the
same time, using dual connectivity. 

USE OF LSA RESOURCES BY THE
MNO

For an MNO with already deployed mobile net-
works, the most straightforward way of using
LSA spectrum is to create a new resource using
macro and/or small cells, and integrate the new
resource as part of the layered heterogeneous
(2G, 3G, and LTE) network environment. How-
ever, the variable LSA resource availability
requires fast reconfiguration of the network. The
optimization and automation of LSA resource
management requires an additional logical man-

agement unit (also called the LSA controller in
[1]) for network management on top of the exist-
ing LTE/LTE-Advanced architecture, as dis-
cussed already in [14]. The tasks of the LSA
management unit are further discussed in the
following section. In order to minimize the
implementation cost and complexity of the LSA
management unit, the same unit should be used
for multiple layers and multi-vendor networks.

INPUT TO LSA MANAGEMENT UNIT
To configure the radio and network parameters
of the MNO network, the LSA management unit
needs to take into account the entire network
layout as well as the eNB interactions. The con-
figuration requires knowledge of the MNO’s
radio access network and potentially business
sensitive information. It is therefore foreseen
that the LSA management unit needs to fully
reside inside the MNO network domain (as also
concluded in [14]). Information required by the
LSA management unit can be divided into net-
work internal and external information, as
depicted in Fig. 4. The external information is
provided to the LSA management unit via the
LSA database. 

The network internal information includes
network layout and cell information, such as
location, transmit power, direction, height, and
tilt angle for each antenna. Furthermore, the cell
load in terms of the existing users, their charac-
teristics, and their priorities needs to be taken
into account when making load balancing deci-
sions for LSA resources. The network external
information includes available LSA resources in
a certain geographical area and time frame, as
well as information on the radio characteristics
of the incumbent user such as power, type,
indoor/outdoor deployments, etc. Additionally, it
includes the band-specific power limits. A new
interface is needed to access the external infor-
mation. The interface along with the technical
information available to the LSA management
unit should be considered in the relevant stan-
dardization for interoperability and harmonized
market [1]. Based on this data and information
related to geo-location and LTE signal propaga-
tion, the LSA management unit will calculate
the interference caused by LTE cells to the
incumbent user.

TASKS OF THE LSA MANAGEMENT UNIT
The overall goal of the LSA management unit is
to maximize the efficiency of the LSA resource
usage, as well as to avoid harmful interference to
the incumbent. The different LSA management
unit functionalities can be divided into different
phases. Those, along with the relevant enabling
LTE/LTE-Advanced technologies, are depicted
in Fig. 5 and discussed below. 

SHARING FRAMEWORK AND LICENSING
The first phase of the LSA is the negotiation of
the LSA license and the sharing framework
between the incumbent(s), administration, and
prospective LSA licensees. In this phase, terms
and conditions of the LSA license and the shar-
ing framework are stored in the LSA manage-
ment unit and reported to the O&M as necessary.
This information contains, for example, license

Figure 4. Information required by the LSA management unit.
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duration, geographical areas, spectrum bands,
considered policies, etc., and it remains stable
throughout the LSA license duration. Since the
negotiation phase is unique for the LSA con-
cept, supporting techniques should be consid-
ered in future standardization. 

NETWORK PLANNING AND
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

In the MNO network planning and configuration
phase, the LSA management unit needs to iden-
tify cells that are subject to the LSA license.
Additionally, network pre-configuration func-
tions may be tested and validated in this phase,
in order to minimize the evacuation time and
the risk of harmful interference to the incum-
bent during LSA operations. Self-configuration
mechanisms may be used to minimize the manu-
al intervention in the configuration of the net-
work for LSA. 

ACTIVATION AND DE-ACTIVATION OF THE
CELLS ON THE LSA BAND

During the cell activation and de-activation
phases, the management unit reports changes of
the LSA resource availability to the O&M, as
well as the LSA resource usage or executed
evacuation to the incumbent user. It also carries
out interference estimation in order to optimize
the size of the required area for the evacuation
and modify the LSA network configurations
accordingly, as to allow the incumbent to oper-
ate in the area. In case the incumbent activity is
highly dynamic, the network needs to be re-con-
figured frequently and the importance of self-
configuration mechanisms is emphasized. AAS
techniques may be used for minimizing interfer-
ence and maximizing LSA resource availability
in space and time. When a cell is de-activated,
existing access procedures defined in 3GPP stan-
dardization prevent UEs from transmitting in
the LSA band. The LSA management unit
makes sure that customer satisfaction and QoS
are maintained, regardless of de-activation. The
tasks of the LSA management unit and enabling
techniquesare maintained, regardless of de-acti-
vation. This is supported by existing LTE/LTE-
Advanced techniques such as cell re-selection,
frequency handover, and traffic steering to other
network resources. As the LSA cell is activated,
the same LTE/LTE-Advanced techniques will be
used for distributing the traffic between cells,
thus maximizing the QoS of the users.

USE OF THE LSA RESOURCES
While the MNO uses the LSA resources, the
LSA management unit optimizes the network
use and maximizes customer satisfaction in the
LSA band, in cooperation with the common net-
work optimization, in a sub-function manner.
Network optimization denotes the optimization
of the traffic distribution across all bands and
networks, and the existing LTE/LTE-Advanced
tools include traffic steering, offloading, load
balancing, and handover decisions. In addition,
the LSA management unit can assist this opti-
mization, e.g. by controlling the user experience
by prioritizing and offering different service lev-

els in response to different customer needs. AAS
techniques can be used by the MNO to optimize
the network, by adjusting the size and position
of the cells, in order to distribute capacity where
needed. One possible usage strategy of the LSA
resource is through CA coupled with a carrier
on a licensed band. Using CA, additional capaci-
ty can be provided to the users when the LSA
resource is available, with minimum impact from
evacuation requests. The impact can also be
minimized if UEs are connected to both FDD
LTE cell on a licensed band and TD-LTE cell
on the LSA band at the same time, by using dual
connectivity. 

As presented in this article, several LTE/LTE-
Advanced techniques support and facilitate the
introduction of LSA resources in an MNO net-
work. However, there are still issues that need to
be considered, especially in terms of interference
management and LSA resource evacuation. An
incumbent with very dynamic spectrum usage
and frequent evacuation requests may pose a
challenge to existing techniques. Additionally,
the current equipment and resource manage-
ment procedures set a minimum bound to the
evacuation time, below which changes in stan-
dardization would be required. In the live imple-
mentation of LSA presented in [10], evacuation
times of approximately 30 seconds were reported
when using existing commercial LTE equipment
(eNBs, core network, and O&M) combined with
a research platform encompassing the LSA
database and management unit. Extending the
existing techniques and optimizing the LSA band
use in a heterogeneous network environment
with a large number of cells will add to the com-
plexity of the required algorithms. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Licensed Shared Access (LSA) concept
offers a new licensing option for mobile network
operators (MNOs) to complement exclusively
licensed bands. LSA allows the MNO to take
into use new shared frequency resources that
would not be otherwise accessible due to incum-
bent usage. These additional resources can be

Figure 5. The tasks of the LSA management unit and enabling techniques.
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integrated as part of the existing network system
in order to provide additional coverage and
capacity. In LSA, the incumbent user maintains
higher spectrum usage rights and may therefore
request the MNO to terminate transmissions on
LSA resources at any time and in any geographi-
cal area, even dynamically. The LSA resources
provide additional capacity to MNOs, allowing
them to respond to the growing traffic demand
in a timely manner. In this article we also
reviewed the Long Term Evolution (LTE) and
LTE-Advanced features that enable and support
the integration of LSA cells into an MNO net-
work. We introduced the LSA management unit,
an additional logical unit for the optimization
and automation of LSA resource management.
Additionally, we identified tasks of this unit, in
concert with supporting LTE/LTE-Advanced
technologies. Considering the detailed informa-
tion of the MNO network required to perform
these tasks, we foresee that this unit should be
under the purview of the MNO. The article has
focused on the LSA concept from the MNO’s
perspective; however, techniques and tools are
needed to manage the full framework of LSA in
a secure and efficient manner. Additionally,
sharing rules should be defined to enhance busi-
ness potential and incentives to all parties
involved. 
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INTRODUCTION

The last decade has witnessed gigantic develop-
ment in cellular communication networks, from
third generation (3G) — wideband code-division
multiple access (W-CDMA), time-division code-
division multiple access (TD-CDMA) — 3.5G —
Long Term Evolution (LTE), CDMA2000 — to
4G (LTE-Advanced) and ongoing 5G standard-
ization. Meanwhile, mobile applications and
mobile social networks have emerged with this
trend, leading to a phenomenon of ubiquitous
mobile Internet that has penetrated into our
daily lives. The faster wireless cellular network
access comes mainly at the expense of wider
communication bands and more spectrum
resource. Until recently, desired improvement of
service quality and channel capacity in wireless

networks has been severely limited by spectrum
resource, which has triggered considerable
research activities seeking new communications
and networking paradigms.

To mitigate the problem of spectrum resource
limitation, cognitive radio technology was pro-
posed in a concept of dynamic spectrum access
(DSA), where users can intelligently and effi-
ciently share the spectrum resource [1]. The
essence of DSA technology lies in the fact that
devices with cognitive capability, called sec-
ondary users (SUs), can dynamically search and
utilize the licensed spectrum resource not occu-
pied by licensed users, usually called primary
users (PUs). Recently, researchers have pro-
posed to introduce DSA into traditional cellular
networks, generating the concept of a cognitive
cellular network (CCN). As shown in Fig. 1,
there are generally two kinds of operation modes
in a CCN. One is that the cognitive device-to-
device (D2D) SUs or ad hoc SUs attempt to
dynamically utilize the licensed spectrum of pri-
mary cellular networks, as shown on the left of
Fig. 1, while the other is that secondary small
cell (e.g., femtocell, picocell) networks dynami-
cally share the licensed spectrum with primary
cellular networks but with lower priority, as
shown in the right of Fig. 1b.

Currently, most existing works about CCNs
have focused on various technical issues, includ-
ing spectrum sensing to identify the available
spectrum resource, interference management
between primary cellular networks and sec-
ondary small cell networks (e.g., power control,
offloading), and dynamic resource allocation [2].
However, the economic issues in CCNs have not
been well understood, which is essential when it
comes to the practical deployment of CCNs.
Past history has shown that implementations of
successful technologies not only rely on good
engineering solutions, but also need to take the
socio-economic aspects into account, which is
especially the case for CCNs. In this article, we
aim to study the network economic issues in
CCNs from the perspectives of game theoretic
modeling and mechanism design, to reveal the
fundamental problems and corresponding
enabling techniques. In the following, we first
study the SUs’ interactions when they simultane-
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ABSTRACT

Cellular networks are confronted with
unprecedented pressure to accommodate the
dramatically increasing demands of mobile Inter-
net. This phenomenon is principally due to the
restricted spectrum resource and low-efficiency
spectrum management. Recently, cognitive radio
technology has been corroborated to significant-
ly improve spectrum utilization efficiency. In
order to enhance the spectrum management effi-
ciency in cellular networks, the concept of “cog-
nitive cellular networks” was introduced. It has
been realized that the network architecture,
algorithms, and protocols cannot be simply
designed without considering the socio-economic
aspects involved. In this article, we consider the
economic issues in cognitive cellular networks
from the perspectives of game theoretic model-
ing and mechanism design. Specifically, both the
simultaneous and sequential dynamic spectrum
access games are investigated, respectively. The
mechanism design related issues (i.e., spectrum
auction, pricing, and contract) to ensure desired
outcomes are introduced with detailed applica-
tions in cognitive cellular networks. The goal of
this article is to provide an overview to under-
stand the motivation, problem formulation,
methodology, and solutions of the economic
issues in cognitive cellular networks.
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ously access the primary cellular spectrum. Five
simultaneous game models, including Bayesian,
repeated, bargaining, coalition, and evolutionary
games, are introduced with corresponding sce-
narios in CCNs. Then we further discuss the
sequential DSA games considering two sequen-
tial decision structures in CCNs: sequential deci-
sion making between PUs and SUs, and
sequential decision making among SUs. For the
mechanism design issues, spectrum contract,
auction, and pricing are introduced, respectively.
Overall, this article provides a set of general
models and methods for users’ socio-economic
behaviors and interactions analysis in CCNs.

SIMULTANEOUS DYNAMIC SPECTRUM
ACCESS GAMES IN CCNS

Most existing licensed cellular networks (e.g.,
LTE, TD-CDMA, WiMAX) are both time/fre-
quency-division-based systems, where all the
devices are synchronized with the base station
and coordinated through time slots. In such a
case, if the SUs, whether ad hoc secondary
devices or secondary small cells, intend to
dynamically utilize the spectrum of primary cel-
lular networks, they are required to synchronize
with the network time slots in order to better
control interference. A common operating mode
is that the SUs perform spectrum sensing at the
beginning of each time slot, and vacate the occu-
pied spectrum at the end of the slot. Under such
conditions, the SUs access the primary spectrum
simultaneously, which leads to a practical prob-
lem of how an SU competes or cooperates with
others. Meanwhile, one SU usually has no knowl-
edge of other SUs’ private information, such as
channel state information and transmission
power control policy, making the problem even
more challenging.

A simultaneous game is an ideal tool to solve
the aforementioned simultaneous spectrum
access problem. It refers to a game where all
players make a decision simultaneously without
knowledge of the actions chosen by other play-
ers. In the literature, simultaneous game models
have been extensively applied to SUs’ spectrum
access in CCNs, including Bayesian game [1],
repeated game [3], evolutionary game [4], Nash
bargaining [5], coalition game [1], and so on.

Among those models, the first three are non-
cooperative game models, while the last two are
cooperative. The Bayesian game is characterized
by an uncertain player type, which embodies any
information that is not common knowledge to all
players and is relevant to the players’ decision
making. Although each player does not know
about the exact types of others, he/she has a
belief that illustrates the distribution of other
players’ utility functions. The authors in [1] sum-
marized cognitive radio jamming games under
uncertainty, where the transmitter was unin-
formed of the jammer’s exact activities and had
to make an expectation over all possibilities.
Unlike the one-shot game model, Zhou et al.
studied the long-run repeated interactions
among SUs in a CCN using a repeated game [3].
This game is featured by a repeated decision
making and punishment stage, which ensures
that all players cannot deviate from the designed
Nash equilibrium (NE). In [3], the transmission
power level was considered as an SU’s strategy,
while the utility function was defined as an SU’s
long-term summation payoff discounted over
time. Moreover, a reinforcement learning-based
power control algorithm was designed for SUs to
converge to the desired NE.

When all SUs in a CCN are fully selfish and
uncooperative, NE sometimes becomes extreme-
ly inefficient. For a simple instance, in the power
control game, all SUs adopting the highest trans-
mission power is an NE [3]. Under such a cir-
cumstance, cooperation among SUs in a CCN
can improve the system efficiency to a large
extent, while the practical problem is how to
encourage/stimulate them to be cooperative. A
cooperative game can solve this problem well by
bargaining or forming coalition among players.
In [5], the Nash bargaining solution (NBS) was
applied to analyze the cooperation between the
PUs (licensed cellular network) and unlicensed
ad hoc SUs in a CCN. The NBS can simultane-
ously satisfy Pareto optimality, symmetry, fairness,
independence of irrelevance alternative, and inde-
pendence of linear transformations. The authors
in [4] derived the NBS by maximizing the prod-
uct of PUs’ utility minus its acceptable minimal
utility and SUs’ utility minus its minimal utility,
where the utility was defined as the achievable
throughput. Another typical kind of cooperative
game is a coalition game, which focuses on how

Figure 1. Two kinds of operation modes in CCNs.
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to formulate stable coalitions among a group of
players. It has been applied to resource alloca-
tion in secure cognitive femtocells [1], where the
utility function was defined as the gain in terms
of secrecy rate minus the cost of information
exchange. A distributed coalition formation
algorithm was designed to find stable secure
coalitions, and the convergence analysis was also
conducted. In Table 1, we summarize and com-
pare all the simultaneous game models.

The NE derived by the aforementioned mod-
els can only prevent one SU’s deviation, while it
is possible that multiple SUs deviate from the
NE in order to selfishly attain more utility.
When it comes to a small group of SUs’ devia-
tions, evolutionary game theory (EGT) can
address this problem well. Different from the
traditional game models that focus on the prop-
erty of static NE, EGT emphasizes the evolu-
tionary dynamics and stability of the whole
population’s strategies, which is called an evolu-
tionarily stable strategy (ESS). In [4], we studied
the joint spectrum sensing and access problem in
CCNs using EGT. On one hand, when only a
few SUs contribute to spectrum sensing, the
false alarm probability is relatively high, result-
ing in a high interference probability and low
throughput. On the other hand, when many SUs
access the primary channel, the channel becomes
very crowded, and little throughput can be
obtained by an individual SU. Through analyzing
the dynamics of SUs’ sensing and access strate-
gies, we derived the ESS from which no one can
deviate, as well as a distributed learning algo-
rithm for the SUs to converge to the ESS. From
the simulation results in Fig. 2, we can see that
the SUs with the designed learning algorithm
can quickly abandon the initial undesired strate-
gy, that is, only 10 percent SUs sense, while 90
percent access the spectrum. The system finally
converges to different ESSs under different set-
tings of the reward to the SUs who only con-
tribute to sense the spectrum but not access, as
shown on the top and in the middle of Fig. 2. In
a practical network, the reward can be the credit
of the SUs, or a period of network access time
free of charge. It can be seen that a higher
reward can attract more SUs to participate in
spectrum sensing. In addition, the bottom of Fig.
2 shows that when a small group of SUs deviate

from the ESS, the system can return back to the
ESS quickly after the perturbation.

SEQUENTIAL DYNAMIC SPECTRUM
ACCESS GAMES IN CCNS

In a CCN where ad hoc SUs sense and access
the licensed cellular spectrum in a distributed
manner, different SUs may arrive at or leave the
network at different time slots. In such a case,
one SU can observe the previous SUs’ spectrum
access behaviors as well as their released spec-
trum sensing results, which can be utilized to
better understand the availability of the licensed
cellular spectrum. Apparently, when considering
multiple SUs’ access in different time slots or
their asynchronous access in one time slot, it
becomes a sequential spectrum access problem.
Apart from this sequential spectrum access
among SUs, the sequential characteristic also
exists between the PUs and SUs. In the CCN,
the primary cellular networks always have high-
est priority as leaders, while the SUs, whether ad
hoc secondary devices or secondary femtocells,
are on the follower side. A common interaction
mode is that the primary cellular network first
determines its strategies (claiming the maximum
tolerable interference level, announcing the
amount of spectrum that can be utilized, etc.).
Then, according to the PUs’ actions, the SUs
can make an optimal response on how to access
the spectra. To summarize, the sequential
dynamic spectrum access problems in CCN have
two scenarios:
• PUs first propose the regulations of spec-

trum utilization, and then SUs decide how
to access the spectrum according to the reg-
ulations.

• SUs sequentially determine how to sense
and access the licensed cellular spectrum.
To address such a sequential spectrum access

problems in CCNs, a sequential game is an effec-
tive tool to model and analyze the sequential
decision making structure between PUs and
SUs, and that among SUs. Sequential refers to
games where one player makes his/her decision
after the others, where an important feature is
that later players have some information about
the first users’ strategies. Due to the sequential

Table 1. Comparison of different simultaneous game models.

Game models Coop? Equilibrium Key features App in CCN

Bayesian game No Bayesian NE • Players’ types
• Bayesian expected utility [1]

Repeated game No Repeated NE • Long-term expected utility
• Punishment stage [3]

Bargaining
game Yes Nash bargaining

solution
• Pareto optimality, fairness
• Utility production maximization [5]

Coalition game Yes Nash stable coalitions Coalition formation algorithm [1]

Evolutionary
game No Evolutionarily stable

strategy Replicator dynamics [4]
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characteristic, the game is usually represented by
an extensive form or decision tree, and the cor-
responding NE can be found using a backward
induction method. For the aforementioned first
scenario (i.e., sequential decision making
between PUs and SUs), the Stackelberg game
has been widely employed to study the PUs’ and
SUs’ best responses. The typical backward induc-
tion method to obtain the NE of such a Stackel-
berg game is first deriving the SUs’ spectrum
access decision, which is a function of the PUs’
spectrum regulation policy, and then maximizing
the PUs’ utility to determine their optimal spec-
trum regulation policy, in turn the SUs’ best
spectrum access decision. In [6], the authors
studied a scenario where the SUs act as the relay
between the primary cellular base station and
the PUs; meanwhile, in return, the base station
allocates a portion of time in one time slot for
the SUs. The primary base station first deter-
mines a fraction of one time slot for the SUs,
and then each SU can decide on the payment to
the PUs, which can be either money or a period
of relay service. When calculating the Stackel-
berg NE of this game, a backward procedural
was analyzed, first maximizing the SUs’ utility
and then the PUs’.

For the aforementioned second scenario (i.e.,
the sequential decision making between SUs)
similar backward induction method can be uti-
lized for the NE analysis. We studied such a
sequential decision making problem in CCN
using sequential dynamic Chinese restaurant
game in [7], where the spectrum sensing and
access analysis were integrated. This game model
has two dimensions, one dimension is the ad-hoc
SUs sequentially construct its belief on the avail-
ability of the primary cellular spectrum by using
its spectrum sensing results, as well as the previ-
ous SUs’ beliefs, which is a social learning per-
spective. The other dimension is the SUs
sequentially access the spectrum according to
one’s own belief, as well as other SUs’ spectrum
access decisions. More importantly, the two
dimensions are coupled together, since one SU’s
spectrum access decision is not only determined
by its own belief, which is influenced by the pre-
vious SUs’ belief, but also other SUs’ spectrum
access decisions due to the negative network
externality; that is, the more SUs share a same
part of spectrum resource, the less throughput
each SU can obtain.

In the dynamic Chinese restaurant game
model, the SUs are assumed to arrive at the pri-
mary cellular network by a Bernoulli process
with certain probability. They sequentially sense
and estimate the primary spectrum in a Bayesian
manner, and sequentially access the available
spectrum based on a multidimensional Markov
decision process (M-MDP). A modified value
iteration algorithm was also proposed to find the
NE of the dynamic sequential spectrum access
game. Figure 3 shows the performance evalua-
tion of the proposed game strategy, where the
centralized strategy is obtained by exhaustively
searching all possible strategy profiles to maxi-
mize the social welfare. The myopic strategy is
to maximize the immediate utility, that is, to
choose the spectrum with the largest immediate
reward, and the random strategy is to randomly

Figure 2. Evolutionarily stable strategy under different reward settings (the
reward to the SUs who only contribute to sense the spectrum but not
access). Top: reward = 40; middle: reward = 100; bottom: reward = 50.
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choose a part of primary spectrum to access. We
can see that the proposed strategy performs bet-
ter than both myopic and random ones, but
slightly less than the centralized strategy. How-
ever, the centralized one cannot avoid the mali-
cious SU’s strategy deviation, as shown on the
right of Fig. 3, and the complexity is extremely
high, sometimes even computationally
intractable.

MECHANISM DESIGN IN CCNS
In a CCN, the primary cellular networks own the
licensed spectrum, while the SUs attempt to
dynamically utilize the spectrum. In most cases,
such dynamic occupation is not cost-free for the
SUs. Instead, they have to pay something in
return to the PUs (e.g., money or serving as
PUs’ relays). Thus, the spectrum becomes a spe-
cial kind of commodity in a CCN, where the cel-
lular network operator can lease the vacant
spectrum to the SUs, and the latter purchase the
spectrum on demand. Such a spectrum trading
process involves many practical problems. On
one hand, for the operators of cellular networks,
their issues are to price the spectrum to maxi-
mize their own profit, and to offer appropriate
contracts to attract more SUs. On the other
hand, for the SUs, they need to consider how
much spectrum to purchase from the primary
operator, and how to respond to the offered
contract. Meanwhile, how to design a trading
mechanism that can ensure that both the prima-
ry operator and the SUs attend the spectrum
trading rationally, actively, honestly, and effi-
ciently is also an important issue. Apparently, all
those practical problems during the spectrum
trading process in CCNs are similar to those
during a common commodity transaction in real-
world economics. Therefore, they can be
addressed using the analytical tools in eco-
nomics.

Mechanism design theory in economics can
be applied to solve the aforementioned spectrum
trading related problems. Different from the NE
analysis under a given game rule, mechanism

design is the “inverse” of traditional economic
theory, which is typically devoted to a game
structure design, as well as the analysis of the
performance of a given mechanism. In the litera-
ture, some classical mechanism design methods
have been adopted to analyze the spectrum trad-
ing problems, including contract design [8], auc-
tion design [9], and price design [10]. Contract
theory studies how economic actors construct
contractual arrangements, generally in the pres-
ence of asymmetric information; that is, they
have little knowledge of the private information
of the contract players. For example, in the labor
market, employers generally do not completely
know employees’ private information before
employment and need to offer employees a con-
tract with incomplete information. This is quite
similar to spectrum trading scenarios, where PUs
offer a series of spectrum leasing contracts with-
out SUs’ preference information. Duan et al.
investigated how the PUs should set up opti-
mal/near-optimal contracts in [8], under com-
plete, weakly complete, and strongly complete
information of the SUs, respectively, where the
information refers to the channel condition of
each SU. The contract consists of a set of items
representing combinations of the SUs’ spectrum
accessing time (i.e., reward) and relaying power
(i.e., contribution). Through backward induction
and maximizing the PUs’ utility, that is, the aver-
age transmission rate during the entire time
period, the author derived the optimal contracts
from the perspective of primary cellular net-
works.

When it comes to the spectrum trading mecha-
nism, auction is an ideal approach to organize the
complex interaction between spectrum sellers and
spectrum buyers. Generally, an auction mecha-
nism is associated with a winning policy and a
charging policy, the performance of which can be
evaluated by four key properties:
• Efficiency: Resources are distributed to

users that value them most.
• Incentive compatibility: A user cannot do

better by unilaterally misreporting his/her
value.

Figure 3. Left: social welfare comparison of different strategies; right: Nash equilibrium verification.
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• Individual rationality: Users always expect
non-negative value from the auction.

• Budget balance: Auctioneers do not lose
money in the auction.
The authors in [9] considered a spectrum

double auction model, where the spectrum seller
(the cellular network operator) may exaggerate
the spectrum value to the auctioneer, while the
spectrum buyers (the SUs) may report untruth-
ful channel valuation as bids. The auctioneer
collects the spectrum sellers’ prices and the spec-
trum buyers’ bids to determine the winners,
where the prices and bids refer to the spectrum
leasing prices at which sellers are willing to sell
and buyers are willing to pay, respectively. A
spectrum seller or buyer may submit a different
price or bid from its true price or bid, as long as
it believes that this is more beneficial. The
authors formulated such a double-auction
mechanism design problem as an optimization
problem: maximizing the auction efficiency
defined as the portion of winning buyers under
the constraint of incentive compatibility, individ-
ual rationality, and budget balance. Meanwhile,
the local market phenomenon was also taken
into account; that is, a spectrum buyer can trade
with any seller whose license area is centered
within the same hexagonal cell of the buyer.
Therefore, a colored graph representing the
spectrum assignment result was also associated
with the proposed spectrum double-auction
mechanism to coordinate the interference among
cells.

Spectrum pricing is another important eco-
nomic issue in CCNs, where the cellular opera-
tor charges the SUs based on their interference
level (underlay model) or utilization of vacant
spectrum (overlay model). A common method to
calculate the optimal price is backward induc-
tion, that is, first analyzing the SUs’ behaviors
given the price, and then maximizing the PUs’
revenue to find the optimal pricing policy. In
[10], we investigated the spectrum pricing sce-
nario in a heterogenous network, where the sec-
ondary femtocells lease spectrum from the

primary macrocells. Given the spectrum leasing
price, macrocell and femtocell operators set the
network access prices independently and non-
cooperatively. For the cognitive users, on one
hand, accessing femtocells may obtain higher
data rate but with higher payment due to addi-
tional spectrum leasing costs for the femtocell
operator. On the other hand, accessing a macro-
cell network can lead to lower payment, but
users may experience unsatisfactory data rate
due to unfavorable locations. Therefore, rational
cognitive users make their decisions (i.e., access-
ing a macrocell or femtocell network) by com-
paring the corresponding utilities. This pricing
problem was formulated as a two-tier pricing
model, and the NE prices were derived using the
backward induction method under two models,
static pricing and dynamic pricing, where
“dynamic” means that the network access price
is decreasing with the increasing number of users
in the network; that is, negative network exter-
nality is considered.

The utility of macrocell and femtocell opera-
tors (the net profit under the proposed pricing
mechanism) are shown on the left of Fig. 4 via
simulation. When users’ arrival rate is relatively
small, the utility of a macrocell operator is larger
than that of a femtocell operator, since accessing
the uncrowded macrocell with a lower price is
preferred by cognitive users. When the arrival
rate is in the middle, a femtocell operator’s utili-
ty becomes higher, which is because with the
increasing number of users, accessing a femtocell
network can achieve much higher throughput.
When the arrival rate is relatively high, the
macrocell operator’s utility becomes higher
again, since both networks become crowded,
while the macrocell operator has additional
spectrum leasing revenue. A comparison
between our work and the scenario where both
the macrocell and femtocell are operated by the
same operator was also conducted. In such a sin-
gle-operator scenario, the operator can globally
optimize the network access prices of both
macrocell and femtocell by maximizing their sum

Figure 4. Left: utility comparison between macrocell and femtocell; right: utility comparison between single-operator and double-
operator.
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utilities. Apparently, as shown on the right of
Fig. 4, the single-operator scenario can perform
better than the double-operator scenario due to
global optimization, but quite marginally. How-
ever, the single-operator scenario can only be
applied to the monopoly-based market, which is
rarely seen in the real-world market, while the
double-operator scenario can be well applied in
the competition-based market and provide an
equilibrium point for the market, which is more
common in the current practical scenario.

CONCLUSION
The network economics are the soul of CCNs;
therefore, it is essential that they be carefully
studied and planned for CCNs to thrive. In this
article, the network economic issues in CCNs are
discussed. We study both the simultaneous and
sequential behaviors in CCNs with scenarios and
examples to illustrate possible solutions. In addi-
tion, mechanism design issues to ensure desired
outcomes are also introduced. This article offers
an overview of the fundamental issues and key
techniques regarding the network economic issues
in CCNs, and also points out some possible
research directions for future investigations.
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1 For more details,
please refer to Ofcom
TV White Space Net-
work Pilot (http://stake-
holders.ofcom.org.uk/spe
ctrum/tv-white-
spaces/white-spaces-
pilot/) and Singapore
White Space Pilot Group
(http://www.whites-
paces.sg/projects.php

2 Specifically, local com-
putation such as location
measurement and identi-
fication are performed on
a WSD, while complex
data processing such as
TV channel availability
computing, channel
scheduling, and business
modeling (if needed) are
implemented in the white
space database residing
in the cloud. WSDs and
the database communi-
cate with each other
through the Internet.
Such an architecture can
reduce the energy con-
sumption of mobile
WSDs and improve sys-
tem performance.

3 In addition to this cel-
lular-based network sce-
nario, WSDs can also
form networks in ad hoc
mode. Nevertheless, in
this article, we focus on
the cellular-based net-
work scenario.

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

With the explosive growth of mobile smart-
phones and bandwidth-hungry wireless applica-
tions, radio spectrum is becoming increasingly
congested. TVwhite space (TVWS) has recently
been recognized as a promising new spectrum
opportunity for wireless broadband services, due
to its low utilization (at most times and in many
areas) and brilliant propagation performance [1].
Specifically, TVWS (also called TV channel)
refers to the unused or underutilized broadcast
television spectrum (in the UHF/VHF frequency
band) at a particular time and location. By allow-
ing unlicensed wireless devices (called white
space devices, WSDs) reuse the TVWS in a
license-exempt and opportunistic manner, we
can effectively improve the spectrum efficiency

and alleviate today’s global spectrum scarcity. As
a consequence, in the United States, the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) has unani-
mously approved the license-exempt use of
TVWS to support new wireless applications [1].
Moreover, Ofcom and the Singapore TVWS
pilot group have launched several pilots of
TVWS technology in the United Kingdom and
Singapore, respectively.1

To effectively reuse the TVWS spectrum with-
out harming the interests of licensed devices, spec-
trum regulators have advocated a database-assisted
TVWS network architecture [1]. In this architec-
ture, unlicensed WSDs obtain the available TV
channel information via querying a certified geolo-
cation database residing in the cloud instead of
sensing the local spectrum environment as in tra-
ditional dynamic spectrum sharing systems. To
achieve this, the geolocation database needs to
house and periodically update information related
to network infrastructures of TV licensees as well
as their channel occupations. Figure 1 illustrates
such a database-assisted TVWS network architec-
ture. To access any TVWS, WSDs first report
their locations to a geolocation database (step 1),
and then the database computes and returns the
available TV channels that WSDs can use in a cer-
tain time period (step 2). In this sense, the
database-assisted TVWS network is a typical
example of the cloud-enabled virtualized net-
work.2 As illustrated in Fig. 1, each WSD is an
infrastructure-based device (e.g., a base station)
operated by a secondary operator, and provides
cellular-based wireless services to its subscribed
end users by using the obtained TV channels.3

The database-assisted TVWS network has
received wide and enthusiastic support, not only
from spectrum regulators, but also from stan-
dards bodies and industrial organizations.4 The
geolocation database is no doubt the central net-
work entity in such a network. In the United
States, the FCC has temporarily certified several
major IT companies including Google,
Microsoft, and SpectrumBridge as geolocation
database operators. Obviously, the long-term
and large-scale commercial deployment of such
a database-assisted network requires a proper
business model that gives the database operators
the opportunity to create and capture sufficient
value in order to cover their capital expense
(CAPEX) and operating expense (OPEX). 

ABSTRACT

Database-assisted TV white space network is
a promising paradigm of dynamic spectrum shar-
ing, and can effectively improve spectrum utiliza-
tion and alleviate spectrum scarcity via
centralized control of TV white space databases
residing in the cloud. In this article, we discuss
business modeling for a database-assisted TV
white space network, which is very important for
wide commercialization of this promising tech-
nology. Motivated by several recent business
practices, we propose and study two types of dif-
ferent business models: spectrum market and
information market. In the spectrum market
model, spectrum licensees, through spectrum
brokers acted by databases, lease the underuti-
lized (licensed) TV channels to unlicensed wire-
less devices for secondary utilization. In the
information market model, databases sell the
advanced information regarding (unlicensed) TV
channels to unlicensed wireless devices in order
to enhance the secondary spectrum utilization
performance. We outline the corresponding
trading mechanism details for both market mod-
els, and evaluate the feasibility and performance
of both models through theoretical and numeri-
cal studies. Numerical results indicate that both
the database operator’s profit and the total net-
work profit can be significantly improved under
properly designed trading mechanisms.
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SOLUTIONS

Before talking about the business modeling solu-
tions, we first look at the current business prac-
tices of SpectrumBridge Inc.,5 the world’s first
FCC-certified geolocation database operator in
the United States. Specifically, SpectrumBridge
offers two different commercial models: SpecEx
and White Space Plus. The formal model,
SpecEx, enables TV licensees to lease their
licensed but underutilized TV channels to unli-
censed WSDs. In this process, the database acts
as a spectrum broker to facilitate the trading
process (e.g., connecting and matching buyers
and sellers). The latter model, White Space Plus,
on the other hand, enables the database to sell
information regarding TV channels to unlicensed
WSDs. This is motivated by the fact that the
database has more information regarding the
quality of TV channels, and such information
can potentially be used by unlicensed WSDs to
improve their performance. The above discus-
sion actually leads to two different types of busi-
ness models for TVWS networks, the spectrum
market and the information market, which will be
the main focus of this article.

Specifically, the spectrum market and infor-
mation market target different types of TV
channels in TVWS networks: licensed and unli-
censed TV channels. The licensed TV channels
are those registered to some TV licensees but
underutilized by the licensees. Hence, the
licensees can temporarily lease the underutilized
(licensed) channels to WSDs for exclusive usage
during a short time period. The unlicensed TV
channels are those not registered to any TV
licensee at a particular location, and hence are a
public resource at that location. Unlicensed TV
channels are usually assigned by spectrum regu-
lators for public and shared usage among unli-
censed WSDs, and not allowed for trading in a
spectrum market. Moreover, due to the shared
usage by unlicensed WSDs, the quality of unli-
censed TV channels is usually not guaranteed.
Hence, the database can potentially sell its
advanced information regarding the quality of
unlicensed TV channels to WSDs. 

In this article, we analyze both the spectrum
and information markets under non-competitive
and competitive market scenarios. Figure 2 illus-
trates the taxonomy of TVWS business models in
this article. The rest of this article is organized as
follows. We begin with an overview of the
database-assisted TVWS network as well as the
technical and economical issues in this new net-
work. We then provide detailed formulation and
analysis of the spectrum and information markets.
We further discuss the future challenges and
open issues in this area, and conclude the article. 

TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW
In this section, we briefly introduce the TVWS
network technology as well as the technical and
business model design issues in this new type of
network. As shown in Fig. 1, one of the most
important features of a database-assisted TVWS
network is that unlicensed WSDs obtain the TV
channel availability information through query-
ing a geolocation database residing in the cloud,

rather than directly sensing the current activity
levels in the TV channels. Hence, the geoloca-
tion database is the central network entity in
such a network.

TECHNICAL ISSUES
There are several technical challenges in devel-
oping a database-assisted TVWS network,
including:
• How can a geolocation database residing in

the cloud be designed and managed?
• How does a geolocation database accurately

compute the available TV channels in a
particular location?

• How can a database-assisted TVWS net-
work be efficiently deployed and optimized?
Many research works have been devoted to

address these technical issues. Gurney et al. [2]
presented an effective geolocation database
design and discussed the TVWS determination
issue. Murty et al. [3] presented and evaluated a
TVWS exploration method using a more accu-
rate propagation model with terrain data.
Goncalves et al. [4] compared the geolocation
database assisted approach with the sensing
approach. In [5], Feng et al. presented the design
and implementation of a multicell infrastructure-
based TVWS network. Chen et al. [6] studied
the TVWS network optimization problem.
Zhang et al. [7] proposed a vehicle-based mea-
surement framework to enhance the perfor-
mance of a database. In fact, many of the above
technical issues have been well solved. As a
result, several geolocation databases (e.g., those
deployed by Google, Microsoft, and Spectrum-
Bridge) have been successfully developed, based

Figure 1. Database-assisted TVWS network architecture.
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4 These include the
IEEE 802.22 WRAN
standard
(http://www.ieee802.org/
22/) and the real world
white space database sys-
tems deployed by Google
(http://www.google.org/s
pectrum/whitespace/),
Microsoft (http://whites-
paces.msresearch.us/),
and Spectrum Bridge
(http://www.spectrum-
bridge.com/

5 SpectrumBridge Inc.,
http://www.spectrum-
bridge.com/

Figure 2. Taxonomy of TVWS network business modeling.
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on which some TVWS trial systems have been
launched in the United Kingdom, Singapore,
and the United States.

ECONOMIC ISSUES
In addition to the technical challenges men-
tioned above, there are also critical economic
challenges in commercially implementing a
database-assisted TVWS network. In particular,
there is a lack of systematical study on the busi-
ness modeling of such a network, which has
become the main bottleneck of the wide com-
mercialization of this new network. Designing a
proper business model for the database-assisted
TVWS network requires to consider and answer
many challenging questions, including:
• Who will be involved in a TVWS business

model, and how will they interact with each
other? How can the economic role of each
involved network  be properly defined? 

• What kind of services will be supported in a
TVWS network, and how can the services
exploit the unique characteristics of licensed
and unlicensed TV channels? 

• How are the proposed business models ana-
lyzed and optimized? How can efficient mech-
anisms be designed to realize the proposed
business models, considering the performance
as well as the implementation complexity? 
Tackling the above questions is challenging due

to the following reasons. First, TV channels are
heterogeneous in terms of their properties. That
is, some channels are licensed to certain TV
licensees, while others are unlicensed. The model
related to licensed TV channels must involve their
licensees, while the model related to unlicensed
TV channels does not have this requirement. Sec-
ond, database operators are heterogeneous in
terms of their interests and advantages. Note that
the geolocation databases connect the TV
licensees to unlicensed WSDs and play a central
role in a TVWS business model. Different
database operators may lead to very different
business models. Moreover, to balance secondary
spectrum utilization and primary licensee protec-
tion, spectrum regulators have specified strict
technical restrictions on the secondary usage of
TV channels. This may bring additional challenges
in the design of a feasible business model. Several
prior studies [8–11] have considered some eco-
nomics issues in TVWS networks. However, they
only focused on the design of the trading mecha-
nism for the licensed TV channels between the
spectrum licensees and unlicensed WSDs, without
particularly involving the geolocation databases in
the market mechanism design. 

BUSINESS MODELS
In this article, we consider two types of different
business models motivated by the Spectrum-
Bridge business cases:
• Spectrum market for licensed TV channels 
• Information market for unlicensed TV chan-

nels

THE SPECTRUM MARKET MODEL
In the spectrum market model, TV licensees
temporarily lease their licensed TV channels to
unlicensed WSDs for additional revenue. During

this process, the database acts as a spectrum
broker, purchasing licensed TV channels from
TV licensees in advance and reselling the pur-
chased licensed TV channels to WSDs. WSDs
further serve their subscribed end users by using
the purchased TV channels. Depending on
whether WSDs serve overlapping end users, we
discuss both non-competitive and competitive sce-
narios for the spectrum market model.

Spectrum Market with Non-Competitive
WSDs — In the non-competitive scenario, each
WSD faces a distinct pool of end users, and
there is no competition among WSDs. Hence,
we can focus on the interaction between the
database and one WSD. The database needs to
purchase (reserve) licensed TV channels from
the licensees in advance,6 without knowing the
actual demands of WSDs. Therefore, a key prob-
lem is how much should the database reserve for
each WSD? The problem is challenging due to
the following factors: 
• Stochastic demand: Due to the stochastic

nature of end users’ activities and require-
ments, the WSD’s spectrum demand (from
end users) is random, and cannot be accu-
rately predicted in advance. Hence, there is
a risk of reservation mismatch (over-reser-
vation or under-reservation).

• Asymmetric information: The WSD usually has
more information (i.e., less uncertainty) about
the end-user demand than the database, due
to its proximity to end users. Note that shar-
ing such information with the database can
potentially reduce the risk of reservation mis-
match. Nevertheless, the WSD may not be
willing to share its private information unless
it receives sufficient incentives. 
In [12], we proposed a contract-theoretic spec-

trum reservation framework to tackle the above
challenges. The key idea is as follows. Before
reserving , the database announces a reservation
contract including a menu of contract items,
where each contract item specifies a particular
choice of the amount reserved and the corre-
sponding reservation fee; the WSD selects the
contract item (i.e., the reservation amount and
the corresponding reservation fee) that maxi-
mizes its expected profit based on its private
demand information. Then the detailed spec-
trum reservation, trading, and access processes
are shown in Fig. 3. Specifically:
1. The database reserves the corresponding

amount of TV channels for each reserva-
tion period based on the WSD’s selection,
and charges the WSD the corresponding
reservation fee (step 0).

2. The WSD reports the realized actual
demand to the database in each access peri-
od (step 1).

3. The database sells the corresponding
amount of TV channels to the WSD in each
access period (step 2).

4. The WSD serves its subscribed end users by
using the purchased channels in each access
period (step 3).
We studied the optimal contract design sys-

tematically in [12]. Specifically, we first charac-
terized the incentive compatibility (IC) and
individual rationality (IR) conditions for a feasi-

6 In order to guarantee
the exclusive usage of
licensed TV channels by
WSDs, the database
needs to negotiate with
the TV licensees in
advance in terms of
when and which licensed
TV channels can be used
by WSDs.
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ble contract, which ensure that each WSD dis-
closes its private demand information credibly.
Then we further derived the optimal contract
that maximizes the database’s profit. 

Figure 4 presents the performance of the pro-
posed spectrum reservation contract, which sig-
nificantly outperforms the traditional
database-determined reservation scheme (with-
out involving the private information and deci-
sion of a WSD) in terms of the total network
profit (the first bar group) as well as the
database’s individual profit (the third bar group).
Moreover, the total network profit under the
proposed contract is very close to (the gap is less
than 3 percent) the centralized benchmark solu-
tion, where the database and the WSD make a
decision together as an integrated party. 

Spectrum Market with Competitive WSDs
— In the competitive scenario, multiple WSDs
compete for a common pool of end users. Some
new questions arise in this scenario:
• How do WSDs interact with each other as

well as with end users?
• What is the equilibrium spectrum reserva-

tion level and service price for each WSD,
taking the competition of other WSDs into
consideration?

• What is the optimal wholesale price for the
database to maximize its profit or maximize
the network profit? 

Addressing these questions is challenging due to
the stochasticity of end-user demand. Moreover,
when the total reserved licensed TV channels are
not enough for satisfying all end-user demand, a
WSD may further request unlicensed TV chan-
nels to serve the excessive end-user demand at a
degraded quality of service (QoS) level. It is
important to note that although the unlicensed
TV channels can be used by WSDs without any
payment to the licensees, WSDs may still incur
some cost when accessing the unlicensed TV
channels. For example, a WSD needs to consume
some time and energy to request unlicensed TV
channels from the database. Meanwhile, the
database also needs to exert some effort to help
WSDs use these unlicensed TV channels and
accordingly charges WSDs a certain fee.7 This
further complicates the market analysis. In [13],
we proposed a three-stage hierarchical model to
study such a competitive spectrum market with
both licensed and unlicensed TV channels. As
illustrated in Fig. 5, the key processes in this
model are as follows:
• In stage I, the database determines the

wholesale prices of both licensed and unli-
censed TV channels.

• In stage II, each WSD determines the reser-
vation level of licensed TV channels and
the service price.

• In stage III, each end user demands services
from the best WSD based on her prefer-
ences (e.g., channel conditions to WSDs) as
well as WSDs’ service prices. If the total
end-user demand is larger than the reserved
licensed TV channels, a WSD will further
purchase unlicensed TV channels for the
excess demand.
We study the above three-stage hierarchical

model systematically in [13]. Specifically, we first

formulate the WSDs’ competition in stages II
and III as a non-cooperative game, and charac-
terize the game equilibrium analytically by using
super-modular game theory. Then we study two
different wholesale pricing solutions for the
database in stage I: a welfare maximization solu-
tion for a social planning database and a profit
maximization solution for a profit seeking
database. For a social planning database (e.g.,
those managed by non-profit organizations such
as government regulators), the database opera-
tor’s objective is to maximize the total network
profit or welfare (i.e., the aggregate profit of
WSDs and the database operator). For a profit
seeking database (e.g., those managed by third-
party businesses such as Google, Microsoft, and
SpectrumBridge), the database operator’s objec-
tive is to maximize its individual profit.

Figure 6 presents the performance of the pro-
posed wholesale pricing solutions, where WM
denotes the welfare maximization solution and
PM denotes the profit maximization solution.
The blue (or red) bar in each bar group denotes
the network profit under the WM (or PM)

Figure 3. The spectrum reservation, trading, and access process in a spec-
trum market.
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scheme, where the database operator’s profit is
denoted by the solid bar, and the total WSDs’
profit is denoted by the hollow bar. In this
numerical simulation, we consider a market with
two competitive WSDs, where the QoS of WSD
1 is fixed at R1 = 4, while the QoS of WSD2
changes from R2 = 4.0 to 6.0. We can see that
under both WM and PM schemes, the network
profit increases with the QoS provided by WSD
2 (R2). This is because a higher QoS can poten-
tially attract more end users. Moreover, the net-
work profit under the PM scheme is less than
that under the WM scheme. This implies that
maximizing the database’s individual profit may
lead to certain network profit loss from the sys-
tem perspective.

THE INFORMATION MARKET MODEL
In the information market model, the database
sells advanced information regarding the quality
of unlicensed TV channels to unlicensed WSDs

for profit. This model is motivated by the fact
that the geolocation database knows more infor-
mation regarding the quality of unlicensed TV
channels than unlicensed WSDs, and such infor-
mation can potentially be used by WSDs to
improve their performance.

In the following, we formulate and analyze
the information market systematically. To do
this, we need to answer the following questions
explicitly: 
• Information definition: What kind of infor-

mation can be traded in the information
market? How are the quality and/or quanti-
ty of information defined? 

• Information evaluation: How will WSDs
evaluate the information? Will the same
information have different values for differ-
ent WSDs? 

• Market evolution: How would the informa-
tion market dynamically evolve along the
WSDs’ purchasing behaviors? With what
type of network image (i.e., positive or neg-
ative) will the market appear? 

• Market optimization: How does the database
make the best pricing decision for the infor-
mation that it sells?

All of the above issues are critical for the formu-
lation and analysis of an information market.
Specifically, addressing the first two issues helps
us define an information market explicitly;
addressing the third issue helps us understand
the market evolution; and addressing the last
issue helps us design the proper mechanism such
that the database can draw desirable profit from
the information market. 

The Non-Competitive Information Market
— In [14], we proposed and studied a non-com-
petitive information market where a single geolo-
cation database sells information to a set of
unlicensed WSDs. In the proposed model, the
database provides two different kinds of infor-
mation services:
• Basic information: According to the regula-

tor’s ruling (e.g., FCC [1]), a geolocation
database is mandatory to provide the fol-
lowing basic information for WSDs:
–The list of available unlicensed TV chan-
nels
–The transmission constraints (e.g., maxi-
mum transmission power) on each available
channel
Such basic information service provided by
the database is free of charge. With this
basic information, a WSD can either ran-
domly choose an unlicensed TV channel
from the available channel list, or sense all
available TV channels in the list (with some
sensing cost) in order to figure out the best
one. 

• Advanced information: Beyond basic ser-
vice, the database can also provide certain
advanced information (called advanced
service) to make a profit, as long as doing
so does not conflict with the mandatory
basic service. In [14], we explicitly define
the advanced information as the interfer-
ence level on each available channel for
each WSD.8 With this advanced informa-
tion, a WSD is able to operate on the best

Figure 5. Three-stage hierarchical model.

The database manager: Determining the licensed TV
channels’ wholesale priceStage I

WSDs: Determining the initial inventory and the service
priceStage II

End users: Choosing a WSD and demanding service from
that WSD;

WSDs: Replenishing inventory by unlicensed TV
channels (if needed) and serving end users

Stage III

8 The framework in [14]
is rather general, and can
apply to other types of
advanced information.

Figure 6. Performance of welfare maximization and profit maximization
wholesale pricing solutions.
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available channel (i.e., that with the lowest
interference level).  Accordingly, the
database can charge a subscription fee to
every WSD subscribing to its advanced
service.
We propose a general framework for evaluat-

ing the value of interference information to
WSDs. Notice that the interference on a channel
(to a particular WSD) may come from nearby
TV stations operating on that channel or from
nearby WSDs using that channel. The database
can (relatively) precisely predict the interference
from TV stations, as it maintains a repository of
TV licensees. However, it may not be able to
predict the precise interference from WSDs, as
some WSDs may not inform the database of
their choices of channels. Therefore, the overall
interference information provided by the
database may not be accurate. This will affect
the value of information for WSD users, which
in turn will affect how the database may price
the information.

After characterizing the value of information
to WSDs, we can derive the stable market share
(i.e., the percentage of WSDs who purchase
advanced information from the database opera-
tor), called the market equilibrium. In contrast
to traditional spectrum markets, which are usu-
ally congestion-oriented (i.e., the more users
purchasing and using spectrum, the lower the
value of spectrum for each user), we show that
the information market has the appealing prop-
erty of positive externality. That is, the more
users purchasing information from the
database, the higher the value of the informa-
tion for each buyer. This is because when more
users purchase the information and reveal their
channel selections to the database implicitly,
the database can predict the interference more
accurately.

Due to the positive network externality, the
market equilibrium increases with the initial
market share. Interestingly, there are several
critical points (called tipping points) of the initial
market share around which a slight change will
result in a significant change on the emerging
market equilibrium. Finally, based on the market
equilibrium analysis, we derive the optimal infor-
mation pricing plan that maximizes the database
profit or revenue.

Figure 7 presents the database’s maximum
expected profit from the information market,
which shows that the database’s profit increases
with the level of licensee interference (as a high
level of licensed interference implies a potential-
ly high value of the database’s information for
WSDs) and with the WSD sensing cost a (as a
WSD with a higher sensing cost has more inter-
est in purchasing the database’s information). 

The Competitive Information Market — In
[15], we proposed and studied an oligopoly com-
petitive information market, where two databas-
es compete for selling information to WSDs.
Comparing with the non-competitive market, the
analysis in a competitive market becomes more
challenging due to the following reasons: 
• The information possessed by different

databases may be different, because of either
the different knowledge of databases or the

different market shares of databases.9

Hence, WSDs need to jointly consider the
quality and price of information before
choosing with which database to interact. 

• The positive externality of the information
market provides a large incentive for each
data operator to increase its market share,
and hence makes the competition between
database operators more intense than a
market without positive network externality. 
We study the oligopoly price competition in

such an information market systematically and
characterize the equilibrium analytically in [15].
Our analysis indicates that given the prices of
databases, there may be multiple market equi-
libria, and which one will  actually emerge
depends on the initial market shares of both
databases. We also quantify the impact of the
databases’ initial market shares and informa-
tion prices on the market equilibrium. Our
results show that
• When the prices of two databases are very

different, there is a unique stable market
equilibrium independent of the databases’
initial market shares, where the lower price
database achieves a large market share and
the higher price database does not have any
subscribers; 

• When the prices of two databases are simi-
lar, there are two stable market equilibria
depending on the databases’ initial market
shares, where the database with the higher
initial market share achieves a large market
share at the equilibrium, and the database
with the lower initial market share achieves
a small market share. Based on this market
equilibrium analysis, we further derive the
equilibrium of the databases’ price competi-
tion game.

Our numerical simulations show that the
database with a larger initial market share has a
significant advantage in the competition, and can
achieve most of the market share under the
equilibrium.

9 As mentioned previ-
ously, a database’s infor-
mation accuracy
increases with its market
share.

Figure 7. Database profit in a non-competitive information market.
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FUTURE CHALLENGES AND
OPEN ISSUES

In spite of recent efforts from industry and
academia, there are still many future challenges
and open issues in the business modeling of
database-assisted TVWS networks. 

SPECTRUM MARKET AND INFORMATION
MARKET: CONFLICTING OR COMPLEMENTING? 

As mentioned previously, the spectrum market
mainly targets licensed (and underutilized) TV
channels, and the information market mainly tar-
gets unlicensed TV channels. In practice, licensed
and unlicensed TV channels coexist in most
cases. Some WSDs may prefer to lease licensed
TV channels from licensees for exclusive use,
while other WSDs may prefer to share free unli-
censed TV channels with others. Hence, a joint
formulation and optimization of both the spec-
trum and information markets is highly desirable. 

AN AD-SPONSORED BUSINESS MODEL
An ad-sponsored business model may be anoth-
er possible choice for a database operator. In an
ad-sponsored model, it is important to under-
stand how the database operators, advertisers,
and WSDs interact with each other, and the
unique feature of an ad-sponsored TVWS net-
work. Generally, as in many ad-sponsored mod-
els, more WSDs making inquiries of the database
may provide more business opportunities and
incentives for advertisers, but too much advertis-
ing may annoy WSDs and drive them away to
other databases. It is hence a delicate balance to
achieve so as to coordinate the behavior of all
involved parties to achieve a win-win situation. 

CONCLUSIONS
Business modeling is critical for the practical
commercialization of database-assisted TVWS
networks. In this article, we outline and analyze
two promising business models: spectrum market
and information market. These models allow the
geolocation databases to exploit the unique char-
acteristics of licensed and unlicensed TV chan-
nels. Our analysis not only shows how different
network entities interact with each other in both
markets, but also shows how the markets dynam-
ically evolve under different circumstances and
what the market equilibria are. These results can
serve as an important first step toward the study
of the general and large-scale TVWS market. 
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ith the rapidly growing demand for mobile applica-
tions, future wireless networks are facing considerable

challenges in spectral efficiency. To deal with it, many techniques
have been developed recently. Among them, in-band full duplex
(IBFD), which enables a device to transmit and receive simulta-
neously at the same frequency, has ignited great interest from
both academia and industry. IBFD can potentially double the
spectral efficiency in the physical layer and also bring many
advantages in high-layer design. 

However, to fulfill the minimum performance requirement for
the current cellular networks, self-interference cancellation in
IBFD communications is still a great challenge to the physical
layer design. In addition, some system-level protocols must be
redesigned since devices need to send and receive signals at the
same frequency simultaneously.

The objective of this Feature Topic is to provide some recent
advances and design challenges on IBFD communications.
Among a large number of submissions to this Feature Topic, we
have carefully selected seven articles that cover various issues
from hardware design to system-level protocols. 

The first two articles mainly focus on recent advances and chal-
lenges related to the hardware design for self-interference cancel-
lation. The article by Mikko Heino et al. presents a novel antenna
design using resonant wavetraps. It is demonstrated that around
100 dB self-interference cancellation can be achieved by combin-
ing the developed antenna design and a digital canceller in a prac-
tical system. The article by Leo Laughlin et al. discusses how to
use electrical balance duplexers to cancel self-interference, where
various electrical balance duplexer architectures are compared,
and some perspective research opportunities are presented. 

The next three articles focus on the medium access control
(MAC) layer design of IBFD systems. The article by Karaputugala
Madushan Thilina et al. first highlights some immediate challenges
in both physical-layer and MAC-layer design in IBFD communica-
tions, and then provides a thorough survey on the existing full
duplex MAC protocols. Some future research directions on this
topic are also discussed. The article by Sanjay Goyal et al. investi-
gates scheduling in full duplex cellular networks. It is shown that
the capacity of the system with IBFD can be almost doubled com-
pared to that with half-duplex by a proposed proportional fairness
based scheduler despite self-interference. The energy efficiency of
full duplex systems is also addressed in that article. The article by
Zhongshan Zhang et al. proposes an opportunistic decode-and-for-
ward (DF)-based relay selection scheme for full duplex relay net-
works, which substantially reduces the outage probability even
though there are still some challenges for future research.

The last two articles investigate the applications of IBFD to
cognitive radio and device-to-device (D2D) networks. The article
by Yun Liao et al. introduces a new design approach for full
duplex cognitive radio networks, where the secondary user can

simultaneously sense and access the vacant spectrum. The article
by Li Wang et al. provides a comprehensive overview on how to
implement full duplex communications in heterogeneous net-
works and how to integrate full duplex radios in D2D communi-
cations. The article also discusses applications of the full duplex
techniques in future 5G networks.

Finally, the Guest Editors would like to thank all authors for
their submissions even if we are unable to accommodate all of
them in the Featured Topic. We greatly appreciate all the review-
ers for their timely and professional reviews. We also acknowl-
edge the support and guidance from the Editor-in-Chief of IEEE
Communications Magazine.
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INTRODUCTION
The industry envisions that upcoming fifth gener-
ation (5G) radio communication systems will pro-
vide 1000-fold throughput compared to current
4G systems, while in-band full-duplex technology
[1] may only double the spectral efficiency at best.
This may sound modest given the ambitious tar-
gets of 5G systems, but somebody with a can-do
attitude would think instead “great, we are already
halfway through.” Nevertheless, attaining this tar-
get requires a combination of several different
physical and network layer techniques that with-
out in-band full-duplex technology 5G networks
would not reach their full potential.

An in-band full-duplex capable transceiver is
able to transmit and receive simultaneously over
the same center frequency [1]. With this defini-
tion, we can identify three basic communication
scenarios of two or three nodes that cover any
generic wireless network (e.g., the one shown at
the bottom of Fig. 1) when they are freely com-
bined together. In particular, the possible use
cases benefiting from full-duplex operation
include bidirectional device-to-device transmis-
sion between two full-duplex user terminals, a
full-duplex access point serving uplink and down-
link (possibly half-duplex) users simultaneously
in the same radio resource, and two-hop full-
duplex wireless relaying (as shown in the middle
of Fig. 1). Actually, the latter two use cases are
topologically the same with only the conceptual
difference that relays always forward their
received information, while the uplink user is
not likely communicating with the downlink user
but with somebody else in a totally different cell.
In addition to increasing spectral efficiency, full-
duplex capable nodes may decrease latency with-
in multihop links and avoid the guard period
that is necessary when switching the direction of
the transmission from downlink to uplink in
time-division duplex (TDD) systems. At the net-
work level, full-duplex nodes may simultaneously
process user plane and control plane signals,
decreasing the latency and boosting the opera-
tion of the overall system.

In practice, the increase in throughput due to
full-duplex operation is limited by the presence
of unavoidable self-interference when the trans-
mitted signal couples back to the receiver in the
in-band full-duplex transceiver. Even when the
transmitted signal is known in digital baseband,
it cannot be eliminated completely in the receiv-
er because of RF impairments [2], and a large
power difference between the transmitted and
received signals. On the other hand, RF cancel-
lation is limited due to the simplified processing
capabilities of electronics when compared to dig-
ital signal processing. Nevertheless, 70–100 dB
overall attenuation levels of self-interference
have been reported in the literature [16, 17], and

ABSTRACT

In-band full-duplex relays transmit and
receive simultaneously at the same center fre-
quency, hence offering enhanced spectral effi-
ciency for relay deployment. In order to deploy
such full-duplex relays, it is necessary to effi-
ciently mitigate the inherent self-interference
stemming from the strong transmit signal cou-
pling to the sensitive receive chain. In this arti-
cle, we present novel state-of-the-art antenna
solutions as well as digital self-interference can-
cellation algorithms for compact MIMO full-
duplex relays, specifically targeted for
reduced-cost deployments in local area net-
works. The presented antenna design builds on
resonant wavetraps and is shown to provide pas-
sive isolations on the order of 60–70 dB. We also
discuss and present advanced digital cancellation
solutions, beyond classical linear processing,
specifically tailored against nonlinear distortion
of the power amplifier when operating close to
saturation. Measured results from a complete
demonstrator system, integrating antennas, RF
cancellation, and nonlinear digital cancellation,
are also presented, evidencing close to 100 dB of
overall self-interference suppression. The report-
ed results indicate that building and deploying
compact full-duplex MIMO relays is already
technologically feasible.
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holistic cancellation techniques are currently
subject to intensive research by many groups
around the world, including our own consortium.
Such attenuation levels are already so high that
in local area networks, where transmit powers
are limited and nodes may be close to each
other, co-channel interference may already be
starting to dominate over self-interference,
which is our objective as well.

However, even if self-interference is sup-
pressed below receiver noise or ambient co-

channel interference, a full-duplex transceiver
may outperform its half-duplex counterpart only
when there is simultaneous balanced traffic in
both uplink and downlink. Obviously, two-way
frequency reuse is useless if data mostly flows
only in a single direction. In fact, recent statistics
from cellular network vendors and operators
report commonly up to 8:2 or 9:1 traffic ratios
between downlink and uplink, challenging the
applicability of full-duplex access points1, 2. Ideal
full-duplex operation would yield at best only 25

1 Ericsson, “On the Pulse
of the Networked Soci-
ety,” Mobility Report,
Nov. 2012,
http://www.ericsson.com/
res/docs/2012/ericsson-
mobility-report-novem-
ber-2012.pdf

2 Nokia Solutions and
Networks, “TD-LTE
Frame Configuration
Primer,” white paper,
http://networks.nokia.co
m/system/files/docu-
ment/nsn_td_lte_frame_
configuration_wp.pdf

Figure 1. A multi-antenna radio transceiver, and basic two- and three-node full-duplex scenarios occur-
ring in wireless networks.
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or 11 percent throughput improvement with the
above traffic ratios, respectively, in comparison
to the wanted 100 percent gain. In contrast, the
traffic in full-duplex relaying is inherently symmet-
ric, because relays are supposed to always for-
ward the same amount of information as they
receive, making wireless relays the most promi-
nent use case for in-band full-duplex operation
from the start.

In this article, we explore various sophisti-
cated techniques for self-interference mitiga-
tion and cancellation within multi-antenna
in-band full-duplex relays of compact size suit-
able for local area networks. By combining
antenna design with novel RF and digital can-
cellation, we show that the self-interference can
be suppressed below noise level even when
using regular low-cost components. We report
measured results from a complete demonstrator
system, integrating advanced antenna designs
and analog and digital cancellation, evidencing
close to 100 dB of overall isolation between
transmitter and receiver chains. Thus, in-band
full-duplex relays have the potential to signifi-
cantly improve the performance in local area
networks.

IMPLEMENTATION-LEVEL RESEARCH
CHALLENGES IN IN-BAND

FULL-DUPLEX TRANSCEIVERS

As already discussed, one of the most crucial issues
in wireless single channel full-duplex communica-
tions is the inherent transmit signal, or self-inter-
ference (SI), which is coupled back to the receiver
and acts as a strong source of interference. The SI
signal can be as much as 60–100 dB more power-
ful than the weak received signal of interest, and
therefore must be attenuated significantly to
allow detection of the actual received signal and
enable in-band full-duplex communications in
the first place. In theory, this is straightforward
as the inherent transmit signal is known within
the device, and thus the SI can in principle be
perfectly cancelled merely by subtracting the
original transmit signal, properly filtered, from
the received signal. In practice, however, achiev-
ing a sufficient amount of SI cancellation calls
for more advanced and elaborate measures since
all the sources of distortion in the transmitter
and receiver must be accounted for when sub-
tracting the cancellation signal from the received
signal.

PASSIVE ISOLATION AND ACTIVE CANCELLATION
To minimize the amount of the more complicat-
ed active cancellation techniques, the passive
isolation between the transmitter and receiver
should be maximized. This means that the power
of the SI leaking to the receiver is smaller in the
first place, so not as much active cancellation is
needed to attenuate it to a tolerable level. When
separate transmit and receive antennas are used,
the electromagnetic isolation between the anten-
nas can be improved in a straightforward man-
ner by increasing the spacing between the
antennas or using different polarizations, result-
ing in lower SI power. The main limitation in

increasing the spacing is that the transceivers are
usually space limited, and hence, we do not have
the luxury of increasing the distance between the
antennas. Moreover, when multiple-input multi-
ple-output (MIMO) is used to improve the link
capacity, both polarizations may be used to pro-
vide polarization diversity. Thus, advanced meth-
ods are required to improve the electromagnetic
isolation between the antennas. These methods
include, for instance, the use of band-gap struc-
tures as high-impedance surfaces [3] to prevent
surface waves between the antennas, inductive
loops [4] to produce counter-flowing magnetic
fields to reduce the coupling between the anten-
nas, and resonant structures like wavetraps [5]
and slots on a ground plane [6] to alter ground
plane currents to reduce the coupling. Because
these techniques are completely passive in
nature, they require no tracking of the SI signal
and its possible distortion, while still providing a
potentially significant increase in the amount of
SI attenuation. In addition to the aforemen-
tioned methods to improve the antenna isola-
tion, the port-to-port isolation between the
antenna feeds can be improved by using tech-
niques like neutralization [18], which improves
the isolation using a cancellation path between
two antennas, or connecting lumped elements
between antenna feeds [19] to cancel the mutual
admittance between the antennas, thereby
improving the port-to-port isolation. In this arti-
cle, one possible method of using resonant wave-
traps is discussed and demonstrated to improve
the electromagnetic isolation in compact devices,
especially relays.

It is, however, typically not possible to miti-
gate the SI signal perfectly with passive antenna-
based techniques, so active SI cancellation is
also required. A common solution is to do the
active attenuation of the SI signal in two stages:
first at the input of the receiver chain, operating
at RF frequencies, and then after the analog-to-
digital conversion. These SI cancellation stages
are usually referred to as RF cancellation and
digital cancellation, respectively. RF cancellation
is required in order to prevent the complete sat-
uration of the receiver components and the ana-
log-to-digital converter (ADC). Finally, digital
cancellation is performed to attenuate the
remaining SI signal below the noise floor. Both
of these active cancellation methods rely on pro-
cessing the known transmit signal to produce the
cancellation signal.

A block diagram of an in-band MIMO full-
duplex relay employing the aforementioned active
SI cancellation stages is illustrated in the upper
part of Fig. 1. The transmitter and receiver chains
have been chosen to follow direct-conversion
architecture, which is a typical selection for mod-
ern wireless transceivers. This block diagram
depicts the transceiver model that will be utilized
in the following chapters, thereby acting as a basis
for the forthcoming analysis. In this article, the
emphasis is on a full-duplex relay, meaning that
the transmitters and receivers have separate
antennas, which can also be seen in Fig. 1. It
should be noted, however, that it is in principle
also possible to share an antenna between a
transmitter and a receiver, even in an in-band
full-duplex transceiver [7].
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RF IMPERFECTIONS

Typically, the performance of the active SI can-
cellation mechanisms based on linear processing
is limited by the non-idealities occurring within
the analog/RF circuit of the full-duplex transceiv-
er [2]. This applies especially to the SI cancella-
tion occurring in the digital domain, where only
the original transmit waveform is available. For
this reason, the most prominent types of such
analog/RF circuit non-idealities must be consid-
ered in this context, as they have to be regener-
ated in the cancellation processing to produce a
sufficiently accurate cancellation signal. The
most significant impairments include the nonlin-
ear distortion of the SI signal caused by the dif-
ferent amplifiers in the transmitter and receiver,
the in-phase/quantization (I/Q) imbalance of the
transmitter and receiver, phase noise of the local
oscillator, and ADC quantization noise. Some of
these RF impairments can be modeled on the
waveform level, with appropriate behavioral
models, within digital cancellation, and therefore
do not pose an insurmountable obstacle for in-
band full-duplex communications. Good exam-
ples of recent work in this field are [2, 4, 8–10,
15, 16]. In particular, the nonlinear distortion of
the SI signal can be modeled in the digital
domain using a memory polynomial or parallel
Hammerstein type of model with carefully cho-
sen coefficients [8, 10]. With such a model, the
clean transmit data can be processed to create
an accurate SI replica for efficient cancellation.
Correspondingly, the effect of I/Q imbalance can
be modeled digitally as an additional distortion
component, which consists of the complex conju-
gate of the original baseband transmit signal
with certain memory coefficients [9]. Neverthe-
less, there are also certain sources of distortion
that cannot be dealt with afterward, such as
thermal noise and quantization errors produced
by the ADC. These must already be accounted
for in the design process of the transceiver [2].

To illustrate the need for modeling the most
dominant impairments at the waveform level,

Fig. 2a shows the absolute power levels of the
different signal components at the receiver
detector input, with respect to the transmit
power. The power levels have been calculated
for a single-input single-output (SISO) in-band
full-duplex transceiver using simplified system
calculations, similar to [2], and using realistic RF
component and ADC specifications. In this type
of analysis, only the power levels of the different
signal components are taken into account, which
simplifies the calculations considerably while still
providing useful insight into the system behavior.
In this example, it is assumed that only the lin-
ear component of the SI signal can be perfectly
attenuated by the different SI cancellation stages.
To get the final numerical values for the power
levels, typical component parameters from earli-
er literature and technical specifications have
then been used, the most important of which are
shown in the table in Fig. 2b for readers’ conve-
nience. Based on Fig. 2a, it is evident that at
least the transmitter power amplifier induced
nonlinearities, alongside the SI mirror image
produced by the I/Q imbalances, must be attenu-
ated by the digital cancellation algorithm to
enable reliable in-band full-duplex operation and
maintain an acceptable signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR). Thus, simple linear
modeling and processing in the digital domain
does not suffice, and more advanced algorithms
are required.

In addition to the analog circuit-level impair-
ments, one additional aspect to consider is the
time varying nature of the SI propagation chan-
nel. This is often overlooked when discussing SI
cancellation in full-duplex devices, but in prac-
tice it is obviously a key aspect in implementing
an in-band full-duplex transceiver. The time
varying nature of the SI channel becomes espe-
cially crucial in relaying applications where the
transmit and receive antennas can be physically
separated to achieve higher natural isolation
between them. In such a scenario, the SI channel
can vary significantly in time. However, even in a
single-antenna full-duplex device, the reflections

Figure 2. a) Example power levels of the different signal components at the input of the receiver detec-
tor. In this example, it is assumed that the linear SI component can be perfectly suppressed; b) exam-
ple component parameters and other essential values used in evaluating the power levels.
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from nearby scatterers can change significantly
from one moment to the next, thus warranting
the use of adaptive SI cancellation solutions.

When considering a complete and functional
in-band full-duplex relay, it is more than likely
that all of the previously discussed methods will
be involved in order to obtain a sufficient
amount of SI attenuation. First, the passive iso-
lation between the transmitter and receiver is
maximized, after which the SI signal is actively
attenuated. In the digital domain, the possible
circuit-level impairments are then regenerated
with advanced algorithms and cancelled effi-
ciently. Furthermore, these algorithms also have
the necessary adaptivity to constantly track the
changes in the SI channel parameters. To
demonstrate that such a device is quickly becom-
ing a realistic prospect, this article provides
some of the latest research results, alongside
with measurement data, of these individual key
factors, which are necessary to implement a
functional in-band full-duplex relay.

ADVANCED ANTENNA DESIGNS FOR
ENHANCED TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER

ISOLATION

In this section, the use of resonant wavetraps is
discussed as a possible method of improving the
electromagnetic isolation in a compact device,
such as a back-to-back relay with transmit and
receive antennas on either side of a box, as shown
in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3a, a closed box of dimensions
180 × 150 mm with dual polarized patch antennas
(50 × 50 mm) on the top and bottom is shown.
The use of a closed box represents a practical sce-
nario with the electronics contained inside the
relay. The patch antenna on the bottom side is
co-located with the top side patch antenna, but
with the antenna feed locations on the opposite
sides of the patch (Fig. 3a). The patch antennas
are dual polarized in order to support MIMO.
The relay can be used, for example, as an out-
door-indoor relay as discussed in [4]. In order to
enable in-band full-duplex operation, the elec-
tromagnetic isolation between the antennas on
opposite sides of the box has to be improved.
Figure 3b shows a schematic of the relay anten-
na with wavetraps connected to the ground
plane.

Wavetraps are resonant structures that can be
used to control the surface currents on the
ground planes. In this case, a planar quarter-
wavelength patch short-circuited at the other
end from the ground plane is used as a wave-
trap. According to transmission line theory, the
input impedance of a short-circuited quarter-
wave transmission line is very high. This results
in small currents at the open end of the patch
with large currents concentrated within the
patch. This reduces the surface currents and
electromagnetic fields on the other side of the
relay box, hence improving the isolation between
the upper and lower antennas of the box. 

In this work, the patch antennas of the relay
are resonant at 2.56 GHz with a –10 dB
impedance bandwidth of 139 MHz and a –6 dB
bandwidth of 238 MHz. They can be used, for
example, for WiMAX or LTE. In the relay struc-
ture, ports 1 and 2 (TX) are on the top, and
ports 3 and 4 (RX) on the bottom, as shown in
Fig. 3a. The wavetraps are then implemented as
quarter-wave patches as shown in Fig. 3b with
one end of the patch short-circuited to the
ground plane. The dimensions and number of
wavetraps were optimized with EM-field simula-
tions to obtain the best possible isolation over a
sufficient frequency band between the TX and
RX antenna ports. 

The resonant wavetraps on the longer edge
have larger width and are closely spaced, where-
as along the shorter edge, the width is smaller
and the wavetraps are more sparsely placed.
This way, the best minimum isolation defined as
the worst isolation among the four different
combinations of the RX and TX ports (i.e., S31,
S41, S32, and S42) is obtained. The wavetraps on
both sides of the relay are similar but are orient-
ed in opposite directions, that is, the open ends
of the wavetraps are located close to the antenna
on the TX side and away from the antenna on
the RX side, as seen in Fig. 3b. The best isola-
tion between the antenna ports was obtained
with this particular asymmetry.

Figures 4a and 4b illustrate the simulated
average electric field strength at the center
cross-section parallel to the shorter edge of the
box at 2.56 GHz with and without wavetraps,
respectively, when port 1 of the antenna is excit-
ed. From Fig. 4a, it can be observed that the
transmitted electromagnetic wave diffracts
strongly around the corners of the relay enclo-

Figure 3. A compact in-band full-duplex relay antenna: a) without wavetraps; b) with wavetraps. In b),
wavetraps are facing opposite directions on either side of the relay.
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sure and couples to the receiving side antenna.
With the wavetraps, as shown in Fig. 4b, the
electric field strength is substantially lower on
the receiving side of the relay than without the
wavetraps, resulting in clearly improved isola-
tion.

The designed relay antenna was manufac-
tured and then measured in an anechoic cham-
ber. The isolation was evaluated by measuring
the S-parameters of the relay antenna as a four-
port network. The measured S-parameters are
presented in Figs. 4c and 4d, where S11 denotes
the antenna input matching, and S21 and S43
the coupling between the antenna ports on the
same side of the box. The remaining S-parame-
ters show the isolation between the antenna
ports on opposite sides of the box. In the relay
without wavetraps, the minimum isolation
between RX and TX ports is 50 dB at the reso-
nance frequency of the patch antenna, as shown
in Fig. 4c. After adding the wavetraps, the mini-
mum isolation improved by 21 dB to 71 dB at
the resonance frequency. In addition, the wave-
traps also offer a wideband isolation improve-
ment around the designed frequency, even
though they are frequency-sensitive. The isola-
tion across a 167 MHz band around the center
frequency is better than 65 dB, which is an
improvement of 15 dB over the 50 dB minimum
isolation without wavetraps as indicated by the
dashed horizontal line in Fig. 4d. Within the
given isolation bandwidth, the corresponding
antenna port matching is better than –6 dB to
ensure enough power radiated by the antennas.
The gain of the relay antenna was also measured
in the anechoic chamber to determine the impact

of the wavetraps on the radiation pattern. The
impact of adding wavetraps on the ground plane
was minor with a maximum gain of 10.2±0.1 dBi
for all ports of the relay without wavetraps and
9.6 dBi for ports 1 and 2 and 10.5±0.1 dBi for
ports 3 and 4 for the relay with wavetraps. In
conclusion, the wavetraps efficiently concentrate
the ground plane currents and reduce the cou-
pling on the other side of the relay box, thereby
improving the antenna isolation.

ADVANCED SELF-INTERFERENCE
CANCELLATION ALGORITHMS

Even though antenna isolation and RF cancella-
tion provide a significant level of SI mitigation
before digital processing is applied (~60–80 dB),
the residual SI after ADC may still be strong
enough to desensitize the receiver [2, 10]. There-
fore, the use of additional cancellation tech-
niques in the digital domain is essential in order
to reduce the remaining interference below
noise levels and guarantee the optimal perfor-
mance of the system.

BASIC PRINCIPLES
As previously explained, cancellation techniques
in the digital domain work in a similar way to
their analog counterpart; that is, a digital replica
of the SI signal is generated and then subtracted
from the received signal. The fidelity of the
replica signal will determine the level of residual
SI after cancellation and therefore will upper
bound the system performance [11]. In order to
achieve a nearly interference-free system, the

Figure 4. a) Simulated electric field strength without wavetraps; b) with wavetraps; c) measured parameters of the relay without
wavetraps; d) with wavetraps.
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selection of a proper cancellation method is of
major importance. When both transmit and
receive sides of the full-duplex device behave
primarily like a linear filter, cancellation is
reduced to designing a filter that identifies the
SI channel, since the transmitted signal is known
at every time instant. However, a linear cancella-
tion architecture cannot mitigate nonlinear
behavior and noise sources such as nonlinear
distortion of the power amplifier, I/Q imbalance
during modulation/demodulation, phase noise,
or quantization noise at the receiver [2, 9, 10,
16]. Some of these impairments can be mitigated
by extending the linear architecture to a nonlin-
ear one, as described later in this section.

Typically, digital cancellation is performed in
either the time or frequency domain. Cancella-
tion in the frequency domain processes each
subcarrier signal individually, which may result
in a computationally demanding scheme if the
number of subcarriers is large. On the other
hand, cancellation in the time domain processes
the signal samples independent of the number of
subcarriers, but, due to the different interference
paths between antennas, requires gauging the
delay spread of the SI channel [12]. As shown in
Fig. 1, cancellation takes place after baseband
demodulation and digital conversion of the
received signal, usually being the first operation
within the digital pipeline. As a result, the
employed signal is sampled above the Nyquist
rate, which demands the use of special tech-
niques to deal with arbitrary signal spectra [12].
Here we focus entirely on time-domain cancella-
tion techniques.

ADAPTIVE VS. BLOCK-BASED PROCESSING
According to the operation mode of the cancel-
lation scheme, we can distinguish between online
and offline cancellation. Online cancellation uses
an adaptive approach to obtain the optimal can-
cellation filter, in which every new sample is
employed to iteratively update the cancellation
filter. Changes in the environment or in the
internal state of the device, such as new coupling
paths or reflections, as well as variations in the
temperature or transmitted power, can severely
modify the SI channel; consequently, an updated
estimation of the SI channel is essential to sus-
tain optimal interference levels. An online can-
cellation scheme can track temporal variations
of the device environment while maintaining a
constant computational load, although the num-
ber of samples required to reach an optimal
solution might be high [11]. On the other hand,
offline cancellation obtains the optimal cancella-
tion filter through a batch operation after receiv-
ing several samples. This approach requires
fewer samples to reach a solution, but the track-
ing capabilities are compromised, and the com-
putational load per sample is significantly higher
than in online cancellation. A periodic estima-
tion of the SI channel is necessary to maintain
good performance levels when considering time-
varying scenarios [8]. In general, the number of
samples available for cancellation indicates
which option to implement. An offline algorithm
is preferable when few samples are available,
whereas an online algorithm is preferable when
a large number of samples is available. 

Regardless of the operation mode, the opti-
mal cancellation filter is obtained as the solution
of a minimization problem. Assuming that the
transmitted signal of the full-duplex device is
uncorrelated with the incoming source signal,
the optimal cancellation filter minimizes the sig-
nal power after cancellation or, equivalently,
identifies the SI channel [11]. Consequently, the
optimal filter can be obtained using common
adaptive techniques like gradient descent or
recursive least squares in the online cancellation
case, or using, say, conventional least squares in
the offline cancellation case. For detailed algo-
rithm descriptions, refer to [10, 11].

LINEAR VS. NONLINEAR CANCELLATION
In general, the underlying architecture of the
digital cancellation filter can be classified into
two types: linear and nonlinear cancellation.
Whereas linear cancellation assumes that the
self-interference channel can be modeled as a
linear filtering operation, nonlinear cancellation
takes into account the presence of nonlinear
components in the transmission/reception chains.
As seen in the system calculations example in
Fig. 2a, impairments such as power amplifier
(PA) nonlinearity and I/Q imbalance may be sig-
nificant. 

Nonlinear effects like amplifier distortion or
mixer nonlinearities can be accurately modeled
using polynomial-based systems [8, 10, 16],
whereas I/Q imbalance can be modeled using
widely linear filters [9], both of which have been
extensively studied in the recent literature. In
brief, polynomial-based systems model nonlin-
earities by processing higher-order terms of the
input signal (i.e., {xn, xnxn2, xn xn4,…}) when
interpreted for complex-valued signals and odd-
order nonlinearities [8, 10], whereas widely lin-
ear systems model I/Q imbalance by separately
filtering the input signal and its complex conju-
gate (i.e., {xn, xn*}) [9].

As a consequence of performing the cancella-
tion in the time domain, the self-interference
propagation channel from each transmit antenna
to each receive antenna is modeled using tapped
delay lines, so the overall nonlinear model for a
full-duplex device will consist of a linear combi-
nation of polynomial basis functions [10]. In gen-
eral, in a full-duplex MIMO device with N
transmit antennas and M receive antennas, N ×
M self-interference channels need to be identi-
fied. Note that the number of parameters grows
linearly with both N and M, and the number of
delay taps.

Figure 5a shows a possible nonlinear can-
celler architecture for the full-duplex device in
Fig. 1, assuming two transmit antennas and two
receive antennas (i.e., N = M = 2), and a non-
linear architecture based on polynomial models.
Function fp(xn) = xnxnp–1 is the polynomial
basis function of order p, and Hp(z) is the linear
filter associated with fp(xn). Such nonlinear
architecture, where a static nonlinearity is fol-
lowed by a linear filter, is called a parallel Ham-
merstein model. Hammerstein models are
typically used for modeling PA nonlinearities,
and have been found to be excellent behavioral
models in terms of the accuracy-complexity
trade-off [13]. In general, the number of param-
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eters of a Hammerstein model grows linearly
with order p, while in the MIMO case, the
increase is relative to N × M [10]. In [8] the par-
allel Hammerstein model is successfully used to
model the overall nonlinear SI channel compris-
ing a nonlinear PA and a multipath SI channel.
While [8] treated the single-antenna case, in [10]
this model is extended to the MIMO case, where
the I/Q imbalance at the transmit side is also
taken into account through the use of additional
complex-valued basis functions. 

To illustrate the potential of digital cancella-
tion solutions, simulations with the techniques
employed in [10] are presented. Figure 5b shows
the performance results of different cancellation
schemes for a full-duplex device where both
transmit and receive signals are 12.5 MHz
OFDM signals, and the signal-to-noise ratio at
reception, per receiver, is 15 dB. The SI propa-
gation channel between the antennas is a multi-
path channel, and power amplifier nonlinear
distortion and I/Q imbalance during modulation
are also included in the system model. Further-
more, an antenna isolation of 40 dB and analog
RF cancellation of 30 dB are assumed, similar to
the specifications in Fig. 2b. The exact descrip-
tion of the simulation setup can be found in [10].
Concretely, Fig. 5b shows the SINR after digital
cancellation for different methods, such as basic
linear cancellation [11], nonlinear cancellation
with no I/Q imbalance [8], widely linear cancella-
tion with no PA nonlinearity [9], and nonlinear

cancellation modeling all previous impairments
[10], referred to as joint cancellation in the fig-
ure. Strictly speaking, the number of basis func-
tions of the joint nonlinear canceller deployed in
[10] is 12 times larger than that of the plain lin-
ear cancellation scheme, but as shown in [10],
only six of these are essential for the implemen-
tation. Furthermore, as shorter filters can be
used for memory modeling with nonlinear terms,
compared to the linear component, the total
number of essential parameters to be estimated
is still feasible. The nonlinear canceller from [10]
is able to obtain SINR results within 1 dB of the
optimal case when the transmit power remains
below +23 dBm. The widely linear canceller
from [9] performs almost optimally when the
transmit power is under +15 dBm, while nonlin-
ear cancellation from [8] and plain linear cancel-
lation fail to achieve good performance because
of their inability to compensate for the I/Q mis-
match, which is the major source of interference
in this scenario. Actual RF measurement exam-
ples with the parallel Hammerstein-based non-
linear digital canceller in the single antenna case
are presented in the next section.

From the simulations results, we can con-
clude that digital cancellation techniques in com-
bination with antenna isolation and RF
cancellation can almost entirely remove the self-
interference from the full-duplex device whenev-
er the cancellation architecture is able to
accurately model the SI channel. A nonlinear

Figure 5. a) Nonlinear adaptive self-interference canceller structure for a 2 × 2 full-duplex MIMO device; b) SINR at canceller
output as a function of transmit power in a 2 × 2 MIMO full-duplex device. I/Q modulator mismatch and power amplifier non-
linearity are present. SINR levels with linear, widely linear, and two different nonlinear cancellers are shown. Results from [10]
IEEE.
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cancellation architecture significantly improves
the mitigation levels provided by its linear coun-
terpart when operating with imperfect RF com-
ponents, while adaptive schemes are able to
track variations in the device environment that
lead to changes within the SI channel.

OVERALL DEMONSTRATOR SYSTEM
AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

In order to evaluate the overall SI cancellation per-
formance of a relay transceiver (i.e., a relay anten-
na with analog/RF and digital SI cancellation), a
measurement setup depicted in Fig. 6a is con-
structed. It consists of a vector signal generator, a
PA, the relay antenna, an analog RF canceller, and
a spectrum analyzer acting as an I/Q receiver. Digi-
tal cancellation processing stages, linear and non-
linear, are implemented on a host computer
processor. In the measurements, the aforemen-
tioned relay antenna is used, but without the wave-
traps, to test the performance limits of the active
analog/RF and digital cancellers. The RF center
frequency in the measurements is 2.47 GHz.

The analog/RF canceller is a novel design
based on a paper by Y.-S. Choi and H. Shirani-
Mehr [14]. The canceller consists of two cancel-
lation taps delayed such that the delay of the
main SI component lies between the aforemen-
tioned canceller taps. The reference signal for
these taps is taken from the PA output using a
directional coupler. The phase and amplitude of
these reference signals are adjusted manually
using vector modulators such that a good cancel-
lation level is observed from the spectrum ana-
lyzer, indicating that the cancellation signal
matches well with the actual SI signal. Cancella-
tion is achieved simply by subtracting the cancel-
lation signal from the RX signal. 

The rest of the measurement equipment is
standard laboratory equipment, except for the
PA, Texas Instruments CC2595, which is a low-
cost chip intended for commercial use. It is
deliberately chosen in order to demonstrate the
performance of the digital nonlinear DSP algo-
rithms under practical circumstances, where the
PA distorts the transmit signal heavily. As
already discussed, this is inevitable in many
applications due to restrictions on the size, cost,
and power consumption of the PA. Further-
more, another PA, MiniCircuits ZVE-8G, is also
deployed to demonstrate the operation with
higher output power and enhanced linearity.

Then Figs. 6b and 6c depict the overall mea-
surement results obtained using the setup of Fig.
6a. The test signal is configured to be a 20 MHz
wide orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) signal at 2.47 GHz center frequency
with an average transmit power of +20 dBm (TI
PA case) or +24 dBm (MiniCircuits PA case),
respectively, to test challenging scenarios with
fairly high power levels. In Figs. 6b and 6c, the
uppermost spectrum is that of the actual trans-
mit signal, measured at the output of the PA.
The high distortion levels at the PA output are
also evident from the significant spectral
regrowth visible outside the actual signal band.
This is particularly clear in Fig. 6b, where the
used PA is already operating in a highly nonlin-

Figure 6. a) Measurement setup and equipment; b) transmit signal and SI
signal spectrum at the different cancellation stages for 20 dBm (Texas
Instruments CC2595 power amplifier); c) 24 dBm (MiniCircuits ZVE-8G
power amplifier) transmit powers. The RF center frequency in the mea-
surements is 2.47 GHz.
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ear region. In Fig. 6c, in turn, the deployed PA
is somewhat more linear, but clear nonlinear dis-
tortion is also created in this case.

After the PA output, the transmit signal prop-
agates to the receiving antenna, turning into self-
interference. From Figs. 6b and 6c it can be
observed that the SI signal is attenuated by
approximately 60 dB, regardless of the transmit
power, when propagating to the receiver, includ-
ing also 4 dB of losses from the setup. This
result is well in line with the observations made
in Fig. 4c, where SI attenuations of approximate-
ly 55 dB were measured for the antenna without
the wavetraps.

The following trace in the figure is the residu-
al SI after analog RF cancellation, which was
performed using the aforementioned RF can-
celler prototype. Depending on the transmit
power, the RF canceller is able to attenuate the
SI signal by 15 or 22 dB. After this, the data is
recorded to digital I and Q samples for offline
post-processing with the nonlinear digital cancel-
lation algorithm. In the digital canceller, nonlin-
ear basis functions up to 7th order are
considered, each of them having 10 precursor
and 10 post-cursor coefficients. The actual
parameter estimation is carried out using block-
wise least squares, as discussed earlier. From
Figs. 6b and 6c it can be observed that the resid-
ual SI power after digital nonlinear cancellation
is at the IQ receiver noise floor (–91.5
dBm/MHz) with both transmit powers, meaning
that the effective interference-plus-noise floor is
suppressed by as much as 98 dB in total. This
indicates that the total amount of SI cancellation
from the antenna, RF canceller, and digital can-
celler is sufficient to attenuate the SI signal
below the receiver noise floor, even with high
transmit powers. Also note that with ordinary lin-
ear digital cancellation, the power of the residual
SI is significantly higher, evidencing that nonlin-
ear modeling is indeed required in the digital
cancellation processing of a practical in-band
full-duplex transceiver. This is particularly clear
in Fig. 6b, where the PA is operating in highly
nonlinear region.

CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we explore sophisticated tech-
niques for self-interference mitigation and can-
cellation within multi-antenna in-band full-duplex
relays of compact size suitable for local area type
networks. A novel antenna design utilizing reso-
nant wavetraps is reported, and it is shown to
provide substantially enhanced passive isolation,
despite its compact size. We also present novel
nonlinear and adaptive digital cancellation algo-
rithms, which can enable enhanced digital self-
interference cancellation levels when operating
under practical nonlinear RF components. Fur-
thermore, by combining the advanced antenna
design with active RF and the proposed digital
canceller, we show with actual RF measurements
that the self-interference can be suppressed
below the receiver noise floor, even when using
regular low-cost components. The total measured
aggregate self-interference suppression obtained
in the measurements was close to 100 dB when
operating at the transmit power level of +24

dBm. Thus, dealing with the self-interference
problem in in-band full-duplex relays is shown to
be technologically feasible, and hence has the
potential to significantly improve the perfor-
mance in, for example, local area type networks.
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INTRODUCTION

Demand for wireless communication services
continues to grow at an astonishing rate.
Although in many countries additional spectrum
is becoming available (e.g., through the digital
television switchover and the forthcoming release
of military spectrum), and research into millime-
ter-wave technology promises to exploit under-
utilized spectrum at much higher frequencies,
this growth in available spectrum pales in com-
parison to the increasing demands of our con-
nected future. Spectral efficiency will continue to
be a key research driver for many years to come. 

Radio systems typically require transmit sig-
nal powers that are many orders of magnitude
higher than the receive signal powers (often by
over 100 dB). Due to this basic property, it has

long been held that a radio system cannot trans-
mit and receive on the same frequency at the
same time, as the higher powered transmit signal
would cause self-interference at the receiver,
thereby obscuring the receive signal and prevent-
ing its reception. This limitation arises from the
simple fact that wireless signals attenuate quickly
with distance, and until now this has prevented
the realization of in-band full-duplex (IBFD)
radio. In contrast, signals propagating through
wires suffer comparatively little attenuation, and
IBFD has been commonplace in wired telephony
for over 100 years [1]. 

Today’s radio systems achieve duplex opera-
tion by simply circumventing this problem.
Uplink and downlink channels are separated in
time, using time-division duplexing (TDD), or in
frequency, using frequency-division duplexing
(FDD), thereby avoiding co-channel self-inter-
ference. However, since the 1980s [2, 3], and
particularly in recent years [4], research has suc-
cessfully challenged the traditional duplexing
paradigm, proposing new system architectures
utilizing various techniques to provide high lev-
els of transmit-to-receive isolation, thus allowing
simultaneous transmission and reception at the
same frequency. This has obvious benefits for
spectral efficiency, theoretically providing double
the capacity over TDD or FDD systems without
increasing bandwidth. 

To achieve in-band full duplex operation, the
transceiver system must somehow suppress the
self-interference to an acceptable level. If the
self-interference can be reduced to 6 dB or more
below the receiver noise floor, the degradation
in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to the self-
interference will be less than 1 dB, and the band-
width efficiency of the two-way radio link is
almost doubled. In Wi-Fi systems, this means
that around 115 dB of self-interference suppres-
sion is required. For Long Term Evolution
(LTE), which operates over longer ranges (and
hence has a larger gap between transmit power
and sensitivity), the requirement is higher, at
around 123 dB. As engineers we are, of course,
quite familiar with using decibels; however, it is
worth reflecting on the magnitude of this num-
ber: 123 dB of interference suppression means
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that the interference must be reduced by a fac-
tor of over 1 trillion. It is little wonder that until
recently, in-band full-duplex has been assumed
to be impossible. 

SELF-INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION
To achieve these high levels of transmit-to-
receive (Tx-Rx) isolation, various methods must
be employed to suppress the self-interference.
Analog and digital cancellation techniques are
key enabling technologies for IBFD systems [4],
while antenna-based isolation techniques provide
passive isolation by exploiting signal directionali-
ty at the antenna port [5, 6] or using separate
antennas for transmitting and receiving [3, 7].
Antenna separation architectures utilize separate
transmit and receive antennas, and can exploit
directional antennas and shielding to improve
isolation [7]. While this can be extremely effec-
tive, the isolation is fundamentally limited by the
physical separation of the antennas. For the
antenna separations possible in base station
applications, high passive isolation of up to 71
dB has been reported [7]; however, for smaller
antenna separations, the achievable isolation is
significantly lower at around 30 dB [3, 8]. This
isolation could also be compromised by interac-
tion with the user’s hand [8], and the now com-
mon requirement for multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) would further increase
the number of antennas, and hence the size of
the device. Consequently, antenna separation
architectures may not be an attractive option in
smartphone and tablet devices, where size and
form factor often take precedence over other
design considerations. Similarly, single-antenna
architectures utilizing circulators [5] are also
unattractive for mobile device applications due
to their size, cost, and limited isolation (approxi-
mately 15 dB). 

In this article we present an alternative anten-
na-based isolation architecture, based on electri-
cal balance in hybrid junctions, which can
provide high transmit-to-receive isolation, but
uses just a single antenna and can be implement-
ed on-chip, making it suitable for use in con-
sumer mobile devices.

ELECTRICAL BALANCE IN HYBRID JUNCTIONS

Electrical balance duplexing is by no means new;
it has been used since the early days of wired
telephony [1]. In a telephone system, the micro-
phone and earpiece must both be connected to
the telephone line, but must be isolated from
one another to prevent the users’ own speech
deafening them to the much weaker incoming
audio signal. This was achieved using a hybrid
junction connected as shown in Fig. 1a.

The hybrid junction (also known as a “hybrid
coil,” “hybrid transformer,” “bridge trans-
former,” “magic tee,” or simply a “hybrid”) is a
four-port lossless reciprocal network in which
opposite pairs of ports are isolated from one
another [9]. Its operation is depicted in Fig. 2b:
assuming all ports are terminated with the cor-
rectly matched characteristic impedance, a signal
arriving at any one of the hybrid’s ports is divid-
ed between the two adjacent ports, but not cou-
pled to the opposite port; the opposing ports are
conjugate. This property of “electrical balance”
can be exploited to isolate transmitter and
receiver circuitry, while allowing use of a shared
propagation medium. The wireless duplexing
application [6, 10, 11] is entirely analogous to
the telephone duplexer, but substitutes the
microphone, earpiece, and telephone line with
the transmitter, receiver, and antenna, respec-
tively, as shown in Fig. 1b. 

In a wireless electrical balance duplexer the
transmit current, supplied by the power amplifi-
er (PA), enters the hybrid at the center tap of
the primary winding (as shown in Fig. 1b) and is
split between two paths flowing in opposite
directions, with one component flowing to the
antenna (and being transmitted), and the other
to the balancing impedance. The relative magni-
tudes of these currents is determined by the
transformer tapping ratio, r, and by the values of
the antenna and balancing impedances. The bal-
ancing impedance is adjusted such that these
two currents create equal but opposite magnetic
fluxes that cancel, and therefore zero current is
induced in the secondary winding of the trans-
former — the receiver is isolated from the trans-
mitter. A signal received at the antenna,

Figure 1. a) An electrical balance duplexer used to isolate the microphone and earpiece in a pre-elec-
tronic telephone; b) an electrical balance duplexer in a wireless transceiver including adaptive balanc-
ing impedance control.
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however, causes currents to flow through the pri-
mary winding in the same direction, thereby cou-
pling it to the receiver winding. There is, of
course, some inherent loss associated with the
duplexer’s operation. Some of the transmit
power is dissipated by the balancing impedance,
and not all of the power received at the antenna
is coupled to the receiver. These losses depend
on the tapping ratio, and can be traded off
against one another by using a hybrid that is
skewed in favor of the transmit or receive path,
as shown in Fig. 2c. This relationship between
the losses in the transmit and receive paths
results from the reciprocity of the hybrid junc-
tion. For example, if the circuit were designed to
deliver all of the transmit power to the antenna,
since the circuit is reciprocal, all power arriving
at the antenna would be delivered back to the
transmitter (and therefore not to the receiver).
Consequently, for the system to function in both
transmit and receive modes, there is some
unavoidable loss, which for a symmetrical hybrid
(i.e when r = 1), is 3 dB in both the transmit
and receive paths, reducing the transmitter effi-
ciency and receiver sensitivity. Fortunately, how-
ever, these losses can be reduced by employing a
noise matched receiver design.

NOISE MATCHING
It is possible to mitigate the Rx insertion loss of
the duplexer by noting that the absolute power
of the receive signal is not the parameter that
should be maximized; only the SNR of the
receive signal is important. Therefore, instead of
maximizing power transfer between the antenna
and the low noise amplifier (LNA), it is better to
design the duplexer to maximize the voltage gain
experienced by the receive signal, and thereby
minimize the receiver noise figure. This noise
matching technique is possible because the
receiver SNR depends not only on the receive
power, but also on the impedance matching
between the LNA and the various thermal noise
sources in the duplexer circuit. To minimize the
noise figure, the LNA input impedance is delib-
erately mismatched, thus reducing power trans-

fer; however, the reduction in the noise power
transferred to the LNA is greater than the reduc-
tion in the wanted signal power, and therefore
the SNR is increased. In [11], an EB duplexer
with noise matched LNA was fabricated and
measured. This duplexer design skewed the
hybrid to favor the transmission of power
between the PA and the antenna, reducing the
Tx insertion loss to 2.2 dB. The resulting Rx
insertion loss of approximately 4 dB was circum-
vented through noise matching, thus reducing
the LNA noise figure to less than 1 dB (as com-
pared to 3 dB for an impedance matched LNA),
and giving a total receiver noise figure of 5 dB.
The Tx insertion loss and Rx noise figure of a
noise matched EB duplexing transceiver is thus
comparable to that of alternative architectures,
such as the splitter, circulator, and coupler used
for analog cancellation in [5]. A detailed exam-
ple of noise matching in EB duplexers can be
found in [11]. 

DIFFERENTIAL AND
COMMON MODE ARCHITECTURES

The self-interference arriving at the LNA inputs
can be divided into two signal modes. Common
mode (CM) signal components appear at the
LNA inputs with the same phase at each termi-
nal, whereas differential mode (DM) compo-
nents appear in antiphase. In this system, the
LNA is a differential amplifier; consequently,
the CM signals are rejected and do not cause
any self-interference further down the receive
chain. It is therefore the DM isolation of the EB
duplexer that determines the level of self-inter-
ference suppression. However, CM coupling
must also be considered due to the high voltage
swings it may present to the LNA input. At all
but low transmit powers, these CM Tx signals
may be large enough to destroy the LNA circuit,
and hence, to enable the transceiver to operate
at practical transmit powers, the EB duplexer
must isolate the receiver from both DM and CM
signals.

Figure 2. a) A hybrid transformer with tapping ratio, r; b) circuit symbol for a generic hybrid junction.
The port numberings (p1-p4) correspond to Fig. 2a, and annotations show the signal coupling behav-
ior of a hybrid junction: adjacent ports are coupled and opposite ports are isolated from one another;
c) trade-off between Tx and Rx insertion loss, as controlled by the tapping ratio.
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The duplexer depicted in Fig. 1b theoretically
provides infinite CM isolation [11]; however, in a
practical circuit, parasitic capacitive coupling
between the primary and secondary windings of
the transformer (Fig. 3a) results in significant
CM coupling between the PA and LNA. The
solution to this problem was proposed in [10],
where a fully differential EB duplexer is intro-
duced. In this circuit, a differential PA is used to
drive two hybrid transformers. The receiver
windings of these hybrids are then connected to
the LNA in parallel, and since the input signals
to the two hybrids are in antiphase, the CM cou-
pling from each cancels out at the LNA. While
providing the necessary levels of CM isolation,
one drawback of this architecture is the require-
ment for a Balun, as the additional loss from this
component adds to the Rx insertion loss and
receiver noise figure. 

LIMITATIONS OF
ELECTRICAL BALANCE DUPLEXING

The ideal hybrid junction provides infinite isola-
tion between conjugate ports when all ports are
correctly terminated with matched impedances.
However, in practice, the antenna impedance is
not an ideal 50 W resistor, but exhibits signifi-
cant variation in the frequency domain, and has
a significant reactive part. Furthermore, the
antenna impedance may be perturbed by nearby
objects, and can therefore also exhibit signifi-
cant variation in the time domain [12]. Conse-
quently, the balancing impedance must be
adaptive in order to track temporal variation in
the antenna impedance, requiring a system such
as that depicted in Fig. 1b, and the transmit-to-
receive isolation will be limited by impedance
mismatch between the antenna and balancing
impedance. 

To obtain isolation across a given bandwidth,
the balancing impedance must equal the antenna
impedance at all frequencies within that band.
However, since the antenna impedance typically
varies significantly with frequency, simple bal-
ancing networks cannot mimic the antenna

impedance effectively over wider bandwidths.
For example, the balancing impedance circuit
can be adaptively tuned to maximize the trans-
mit-to-receive isolation at the carrier frequency.
This will provide extremely high (theoretically
infinite) isolation at the carrier frequency, but at
other frequencies in the transmit band, the
antenna impedance and balancing impedance
will not be perfectly matched, and the isolation
at these frequencies will therefore be reduced.
This limitation in balancing is the dominant
mechanism that limits the self-interference sup-
pression achieved by EB duplexing, and since
many antennas can exhibit relatively rapid varia-
tion in impedance with respect to frequency, this
significantly reduces the isolation bandwidth of
the EB duplexer. Furthermore, since the self-
interference signal is spread across the transmit
band, maximizing the isolation at the carrier fre-
quency is not necessarily useful if this results in
poor isolation in other parts of the transmit
band. Instead, the goal is to maximize the receiv-
er SNR, which is achieved by minimizing the
mean Tx-Rx gain taken across the whole Tx
band [6]. This optimum balancing occurs when
the balancing impedance is chosen to minimize
the mean square error (i.e., minimum mean
square error, MMSE) between the balancing
reflection coefficient and the antenna reflection
coefficient: MMSE balancing. It can be shown [6]
that for simple balancing networks, such as the
parallel RC circuits used in [10, 11], that this
maximized isolation is proportional to the vari-
ance of the antenna impedance with respect to
frequency. 

EB DUPLEXER PERFORMANCE
Prototype EB duplexers reported in [10, 11]
demonstrated high transmit-to-receive isolation
over wide bandwidths where the antenna is mod-
elled as a near ideal 50 W resistance. While these
prototype duplexers have demonstrated that an
EB duplexer can be successfully fabricated on-
chip with reasonable Tx insertion loss and receiv-
er noise figure, the omission of real antennas
from these prototypes means that the observed

Figure 3. a) A single-ended EB duplexer with parasitic interwinding capacitances causing unwanted
CM coupling of Tx signal; b) a fully differential EB duplexer providing high DM and CM isolation.
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isolation bandwidth may not be achievable in
practice. Figure 4 compares these results with
simulations reported in [6] which incorporate a
measured antenna reflection coefficient (and
therefore model the real antenna perfectly) and
with novel measurements from a discreet hard-
ware prototype EB duplexer including antenna
presented here. 

HARDWARE EB DUPLEXER

Figure 4d depicts the hardware EB duplexer in
the laboratory. The balancing impedance is
implemented using an electromechanical
impedance tuner, which provides extremely
accurate balancing impedance control, but has a
slow tuning speed. The balancing impedance and

Figure 4. Comparison of reported results for duplexer isolation: a) simulation with resistive antenna model [10]; b) simulation with
lumped element PIFA antenna model [13]; c) simulation with measured antenna data [6]; d) measurement of hardware proto-
type EB duplexer.
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antenna are connected to a microstrip hybrid
junction, and the lengths of the coaxial transmis-
sion lines for the antenna and balancing
impedance were selected such that the group
delay of the balancing and antenna reflection
coefficients are approximately equal (thus mini-
mizing the relative phase variation between the
two reflection coefficients). The antenna used is
the same antenna that was embedded into the
circuit simulations in [6] (Fig. 4c): a Taoglas
PAD710 multiband cellular antenna. The trans-
mit-to-receive isolation is measured using a vec-
tor network analyzer (VNA), and these
measurements also inform a simple gradient
descent minimization algorithm running on a
PC, which controls the balancing impedance in
order to minimize the mean Tx-Rx gain across
20 MHz (using MMSE balancing [6]). 

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Circuit simulations reported in [10] model the
antenna as a 50 W resistor with some small para-
sitic capacitance and inductance, as depicted in
Fig. 4a. The results show a 60 dB isolation band-
width (the bandwidth over which at least 60 dB
of Tx-Rx isolation is achieved) of approximately
50 MHz. Similar isolation bandwidths were
achieved by the hardware prototype, also report-
ed in [10], which emulated the antenna on-chip
using a similar circuit to the simulated antenna
model. The transmit-to-receive isolation
observed in this case has a higher peak isolation
and a much larger isolation bandwidth compared
to the simulations that include a measured
antenna and the hardware duplexer presented
here. Simulations in [6] report 60 dB isolation
bandwidths of less than 10 MHz, and the hard-
ware duplexer did not achieve 60 dB isolation.
This clearly demonstrates the significant detri-
mental impact of the frequency variant antenna
impedance. The hardware duplexer shows com-
parable performance to that predicted by the
simulation, although there is some additional
reduction in transmit-to-receive isolation due to
the increased frequency domain variation in the
balancing impedance. Simulations recently pre-
sented in [13] use a more realistic printed invert-
ed F antenna (PIFA) model (Fig. 4b); these
simulation results are in much closer agreement
with measured performance. Furthermore, the
isolation achieved by the prototype EB duplexer
exceeds that of small form factor antenna sepa-
ration architectures (~30 dB) and circulators
(~15 dB).

DUPLEXER ADAPTATION
As shown, the matching between antenna
impedance and the balancing impedance is the
critical factor determining the transmit-to-
receive isolation, and hence the suitability of this
technology for use in full-duplex transceivers.
Frequency domain variation in the antenna and
balancing impedances has been shown to limit
the transmit-to-receive isolation. However, the
antenna impedance may also be time-variant due
to interaction with objects in the environment.
EB duplexing, being a single antenna duplexing
technique, is well suited to small form factor
device applications; however, it is well known

that antennas in handheld devices can exhibit
large variation in impedance due to interaction
with the user [12]. To maintain Tx-Rx isolation,
the balancing impedance must track the antenna
impedance as it changes, requiring the adaptive
architecture depicted in Fig. 1b. The perfor-
mance of an EB duplexer is determined by the
ability of the balancing impedance to mimic the
antenna impedance in the time domain and the
frequency domain, and therefore the design of
the balancing network is critical to the resulting
duplexer performance. Understanding the tem-
poral properties of the antenna impedance, in
terms of both the range of variation and the rate
of change, is therefore vital to enable the design
of an effective balancing network. 

ADAPTATION RANGE
Antenna impedances can vary over a relatively
wide range due to environmental effects. Fur-
thermore, full duplex radio is one facet of a gen-
eral trend toward fully reconfigurable radios,
capable of operation at a wide range of frequen-
cies. Antenna impedances may typically exhibit
vastly different impedances even at relatively
closely spaced operating frequencies, making the
range of possible impedances even larger when
multiband operation is required. Antenna tuning
units (ATUs) [14] provide dynamically con-
trolled impedance matching for the antenna,
improving efficiency, and have become common
in handheld devices. Including an ATU in the
EB transceiver would also have the important
benefit of reducing the range of impedances pre-
sented to the duplexer, reducing range require-
ments for the balancing impedance, as depicted
in Fig. 5a.

ADAPTATION SPEED
In a practical system, any adaptive balancing
impedance would be limited to some finite adap-
tation rate. As the antenna impedance fluctu-
ates, the difference between the antenna
impedance and balancing impedance will
increase, thereby reducing the Tx-Rx isolation.
The balancing impedance must track these
changes at a rate that prevents this error from
becoming unacceptably large. In this article,
novel results demonstrating the impact of differ-
ent tracking speeds for the balancing impedance
are presented, and requirements for the balanc-
ing network adaptation performance are dis-
cussed.

As was the case in [6, 15], circuit simulations
with measured antenna data were used to inves-
tigate the Tx-Rx isolation of an EB duplexer
(Fig. 4c). The comparison between this simula-
tion method and measured hardware duplexer
presented in Fig. 4 demonstrates the validity of
this technique. To observe the changes in anten-
na impedance typical for a handheld device with
an interacting user, the antenna was placed in a
plastic mobile phone housing, and multiple
antenna reflection coefficient measurements
were taken as the “user” held the “device,” and
emulated browsing and texting movements.
Reflection coefficient measurements were taken
at 2.5 ms intervals for a period of over 20 s, and
these measurements were then incorporated into
a circuit simulation that includes an adaptive
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balancing impedance with a variable adaptation
rate. The measurements were performed over a
20 MHz bandwidth centred at 1.9 GHz, and the
duplexer performance metric used is the mean
Tx-Rx isolation across this band. Full details of
the circuit simulation are given in [15], where
the simulation was used to investigate the varia-
tion in Tx-Rx isolation in browsing scenarios and
voice call scenarios, and when the device is
placed on a metal surface, under the assumption
that the adaptive balancing is ideal (i.e., isolation
is always maximized). Figure 5b shows results
from [15], where the simulated mean Tx-Rx iso-
lation values determined for each antenna mea-
surement are grouped through their quartiles.
These results show that provided that the bal-
ancing impedance is able to adapt, isolation of
over 50 dB was maintained. The simulations in
[15] assumed ideal balancing adaptation, such
that the duplexer isolation is limited only by fre-
quency domain variation in the antenna and bal-
ancing impedances, whereas the simulation
results presented here show the additional degra-
dation in Tx-Rx isolation caused by updating the
balancing impedance at a finite rate. Figure 5c
shows the time domain variation in Tx-Rx isola-
tion for four different simulated balancing net-

works. The ideal network tracks the antenna
impedance perfectly. The “static” balancing net-
work is tuned to maximize the duplexer isolation
at t = 0 and is then not updated. The degrada-
tion due to the untracked variation in the anten-
na impedance can be clearly seen. After 40 ms
the isolation drops to below 40 dB, and was seen
to go as low as 19 dB (not shown in the graph).
The remaining two curves in Fig. 5c show the
Tx-Rx isolation when the balancing impedance is
updated at 10 ms and 20 ms. As would be expect-
ed, the higher update rate keeps the isolation
closer to its maximized value. The additional
degradation due to imperfect balancing
impedance tracking, DI, is the difference in isola-
tion from that of the ideal balancing curve, and
this metric is of interest when developing
requirements for the impedance tracking.

ADAPTATION DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
As is the case with many types of systems, the
designer of an EB duplexer may seek to guaran-
tee some level of isolation. To achieve this, the
isolation budget of the system would need to
include margins to account for any variation in
the isolation (in much the same way that radio
link budgets include fading margins). Conse-

Figure 5. a) An antenna tuning unit (ATU) incorporated into an electrical balance duplexer; b) variation in maximized EB duplex-
er isolation due to user interaction at 1960 MHz [15]; c) simulated time domain variation in Tx-Rx isolation for four types of
adaptive balancing impedance; and d) CDF curves for isolation degradation for five different balancing impedance update rates.
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quently, understanding the variation in isolation
is vital to the design of the system. Figure 5d
depicts the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the observed isolation degradation
(DI) for a range of update rates, and provides
useful information to the designer. For example,
if only a 3 dB degradation margin can be accept-
ed, for this system the update rate must be at
least 5 ms. However, given the variable nature of
the isolation, it may be more appropriate to
specify the performance statistically. For exam-
ple, if the criteria is less than 3 dB degradation
for 90 percent of the time, a 10 ms update rate
would be acceptable. It is also pertinent to note
here that this rate of adaptation is relatively
slow; adapting to user interaction is unlikely to
be a problem for a practical EB duplexer. 

RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES
This newly rediscovered technology leaves vari-
ous research opportunities remaining.

Combining EB with other self-interference
suppression techniques. Typically, full duplex
radio systems combine various methods to
achieve high levels of isolation. For example, a
full duplex architecture combining EB duplexing
with active analog cancellation and digital base-
band cancellation was proposed in [6] and is
depicted in Fig. 6. Architectures such as this
require much further investigation. 

Antenna and balancing impedance co-design.
Since the impedance matching between these
two components is critical to the isolation, there
is potential benefit in designing the two such
that their impedances vary in a similar fashion,
and this could significantly widen the isolation
bandwidth. Conversely, it may be that the anten-
na type is not known to the designer of the
duplexer (typical for RF integrated circuits [ICs],
where a single IC design finds its way into a
wide range of end products). In this case the
duplexer should be designed to cope with an
arbitrary antenna impedance.

EB duplexer adaptation in other environ-
ments. The novel results presented in this article
investigate the EB duplexer adaptation require-
ments in user interaction scenarios. Other
dynamic environments will present different
requirements (e.g., vehicular communication). 

Balancing impedance implementation. Deep
submicron complementary metal oxide semicon-
ductor (CMOS) implementation is possible [10];
however, microelectromechanical (MEMS) tun-
able components may offer advantages in terms
of linearity, power handling, and resolution.
Recent publications [13] have also introduced
balancing impedance designs which can match
the antenna impedance at two frequency points,
which is of clear benefit for FDD applications,
but should also be investigated to determine the
possible improvement in IBFD isolation band-
width.

CONCLUSION
Electrical balance duplexing offers high Tx-Rx
isolation over wide bandwidths, but requires just
one antenna and can be implemented on-chip,
making this architecture well suited to small

form factor devices. The transmit-to-receive iso-
lation achievable using this technique is deter-
mined by how effectively the balancing
impedance can mimic the antenna impedance, in
both the time and frequency domains. Conse-
quently, the isolation performance is limited by
frequency domain variation in the antenna
impedance, and the ability of the adaptive bal-
ancing impedance to track changes in the anten-
na impedance. Various contributions reporting
simulated and measured duplexer isolation per-
formance have been compared, and it has been
shown that frequency domain variation in the
antenna impedance is the primary factor deter-
mining transmit-to-receive isolation in practical
duplexers. Circuit simulations incorporating
measured antenna data have been used to inves-
tigate the effect of imperfect duplexer adapta-
tion on the Tx-Rx isolation in user interaction
scenarios. It was shown that a balancing
impedance update rate of 10 ms was adequate to
ensure isolation degradation of less than 3 dB
for 90 percent of the time. EB duplexing offers
significant further research opportunities and
full duplex architectures exploiting electrical bal-
ance require further investigation.
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FULL DUPLEX COMMUNICATIONS

Karaputugala Madushan Thilina, Hina Tabassum, Ekram Hossain, and Dong In Kim

Medium Access Control Design for 
Full Duplex Wireless Systems:
Challenges and Approaches

INTRODUCTION

Until very recently, the concept of transmission
and reception in the same time and frequency
domain (referred to as full-duplex (FD) technol-
ogy) did not seem to be very promising. The pri-
mary reason was the overwhelming nature of the
so called self-interference (SI), which is generat-
ed by the transmitter to its own collocated
receiver. SI is a fundamental bottleneck in the
progress of FD technology [1]. Fortunately, with
the recent advancements in antenna and digital
baseband technologies as well as RF interfer-
ence cancellation techniques, SI can be reduced
close to the level of the noise floor in low-power
networks, e.g. cognitive radio networks and Wi-
Fi networks [2]. 

At the physical layer (PHY), considering a
point-to-point link and perfect SI cancellation,
FD transmission offers twice the spectral effi-
ciency of half-duplex (HD) transmission. Due to

this attractive feature, FD technology is rapidly
extending its applications in different wireless
communications scenarios, especially those with
low transmission power and distance require-
ments [3]. For instance, small cell networks,
device-to-device (D2D) communications, cogni-
tive radio networks, and multi-hop relaying are
potential areas where FD technology can be
practically feasible and implementable in the
near future. However, to fully exploit the bene-
fits of FD technology, major PHY and medium
access control (MAC) layer issues need to be
resolved by devising new PHY layer techniques
and by modifying the existing MAC layer proto-
cols. These issues include mitigation of residual
self-interference, inter-node interference, inter-
cell uplink to downlink/downlink to uplink inter-
ference, fairness between HD and FD users,
opportunistic selection of different modes of FD
transmission, synchronization and time adjust-
ment issues to establish FD transmission, etc.
Understanding the role of the PHY and MAC
layers is crucial to address these issues.

This article first discusses the fundamental
concepts, potential benefits, primary network
topologies, and collision domains in FD trans-
mission. Then it highlights the immediate chal-
lenges (both in the PHY and MAC layers) that
need to be addressed in the design of FD-MAC
protocols. A qualitative overview of the existing
FD-MAC protocols is then provided. To this
end, major issues and approaches for designing
FD-MAC are discussed. Finally, implications of
FD technology resource and interference man-
agement of cellular networks are highlighted. 

FUNDAMENTALS OF
FULL-DUPLEX WIRELESS SYSTEMS

ANTENNA CONFIGURATIONS FOR FD SYSTEMS
Since FD transmission requires in-band opera-
tion of transmitting and receiving RF chains, the
conventional duplexers cannot be directly uti-
lized to maintain separation between the two RF
transmissions. FD transmission can, however, be
realized through the following antenna configu-
rations:

ABSTRACT

Recent advances in self-interference cancella-
tion techniques enable in-band full-duplex (FD)
transmission in which a wireless node can simul-
taneously transmit and receive in the same fre-
quency band. However, to fully exploit the
benefits of FD technology in a wireless network,
in addition to the physical (PHY) layer issues,
medium access control (MAC) layer issues such
as  inter-node collisions, fairness between half-
duplex (HD) and FD users, opportunistic selec-
tion of different modes of FD transmission, and
synchronization issues need to be resolved. To
this end, this article first discusses the funda-
mental concepts, potential benefits, and primary
network topologies of FD transmission. We then
highlight immediate challenges (both in the
PHY and MAC layers) that need to be addressed
in designing FD wireless systems. A qualitative
comparison among the existing full-duplex MAC
(FD-MAC) protocols is then provided. Finally,
the primary requirements and research issues for
the design of FD-MAC protocols are discussed,
and implications of FD technology in cellular
wireless networks are highlighted.
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Shared Antenna Configuration [4]: In this
configuration, a single antenna can be used for
simultaneous in-band transmission and reception
through a three-port circulator. Ideally, the cir-
culator prevents the leakage of signals from the
transmit RF chain to the receive RF chain. How-
ever, in practice, the transmit signal causes SI to
the signals received. Moreover, due to hardware
limitations and severe interference, multiple cir-
culators cannot be utilized to enable the use of
multiple shared antennas.

Separated Antenna Configuration [5, 6]: In
this configuration, the total number of antennas
is divided into two groups for transmission and
reception. This division of spatial resources,
however, introduces a trade-off. As such, a fair
comparison between HD and FD transmission
should consider the exact number of RF
chains/antennas required to establish FD trans-
mission. Also, in the separated antenna configu-
ration, it is crucial to first analyze whether the
performance gains of a HD multi-antenna trans-
mission are worth sacrificing with the bidirec-
tional (SI affected) FD transmission?

TRANSMISSION MODES IN
FULL-DUPLEX SYSTEMS

The fundamental modes of transmission in FD
wireless systems are listed below [7].

Half-Duplex: In this mode RF transmission
takes place in a single direction between primary
transmitter (PT) (i.e. the node that initiates
transmission) and primary receiver (PR) (i.e. the
node that decodes the signal from PT) (Fig. 1a).
Both nodes operate in HD mode if neither PT
receives a signal from a secondary transmitter
(ST) (i.e. the node that is allowed to transmit
simultaneously with PT), or the PR has to trans-
mit to PT or any other node.

Bi-Directional Full-Duplex (BFD): In this
mode both PT and ST transmit signals to each
other at the same time (Fig. 1b). Note that PT
and PR becomes secondary receiver (SR) (i.e.
the node that decodes signal from ST) and ST,
respectively. 

Three Node Full-Duplex (TNFD): In this
mode a FD node transmits to one node while
receiving from another node (Fig. 1c and Fig.
1d). The transmission modes illustrated in Fig.
1c and Fig. 1d are known as destination-based
transmission mode (DBTM) and source-based
transmission mode (SBTM), respectively. 
•DBTM: In DBTM mode, the destination for

PR is another node (i.e. not the PT node)
which is located in the vicinity of PR’s trans-
mission range. Thus, PR becomes the ST
and its receiver becomes SR. 

•SBTM: The SBTM mode is enabled when
PR does not have data to transmit. Howev-
er, the PT’s neighbor node wants to trans-
mit data to PT. In this case, PT’s neighbor
node becomes ST and PT becomes SR by
activating the FD mode. 

As an example, in cellular networks where a base
station (BS) may not have data packets for a
node transmitting to the BS in the uplink or a
node receiving transmission from the BS in the
downlink may not have data packets for the BS.
In such scenarios, the BFD mode cannot be estab-

lished. However, in the former case, a BS can
exploit the FD opportunity by initiating a down-
link transmission to another node (DBTM). In
the latter case, a BS may initiate receiving data
packets from another node in the uplink (SBTM).
Note that both SBTM and DBTM may also occur
at the same time, and the mode can thus be
referred to as concurrent SBTM and DBTM.

Inter-node interference is a crucial factor in
TNFD-enabled FD networks depending on the
locations and transmit powers of the nodes. Var-
ious inter-node interference scenarios are depict-
ed in Fig. 2. The bold circle around the nodes
presents the PT’s transmission region, whereas
the dotted circle denotes the ST’s transmission
region. Figures 2a and 2b show intra-node colli-
sion within a set of nodes operating in DBTM
and SBTM, respectively. In DBTM the SR suf-
fers collision from PT if located within the PT’s
transmission region. In SBTM, the PR suffers
collision from ST if located within the ST’s
transmission region. Similarly, Figs. 2c, 2d, and
2e show the inter-node collisions due to the STs’
transmission region overlapping, STs’ and PTs’
transmission region overlapping, and PTs’ trans-
mission region overlapping, respectively.

FUNDAMENTAL BENEFITS OF FD TECHNOLOGY
In addition to doubling the spectral efficiency,
FD technology exhibits several other advantages
over conventional HD transmission. 

Opportunistic Selection of FD Mode: Radio
resources (e.g. resource block (RB) in LTE-A
networks) can be opportunistically used for
either HD, BFD, or TNFD transmission mode.
This mode selection per resource block can be
optimized to maximize the overall system utility,
considering the prior knowledge of the available
data packets and channel/interference conditions
of the prospective participating nodes.

Rapid Collision Detection: An FD-enabled
wireless device can listen to the RF channel
while transmitting to probe the occurrence of
other transmissions on the same channel. This
would enable fast collision detection, e.g. spec-
trum sensing in cognitive radio networks.

BFD Mitigates Hidden Terminal1 Problem [6]:
The transmitted signals from both ST and PT
can be overheard by their respective neighboring
nodes. As a result, the neighboring nodes refrain
from initiating transmission until the ongoing
BFD transmission is completed. The collisions
due to the hidden node problem can thus be
eliminated. 

1 Hidden terminals are
the wireless nodes that
can potentially transmit
(and thus introduce
interference) during an
ongoing transmission.
Note that, the hidden
nodes cannot be detect-
ed by the carrier sensing
mechanism.

Figure 1. FD transmission modes: a) half-duplex transmission; b) bi-direc-
tional FD transmission; c) destination-based FD transmission; d) source-
based FD transmission.

(c)(a)

SRPR/STPTPRPT

(d)(b)

STPT/SRPRPR/STPT/SR
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Channel Selection: An FD-enabled node can
assist nearby nodes in the channel selection pro-
cess. For instance, if a PR has nothing specific to
transmit to PT or any other node, the PR may
assist its nearby nodes by informing them about
the interference on a channel. This may help the
nearby nodes in selecting a channel. 

Reduced Latency: FD technology exhibits
reduced latency by enabling the reception of
feedback signals from the receiver (i.e. channel
state information (CSI), control signaling for
ARQ and/or network management, ACK, etc.)
during transmission.

Secure Transmission: Due to the simultane-
ous transmission and reception in FD networks,
the eavesdroppers receive mixed signals that are
difficult to decode.

RF Energy Transfer During Transmission [8]:
FD technology enables a wireless node to per-
form wireless charging while performing an
uplink transmission.

CHALLENGES IN THE DESIGN OF
FD WIRELESS SYSTEMS

FUNDAMENTAL CHALLENGES
Residual Self-Interference (SI): SI is caused
by the coupling of the transceiver’s own transmit
signal to the receiver while attempting to receive
a signal sent by another wireless node. The key
challenge arises from the large power level dif-
ference between the transceiver’s own transmis-
sion and the signal of interest coming from a
distant source. To achieve considerable SI can-

cellation, several antenna, RF, and baseband
cancellation techniques [2, 9] are currently under
investigation. Even with the several stages of SI
cancellation (passive, active analog, and active
digital), a certain amount of SI remains in the
system, which is referred as residual SI. To
achieve the theoretical performance limit of FD
transmission, efficient SI cancellation techniques
are required that can eliminate residual SI.

Intracell Interference : In a TNFD-based
SBTM transmission, a PT communicates with
two nodes using HD transmission, i.e. the PR in
the downlink and the ST in the uplink. There
exists two types of interference in this case:
residual SI from the PT to the SR and intra-
node interference from the ST to the PR (Fig.
2b). Since the PT and SR are collocated, the SI
signal is known and can possibly be canceled at
the SR. However, the signal that is the source of
the intra-node interference is not known at the
PR and thus cannot be canceled on reception.
This intra-node interference can significantly
degrade the performance of PT-PR transmission
depending on the vicinity of the ST with the PR.

Uplink to Downlink and Downlink to
Uplink Inter-Cell Interference: In multiuser
cellular networks, additional inter-cell interfer-
ence will be experienced by a node (whether
operating in HD, BFD, or TNFD mode) depend-
ing on its direction of transmission. For instance,
if a node is transmitting in the uplink, it will
receive interference from the uplink transmitters
of the neighboring cells (conventional) as well as
the neighboring BSs who are transmitting in the
downlink (additional). This additional interfer-
ence is therefore referred to as downlink to
uplink inter-cell interference. On the other
hand, if a node is transmitting in the downlink, it
will receive interference from the neighboring
BSs (conventional) as well as the uplink trans-
mitters of the neighboring cells, which is referred
to as uplink to downlink inter-cell interference.
By analyzing these two specific scenarios, it can
be concluded that the users who want to operate
in HD mode may suffer considerably as the
potential gains of FD technology are not appli-
cable to them. Moreover, due to the high transmit
power of BSs, downlink to uplink interference
becomes more severe than uplink to downlink
interference. 

Asynchronous TNFD Transmission: While
BFD mode may possibly enable a perfectly syn-
chronized transmission between two nodes, it
may not be straightforward in TNFD transmis-
sion mode, because the emergence of the third
node may not occur at the same time when a
single-hop HD transmission is initiated. Thus,
the primary question arises about the feasibility
and performance limit of the asynchronous
TNFD systems, i.e. can a new node be added
once a HD transmission starts? If yes, then how
much gain can be achieved practically? 

There can be two possible scenarios, i.e. a PT
starts receiving a packet while initiating a trans-
mission, or a PR starts a new transmission while
receiving a packet. In the former case, the PT
can suppress its own SI while transmitting to the

Figure 2. Fundamental inter-node collision possibilities in FD transmission.
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PR in order to decode new transmission from
the ST. Also, correct decoding of new reception
requires the PT to estimate the channel between
the ST and itself in the presence of the SI. On
the other hand, initiating a new transmission at
the PR while receiving from the PT is not reli-
able enough as the process of estimating the
channels to establish a canceling signal causes a
self-collision at the receiver [6].

CHALLENGES AT THE MAC LAYER
FD networks allow several transmission modes
that can result in a new kind of inter-node colli-
sions other than the SI as mentioned previously.
As such, minimizing the additional inter-node
collisions with traditional MAC protocols such
as the carrier-sense multiple access with collision
avoidance (CSMA/CA)-based HD-MAC proto-
cols is not straightforward. This section focuses
on characterizing the main challenges that need
to be considered while designing MAC protocols
for FD transmission. 

Selecting FD Transmission Modes and
Nodes: In FD networks, nodes can operate in
any of the transmission modes that are illustrat-
ed in Fig. 1. Hence, selecting a set of nodes and
an FD transmission mode to maximize the over-
all utility of FD transmission is crucial. The basic
approaches that are currently used in FD-MAC
protocols to exploit proper nodes and modes for
FD transmission are shared random backoff,
header snooping, and request-to-send (RTS)/
clear-to-send (CTS) mechanisms. These will be
discussed in the next section.

Fairness: Due to the bidirectional communica-
tion capabilities in FD networks, the fairness
among nodes may degrade by a factor of two
compared to HD communication. For instance,
assume that there are three sets of potential
BFD nodes located parallel to each other. The
BFD nodes in the corners can use the same
channel without interfering with each other as
they are not located in the coverage area of one
another. However, the FD set located within the
coverage of both FD sets is highly unlikely to
start its transmission since both the FD nodes in
the middle sense that the channel is busy most
of the time. The possibility of this case is double
for a FD device located in the coverage of two
FD sets. Hence, designing efficient and fair
MAC protocols for FD networks is a crucial
task. This unfairness is penalized by tuning the
channel access probability of nodes as a function
of proportion of time in which their transmission
has been active [10]. 

Exploiting FD Opportunities via Buffer: In
the existing MAC standards, the head-of-line
(HOL) packet of the buffer always gets transmit-
ted irrespective of the buffer length, type of
packets, and their respective destinations. For
instance, if node PT is capable of performing
BFD transmission with node PR but PR has no
HOL packet for PT (although some packets are
available in the buffer), then PT needs to either
wait until the HOL packet of PR is transmitted,
or initiate an HD transmission. Later, the PR
will need to do an HD transmission to the PT. It

can thus be concluded that exploiting the right
packets from the buffer that can enable FD
transmission opportunities may possibly reduce
the overall latency at the cost of delays for the
destinations of HOL packets [6].

Residual Hidden Node Problem: In practice,
the primary and secondary transmitted packets
are offset in time and may have different packet
lengths. Therefore, the transmission of all nodes
will not end up at the same time. Hence, relying
only on FD data transmission (even in BFD
mode) does not completely solve the hidden
node problem. The hidden node problem in FD
transmissions due to asymmetric data packets at
the transmitter and the receiver can be referred
to as the residual hidden node problem. Howev-
er, the node that finishes data transmission earli-
er can resolve this issue by transmitting busy
tone signals until the other node completes its
transmission [11]. 

Contention in Asynchronous TNFD Mode:
Asynchronous TNFD mode occurs when a trans-
mitter, say the PT, has already started transmis-
sion and a new transmitting node emerges who
wants to transmit to the PT. In this case, the tra-
ditional RTS/CTS mechanism cannot be imple-
mented as the PT is transmitting already. Thus
the new node has no way to know about the
other nodes who may be trying to transmit to the
PT at the same time. Therefore, resolving a con-
tention becomes a challenging task in asyn-
chronous TNFD mode [10].

Deafness in Directional Antennas: If FD sys-
tems use directional antennas, then the neigh-
boring nodes around the PT and the ST are
unable to detect these transmissions. This sce-
nario is known as the deafness problem in direc-
tional transmission [12]. Due to the deafness
problem, the neighboring nodes try to access a
particular channel assuming that it is available
for their transmission. This might end up with a
collision in the ongoing transmission. A central-
ized MAC protocol can therefore be useful in
avoiding such collisions as the central coordina-
tor might know the locations of its registered
nodes and their corresponding transmission
directions.  

EXISTING FD-MAC PROTOCOLS
The existing FD-MAC protocols in the literature
can be classified based on their operation, hand-
shaking mechanism, transmission mode, time syn-
chronization, and number of channels used for
resource allocation, as illustrated in Table 1.  In
this section we will discuss three key mechanisms
that can be utilized in the design of FD-MAC
protocols [6]: shared random backoff; header
snooping; and collision avoidance with RTS/CTS
exchange. In order to execute these mechanisms,
the basic structure of the HD packet does not
need to be modified significantly, i.e. all the basic
fields in the HD packet header (i.e. source/desti-
nation address, packet duration, fragmentation,
etc.) remain the same. However, to exchange the
basic information among the FD nodes, the fol-
lowing unique fields/identifiers are required.

The basic approaches

that are currently

used in FD-MAC 

protocols to exploit

proper nodes and

modes for FD 

transmission are

shared random 

backoff, header

snooping, and

request-to-send

(RTS)/clear-to-send

(CTS) mechanisms.
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FD Transmission Mode (FDM) Field: At a
given time, the set of nodes selected to initiate
FD transmission can operate in either one of the
four transmission modes depicted in Fig. 1. To
indicate/select/suggest a mode, the FD packet
thus needs a separate field with the length of
two bits (i.e. ‘00’ for HD-mode, ‘01’ for BFD-
mode, ‘10’ for DBTM, and ‘11’ for SBTM).

Full-Duplexing Duration (FDDUR): A two
bytes field to indicate the duration of FD trans-
mission is also required. Otherwise, the nodes
participating in FD transmission may not syn-
chronize and increase the collision rates. 

Complex FD-MAC protocols may require fur-
ther information exchange among the nodes [6].

SHARED RANDOM BACKOFF (SRB)-BASED
FD-MAC [6]

In SRB-based protocols, all nodes that have per-
formed handshaking for FD communications
and have transmitted at least a data packet delay
their transmission for a common duration with
the intention of allowing other nodes to utilize
the channel. Information about this duration
needs to be sent to other nodes in the network
by including an additional field in the FD packet
header known as the SRB field. SRB-based
MAC protocols are well-suited for BFD when
participating nodes have many packets to
exchange, because the problems in the backoff
counter countdown mechanism turn out to be
significant in TNFD mode and degrades perfor-
mance due to the lack of synchronization. SRB
protocols are implicitly synchronous due to the
common backoff and allow FD nodes to spare
channel for other starving nodes. 

Illustration: Let us assume that there are two
nodes and they want to exchange data between
them. Let one node win the contention (PT) and
start transmission to the intended receiver (PR).
Since the PT has a large amount of data to trans-
mit to the PR, the PT sets the FDM field in the
FD header to ‘01’ and the SRB field to a ran-
dom backoff value. After the PR successfully
decodes this packet, it knows that the PT has
more packets to transmit and the preferred

transmission mode is bidirectional transmission.
Since the PR also has many packets to transmit
to the PT, the PR sends an ACK to the PT by
setting the FDM field in the FD header to ‘01’.
Then, both the PT and PR start their transmis-
sions simultaneously after waiting for the ran-
dom backoff time that was informed by the PT.
This scenario is a forced shared random backoff
since PR has to follow the backoff time informed
by the PT. Otherwise, the PR also can propose a
backoff time to the PT by setting the SRB field
in the ACK packet. In this scenario, either mini-
mum or maximum backoff time should be select-
ed by both the nodes, and this selection should
be set by the MAC protocol a priori. Note that
in any SRB-based MAC protocol the first trans-
mission is a half-duplex one. 

HEADER SNOOPING-BASED FD-MAC [6]
In header snooping-based MAC protocols, the
primary transmitted packet header is decoded by
at least single registered node in the network,
excluding the primary receiver. Due to this head-
er snooping, the FD nodes transmit in different
time stamps, which results in asynchronous
transmission. The header snooping-based MAC
protocols are well-suited for applications where
nodes operate in SBTM since the PT transmitted
packet can be snooped by other nodes located
withing the PT’s transmission region (Fig. 1d). 

Illustration: Let us assume that there are
three nodes in the network and one node wins
the contention (PT). Then the PT sets its FDM
field in the FD packet header to ‘01’ and trans-
mits its packet to the PR indicating its preferred
transmission mode as bidirectional transmission.
The PR sets its FDM field in the FD ACK head-
er to ‘00’ and it indicates that only HD is possi-
ble. This indirectly conveys to the PT that the
PR does not have any packet to transmit. Mean-
while, another node (ST) in the network, which
wants to transmit packets to the PT, snoops the
PT’s packets and knows that the PT requests a
bidirectional transmission from the PR. Howev-
er, the ST does not have any idea about the
PR’s response if the ST is located outside the
PR’s transmission region. Since the PR does not
have any packet to transmit to the PT, the PT
sets its FDM field in the FD packet header to
‘11’ and this packet is snooped by the ST. After
the ST notices that the FDM field in the PT’s
packet header is ‘11,’ it starts its transmission
simultaneously with the PT. Note that the first
packet transmission in the header snooping-
based MAC protocol does not utilize full-
duplexing. 

RTS/CTS-BASED FD-MAC [14]
The RTS/CTS mechanism that is used in HD
transmission can be utilized even in FD trans-
mission to mitigate the hidden node problem. In
FD communication, the FD RTS/CTS headers
are obtained by adding a FDM and FDDUR
field to the HD RTS/CTS headers. Additionally,
another address field is added to the HD CTS
header that indicates SR’s or ST’s address. Let
us denote that address field as the STorSRAd-
dress field. Hence, the basic operation of the
RTS/CTS-based FD-MAC protocols can be illus-
trated as follows.

Table 1. Classification of FD-MAC protocols.

Scenario Technique

Network architecture Centralized [13] or distributed [7, 14, 15]

Control information exchange
RTS/CTS [1, 14] or ACK [5, 9, 10] in data
transmission channel, dedicated or 
dynamically configurable control channel

Spectrum access Contention [11, 16], time slotted [13], or
hybrid

Transmission mode Bi-directional FD [6, 7] or three node FD [6, 7]

Time adjustment (synchronous
or asynchronous) RT  S/CTS [1, 14], ACK [5, 9, 10], or beacon [13]

Channel usage Single channel [5–7] and multiple channel
[11, 16]
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Illustration: Let us assume there are three
nodes and one wins the contention without loss
of generality. Then the node that wins the con-
tention (PT) sets its FDM field in the FD RTS
header to ‘01’ and transmits a packet to the
intended receiver (PR) indicating that its pre-
ferred transmission mode is a bidirectional
transmission. Let us assume that the PR does
not have any packet to transmit to the PT but it
has many packets to transmit to another node in
its transmission range. Then the PR (ST) sets its
FDM field in the FD CTS header to ‘10’ and
the STorSRAddress field in the CTS header,
which is the address of the node to whom the
PR (ST) wants to transmit its data. With the
reception of this packet, the PT knows in which
transmission mode it is going to operate and
waits for another CTS duration. Note that this
CTS packet acts as an RTS to the SR. Hence,
within this waiting CTS time duration, the SR
transmits a CTS packet to the ST (PR) after
setting the FDM field to ‘00.’ The nodes around
the SR receive this packet and know that a
transmission is going on that channel. After the
SR’s CTS transmission, both the PT and ST
start to transmit their data to the intended
receivers simultaneously. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

A qualitative comparison among the existing
FD-MAC protocols is shown in Table 2. The
characteristics of each protocol are captured in
terms of their underlying mechanism (SRB,
header snooping, and RTS/CTS), their applica-
tion in different transmission modes (BFD,
SBTM, and DBTM) and network topologies,
benefits, and drawbacks. Note that, keeping in
view the unique characteristics of various kinds
of FD-MAC protocols, hybrid protocols can also
be developed.

Figure 3 depicts the normalized throughput
of FD nodes for different FD-MAC protocols
when multiple nodes contend for a given chan-
nel. As expected, the system performance deteri-
orates with the increasing number of nodes in
the network due to the increasing collisions dur-
ing contention. This figure reveals that the SRB-
based FD-MAC protocol with RTS/CTS
outperforms all other approaches because both
the nodes (PT and ST) fully utilize the transmis-
sion duration from beginning to end for data
transmission simultaneously. Surprisingly, both
the bi-directional-SRB and SBTM-header snoop-
ing methods without RTC/CTS show close per-

Table 2. Qualitative overview of existing FD-MAC protocols.

MAC
protocol Mechanism Application Benefits Drawbacks Transmission

modes

Distributed
MAC [7]

Header
snooping

Cellular, D2D,
relay, WLAN

Low overhead in handshaking,
considers inter-node interfer-
ence, select nodes for TNFD
based on the signal-to-inter-
ference ratio (SIR)

Busy tone signaling required,
duration of header snooping
period cannot be used for
data transmission

BFD, DBTM,
SBTM

RCTC MAC
[15]

Signature
based
RTS/CTS

Cellular, D2D,
rxelay net-
works

Low overhead signaling, iden-
tify nearby transmissions to
maximize system throughput

Vulnerable to collision BFD, DBTM,
SBTM

ContraFlow
[10]

Header
snooping

Cellular, D2D,
relay networks

Does not reserve a channel,
fairness is considered

Busy tone signaling, no
handshake before transmitting
packets

BFD, DBTM,
SBTM

Distributed
MAC [2, 5]

Header
snooping

Cellular, D2D
networks Lower signaling overhead No handshake before

transmitting packets BFD

Wormhole
switching-
based MAC [9]

Header
snooping

Multi-hop
networks Lower signaling overhead No handshake before

transmitting packets DBTM

Directional
antenna [12]

Header
snooping

Multi-hop
networks

No ACK frame of contention
window Vulnerable to collision

Multi-hop
networks-based
on DBTM

RFD-MAC [17] Header
snooping Relay networks Asynchronous approach with

low signaling overhead
Higher collision period in
contention DBTM

JANUS [13] Header
snooping Relay networks

Achieve higher throughput by
eliminating random backoff,
nodes transmit multiple pack-
ets with a single set of control
packets

Higher collision period in
contention DBTM

SRB-based
MAC [6] SRB Cellular, D2D Both the nodes fully utilized

data transmission duration
Independent backoff counter
count down of different nodes BFD
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formance because the signaling overhead in the
header snooping approach is not significant
compared to the packet size. However, Fig. 3
clearly reveals that the RTS/CTS-based MAC
approach for DBTM outperforms all other
approaches (except SRB with CA) even with
higher signaling overhead due to the collision
avoidance nature of RTS/CTS.

DESIGN CHALLENGES FOR FD-MAC
AND OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES

In this section we highlight design issues in exist-
ing FD-MAC and discuss possible solution tech-
niques that can be incorporated with the design
of existing FD-MAC. To this end, implications
of FD technology on resource and interference
management in cellular networks are also discussed.

DESIGN CHALLENGES FOR FD-MAC PROTOCOLS
Node Selection: Existing FD-MAC protocols

are designed for a predefined set of nodes (i.e.
two or three node set) and thus do not address
the challenge of node selection in multi-node
FD networks while considering the overall utility
of FD transmission and the inter-node collisions.
Note that node selection is even more challeng-
ing for TNFD modes due to intra-node/inter-
node collisions. A straightforward approach is to
perform location-aware selection of nodes, i.e.
considering the distance from the PT to the SR
in DBTM, and considering the distance from the
ST to the PR in SBTM. However, this might
increase the performance loss of the secondary
link due to far-away distances. In this context,
optimal location-aware node selection algo-
rithms need to be developed that can minimize
intra-node interference without causing excessive
degrading of the signal strength of the corre-

sponding link. Further, the inter-node collisions
due to the hidden nodes can be alleviated by
transmitting RTS/CTS signaling before establish-
ing the FD connection or by transmitting busy
tones. 

Fairness in the Secondary Link: In existing
FD-MAC protocols, the node that wins the con-
tention (e.g. PT) starts its transmission on its
best channel without considering the quality of
the secondary link. The channel that is selected
for primary transmission might be the worst
channel for the secondary link. Therefore,
designing a MAC protocol that considers both
primary and secondary link conditions is highly
desirable to improve the overall utility of FD
transmission. 

Channel Selection: The channel selection in
FD-MAC protocols is challenging due to multi-
ple transmission modes and different interfer-
ence scenarios. 
• As mentioned earlier, selecting a common

channel becomes more crucial in TNFD
mode. The best common channel for TNFD
mode can be obtained using a graph based
approach. After the channel is selected the
process of handshaking among the FD set
is also a challenge that needs to further
exploit the conventional approaches, e.g.
common hopping sequence, control chan-
nel, and rendezvous scheme.

• To enhance the fairness between primary
and secondary links as mentioned earlier,
selecting a common channel that considers
the overall utility of the primary and sec-
ondary link is crucial and not an easy task
due to the signaling overhead. To mitigate
this effect, all the participating nodes have
to handshake before finalizing their trans-
mit channel. In this context, studying a low
overhead FD-MAC protocol is also required. 
Backoff Counter Countdown Mechanism: In

SRB-based MAC protocols [6], FD-enabled
nodes select a common backoff time to start
their next transmission simultaneously. However,
different nodes independently count down their
backoff counters since each node may observe
the selected channel’s idleness differently due to
the heterogeneity of the network. As a result,
the nodes that handshake for full-duplexing with
a common backoff start their transmission in two
different timestamps. This degrades the system
performance due to the lack of synchronization
in SRB-based MAC protocols. 

Control Signaling Overhead: In the existing
HD communications, data and control informa-
tion is exchanged in different frequency bands/
time-slots. FD communication is a very good
solution to moderate the affirmation issues in
HD communication. FD-MAC protocols can
potentially exploit the simultaneous transmission
and reception to reduce the signaling overhead
by discovering the transmission mode and its
corresponding nodes, coordination of participat-
ing nodes, full-duplexing time slots, and channel
identification, etc. 

Exploiting FD Opportunities via the Buffer:
As discussed earlier, the performance of FD net-
works can be improved by exploiting FD oppor-
tunities via the buffer. However, blindly delaying
the HOL packet is not feasible, so a FD-MAC

Figure 3. Throughput as a function of the number of PTs for different
MAC protocols. Simulation parameters: PHY header = 128 bits, MAC
header = 272 bits, RTS = 160 + PHY header, CTS = 128 + PHY head-
er, Short inter-frame space (SIFS) = 28, Payload = 1042 bytes, mini-slot
= SIFS + RTS+ SIFS + CTS and contention window size = 16.
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protocol should be developed that optimally
decides the duration of the delay for the HOL
packet.

Performance Analysis of FD-MAC: As in
other MAC protocols, the analysis of FD-MAC
protocols is also crucial to understand the funda-
mental performance limits and to gain design
insights. However, analysis of FD-MAC is chal-
lenging due to the simultaneous transmission,
multiple transmission modes, different packet
sizes, busy tones, time adjustments, and signaling
overhead. 

IMPLICATIONS OF FD IN CELLULAR NETWORKS
Cooperation in Cellular Networks: To miti-

gate uplink to downlink and downlink to uplink
inter-cell interference issues, all nearby BSs need
to cooperate and optimize the proportion of FD
transmission events in a coordinated manner. 

Traffic Load-Aware FD Networks: The asym-
metry of uplink and downlink data traffic may
not directly affirm the significance of FD trans-
mission in cellular networks. Typically, downlink
traffic is much more significant compared to the
uplink traffic. It is thus of immense importance
to optimize the proportion of FD transmissions
considering the uplink/downlink traffic load
intensities.

Clustering in Small Cell Networks: FD trans-
mission can be applied more frequently in low
power small BSs due to the high prospects of SI
cancellation. However, uplink to downlink and
downlink to uplink inter-cell interference
becomes even more critical in densely deployed
small cell networks. Efficient clustering meth-
ods/techniques need to be adopted that can
allow nearby small-cells to coordinate their FD
transmissions. For instance, a cluster of small-
cells may coordinate the execution of FD trans-
missions such that all small-cells within that
cluster select FD mode in a sequential manner.
In this way, the aforementioned interference
issues can possibly be minimized. In this regard,
inter-cluster cooperation may also be exploited.

Cooperative FD-D2D Transmissions: Device-
to-device (D2D) communications allow nearby
users to establish a direct link to communicate
with each other. While D2D links are typically
exploited for HD data transmissions, they may
be used for interference mitigation or channel
selection if exploited in FD mode. For instance,
a D2D transmitter can hear interference signals
on the FD receiver and can provide the interfer-
ence information to its intended receiver along
with the data packets. In addition, any downlink
cellular user can also exploit the FD-D2D com-
munication to forward interference knowledge
to a nearby user. This knowledge can help near-
by users in either interference cancellation or
channel selection. 

CONCLUSION
Full-duplexing will be one of the main candidate
technologies for future wireless communication
systems to exploit spectrum, and this will practi-
cally enable applications such as cognitive radios.
We believe that the maximum gain due to full-
duplexing can only be achieved through a smart
FD-MAC protocol that jointly addresses the

physical layer and MAC layer aspects. In this
article we have highlighted the major challenges
that need to be considered in designing smart
FD-MAC protocols. The possible approaches to
solve these challenges have been discussed. Also,
the interference management challenges that
arise in cellular networks due to the adoption of
FD technology have also been discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION

Cellular networks have entered a period of
unprecedented change and ever increasing
importance to the economy and society. To sup-
port the exploding demand for video and other
high-rate data services, such networks have
begun a major shift from being voice-centric,
circuit-switched, and centrally optimized for
coverage toward being data-centric, packet-
switched, and organically deployed for maxi-
mum capacity. Cisco’s well-known capacity
forecasts estimate that mobile data will grow 11-

fold in the period 2013–2018 [1]. Such drastic
changes are largely due to new trends in usage,
with smartphones in particular leading to a pro-
liferation of data-hungry applications. Full
duplex (FD) technology, which has the potential
to double spectrum efficiency, provides a step
toward meeting high demand without requiring
new spectrum.

Traditional radio transceivers are generally
not able to receive and transmit on the same fre-
quency channel simultaneously because of the
crosstalk between the transmitter (Tx) and the
receiver (Rx). Given that the intended received
signal over the air can be more than a million
times weaker than the transmitted signal due to
path loss and fading, it is very difficult, if not
impossible, to detect the received signal under
internal interference from the transmission cir-
cuits and antennas. Thus, most of today’s com-
munication systems are half duplex (HD) in each
channel, while bidirectional transmissions are
based on two orthogonal channels, typically
using time (time-division duplex or TDD) or fre-
quency (frequency-division duplex or FDD)
dimensions, to provide separation between trans-
mit and receive signals. 

Recent advances in antenna design and RF
circuits [2–6] have made a great leap forward in
reducing self-interference (SI) between the Tx
and Rx circuits on a common channel. New
antenna designs, combined with analog and digi-
tal cancellation, are employed to remove most of
the SI from the Rx path to allow decoding of the
desired received signal. This was demonstrated
using multiple antennas positioned for optimum
cancellation [2–4] and later for single-antenna
systems [5, 6]. Jain et al. [3] used a combination
of signal inversion and digital cancellation, which
achieves 73 dB of cancellation for a 10 MHz
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexed
(OFDM) signal. In another work, a combination
of passive, analog, and digital cancellation
achieved a median cancellation of 85 dB, with a
minimum of 70 dB and a maximum of 100 dB
over a 20 MHz WLAN channel [4]. An antenna
feed network was proposed by Knox [5], a proto-
type of which provided Tx/Rx isolation of 40–45
dB before analog and digital cancellation. Bhara-
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dia et al. [6] proposed a single-antenna design
that is able to achieve up to 110 dB of cancella-
tion over an 80 MHz bandwidth. 

Although extensive efforts have been made in
designing and implementing wireless terminals
with FD capability, to the best of our knowledge,
the impact of FD transmissions in a wireless net-
work in terms of system capacity and energy effi-
ciency has not been extensively analyzed,
especially in a cellular environment. FD opera-
tion in a cellular small cell system was investigat-
ed in the DUPLO project [7]. This work was
mostly focused on a joint uplink and downlink
beamforming design in a single cell. Alves et al.
[8] derived average spectral efficiency for a
stochastic geometry-based dense small cell envi-
ronment with both base station (BS) and user
equipment (UEs) having FD capability. These
analyses do not consider the multi-UE diversity
gain that comes through scheduling of the appro-
priate UEs with power adjustments to mitigate
inter-node interference.

Given the premise that sufficient SI cancella-
tion (SIC) is feasible, this article considers access
links of a multi-cell system, where the BSs have
the capability of FD operation, and UEs are lim-
ited to HD operation. Since FD requires a sig-
nificant change in the hardware with higher cost
and power usage, it is more practical to upgrade
the infrastructure elements. Hence, our pre-
ferred FD cellular system will have the above
assumption (i.e., FD BSs and HD UEs) unless
specified otherwise. 

In the FD cellular system, as shown in Fig. 1,
each BS can simultaneously schedule uplink and
downlink transmissions on the same resource
block. Therefore, each transmission potentially

experiences higher interference from within the
cell and from neighboring cells compared to the
traditional HD cellular systems. The high inter-
ference in each direction raises several questions
regarding the potential performance of FD oper-
ation in a cellular system. Even in a single cell,
FD gain cannot be achieved without careful
selection of the uplink and downlink UEs for
simultaneous transmission [9]. The focus of this
article is:
• Identifying the new interference scenario in

FD cellular systems
• Finding a suitable cellular environment to

deploy FD radios
• Proposing a new proportional fairness-based

hybrid scheduling algorithm
• Analyzing and proposing techniques to

address energy efficiency
It should be mentioned that in this article, we
assume omnidirectional transmission and recep-
tion of the signals at all BSs and UEs. Using
directional transmission and reception, which
may be achieved by beamforming with multiple
antennas or other physical (PHY) layer tech-
niques, can certainly change the interference sit-
uation mentioned above. Interference mitigation
at the PHY layer is out of the scope of this arti-
cle and will be discussed in our future work. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows.
We first introduce the FD cellular system. Next,
we categorize and discuss the impact of each of
the new interference sources during FD opera-
tion. The design of a scheduling algorithm that
minimizes interference and maximizes FD gains
is then described. The impact of FD on energy
efficiency is presented, and then we conclude the
article. 

Figure 1. Half duplex and full duplex multi-cell scenarios.
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FULL DUPLEX OPERATION IN A
CELLULAR ENVIRONMENT

Figure 1 illustrates FD operation in a multi-cell
environment, and compares it to traditional
TDD/FDD operation. In this figure, a two-cell
network with two UEs in each cell is considered.
UE1 and UE3 are in downlink mode while UE2
and UE4 are in uplink mode. In this section, for
illustration purposes, we assume a synchronous
HD multi-cell deployment in which:
• In a given time slot, all cells schedule either

uplink or downlink transmission.
• The number of time slots is divided equally

between uplink and downlink transmission.
For simplicity, we only show the impact of inter-
ference on users of cell 1. In HD operation, as
shown in Fig. 1a, in the downlink, UE1 gets
interference (I1) from BS2, which is transmitting
to UE3 at the same time. Similarly, in the uplink,
as shown in Fig. 1b, BS1 gets interference (I2)
from the uplink signal of UE4. Figure 1c shows
the impact of FD operation on both inter-cell
and intra-cell interference, where both BS1 and
BS2 transmit in FD mode, and each schedules a
downlink and an uplink UE simultaneously.
During FD operation, in the downlink, UE1 gets
interference (I1) from BS2 and interference (I3
and I4) from the uplink signals of UE2 and UE4.
Similarly, in the uplink, BS1 gets interference
(I2) from UE4 and interference (I6) from the
downlink signal of BS2, as well as Tx-to-Rx SI
(I5). 

In downlink, the additional interference dur-
ing FD operation comes from all the active
uplink UEs on the same channel, which we call
UE-to-UE interference. In uplink, additional
interference comes from (1) Tx-to-Rx SI, which
we simply refer to as self-interference (SI) at its
own BS, and (2) neighboring BSs due to simulta-
neous downlink transmission, which we call BS-
to-BS interference. In the next section, we discuss
the nature of each of these additional interfer-
ence sources in detail.

INTERFERENCE DURING
FULL DUPLEX OPERATION

BS-TO-BS INTERFERENCE
The path loss between BSs is generally much
smaller than the path loss between BSs and
UEs, especially in an outdoor environment,
where BSs are usually installed at higher eleva-
tions, and have fewer obstructions and less
absorption between each other [10]. When cou-
pled with large transmission power from BSs,
this interference becomes very strong. Tech-
niques to mitigate BS-to-BS interference are
necessary to realize FD BS deployment, espe-
cially in outdoor environments. The issue of BS-
to-BS interference is well discussed in the Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) docu-
ments on dynamic TDD HD deployment [11].
Some methods to mitigate BS-to-BS interference
include null forming in the elevation angle at BS
antennas [10] and interference management
through the cloud radio access network (C-
RAN) architecture [12]. 

SELF-INTERFERENCE

Although there has been significant effort to
improve cancellation circuits, the applicability of
FD radios in large cells is still questionable. For
example, consider a cell with 1 km radius, where
the path loss at the cell edge is around 130 dB
[11]. Assuming equal per channel transmission
power in the uplink and downlink directions, the
signal arriving at the BS is 130 dB lower than
the signal transmitted. With the best SI can-
celling circuit known to date, which is capable of
suppressing the crosstalk by 110 dB [6], the
received signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is at
most –20 dB. In a typical isolated indoor cell
with a radius of about 40 m, as described later,
the average received SIR with 110 dB SIC can
be as high as 33 dB.

Most of the existing work on FD cellular sys-
tems [10, 12] does not consider the effect of SI
at BSs. In our view, unless there is a major
breakthrough in the cancellation circuit design,
FD operations are more practical for small cell
deployment, where the smaller coverage area
makes it a more suitable environment to deploy
FD radios. 

UE-TO-UE INTERFERENCE
Since this type of interference depends on the
UE locations and their transmission powers, an
intelligent coordination mechanism is needed.
The goal of the coordination is to select those
UEs for simultaneous transmission such that
their rate/power allocation would create less
interference for each other. 

Based on the above discussion, we suggest
that:
• A small cell environment is more suited to

FD operation.
• Intelligent scheduling of UEs with appropri-

ate rate/power allocation is necessary to
extract the capacity gain potential of FD
operation. 

SCHEDULING IN A
FULL DUPLEX CELLULAR SYSTEM

It is clear from the above discussion that simul-
taneous uplink and downlink transmission dur-
ing FD operation comes with additional intra-cell
and inter-cell interference. To achieve the poten-
tial capacity gain from FD operation, it becomes
necessary to intelligently schedule an appropri-
ate combination of downlink and uplink UEs
with corresponding transmission rates/powers so
that an aggregate network utility can be maxi-
mized, while a level of fairness is maintained.
Since pure FD transmission may not always be
optimal due to the presence of extra interfer-
ence, we use a hybrid scheduling algorithm
where, in a given time slot in a cell, we may
schedule only one downlink or uplink UE, or a
pair of downlink and uplink UEs. 

The scheduling algorithm consists of joint UE
selection and rate allocation to maximize the
performance of FD operation in a multi-cell sys-
tem. A proportional fairness-based utility func-
tion similar to the one used in [9] is considered,
where the objective is to maximize the joint
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uplink and downlink utility of the system. We
assume a centralized scheduler that has access to
global system information (power, channel state
information). Scheduling methods with limited
or no information exchange among cells will be
considered in our future work.

The joint UE selection and rate allocation is
a nonlinear non-convex problem with mixed dis-
crete and continuous optimization. Finding a
global optimum through an exhaustive search
method is computationally difficult, so a subopti-
mal method is considered. This problem is solved
in two steps:
• With maximum power allocated to each

UE, we select UEs based on a heuristic
greedy method.

• For the selected UEs, geometric program-
ming [13] is used to find the optimum
rates/powers such that the aggregate utility
in the objective function can be maximized. 

The details of the algorithm can be found in
[14].

The proposed scheduling method is simulat-
ed in indoor remote radio heads (RRHs)/Hot-
zone cells [15] as shown in Fig. 2, along with a
wraparound topology. First, we simulate the
system with eight randomly dropped UEs in
each cell with full-buffered traffic in both direc-
tions. BSs and UEs are assumed to be equipped
with single antennas. The simulation parame-
ters are based on 3GPP simulation recommen-
dations [15], and are described in Fig. 2. The
channel model used between BSs and UEs is
also used between mobile UEs and between
BSs for the interference calculations, with the
justification that BSs do not have a significant
height advantage in the small cell indoor sce-
nario considered. We use the Shannon equa-
tion to measure the data rate, where we apply a

minimum spectral efficiency of 0.26 b/s/Hz and
a maximum spectral efficiency of 6 b/s/Hz to
match practical systems.

With these settings, we ran our simulations
for different UE drops, each with 1000 time
slots, and generated results for both HD and
FD systems. For the FD system, different values
of BS SIC capability are considered. The residu-
al SI is modeled as Gaussian noise, the power of
which equals the difference between the trans-
mit power of the BS and the assumed amount
of SIC. For the HD system, results are generat-
ed for both synchronous and dynamic TDD
operation. In the dynamic TDD system, each
cell has the flexibility of scheduling its UE in
whichever direction provides larger utility at the
given time slot. The distributions of average
downlink and uplink throughputs for the HD
and FD systems are plotted in Figs. 3a and 3b,
respectively. The HD system shows a narrow
distribution centered near 4 Mb/s in both the
uplink and downlink. Since the same kind of
channel model is assumed between different
nodes, there is not much difference in the inter-
ference experienced by a node in synchronous
or dynamic TDD systems. Thus, similar results
are obtained for these two systems. The FD sys-
tem shows a wider distribution since the sched-
uler takes advantage of the random nature of
the interference to assign FD operation with an
appropriate data rate whenever possible. The
throughput gain in both directions increases as
the SIC improves. On average, downlink
throughput gains of 56, 80, 94, 97, and 98 per-
cent are achieved in the FD system with SIC of
75, 85, 95, 105 dB, and no SI, respectively. Simi-
larly, in the uplink, the corresponding gains are
63, 83, 93, 96, and 97 percent. 

We also evaluate the system with non-full

Figure 2. An indoor environment with nine cells.
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Thermal noise density
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(with no correlation)
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(dB)
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(for each cell)
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24 dBm

23 dBm
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NLOS: 147.4 + 43.3 log10 (R).

Max((131.1+42.8 log10 (R)),
(147.4 + 43.3 log10 (R)))

Due to boundary wall of
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within a cell: 0 dB

1
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buffer FTP traffic [15], where each UE has
requests to download/upload files of 1.25 MB.
The time interval between completion of a file
transmission and an arrival of a new request is
exponentially distributed with a mean of 1 s. We
calculate the delay for each UE as the total time
it experiences from the request arrival to the
completion of downloading or uploading a file.
Since in an FD system downloading and upload-
ing can take place simultaneously, a significant
delay improvement is observed. On average a
UE experiences 2.34 s of delay in the downlink
and 2.39 s of delay in the uplink in the HD sys-
tem. In the FD system, in the downlink, this
delay reduces to 1.33, 1.05, 0.89, 0.83, and 0.81 s
with 75, 85, 95, and 105 dB, and perfect SIC,
respectively. Similarly in the uplink, a UE expe-
riences 1.23, 1.01, 0.92, 0.89, and 0.87 s of delay
with 75, 85, 95, and 105 dB, and perfect SIC,
respectively. Moreover, in the FD system, a UE
downloads 48, 69, 83, 90, and 92 percent more
files and uploads 56, 75, 86, 88, and 90 percent
more files compared to those in the HD system
with 75, 85, 95, and 105 dB, and perfect SIC,
respectively.

The above results show that the FD system
has the potential to increase the capacity of
small cells significantly. The related issue of
energy efficiency during FD operation to achieve
this capacity improvement, which to our knowl-
edge has not been examined before, is presented
in the next section.

In this article, we consider symmetric down-
link/uplink traffic demands. Asymmetric traffic
tends to reduce the need for simultaneous uplink
and downlink transmission, which decreases the
potential capacity gain of FD operation. Howev-
er, recent growth in online storage services
(Google Drive, Dropbox, iCloud, etc.), and the
increasing popularity of photo and video upload-
ing to social networking sites, have increased,
and will continue to increase, the uplink traffic
volume significantly, making the traffic less
asymmetric.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF THE
FULL DUPLEX CELLULAR SYSTEM

As energy efficiency becomes more important in
cellular system design, it is interesting to exam-
ine the energy efficiency of FD operation. Ener-
gy efficiency is calculated for each UE by
dividing the total throughput by the total power
consumed for signal transmission; power con-
sumed in transceiver circuits is not considered.
The average per UE downlink and uplink energy
efficiency of different systems for the full-buffer
traffic case are shown in Table 1 in terabits per
joule. Since similar energy efficiency results are
obtained for the non-full buffer case, we consid-
er only the full-buffer case in the following dis-
cussion. The results show that, compared to HD
systems, FD systems experience a significant
penalty in energy efficiency. The extra energy is
used to combat the additional interference creat-
ed during FD transmission. Also note that the
goal of the scheduler presented above is capacity
maximization while maintaining fairness; it does
not try to optimize energy efficiency.

In general, as SIC gets better, with the reduc-
tion in SI, UE-to-UE and BS-to-BS interference
increases due to the larger number of FD trans-
missions scheduled. Because of this trade-off
phenomenon, the impact of SIC on energy effi-
ciency is difficult to explicitly formulate. Our
simulations show that uplink and downlink ener-
gy efficiency increases as SIC improves. The
improvement in SIC provides a significant reduc-
tion in interference on the uplink transmission
compared to the increase in interference due to
the higher number of FD transmissions. This
trade-off results in reduced uplink transmit
power, which in turn reduces the additional
interference on the downlink transmission. 

Since the main reason for the lower energy
efficiency of the FD system is the additional
power needed to combat the extra interference,
two solutions can be proposed to alleviate this
issue. The first solution is to cancel or mitigate

Figure 3. Distribution of average data rates for the half duplex system and full duplex system with different self-interference can-
cellation capabilities.
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the additional interference using techniques such
as beamforming and sectorization. In this partic-
ular small cell indoor scenario, where most of
the inter-cell interference is mitigated by pene-
tration loss between the cells, intra-cell interfer-
ence plays a dominant role during FD operation.
If we assume that sufficient SIC is available for
the small cell scenario (e.g., 105 dB), allowing
FD operation on the UEs (FD UEs) may remove
UE-to-UE intra-cell interference. In this case,
the BS and one UE in each cell will simultane-
ously transmit in both uplink and downlink
directions. Thus, a downlink UE will not experi-
ence intra-cell interference from an uplink UE
in the same cell. Our simulation results, shown
in Fig. 4, indicate that average throughput gains
in such an FD system are 44, 77, 90, 99, and 100
percent in the downlink, and 43, 77, 90, 99, and
100 percent in the uplink for 75, 85, 95, and 105
dB, SIC and no SI, respectively. For the lower
SIC case of 75 dB, although the energy efficien-
cy is higher than in the previous case of HD
UEs, the throughput is lower. As cancellation

improves, there is not much difference in the
average throughput from the previous case, but
energy efficiency improves significantly. For 105
dB SIC, in the downlink, 3.04 Tb/J is achieved
compared to 0.326 Tb/J, and in the uplink, 2.66
Tb/J is achieved as compared to 1.36 Tb/J. These
results show that in the higher SIC scenario, it is
beneficial to have FD UEs, especially in a small
indoor environment. In this case, energy effi-
ciency does not vary monotonically with SIC
because of the trade-off mentioned earlier in
this section.

A second solution to improve energy efficien-
cy is to keep using HD UEs but implement a
more intelligent scheduling algorithm in which,
during the rate/power allocation step, a utility
function incorporating the cost of using high
power is considered, that is, 

System Utility = Total System Throughput –
Weighted Total Selected UEs’ Power Allocation
(1)

In the above expression, the first term, Total
System Throughput, is still calculated based on
proportional fairness. The second term, Weighted
Total Selected UEs’ Power Allocation, is comput-
ed by applying a penalty for UEs using high
power. The level of penalty varies for different
UEs. For example, UEs farther from the cell
center should have a lower penalty than UEs
closer to the center. The details of the algorithm
can be found in [14].

As shown in Fig. 5, this type of scheduling
causes a modest loss in the throughput gain
compared to the original scheduling algorithm;
however, a significant improvement in energy
efficiency is observed. As an example, an energy
efficiency of 2.02 Tb/J is achieved compared to
0.045 Tb/J in the downlink with 75 dB SIC. 

CONCLUSION
Recent progress in antenna and RF circuit
design to achieve cancellation of SI between Tx
and Rx channels of a wireless device has made it
possible to build FD radios. This article is an
effort to analyze the system-wide impact of FD
transmission in a cellular environment. With cur-
rent state-of-the-art interference cancellation cir-
cuits, we believe it is more feasible to operate in
FD mode in small cells. In this article, we focus
on an indoor small cell environment. In ongoing
work [14], we show that FD is also useful in a
sparse outdoor small cell environment. New
sources of interference are identified in FD
transmission, and we note that if the uplink and
downlink transmissions are not coordinated, the

Figure 4. Average throughput gain and energy efficiency (terabits per joule)
with full duplex UEs.

75 dB
cancellation

85 dB
cancellation

95 dB
cancellation

105 dB
cancellation

No self-
interference

44% 77% 90% 99% 100%Downlink

43% 77% 90% 99% 100%Uplink

0.51 2.18 1.59 3.04 3.98Downlink

0.31 1.60 0.86 2.66 4.08Uplink

Average
throughput
gain

Average
energy
efficiency
(Tb/J)

Table 1. Average energy efficiency (terabits per joule) for downlink and uplink directions.

Half duplex
(synchronous,
dynamic TDD

Full duplex
(75 dB
cancellation)

Full duplex
(85 dB 
cancellation)

Full duplex
(95 dB
cancellation)

Full duplex
(105 dB
cancellation)

Full duplex
(no self-interference)

Downlink (3.74, 4.40) 0.045 0.097 0.227 0.326 0.434

Uplink (4.91, 4.91) 0.017 0.151 0.734 1.360 1.971

Figure 5. Average throughput gain and energy efficiency (terabits per joule)
with a power allocation method that includes a penalty for higher power
consumption.
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added interference greatly reduces the potential
gain of FD operation. Due to the hardware/cost
requirement to build FD radios, we suggest a
network with FD BSs and HD UEs. With our
proposed proportional fairness-based scheduler
that jointly optimizes UEs and selects rates, we
show that the system capacity almost doubles.
Another challenge of FD operation is to reduce
the energy consumption, since significant energy
is consumed to combat the strong interference
that is new to FD operation. In our view, energy
efficiency could be improved by either enabling
FD UEs or using a modified scheduling algo-
rithm that penalizes using high power during FD
operation. We conclude that FD is a promising
technology with the potential to significantly
improve cellular system throughput.
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INTRODUCTION

The spectral efficiency (SE) of networks has to
be further improved in order to deliver ever
increasing data rates. However, the operational
wireless communication systems usually rely on
half duplex (HD) operations, leading to erosion
of resource exploitation. The promise of radical
full duplex (FD) operation, on the other hand,

improves the achievable SE of wireless commu-
nication systems by always transmitting and
receiving in the entire bandwidth.

The main driving force behind the advances
in FD communications is the promise of nearly
doubled channel capacity compared to conven-
tional HD communications, thus offering the
potential to complement and sustain the evolu-
tion of the fifth generation (5G) technologies
toward denser heterogeneous networks with flex-
ible relaying modes [1]. Recently, a range of the-
oretical and practical aspects of FD
communications have been investigated by quan-
tifying the performance gains of FD modes
(FDMs) [2], which exhibits advantages over the
half-duplex mode (HDM) in terms of either hav-
ing increased throughput or reduced outage
probability (OP), albeit achieved at the cost of
increased complexity. Furthermore, recent
advances in FD communications have increased
both the attainable throughput and the diversity
orders of wireless communication systems. Once
increased hardware/software complexity is toler-
ated to facilitate more sophisticated signal pro-
cessing, it would be possible for an FD device to
reduce the bit error rate (BER). In addition, the
packet loss ratio (PLR) of FDM may also be
reduced, provided that a larger buffer size is
provided by FD devices.

However, as a downside, the FD gain is erod-
ed by self-interference (SI) due to the large
power difference between the power imposed by
a device’s own transmissions and the low-power
received signal arriving from a remote transmit
antenna. Excessive SI may even result in reduced
capacity for FD systems that falls below that of
HD systems. Consensus reached by both industry
and academia show that it is critical to perform
efficient SI suppression/cancellation in imple-
menting radical FD communication systems.
Apart from the aforementioned physical-layer
issues, the conception of FD medium access con-
trol (MAC) protocols requires substantial further
research. Experience indicates that FD schemes
may not always outperform their HD counter-
parts, and hybrid schemes that switch between
HDM and FDM can also be developed for adap-

ABSTRACT

The wireless research community aspires to
conceive full duplex operation by supporting
concurrent transmission and reception in a sin-
gle time/frequency channel for the sake of
improving the attainable spectral efficiency by a
factor of two as compared to the family of con-
ventional half duplex wireless systems. The main
challenge encountered in implementing FD
wireless devices is that of finding techniques for
mitigating the performance degradation imposed
by self-interference. In this article, we investigate
the potential FD techniques, including passive
suppression, active analog cancellation, and
active digital cancellation, and highlight their
pros and cons. Furthermore, the troubles of FD
medium access control protocol design are dis-
cussed for addressing the problems such as the
resultant end-to-end delay and network conges-
tion. Additionally, an opportunistic decode-and-
forward-based relay selection scheme is analyzed
in underlay cognitive networks communicating
over independent and identically distributed
Rayleigh and Nakagami-m fading channels in
the context of FD relaying. We demonstrate that
the outage probability of multi-relay cooperative
communication links can be substantially
reduced. Finally, we discuss the challenges
imposed by the aforementioned techniques and
a range of critical issues associated with practical
FD implementations. It is shown that numerous
open challenges, such as efficient SI suppression,
high-performance FD MAC-layer protocol
design, low power consumption, and hybrid
FD/HD designs, have to be tackled before suc-
cessfully implementing FD-based systems.
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tively exploiting the radio resources, while at the
same time maximizing the SE [3]. Again, an FD
scheme may not always outperform its HD coun-
terpart, requiring a hybrid HD/FD scheme to be
implemented to gain an advantage over either of
the individual schemes. In this article, we sur-
vey/compare different FD techniques. Some
existing SI cancellation techniques such as pas-
sive suppression, active analog, and digital can-
cellation are discussed. Furthermore, the critical
issues associated with FD-based MAC-layer pro-
tocols are also studied. Finally, the choice of the
optimal relay selection scheme conceived for
FDM is elaborated on, followed by a variety of
new directions and open problems. The main
contributions of this article include 
• Surveying the critical issues related to FD

transmissions from a physical-layer perspec-
tive relying on SI suppression

• Giving cognizance to the MAC-layer proto-
cols

• Proposing an FD-based opportunistic
decode-and-forward (DF)-based relay selec-
tion scheme in the context of underlay cog-
nitive networks and analyzing the OP of the
multi-relay cooperative communication
links

• Outlining several challenges associated with
FDM-based device/system realizations

• Discussing both the advantages and draw-
backs of various FD techniques, while iden-
tifying their challenges and new directions

The remainder of this article is organized as fol-
lows. The classification of both passive and
active SI suppression is detailed next. Typical
FD MAC-layer protocols, such as the FD-MAC
technique [4], are then discussed, followed by
several critical issues related to the associated
practical implementation and commercial real-
izations. We then propose an opportunistic
FDM relay selection scheme, followed by a
range of open challenges and the future direc-
tions of FD communications. Finally, our con-
clusions are provided.

SELF-INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION
Existing studies [5, 6] showed that it is critical to
accurately measure and suppress the SI in FD
communication. For instance, as revealed in [7],
the SI power as well as spatial reuse may sub-
stantially reduce the FD gain over the HDM in
terms of the network-level capacity, rendering it
well below 2 in common cases. However, if the
SI level at the input of the FD relay (i.e., after
performing SI suppression) can be at least 3 dB
lower than the noise level, the remaining SI may
not seriously degrade the end-to-end throughput

Figure 1. Practical implementable SI suppression algorithms and their performance comparison.
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[8]. SI cancellation techniques are usually classi-
fied into passive and active suppressions, as
shown in Fig. 1. 

PASSIVE SI SUPPRESSION
Passive SI suppression is defined as the signal-
power attenuation imposed by the path loss due
to the physical separation between the transmit
and receive antennas of the same device. Typical
passive SI suppression techniques include:

Directional SI suppression: In this technique,
the main radiation lobes of the transmit/receive
antennas of an FD device have minimal intersec-
tion, enabling the SI to be partially suppressed
prior to the receiver’s RF front-end.

Antenna separation and SI cancellation:
Increasing the path loss between the transmit/
receive antennas constitutes an effective
approach to attenuate the SI power, in which
method a higher antenna separation implies bet-
ter SI suppression performance. When relying
on antenna separation, the natural isolation may
also exploit the surrounding buildings or the
beneficial inclusion of a shielding plate, provided
that strict restrictions imposed on the device size
can be satisfied.

ACTIVE SELF-INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION
In [9], active SI suppression methods were shown
experimentally to be capable of facilitating FD
communication at ranges up to 6 m and at trans-
mit powers typical of WiFi devices, revealing
that the interference level can be reduced by 50
dB and 40 dB under static and dynamically fad-
ing interference channel scenarios, respectively,
if an RF SI canceller is combined with a base-
band canceller. The family of active suppression
techniques can be subdivided into analog cancel-
lation, digital cancellation, and combined ana-
log/digital cancellation, as discussed below.

Analog Cancellation — In analog cancellation,
the family of time-domain (TD) cancellation
algorithms such as training-based methods can
be employed by both single-input single-output
(SISO) and multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) based techniques, where the latter may
perform SI suppression by exploiting the spatial
diversity achieved by the associated multiple
transmit and/or receive antennas. 

•Classic TD training-based methods can be
beneficially utilized for estimating the SI leak-
age, while facilitating reliable SI cancellation.
Asymmetric complex signals, in which the inputs
are chosen to be complex but not circularly sym-
metric, can also be utilized for mitigating the SI
in single-antenna-aided FDM relays under DF
relaying. The optimum SI cancellation weight
vectors can be exploited by increasing the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the source  relay and
relay  destination links, thus beneficially
improving the attainable throughput of FD
relaying channels. 

•The increased degree of freedom (DoF)
offered by the spatial domain (SD) antenna
arrays of MIMO systems may be utilized to pro-
vide a range of new solutions for SI cancellation.
In MIMO aided FD systems, relays are capable
of operating in either the antenna-partitioning-
based mode (i.e., all antennas operating in the

FDM but partitioned into transmit and receive
antenna sets) or antenna-sharing-based mode
(i.e., allowing antennas to be utilized more effi-
ciently by exploiting the increased dimensions of
MIMO channels and/or by relying on time-divi-
sion duplexing, TDD, aided channel reciprocity).

Digital Cancellation — Since analog SI cancel-
lation methods are never perfect, the residual SI
after analog cancellation should be further
reduced with the aid of digital cancellation. Of
the existing digital cancellation protocols, ZigZag
[10] exhibits a significant advantage in terms of
the achievable FD gains. Note that ZigZag
imposes no change on the conventional IEEE
802.11 MAC protocols when there is no colli-
sion, thus maintaining the same throughput as if
the colliding packets were scheduled a priori in
separate time slots in the presence of transmis-
sion collisions. It has been observed that 10 per-
cent of the transmitter-receiver pairs of a
wireless network often experience severe packet
loss due to packet collisions imposed by statisti-
cal channel multiplexing. The asynchronous
nature of successive collisions can be successfully
exploited in ZigZag to address the problem of
high packet loss rate (PLR). By using ZigZag,
the average PLR at hidden terminals was shown
to be reduced from 72.6 to about 0.7 percent,
while improving the average throughput by 25.2
percent compared to the conventional IEEE
802.11 standards.

Performance Comparison — The SI suppres-
sion capabilities of some typical algorithms are
characterized in Fig. 1. Although numerous
sophisticated techniques have been proposed for
performing SI cancellation in FD devices, both
advantages and disadvantages are exhibited in
the context of each approach, as shown in Table 1.

OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES IN SI SUPPRESSION
Although passive SI suppression techniques are
capable of attenuating the SI power in propor-
tion to the path loss, enabling a higher antenna
separation usually requires a larger or even
infeasible device size. More detrimentally,
increasing the antenna separation implies a
degradation of the SI channel estimation. Fur-
thermore, numerous additional challenges have
to be addressed in the context of the existing
active SI suppression techniques. For instance,
the achievable SI cancellation capability may be
limited by relying on standalone analog or digital
cancellation. It is thus rather critical to effective-
ly balance the roles of the analog- and digital-
domain functions in the overall SI cancellation,
carefully revealing the overall benefits of com-
bined analog/digital cancellation. In the follow-
ing, a number of possible solutions to the
above-mentioned challenges should be proposed.

Antenna configuration for practical size-lim-
ited FD devices: In passive SI suppression
schemes, the best antenna configuration in terms
of the attainable SI suppression can be achieved
upon installing the transmit and receive anten-
nas at the opposite sides of the device to create
sufficient separation, requiring the device size to
be large enough.

Combination of active and passive SI sup-
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Table 1. Performance comparison among variant SI suppression algorithms.

Category Algorithm Tx × Rx Advantage Disadvantage
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Directional
diversity
Antenna
separation

1) SI attenuated due to path loss
2) Decreases inter-device interference
3) Improves power efficiency
4) More separation implies a better attenuation
of SI signal

1) Performance depends highly on AS and
beam pattern
2) AS is restricted by variant factors such
as device size and interference channel
estimation accuracy
3) Restricted applications to SISO
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ct

iv
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ss
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A
n
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o

g
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an
ce
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o
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Antenna
cancellation 2 × 1

1) Easy to implement
2) High cancellation capability
3) Robust in narrowband systems

1) Broadband-induced loss
2) Degrades the received signal
3) Limited transmit power
4) Requires fixed AS

Pre-nulling M × 1

1) Simple to implement
2) No influence on receiver BER
3) Stringent requirements on antenna isolation
are required

1) SI channel estimation is required
2) Designed specifically for flat-fading
channels

AFC 1 × M

1) Low complexity
2) Needs no training sequence
3) No delay insertion in the relay
4) Compensates for multipath propagation

The second-order statistical information
of the source signal is required to be
exploited by the filter design

Pre-coding/
decoding M × M

1) Better than pre-nulling
2) Enables advanced optimization
3) Capacity optimization

1) Requires SI estimation
2) Requires SVD of SI channel matrix

Block
diagonization M × M

1) Outpeforms ZF beamforming
2) Precoding with adaptive power allocation to
optimize the sum rate

1) CSI is required by the base station
2) SVD is required
3) Power allocation satisfies KKT conditions

ZF filters M × M
1) High capacity for a high SNR
2) Multiple spatial streams are supported in the
MIMO relay

1) Perfomance loss in low-SNR regions
2) SVD is required

Optimal
Eigenbeam-
forming

M × M Power of the residual SI is minimized 1) Beam selection matrices are calculated
2) SVD is required

Maximum SIR M × M 1) Improves the useful signal
2) Suppresses both SI and noise

1) High complexity in deriving the opti-
mum matrices
2) Channel attenuation highly impacts the
performace

MMSE
filtering M × M 1) Improves the useful signal

2) Suppresses both SI and noise High complexity

TAS M × M
1) Has a low complexity
2) Avoids losses in low-SNR regions
3) Adaptivity to varying SIRs

1) High-dimensional MIMO complicates
the best subset selection
2) Unique solution for the best subset
selection is not always achievable

D
ig

it
al

 c
an
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lla
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n

1) Residual SI after analog cancellation can be
eliminated in digital domain
2) Modulation independence
3) Addresses hidden terminal problem
4) High collision-combating capability

1) Quantization noise cannot be reduced
2) Becomes unneccessary if preceded by a
powerful analog cancellation
3) Limited cancellation capability
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pressions: Since none of the individual cancella-
tion techniques is capable of satisfying the sys-
tem requirements in terms of the attainable SI
cancellation capability, a high-capability cancel-
lation scheme by combining the active and pas-
sive methods is necessarily developed.

Low-complexity spatial-domain suppression
approaches: Many of the existing spatial domain
SI suppression methods relying on complex
matrix computations may significantly erode the
FD gains owing to their infeasibility. Therefore,
low-complexity algorithms conceived for high-
dimensional MIMO channels are capable of dra-
matically improving the SI cancellation capability
at a reasonable hardware/software cost.

Transmit power control for improving SI
suppression: A higher transmit power will defi-
nitely lead to a lower SI channel estimation
error, but the absolute level of the residual SI
power may still increase for a high SI power;
however, the ratio between the residual error
and the overall SI might be reduced.

MAC LAYER PROTOCOL DESIGN
FOR FULL DUPLEX SYSTEMS

Apart from the aforementioned physical-layer
solutions, FD research opportunities have also
been explored in the context of efficient MAC
protocols for addressing the challenges of long
end-to-end delays of network congestion and the
hidden terminal problems. For instance, in [4], a
new MAC protocol referred to as FD-MAC was
developed and implemented for infrastructure-

based WiFi-like networks to provide opportuni-
ties for all the accessed nodes while trying to
maximize the overall network throughput and
maintaining fairness to all users simultaneously.
In order to satisfy the above-mentioned require-
ments, three mechanisms, shared random back-
off (SRB), snooping, and virtual contention
resolution, can be employed, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. FD-MAC is capable of guaranteeing
seamless wireless access while maximizing the
FD gains. Experimental results showed that FD-
MAC achieves a throughput gain of up to 70
percent over its comparable HD counterpart [4].

FD REALIZATIONS IN
PRACTICAL SYSTEMS

Although very few FD realizations have been
implemented in commercial systems due to the
technical and/or economic challenges, a substan-
tial amount of related research has already been
undertaken by addressing several challenges in
this context, discussed below.

HARDWARE LIMITATIONS
In [11], the performance of co-channel FDM-
based MIMO nodes was analyzed in the context
of modeling their realistic hardware characteris-
tics. Theoretically, an FD system having an infi-
nite dynamic range and perfect channel
estimation can perfectly eliminate the SI signal.
However, the hardware limitations, including
transmit/receive signal quantization, nonlineari-
ties, in-phase and quadrature (I/Q) mismatch,

Figure 2. Mechanisms of FD-MAC protocol [4] — shared random backoff (SRB), snooping, and virtu-
al contention resolution — can be employed for addressing the problem of the hidden terminal.
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   more packets for each other,
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   backoff counter with each
   other;
• Both nodes will then perform a
   coordinated backoff for a
   common duration;
• The channel is free so as to be
   contended for and captured by
   the other nodes.

• Nodes A and C are out of each other’s range;
• When sending packets simultaneously to node
   B, nodes A and C cannot detect a collision
   while transmitting;
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• If the ongoing transmissions
   between the AP and other
   nodes form a “clique” or
   hidden node with themselves,
   the Snooping mechanism
   allows nodes to discover and
   estimate their local topology.

• When the AP is capable of observing
   multiple packets in its buffer, it decides
   which packet should be served first.
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and so on, all might erode the practical imple-
mentations of FD systems.

RECEIVER COMBINING
Apart from the impairments imposed by SI sig-
nals and the above-mentioned hardware limita-
tions, another challenge comes from the fact
that FD-based systems might not be capable of
invoking some sophisticated combining schemes
such as maximum ratio combining (MRC) unless
the source node and the FD-based relay are per-
fectly phase-synchronized. In order to address
this challenge, a co-phasing scheme can be
employed in the direct and relay links, facilitat-
ing a significant coherent combining gain at the
destination. 

HYBRID HD/FD RELAYING
Note that FDM may not necessarily always out-
perform HDM in terms of throughput or channel
outage probability, particularly when the FD
devices suffer from high residual SI power. A
hybrid HD/FD scheme, which facilitates switching
between HDM and FDM, may thus be expected
to outperform either HDM or FDM alone.

Scheduling for hybrid schemes: In [12], a
time-domain scheduling scheme was proposed
for performing a hybrid of full and half duplex
relaying (FHDR) while formulating the objective
function as a nonlinear programming problem.
The solution of hybrid FHDR can be analytically
derived by solving the above-mentioned nonlin-
ear programming problem. Furthermore, propor-
tional fairness in terms of all the users’
end-to-end throughput can be achieved in hybrid
FHDR. As compared to an equal opportunity
scheduling scheme, hybrid FHDR is capable of
achieving a superior performance in terms of its
sum rate without sacrificing fairness among users.

Opportunistic hybrid scheme: Opportunistic
duplex-mode resource allocation is motivated by
resolving the fundamental trade-off between the
achievable SE and the attained SI suppression
capability. Explicit conditions, under which a spe-
cific duplex mode is preferred over the other, can
be provided [3], enabling opportunistic hybrid
FD/HD relaying to offer significant performance
gains over the conventional system design that is
confined to either of its constituent modes. Fur-
thermore, the benefits of the trade-off between
the FDMs and HDMs depend heavily on the
employment of transmit-power adaptation,
potentially making FDMs more attractive.

Hybrid schemes in cognitive radio networks:
A significant performance improvement can be
attained in cognitive radio networks by develop-
ing a hybrid FDM/HDM scheme based on the
classic zero-forcing criterion, provided that the
multiple-antenna-based secondary transmitters
have FD capabilities. The hybrid scheme has
been shown in [13] to achieve almost three times
the cognitive user rates provided by the HDM
with the aid of the same RF chains.

FULL DUPLEX RELAY SELECTION
Cooperative relaying has been identified as a
promising solution for effectively combating the
shadowing effects to extend the radio coverage
and significantly improve the channel capacity

simultaneously [14]. Numerous relaying proto-
cols, such as amplify-and-forward (AF), DF, and
compress-and-forward (CF), can be employed
for efficient relaying as a means of guarding
against severe signal fading. Theoretically, the
more relays the cooperative communication sys-
tems are equipped with, the higher the DoF pro-
vided by the relaying channels, hence promising
improved performance quantified in terms of
channel capacity and/or link reliability. In a
multi-relay-aided cooperative communication
system, activating more relays tends to attain a
better DoF, because the system becomes capable
of combining a higher number of independently
fading signals associated with multiple relays.

However, usually orthogonal channels creat-
ed in terms of carrier frequencies, time slots, or
spreading codes among relays are allocated in
multi-relay systems in order to mitigate the
inter-relay interference, consequently eroding
the increased DoF benefits due to their
increased spectrum demand. In order to mitigate
the above-mentioned penalty, the method of
relay selection relying on channel state informa-
tion (CSI) feedback has been regarded as one of
the most promising solutions. The optimal relay
selection scheme, in which the specific candidate
relay having the “best” channel1 is activated,
while deactivating the other relays, is shown to
be an ideal way of optimizing the diversity order
in a cost-efficient manner.

Relay selection techniques invoked in HDM-
based systems have been widely studied, where
the attainable benefits accrue from the fact that
the system usually activates relays roaming about
halfway between the source and destination. As
distinguished from conventional HDM-based
relay selection, in which time domain orthogonal
channels must be allocated to the source 
relay and relay  destination phases, FDM-
based relay selection algorithms may provide a
higher performance gain in terms of their outage
probability and/or channel capacity due to their
essential capability of concurrently transmitting
and receiving in a single time/frequency slot [15].
In order to minimize the negative impact of the
SI signal on the performance of FDM-based sys-
tems and optimize the signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the source  relay 
destination link simultaneously, the relay having
the lowest SI power among all the candidate
relays can be activated.

However, FDM-based relay-selection policies
have not been widely explored, let alone evaluat-
ing their impact on the achievable system perfor-
mance. Furthermore, the channel capacity of
FDM-based relay selection schemes may be sig-
nificantly eroded by SI power.

In this section, opportunistic DF-based relay
selection schemes in underlay cognitive networks
communicating over independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh and Nakagami-m fad-
ing channels are considered in the context of
FDM relaying. The principle of the proposed
FDM relay selection scheme is described in Fig. 3.

Relay selection under Nakagami-m channels:
When N = 4 and l = 10, as shown in Fig. 4, a
smaller —gLI implies a reduction in residual SI
power. The OP thus becomes a monotonically
increasing function of —gLI, where —gLI = 0 corre-

1 Note that in coopera-
tive relaying systems, the
“best channel” can be
defined in terms of the
quality of the source 
relay link, relay  desti-
nation link, or even the
concatenated source 
relay  destination link,
subject to the practical
CSI feedback.
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sponds to perfect SI cancellation at the relay.
Both passive SI suppression and active
analog/digital domain SI cancellations can be
invoked to reduce the residual SI power. Howev-
er, for all realistic scenarios with —gLI > 0, the SI
cancellation would be imperfect, resulting in
non-zero residual SI power in the FDM devices.
Compared to FDM, HDM is capable of reduc-
ing the interference imposed on the primary
users, especially when the SI level is higher. For
instance, HDM could outperform the FDM
when —gSR > 15 dB.

Relay selection under Rayleigh fading chan-
nel: When N = 4, l = 10, and —gLI = 5 dB, we
have assumed that all channel coefficients suffer
from i.i.d. Nakagami-m fading. The OP perfor-
mance of the proposed relay selection scheme is
shown in Fig. 5. Note that the Nakagami fading
parameters M = (mSP, mRP, mSR, mRD, mLI) of
the different cases significantly impact the attain-
able diversity order of the cooperative network.
Furthermore, the outage performance will be
more severely impacted by mSR. As illustrated in
Fig. 5, the optimum operating SNR of the pro-

Figure 3. Opportunistic FDM-based relay selection in underlay cognitive networks communicating
over i.i.d. fading channels.
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posed opportunistic relay selection scheme will
always be attainable in the range of (10 dB, 15
dB), while the attainable diversity order of
underlay-based cognitive networks may be
severely impacted by the fading parameter of the
source  relay link.

REMAINING CHALLENGES SND
POTENTIAL FUTURE RESEARCH

Although FD techniques are capable of signifi-
cantly improving both the achievable SE and the
network throughput compared to the classic HD
approach, both efficient SI suppression and FD-
based MAC-layer protocols are highly required.
Numerous open challenges are still to be tackled
before successfully implementing FD devices. In
this section, general design guidelines for FD
wireless communication systems are offered
based on the aforementioned discussions.

REMAINING CHALLENGES
From the discussion above, some open chal-
lenges associated with FD technology have to be
tackled.

FD-based device complexity issues: Carrying
out powerful SI cancellation increases both the
cost and complexity of FD-based devices, mainly
because complex matrix computations have to be
performed at the transceiver. Furthermore, the
hardware limitations will also constrain the per-
formance gain of FDM.

FD-based MAC-layer protocol design: Apart
from the physical-layer solutions discussed
above, a properly designed FD MAC-layer pro-
tocol, which should be backward-compatible
with the existing HD-based MAC-layer proto-
cols, is highly required for avoiding problems
such as hidden terminal in multihop networks.
Furthermore, the FD-based MAC-layer protocol
should not unduly favor FD opportunities over
HD flows, which requires the access mechanism
to be capable of providing a fair opportunity for
all nodes to access the shared medium.

Low energy consumption issues: Since most
wireless terminals are battery-driven and have
limited energy harvesting capabilities, the energy
dissipation of FD-based MAC-layer protocols
remains a challenging issue. It is of great impor-
tance to develop cost-efficient FD-based MAC-
layer protocols with low energy consumption in
order to extend both the devices’ battery recharge
time and the network’s overall survivability.

FDM in the high-SNR/data rate regime: The
FDM philosophy was shown to outperform
HDM in terms of capacity gain, link robustness,
and/or outage probability, provided that the for-
mer operates at low to medium SNR values and
information rates. Hence, expanding the benefits
of FDM to the high-SNR/data rate regime is
promising but challenging in practical environ-
ments.

FUTURE RESEARCH
It is worth pointing out that some of the
approaches presented in this article may be fur-
ther developed, as detailed below.

FDM under a wider bandwidth with a higher
transmit power: The feasibility of FD technolo-

gies in systems of wider bandwidth with higher
transmit power has to be further improved with
the aid of improved SI cancellation capability,
despite current techniques that can be effectively
utilized in systems having relatively narrow
bandwidth and low transmit power (e.g., IEEE
802.15.4).

Cost-efficient spatial-domain SI suppression:
Complex matrix computations are usually
required in many existing spatial-domain SI sup-
pression methods with a complexity burden that
significantly hampers the realizability of FD sys-
tems. Therefore, more cost-efficient spatial
domain SI suppression algorithms have to be
designed specifically for MIMO channels. 

FDM-based MAC-layer protocols: Many criti-
cal issues, such as the problems of hidden termi-
nals, and multiple access collisions of distributed
techniques, the requirements of low power con-
sumption, and maintaining backward-compatibil-
ity with existing MAC protocols, cannot be
readily addressed in the context of FD-based
MAC-layer protocols. Thus, an appropriate
MAC-layer protocol conceived for fully exploit-
ing the FDM benefits is definitely worthy of fur-
ther study.

Practical implementation of a hybrid FD/HD
scheme: Although a hybrid scheme facilitating
dynamic switching between HDM and FDM is
capable of outperforming either of its con-
stituent modes, the hybrid-mode-based devices
have to be capable of identifying the CSI changes
and promptly switching between these two
modes. In the absence of a centralized con-
troller, a sophisticated distributed approach rely-
ing on self-organization principles [16] could be
employed by devices to implement a cost-effi-
cient hybrid protocol.

Figure 4. Outage probability vs. average SNR of the S  R links in conjunc-
tion with l = 10 and N = 4.
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Buffer size vs. PLR/delay trade-off: Since an
FDM-based device has to process twice as many
packets as an HDM-based device due to its
essential capability of concurrently transmitting
and receiving in a single time/frequency slot,
both the PLR and the delay may become more
severe for FDM than for HDM unless the
buffer’s queue length in the former is significant-
ly increased. Nevertheless, striking the appropri-
ate buffer size vs. PLR/delay trade-off constitutes
a promising study item.

CONCLUSIONS
Since the throughput requirements cannot be
readily satisfied without increasing the achiev-
able SE expressed in bits per second per Hertz,
FD technology has been proposed with the
promise of nearly doubling the data rate in com-
parison to its HD counterpart. An FDM-based
device potentially facilitates simultaneous trans-
mission and reception within the same frequency
band. One of the main challenges in implement-
ing FD communications comes from the perfor-
mance erosion induced by the SI power, which
has to be suppressed/cancelled to a tolerable
level. However, the family of existed SI suppres-
sion/cancellation solutions is typically based on
costly hardware design and/or complex matrix
computations, cost-efficient algorithms associat-
ed with low complexity are highly required for
improving the realizability of practical HDM
based devices. Apart from the physical-layer
issues, there is also an urgent demand for high-
performance low-complexity FD protocols,
requiring the impact of the MAC/higher-layer
protocols on the practical implementation of

FDM-based systems to be investigated more vig-
orously. Last but not least, FDM-based relay
selection will also play a critical role in optimiz-
ing the performance gain of multi-relay coopera-
tive communication systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Existing and new wireless technologies, such as
smartphones, wireless computers, and WiFi
home and business networks, are rapidly con-
suming radio spectrum. Unlike the wired Inter-
net, the wireless world has a limited amount of
links to distribute. Consequently, the traditional
regulation of spectrum requires fundamental
reform in order to allow for more efficient use
of the precious resource of the airwaves [1].
Cognitive radio (CR) has been widely recog-
nized as a promising technique to increase the
efficiency of spectrum utilization [2]. It allows
unlicensed secondary users (SUs) to coexist with
primary users (PUs) in licensed bands. There are

basically two kinds of CR networks (CRNs):
underlay and overlay. In underlay CRNs, SUs
transmit at a limited power such that they do not
cause harmful interference to the primary net-
work. The restricted power limits the transmit
range of SUs. In overlay mode, SUs need to
accurately sense the transmission of PUs’ spec-
trum, identify unused spectral holes in which to
transmit, and leave it when the incumbent radio
system is ready to transmit [3]. In this article, we
concentrate on overlay CRNs.

Most existing CRNs deploy half duplex (HD)
radios to transmit and receive signals in two
orthogonal channels, and SUs employ the well-
known Listen-before-Talk (LBT) protocol, in
which SUs sense the target channel before trans-
mission [3]. Although proven to be effective, the
LBT protocol actually dissipates the precious
resources by employing time-division duplexing,
and thus unavoidably suffers from two major
problems:
• The SUs have to sacrifice transmission time

for spectrum sensing, and even if the spec-
trum hole is long and continuous, the data
transmission needs to be split into small
discontinuous slots.

• During SUs’ transmission, SUs cannot
detect changes in PUs’ states, which leads
to collision when PUs arrive and spectrum
waste when PUs leave.
Hence, it would be desirable for SUs to con-

tinuously sense spectrum and meanwhile trans-
mit whenever spectrum holes are detected. This,
however, seems impossible with the conventional
HD systems. A full duplex (FD) system, where a
node can send and receive signals at the same
time and frequency resources, offers the poten-
tial to achieve simultaneous sensing and trans-
mission in CRNs. However, for many years, it
was considered impractical [4] because signal
leakage from local output to input, referred to
as self-interference, may overwhelm a receiver,
thus making it impossible to extract the desired
signal. However, the recent significant progress
in self-interference cancellation has presented
great promise for realizing FD communications
for future wireless networks [4].

In this article, we explore FD techniques in
CRNs, and present a novel Listen-and-Talk
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(LAT) protocol by which the SUs can simultane-
ously perform spectrum sensing and data trans-
mission [5]. Specifically, by equipping SUs with
FD radios, they can sense the target spectrum
band in each time slot, and determine if the PUs
are busy or idle, and at the same time they can
also transmit data or decide to keep silent based
on the sensing results. Apparently, the proposed
FD-CR system is totally different from the tradi-
tional HD-based one in many aspects, including:
• Spectrum sensing: In FD-CR, sensing is

continuous, but the received signal for sens-
ing is interfered with by the residual self-
interference (RSI), which degrades the
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) in sensing. While in HD-CR, there
is no RSI in the received signal for sensing,
but the sensing process is discontinuous and
only takes a small fraction of each slot. This
leads to unreliable sensing performance
due to the inefficient number of samples to
make decisions.

• Data transmission: In traditional HD-CR,
the SUs can only utilize the remaining part
of each slot after sensing for data transmis-
sion. On contrary, in FD-CR, SUs can con-
tinuously transmit as long as PUs are
absent. However, in FD-CR, the data trans-
mission affects the sensing process; thus,
there is a constraint on transmit power to
achieve acceptable sensing performance.
In summary, FD technology enables to

explore another dimension of the network
resources for increasing the capacity of CRNs.
Therefore, this requires a new design of signal
processing techniques, resource allocation algo-
rithms, and network protocols. For example, one
of the major challenges faced by FD-CR is how
to optimize the transmit power for the FD source
node to maximize the system throughput. This
article comprehensively discusses the novel pro-
tocol design issues, key system parameter deriva-
tion, and practical algorithms for FD-CR
systems. In addition, we also extend the pro-
posed FD-CR to distributed and centralized net-
work scenarios, demonstrate new research
challenges, and provide the latest promising
research development. Some potential research
directions and open problems are also discussed.

BASICS OF FULL-DUPLEX
COMMUNICATIONS AND

COGNITIVE RADIO

This section briefly introduces a basic FD com-
munication system and the conventional LBT
protocol.

FULL-DUPLEX COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Figure 1 presents a simple two-node FD commu-
nication system with a transmit and a receive
antenna at each node. The FD technique allows
two nodes to transmit and receive the signals at
the same frequency and time interval, that is,
node i can transmit its signal xi (i = 1, 2) with
the transmit antenna and receive x3–i from the
other node via the receive antenna in the same
channel simultaneously. However, this leads to

severe self-interference caused by the signal
leakage from the transmit RF unit to the receive
RF unit, as shown in Fig. 1. In practical FD sys-
tems, the self-interference cannot be completely
canceled, such that the signals received at each
node is a combination of the signal transmitted
by the other source, the RSI, and the noise.
Specifically, the RSI can be typically modeled as
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), or
Rayleigh or Rician distributed variables [4, 6], of
which the variance is proportional to the trans-
mit power.

A CONVENTIONAL COGNITIVE RADIO
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

In a conventional CRN, SUs are allowed to
access the spectrum allocated to PUs without
causing severe interference to the primary net-
work. The typical assumptions are that PUs do
not notify SUs when they begin or stop transmis-
sion, and do not wait when SUs are using the
channel. Thus, SUs need to reliably identify the
spectrum holes to access and back off when PUs
appear. Typically, SUs’ traffics are slotted, and
every SU’s time slot is divided into two sub-slots
for sensing and data transmission [3]. At the
beginning of each slot, all SUs sense the spec-
trum with a certain sensing strategy such as
energy detection, matched filter detection, cyclo-
stationary feature detection, or cooperative
detection, and test the following two hypothesis-
es:
• The spectrum is idle.
• The spectrum is occupied by a PU.
Once the spectrum is judged idle, some SUs
transmit in the rest time of the slot according to
a certain scheduling scheme to minimize the
probability of potential collision among SUs [7].

LISTEN-AND-TALK PROTOCOL
In this section, we present our proposed LAT
protocol by exploring the FD techniques at SUs
in CRNs.

THE LAT PROTOCOL
Figure 2 shows the system model of the LAT
protocol. Consider a CR system consisting of
one PU and one SU pair (the left side of Fig. 2),
in which SU1 is the secondary transmitter and
SU2 is the receiver. Each SU is equipped with

Figure 1. Full-duplex wireless communications.
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two FD antennas, Ant1 and Ant2. SU1 performs
sensing and transmission simultaneously: Ant1
senses the spectrum continuously, while Ant2
transmits data when a spectrum hole is detected.
Specifically, at the end of each slot, SU1 makes
the decision on the PU’s presence, and deter-
mines whether to transmit or not in the next
slot. Assume that the PU can utilize the spec-
trum freely; thus, there are the following four
cases of spectrum utilization, as shown on the
right side of Fig. 2:
• Case1: The spectrum is occupied only by

the PU, and SU1 is silent.
• Case2: The PU is absent, and SU1 utilizes

the spectrum.
• Case3: Neither the PU nor SU1 is active,

and a spectrum hole remains.
• Case4: The PU and SU1 both transmit, and

a collision happens.
Among these four cases, case1 and case2 are

the normal cases, and case3 and case4 are
referred to as spectrum waste and collision,
respectively. The spectrum waste ratio and the

collision ratio are the most important metrics to
measure sensing performance. One key chal-
lenge in using the FD technique is that the trans-
mit signal at Ant2 of SU1 is received by Ant1,
causing irreducible RSI, which then has a strong
impact on the sensing performance. Specifically,
when Ant2 is idle, the received signal at Ant1
only contains the potential PU’s signal and
noise, and is free of RSI; once the data transmis-
sion begins, the RSI is introduced to the received
signal, which may lead to a sharp decrease of
SINR in sensing.

KEY DESIGN PARAMETERS
The protocol design needs to satisfy the strict
constraint that the interference of SUs to the
primary network should not exceed a certain
level of the probability of collision:

(1)

From Eq. 1, the sensing strategy, thresholds, and
slot length can be derived and optimized as
shown in Table 1.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Power-Throughput Trade-off — The saturat-
ed throughput of SUs can be calculated as

C = R ◊ (1 – Pw), (2)

where Pw represents the ratio of wasted spec-
trum hole and R denotes the transmission rate
of the channel. Consider the relation between
transmit power and the two factors, R and (1 –
Pw). On one hand, the rate R is positively pro-
portional to SU’s transmit power. On the other
hand, the sensing performance degrades with the
increase of RSI; that is, with the same RSI level,
the false alarm probability increases with the
transmit power under the same constraint of the
collision probability [5]. This, in turn, leads to
increased Pw and a decrease of (1 – Pw).

Thus, there exists a power-throughput trade-
off in this protocol: when the secondary transmit
power is low, the RSI is negligible, and the spec-
trum will be used more efficiently, but the ceil-
ing throughput is limited by R; when the transmit
power increases, the channel rate becomes high-

=
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Figure 2. System model of the LAT protocol.
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Table 1. Key design parameters in the LAT. *Note that other detection
methods can also be used in the sensing process [13].

Key parameters Design methods

Sensing scheme

The LAT protocol uses energy detection as the sensing
scheme, which requires less a priori information of PUs’
signal patterns than other detection strategies;* howev-
er, the impact of RSI needs to be carefully considered
since the average received power increases significantly
with the transmit power.

Sensing threshold

The expected received power varies with the transmis-
sion of SUs due to the RSI, and the expected received
power increases with the transmit power. Thus, the
sensing threshold at a certain SU under the LAT protocol
is no longer fixed, but adjusted with its transmit power.
Thus, the SU needs to check its own activity and choose
the best threshold accordingly in each slot.

Length of time
slot

Generally, a longer time slot length leads to better sens-
ing performances since more samples are considered,
but, the probability that the PU changes its state in one
slot also increases, which would make the sensing unre-
liable. Thus, a modest slot length needs to be carefully
designed.
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er, but the sensing performance is degraded due
to the RSI.

Figure 3 shows the throughput performance
of the LAT protocol in terms of secondary trans-
mit power. The small circles are the simulated
results, and the thin solid line depicts the ideal
case with perfect RSI cancelation. Without the
RSI, the sensing performance is not affected by
transmit power, and thus the throughput always
goes up with the power. It can be used to serve
as an upper bound for the LAT performance.
The thick dash-dotted, dotted, and dash lines in
the middle are the typical cases, in which we can
clearly observe the power-throughput trade-off
and identify the local optimal power (the aster-
isks in the figure). With the decrease of the RSI 

for –10 dB, – 20 dB, and –30 dB, the optimal
transmit power increases, and the corresponding
throughput goes to a higher level. This is because
the smaller the RSI is, the closer it approaches
the ideal case, and the deterioration caused by
self-interference becomes dominant under high-
er power. However, when 2 is sufficiently large
and close to 1, there is no power-throughput
trade-off (see the thick solid line denoting the
cases when 2 = –0.46 dB = 0.9). The sensing
performance is unreliable even if the transmit
power is small and no local optimal point can be
found in this curve. One noticeable feature of
the LAT protocol shown in Fig. 3 is that when
self-interference exists, all curves approach the
thin dotted line C = 0.5 R when the power goes
up. This line indicates the case that the spectrum
waste is 0.5, that is, the sensing is totally ineffec-
tive. When the transmit power is too large,
severe self-interference largely degrades the per-
formance of spectrum sensing. The larger 2 is,
the sooner the sensing gets unbearable and the
throughput approaches the line for C = 0.5 ×
log2(1 + gt).

As shown in both analytical and simulated
results, in the low-power region, the SUs’
throughput first increases and then decreases
such that a local optimal transmit power can be
found, while in the high-power region, the SUs’
throughput increases monotonically with the
power. For each SU, the maximum transmit
power is limited by the physical structure. The
existence of the local optimal transmit power
indicates that the maximum power may not
always be the best choice to achieve the highest
throughput. Instead, if the maximum power
exceeds the local optimal one, but is not high
enough, modest power may be much better than
the maximum in achieving both higher through-
put and longer transmission time.

Comparison between the LAT and Conven-
tional LBT Protocols — Since there are limita-
tions of both LBT and LAT protocols, we make
comparisons under the same model shown in
Fig. 2. For fairness, in the LBT, SU1 uses both
antennas to sense and transmit, and correlation
between the two antennas needs to be consid-
ered. In the LBT, the data transmission time is

reduced because of spectrum sensing, while in
the LAT, the RSI is the main cause for
decreased performance.1 Here we list some
important parameters that influence the SUs’
throughput in Table 2. Note that the proposed
LAT may not always outperform the convention-
al protocol, especially when secondary transmit
power is sufficiently large and the impact of RSI
becomes unbearable. However, in most cases the
LAT performs better due to its higher utilization
efficiency of the spectrum holes, and prompt
detection and reaction to the PU’s state change.

FULL DUPLEX
COGNITIVE RADIO APPLICATIONS

In this section, we focus on some key unique
applications of FD-CR systems.

DISTRIBUTED SCENARIOS
The distributed scheme has no central infra-
structure for coordinating the common channel
access procedure. Hence, each FD-CR user that
is going to transmit has to take the contention
procedures and resolve possible collisions.

Distributed Spectrum Access Scheme: We
first introduce a simple distributed FD-CR sys-
tem. Consider M non-cooperative FD-SUs con-
tending for one channel of PUs [10]. Each SU
senses the channel by the LAT protocol inde-
pendently and accesses the spectrum without
communicating with each other. To avoid colli-
sion among SUs, a distributed dynamic spectrum
access (DSA) scheme is needed. The difference
of using the FD technique in the design of a
DSA scheme is that PUs are no longer “blind”
to SUs when SUs are transmitting data; instead,
SUs can detect in real time the state changes of
PUs and other SUs continuously, and when colli-
sion happens, SUs can back off immediately

power of RSI

SU's transmit power
2χ =

1 Note that if a LAT sys-
tem is compared with a
conventional LBT sys-
tem consisting of SUs
with single antennas, the
comparison would be
more straightforward
since there is no spatial
correlation in the LBT.
Also, the switching
would still exist due to
the effects of RSI.

Figure 3. Power-throughput curves, in which the curves represent the ana-
lytical performance, and the circles on curves show the simulation results.
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before finishing the current packet. This brings
about the possibility of a new DSA scheme with
less spectrum waste and shorter collision length.

Full Duplex MIMO System — As shown in
Fig. 4, it consists of a pair of FD multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) transceivers, nodes A
and B , where each node is equipped with multi-
ple antennas (N), respectively. In each node,
some antennas (Ns) are used for sensing, some
(Nt) for data transmission, and some (Nr) for
receiving data from the other CR node. Both
nodes operate in the same frequency band at the
same time. Hence, if Ns = N , the system
becomes the traditional CR with LBT; when all
these three parameters are employed, this sys-
tem supports bidirectional communication while
sensing, but the interference is quite complicated
among the antennas.

CENTRALIZED SCENARIOS
In the centralized scenarios, an access point
(AP) establishes the connection with the mobile
users, which are served in the coverage area.

Full Duplex Cognitive Access Point System
— Figure 5 shows a simple secondary AP system
consisting of an FD cognitive orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing (OFDM)-AP with
two antennas and a number of SUs [11]. One
antenna in the AP senses the PU’s spectrum,
and the other antenna provides wireless service
for the SUs, in which the downlink transmission
brings the RSI to the sensing results. Hence,
how to assign SUs to the proper subcarriers and
adjust the transmit power becomes essential for
system performance.

Full Duplex Cognitive Relay System — By
equipping the relay node with an FD radio, the
relay can receive and retransmit signals simulta-
neously, so spectral efficiency can be improved
compared to the traditional HD relay. Figure 6
illustrates a simple FD cognitive relay system
consisting of one source, one destination, and
one FD relay node. Both the source and relay
nodes use the same time-frequency resource,
and the relay node works in FD mode with three

antennas (one for spectrum sensing, one for
reception, and one for transmission). The com-
munication process can be briefly described thus:
• The source transmits signals to the FD relay.
• At the same time, the FD cognitive relay

performs spectrum sensing.
• The relay forwards the signals received in

the previous time slots to the destination.
Note that different from traditional HD relay,
the FD relay uses two antennas to receive data
from the PU for sensing and the source for data
forwarding. Thus, since FD works in the same
frequency band, these two receive antennas actu-
ally have a combination of the PU, source, and
RSI signals.

RESEARCH PROBLEMS
In this section, we summarize the main research
problems for FD-CR communication systems.
Similar to traditional wireless systems, multidi-
mensional resource on space, time, frequency,
power, and nodes need to be properly managed
to optimize overall system performance. In par-
ticular, FD communication provides another
dimension of resource, and its performance is
also greatly affected by the RSI. Some key
research problems as well as possible solutions
are also summarized.

SIGNAL PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

Spectrum Sensing — Non-cooperative narrow-
band sensing was elaborated on earlier. Howev-
er, the degradation of sensing performance
becomes unbearable when transmit power is
high. A promising solution for this problem is
cooperative sensing, in which the sensing results
of several SUs are combined to make a final
decision. However, when employing cooperative
spectrum sensing in FD-CRNs, there is interfer-
ence from the transmitting SU to other SUs,
which makes the local sensing different from the
conventional HD case [9].

Also, since CRNs will eventually be required
to exploit spectrum opportunities over a wide
frequency range, an FD-enabled wideband sens-
ing scheme is needed. With the impact of RSI,

Table 2. Comparison between LAT and LBT.

Parameters LAT LBT

Spatial correlation NA Both sensing and transmission deteriorate with
the increase of spatial correlation.

Sensing duration NA Non-monotonous impact. An optimal ratio of
sensing duration can be found [8].

Secondary slot
length

Only sensing performance needs to be considered in the
optimization. The optimal slot length is typically similar to
sensing duration in LBT.

It requires the joint optimization of the durations
of sensing and transmission sub-slots.

Secondary
tansmit power

The power-throughput trade-off exists, and a local opti-
mal transmit power can be found.

Throughput increases with the power
monotonously.

RSI level Better suppression level leads to higher local optimal
power and throughput. NA
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the original sparsity, which is the basis of the
conventional wideband sensing scheme, would
change, and the whole sensing scheme may be
different.

Multiple Antenna Techniques: If multiple
antennas are equipped at the FD-CRs, beam-
forming and antenna selection can be employed
to further improve the secondary network per-
formance:

•Transmit beamforming: Transmit beam-
forming is used to control the directionality of
transmission in order to provide a large antenna
array gain in the desired directions. For an FD
cognitive MIMO system, the transmit antenna
set at each FD-CR node can perform transmit
beamforming to simultaneously transmit infor-
mation and reduce the interference to its own
received sensing signals. The design is to jointly
optimize the sum rate of the system. If the FD
cognitive AP node, which serves a group of
users, is equipped with multiple antennas, it may
be able to support multiple downlink transmis-
sions while maintaining reliable sensing perfor-
mance by using a certain structure of antennas
to minimize the RSI.

•Antenna selection: For an FD-CR node,
especially one with multiple antennas, each
antenna can be configured to sense (receive) or
transmit the signals. This creates an important
problem to optimally select the antenna configu-
rations that optimize system performance [6]. In
an FD cognitive MIMO system, the problem is
to choose one group of antennas to sense the
spectrum, one group to transmit, and the rest to
receive signals from another SU simultaneously.
Such a combinatorial problem becomes much
more complicated as the number of antennas
increases. Similarly, in a general FD cognitive
relay system, each relay can adaptively select its
sense, transmit, and receive antennas based on
the instantaneous channel conditions to achieve
reliable sensing as well as maximum SINR in
transmissions.

DYNAMIC SPECTRUM ACCESS AND
MANAGEMENT

DSA is the key approach in the CRNs through
which a cognitive wireless node is able to adap-
tively and dynamically transmit and receive data
in a changing radio environment.

Distributed Dynamic Spectrum Access: In
many scenarios such as ad hoc CRNs where the
SUs compete for several PU channels, deploying
a central controller is not always possible. There-
fore, distributed DSA will be required, by which
each SU has to independently gather, exchange,
and process the information of the wireless envi-
ronment. The commonly used carrier sense mul-
tiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)
in distributed DSA with HD users can effectively
reduce collision probability [7], but some prob-
lems still exist:
• Collision among the SUs can never be

detected if the SUs are synchronized, such
that the secondary transmission may fail on
a large scale.

• SUs cannot abort transmission when colli-

sion occurs, which leads to long collision
duration. With FD-CR, not only can the
SUs detect the presence of PUs, but can
also detect collision with other SUs during
transmission such that the collision dura-
tion is reduced significantly. However, the
RSI may degrade the collision detection
accuracy, which cannot be ignored [10].

Centralized Dynamic Spectrum Access: For
centralized DSA, a central controller is deployed
to gather and process information about the
wireless environment. Therefore, the decision of
the SUs to access the spectrum can be made
such that the desired system-wide objectives are
achieved. This centralized control method fits
the FD cognitive AP/relay scenarios very well,
where the AP/relay performs spectrum sensing

Figure 4. Full duplex cognitive MIMO system.
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and monitors the users below. Specifically, in an
FD cognitive AP system consisting of one FD
OFDM AP and some downlink SUs, a funda-
mental challenge is how to match available sub-
carriers with downlink SUs to optimize the
network performance [11]. In this scenario, the
consideration of tolerable RSI at the AP for reli-
able sensing is the main difference from conven-
tional radio allocation problems. Similarly, in an
FD cognitive relay system consisting of multiple
secondary source and destination pairs and a FD
relay node, the corresponding subcarriers should
be properly allocated taking account of the RSI.

Power Control — Power control has been a
commonly used approach in multi-user commu-
nication systems to optimize system performance
such as link data rate, network capacity, and cov-
erage. Unlike traditional wireless networks, FD-
CR communication suffers from RSI, which
deteriorates sensing performance when transmit
power increases. Therefore, the corresponding
power control algorithm needs to be properly
redesigned in order to optimize system perfor-
mance. Different power constraints (e.g., total or
individual transmit power) will lead to different
designs and final solutions. Moreover, as detailed
below, different FD-CR systems require differ-
ent power control algorithms:
• FD cognitive MIMO system: The antennas

at the FD node are divided into sensing,
receive, and transmit antenna sets with
individual power constraints. Considering
the RSI at the sensing set, the optimal
power pouring mechanism can be signifi-
cantly different from the conventional
water-filling.

• FD cognitive relay system: The relay is
under individual power constraint, and both
the relayed signals and sensing results are
corrupted by the RSI. Increasing the trans-
mit power at the relay will increase the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the destination,
but on the other hand decrease the accura-
cy of sensing and blur the received signals
from the source. The optimization needs to
consider these issues.

• FD cognitive AP system: The FD cognitive
AP should sense the spectrum while com-
municating with the SUs at the same time.
The transmit power can be allocated at the
AP side with total power constraint by split-
ting the power among all the subcarriers for
different SUs. Thus, the optimal power
control needs to jointly consider sensing
and transmission in different subcarriers.

MULTIPLE NETWORKS COEXISTENCE
Spectrum sharing has been recognized as a key
remedy for the spectrum scarcity problem, espe-
cially after the successful deployment of WLAN
and wireless personal area network (WPAN)
devices on an unlicensed band (e.g., industrial, sci-
entific, and medical, ISM, band). However, severe
performance degradation has been observed when
heterogeneous devices share the same frequency
band due to mutual interference rooted in the lack
of coordination. The cooperative busy tone (CBT)
algorithm allows a separate node to schedule a
busy tone concurrently with the desired transmis-
sion, thereby improving the visibility among differ-
ent sorts of devices [12]. But preventing the busy
signal from interfering with a data packet still
remains a problem. By deploying FD techniques,
the coexistence between heterogeneous networks
may become more flexible. The research problem
is to further reduce the RSI impact and realize
efficient spectrum access management.

CONCLUSIONS
This article presents a new paradigm for future
CR by exploring FD technology to allow SUs to
simultaneously sense and access the vacant spec-
trum. Novel protocol design and key parameter
derivation are explained in depth. Both analyti-
cal and simulated results indicate that the pro-
posed LAT protocol can efficiently improve the
spectrum utilization. Feasible applications with
FD enabled CR have been elaborated on in cen-
tralized and distributed scenarios. The associat-
ed signal processing and spectrum access
problems in these systems are also outlined.
Future work may further study the scenario with
multiple PUs and SUs in CRNs, and introduce
basic economic theories as a tool to study and
analyze FD-CRNs, such as dynamic spectrum
access and spectrum trading problems.
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INTRODUCTION

The craving for high data transmission rates is
continuously fueled by the relentless growth of
wireless data traffic volume due to the rapidly
expanding population of broadband users and
new emerging applications, such as mobile
social networks and electronic commerce. How-
ever, available spectrum for wireless communi-
cations has already been pushed to the brink of
exhaustion. Hence, new and disruptive tech-
niques are crucial to meet this growing mobile
traffic demand. As a result, heterogenous net-
works (HetNets) [1], full duplex (FD) wireless
transmission [2], and device-to-device (D2D)
communications [3] have been proposed to
improve spectrum efficiency and deal with spec-
trum limitation.

FD communications allow a user equipment
(UE) to transmit and receive signals at the same
time over the same frequency, and thus can
potentially double spectral efficiency. However,
it has long been regarded as impractical in the
past due to strong self-interference (SI) [2]. The
critical challenge to exploit FD wireless
transceivers lies in the huge power discrepancy

between its own transmit and receive signal pow-
ers, with a ratio generally exceeding 100 dB.
Therefore, reducing transmit power is a direct
way to alleviate SI.

D2D communications and HetNets with small
cells are the two key complementary technolo-
gies in Long Term Evolution (LTE)-Advanced
systems. Both D2D links and small cells can
offload traffic from macrocell base stations
(BSs), extend network coverage, and improve
spectrum and energy efficiency. They require
low-transmission power in general due to short
communication distance. As a result, it is natural
and effective to integrate FD into HetNets with
coexisting small cell and D2D communications
[3, 4]. A number of exciting and challenging
issues are emerging with regard to integrating
FD communications into wireless networks,
including antenna deployment, circuit design,
physical layer protocol design, network founda-
tions, and protocol design [2]. In this article, we
discuss potential scenarios and applications of
exploiting FD nodes in HetNets with three-tier
architectures consisting of macrocell, femtocell,
and D2D links, as shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, we
focus on algorithms and protocols that are dedi-
cated to reducing SI through resource allocation,
power control, transmission mode selection, and
scheduling.

The rest of this article is organized as follows.
We elaborate SI cancellation (SIC) techniques,
and demonstrate the role of FD transceivers in
HetNets. We discuss full duplex D2D (FD-D2D)
nodes and the relay-aided problem in HetNets.
We present several potential solutions for inter-
ference control before introducing some open
issues.

FD TRANSCEIVERS IN
HETEROGENOUS NETWORKS

In this section, we first elaborate on three effec-
tive SIC techniques. We also articulate the
advantages of utilizing FD nodes in various
applications and major configurations of Het-
Nets involving D2D links and small cells.

ABSTRACT

In this article, we discuss full duplex for het-
erogenous networks that accommodate the coex-
istence of device-to-device communications. The
short link distance and lower transmit power of
device-to-device communications make them
excellent candidates to exploit full duplex inband
transmission. By incorporating power allocation
for self-interference cancellation based on anten-
na isolation, analog cancellation, and digital can-
cellation, full-duplex device-to-device, FD-D2D,
nodes can potentially improve spectrum efficien-
cy in HetNets. We provide a comprehensive
overview on FD-D2D communications in Het-
Nets. Additionally,  we identify several chal-
lenges, provide potential solutions to
interference mitigation based on power control,
beamforming, and resource scheduling, and fur-
ther discuss applications of FD in 5G networks.
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SELF-INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION IN
FD RADIOS

Three key techniques have been broadly utilized
to mitigate SI [2] in FD nodes: physical separa-
tion of transmit and receive antennas, analog
cancellation, and digital cancellation. Physical
separation of antennas is a simple passive
method, and can be further categorized into two
types: antenna separation and shared antenna.
Antenna separation uses multiple transmit
antennas to generate signals with different phase
shifts at receive antenna(s) such that the received
signals from multiple transmit antennas can can-
cel one another because of destructive superpo-
sition. On the other hand, a shared antenna
system isolates SI through a circulator. Analog
and digital cancellation are achieved via circuit
signal processing. The analog cancellation tech-
nique aims to remove substantial SI before the
analog-to-digital converter (ADC). It may be
dependent on or independent of channel state
information (CSI). Channel-aware techniques
can cancel interference from both the direct
path and reflective paths, while channel-unaware
techniques can only mitigate that of the direct
path. The frequency selectivity of broadband
wireless channels makes analog SIC much more
challenging than flat fading channels. On the
other hand, digital interference cancellation
after the ADC applies digital signal processing
techniques to the received signal. However, the
dynamic range of ADC limits the capability of SI
reduction in the digital domain.

To achieve the best interference cancellation
performance, two or more SIC techniques are
usually utilized together in FD communications.
In particular, all three key techniques are com-
bined together in [5], as shown in Fig. 2. In the
figure, a two-antenna FD radio configuration
includes antenna isolation, and allows the same
signal to be sent from two transmit antennas. As

a result, the received signals from the two trans-
mit antennas are with opposite sign and there-
fore cancel each other. Interference cancellation
performance from antenna suppression is affect-
ed by the accuracy of antenna positioning, signal
bandwidth, transmit antenna, and RF calibra-
tion. Therefore, analog and digital cancellation
are further adopted to achieve the desired level
of SIC.

Most early works involving FD nodes assume
perfect SIC based on accurate information of
the SI channel [6]. The major challenges in SIC
arise from estimating SI channels, uncertainties
in RF circuitry such as oscillator phase noise,
power amplifier nonlinearity, and limited dynam-
ic range, and precision of ADC. However, recent
works from both academia and industry have
made FD communications more practical, due
to advances in interference cancellation tech-
niques, as listed in Table 1 for the three key SIC
techniques. Inspired by the pioneering work in
[5], other recent advanced SIC works have stud-
ied the impact of oscillator phase noise, designed
antennas with appropriate form factor, and
developed transmission scheduling and network-
ing jointly to overcome SI [2, 7].

WHY FD IN D2D COMMUNICATIONS?
D2D communications allow cellular UEs in
close proximity to communicate directly without
routing through BSs [8, 9]. D2D also presents
substantial benefit in terms of energy saving
because the shorter link distance requires small-
er transmit power. Neighboring UEs may form
D2D pairs (links). Thus, in addition to the cellu-
lar mode, many cellular UEs may select a D2D
mode.

D2D links reuse the same spectrum resource
concurrently with some cellular users simultane-
ously, which is called D2D underlay communica-
tions. To manage mutual interference in D2D
underlay, resource pairing between cellular users

Figure 1. A heterogenous network with full duplex consideration.
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and D2D links (pairs) is highly critical to achiev-
ing high system throughput and low outage.

Integration of FD nodes in D2D may further
improve spectrum efficiency [10]. In FD D2D
links, SI is much weaker due to lower transmit
power required by shorter communicate dis-
tance.

To optimize system performance, SI in FD
communications and co-channel interference of
D2D underlay should be addressed jointly
through power control, beamforming, schedul-
ing, and link adaptation. Given FD nodes,
scheduling, mode-selection, and link adaptation
in D2D communications become even more
important and challenging since more accurate
CSI and neighbor discovery are required. Fur-
thermore, we should pay more attention to
whether it is viable to exploit FD transmission
according to interference constraints, or just
keep half duplex (HD) instead. HD may use
either frequency-division duplexing (FDD) or
time-division duplexing (TDD).

FD DEPLOYMENT IN FEMTOCELL AND
D2D NETWORKS

To reduce hardware retrofitting cost, we may
only consider FD radio applications in two-tier
femtocell and D2D HetNets, while limiting the
macrocell to operate under traditional HD. Self-
interference seriously affects FD radios, whereas
different types of co-channel interference also
exist. For simplicity, we assume nodes within
femtocell coverage will likely access femto BSs
instead of macro BSs. Nodes within femtocell
coverage but in close proximity may establish
direct D2D links. Only D2D nodes outside fem-
tocell coverage may collaborate by taking advan-
tage of forming relays. Note that, also for cost
consideration, only intermediate nodes are always
assumed to use FD. Considering two-tier Het-
Nets that involve femtocell and D2D communi-
cations, we divide the networking with FD radios
into three different categories, as shown in Fig. 3:

• Bidirectional direct link: Source (S) and
destination (D) nodes communicate directly
in FD mode with asymmetric traffic and
symmetric channels. In this case, there may
be strong SI at both source and destination
nodes. Note that both node A and node B
can be source node and destination node.

• Relay assisted link: One or more FD relay
nodes are used to transmit data from source
to destination with symmetric or asymmet-
ric channels. Self-interference takes place at
relay (R) nodes.

• Base station assisted link: Simultaneous
downlink and uplink take place at femto BS
for two HD users. The BS provides FD
communications for both downlink and
uplink users with asymmetric traffic and
symmetric channels with the assistance of
successful SIC.

COOPERATIVE
FD-D2D COMMUNICATIONS

In this section, we introduce cooperative D2D
communications in FD-enabled HetNets. In
cooperative D2D networks, FD UEs can form
clusters that facilitate reconfigurable connec-
tion topology. The optimization of link topolo-
gy can improve the efficacy of FD SIC for
better transmission and reception. Configuring
clusters of FD nodes to form cooperative relay
networks provides a promising solution to
achieve better wireless network coverage and
throughput. Relay selection, FD or HD mode
determination,  and power control  in such
cooperative networks can effectively facilitate
higher throughput and better energy conserva-
tion. Because multihop D2D cooperation,
D2D cluster, and one-hop relay all pose differ-
ent challenges to FD, we discuss them sepa-
rately below.

MULTIHOP D2D COOPERATION
As seen in Fig. 4, in multihop D2D communica-
tions, the source node (S) and destination node
(D) can communicate via direct link as well as
different relay hops, which demonstrates a typi-
cal scenario where both S and D are in HD,
while relay nodes (Rs) are in FD. In the figure,
the red solid lines, black dashed lines, and black
solid lines denote FD SI, direct link between
transceivers, and inter-relay hop link, respective-
ly. Before deciding which way to communicate
(direct or relay hop) between the source and the
destination, an overall assessment is performed
to compare specific physical metrics, such as
total throughput under limited power, energy
consumption, delays, and interference to other
nodes. Note that short hops make SIC easier,
whereas longer hops require high power. Thus,
we may choose HD with fewer but longer hops
or FD with more but shorter hops. In brief, HD
is preferred for the direct link between the
source and the destination, possibly at lower
spectrum efficiency compared to FD. In addi-
tion, the specific time duration of each hop in
multihop also affects performance. In general,
we have to consider the overall system perfor-
mance.

Figure 2. Block diagram of FD interference cancellation.
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FD-ENABLED D2D CLUSTERS

Clustered D2D nodes can form efficient and
reconfigurable networks to minimize the impact
of SI in FD transceivers. In particular, we focus
on D2D nodes equipped with multiple antennas
that can form separate transmit and receive
beams. In a general two-node bidirectional link,
it would make little sense for a UE to apply dif-
ferent transmit and receive beams as the UE
would prefer to transmit to, and receive from, its
counterpart with maximum gain. Hence, such a
traditional D2D link has less flexibility in opti-
mizing transmit and receive beams to mitigate SI
without substantially affecting their transmit or
receive signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In a user
cluster, however, a simple network can be
formed by recruiting other members as relay
nodes such that the transmit and receive direc-
tions (and hence the beams) need not be similar.
For this reason, FD D2D clusters, through
reconfigurable networking, present another rich
and practical research area for FD communica-
tions.

FD RELAY LINKS
Optimizing FD relay to achieve optimal system
performance should take SIC into account. In
addition to the three key SIC techniques afore-
mentioned, we may also deploy antenna array
beamforming to further strengthen the ability to
isolate SI for FD relays. In particular, by letting
FD radios transmit to and receive from two
nodes, we can flexibly design transmit and
receive beams to achieve better SI mitigation.
More recently, information-theoretic analyses of
FD multiple-input multiple-output (FD-MIMO)
relaying in [11] have also considered the effect
of channel estimate error and amplifier nonlin-
earities on residual SI. For practicality, such fac-
tors should also be integrated into our problem
formulation.

INTERFERENCE MITIGATION FOR
FD D2D NETWORKS

As mentioned earlier, interference mitigation
plays a critical role in both FD and D2D com-
munications. A comprehensive solution should
jointly mitigate SI caused by FD and co-channel

interference from D2D underlay. Existing works
have demonstrated the potential of interference
control to facilitate FD D2D communications.
This section discusses several major solutions
involving power control, mode selection, beam-
forming and precoding, as well as resource
scheduling.

POWER CONTROL AND MODE SELECTION
Power control plays a key role in FD communi-
cations. In addition to interference cancellation,
it also contributes to energy savings. D2D links
may share cellular spectrum resource with a cel-
lular user only when the cellular user can achieve
its own required quality of service (QoS). How-
ever, in FD-D2D networks, there is also SI in
FD in addition to co-channel interference among
cellular users and D2D pairs. Hence, D2D UE
power control is important to limit co-channel
interference from D2D links to cellular receivers,
and guarantee a minimum data rate or a
required outage probability threshold to cellular
users [8]. A coverage area is defined in [10] such
that only users therein will be potentially allocat-
ed D2D underly resources to avoid severe inter-
ference to the cellular users.

MIMO relay has attracted considerable atten-
tion recently due to its ability to increase spec-
tral efficiency and its natural ability to exploit
FD by spatial SI suppression [12]. In FD MIMO
relaying systems, appropriately allocating limited
power to each node (in a D2D pair or cluster),
and assigning different transmission modes and
different time durations, can improve the overall
throughput and energy efficiency.

In an FD relaying system, different QoS
requirements of UEs motivate mode selection

Figure 3. Types of FD communication links in a two-tier heterogenous network.
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between HD and FD. The need to reduce ener-
gy consumption and transmission delay may also
require an appropriate selection of HD or FD
relay mode. Nevertheless, we should incorporate
the effect of residual SI after SIC when compar-
ing the performance of HD and FD for mode
selection. In general, whether the FD or HD
mode performs better depends on many factors,
including the number of antennas, SNR, and
residual SI.

MULTI-ANTENNA
BEAMFORMING AND PRECODING

FD-MIMO has exhibited great potential for bet-
ter SI mitigation. Through beamforming, FD-
MIMO can significantly reduce SI via jointly
optimizing transmit precoding and receiver pro-
cessing.

MIMO relay can generate spatial nulls using
receive antenna array in the directions of the
transmit relays to mitigate SI. In [13], FD MIMO
relay in both amplify-and-forward (AF) and
decode-and-forward (DF) modes has been dis-
cussed, where beamforming is jointly considered
with power control to maximize signal-to-leak-
age-plus-noise ratio (SLNR). In practice, limited
transmitter/receiver dynamic range at various
nodes and channel estimation errors should also
be considered [12]. In [11], a gradient projection
algorithm has been developed to optimize the
power allocation vectors in a bidirectional sys-
tem and a relay system with imperfect CSI.

We note that despite the advantages of FD-
MIMO radios, multiple antennas are not com-
monly equipped on most UEs. Since many
current D2D UEs only have a single antenna, to
harness the advantages offered by FD-MIMO, it
is more convenient and effective to form multi-
ple cooperative (relay) networks to construct vir-
tual MIMO arrays. Hence, more efforts are
desired to overcome the challenges posed by
synchronization errors and channel estimation
errors in virtual FD MIMO systems.

It is worth noting that there is no inherent
contradiction between spatial multiplexing and
FD. First of all, spatial multiplexing requires the
receiving node to be equipped with a sufficient
number of receive antennas. As long as ade-
quate SIC can be achieved, multiple transmit
antennas can take part in spatial multiplexing in
FD mode. On the other hand, when SI is so
strong that it requires transmit antenna prepro-
cessing or beamforming, the ability for spatial

multiplexing will be constrained. Hence, the
interesting trade-off between HD spatial multi-
plexing and FD SIC poses another important
research problem.

RESOURCE SCHEDULING
By exploiting FD radio in HetNets, we can
improve system spectrum efficiency by using the
same radio resource for transmission and recep-
tion simultaneously at different nodes within the
same network. Careful scheduling in a local net-
work is crucial to suppress SI so as to fully bene-
fit from the capabilities of FD radios. Next, we
elaborate on how FD techniques may support
different multiple user access protocols in
deployment scenarios that accommodate the
coexistence of D2D links and small cells.

Traditionally, different multi-user access tech-
niques can multiplex data streams to/from multi-
ple users on a certain radio resource, typically
involving HD on the same frequency bands.
However, it remains unclear how to schedule
multi-user access in FD networks so as to mini-
mize the effect of co-channel interference and
SI. In this section, depending on how FD is uti-
lized, we discuss some potential resource
scheduling solutions with FD/HD or hybrid
mode in joint femtocell/D2D scenarios in terms
of frequency-division multiple access (FDMA)
and time-division multiple access (TDMA).

We consider a femto BS that can operate in
both FD and HD modes in Fig. 5. In the first
scenario, the femto BS has an HD transceiver.
Up to four simultaneous data streams can be
supported over two orthogonal radio channels
with FDMA (case 1) and TDMA (case 2),
respectively. In the first scenario, D2D UEs
(UE2 and UE3) use lower transmit powers to
control interference to femto communications.
Both UE2 and UE3 can operate in FD (case 1)
while reusing the uplink resource of cellular
UE1. In case 2 of the first scenario, only UE2 is
able to use FD; therefore, the D2D link between
UE2 and UE3 needs to be supported by other
means. Here, we can use the cellular downlink
resource of UE2 instead to serve its own trans-
mission to UE3 to achieve FD, whereas UE3
shares the cellular uplink resource of UE1.

The second scenario of Fig. 5 illustrates a
hybrid case of an FD BS, one FD cellular node,
and two HD D2D UEs. Similar to the first sce-
nario, there are two cases of resource scheduling
by means of FDMA (case 3) and TDMA (case
4). Taking case 3 as an example, the BS allocates
a radio resource for UE1’s FD transmission and
reception, and also allocates another orthogonal
radio resource for three links to share. Here
each of the three radio nodes in the three circu-
lar links can transmit and receive simultaneously
in FD mode. Case 4 carries the same features as
case 3 from the perspective of the time domain
but based on the same frequency band.

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
Although FD has demonstrated potential in
practical D2D and HetNets, thus far there are
still a myriad of open issues for large-scale adop-
tion in future wireless networks. Here we discuss
a few possible directions.

Figure 4. Direct link vs. multihop.
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EXPLOITING FD IN EMERGING
5G MILLIMETER WAVE TECHNOLOGY

Densely deployed small cells in the future may
place a high burden on infrastructure, such as
radio network control and fiber optic backhaul.
Wireless solutions have been considered to
replace current wireline backhaul. Furthermore,
millimeter-wave (mmWave) has also attracted
considerable attention as possible radio access
technology in small cells because of its distinct
characteristics, such as massive available band-
width, large propagation attenuation (path loss),
weaker building penetration as well as diffrac-
tion effects, and smaller-sized components due
to shorter wavelengths [14].

With highly directional beamforming and
weak building penetration, mmWave may facili-
tate co-channel interference cancellation among
participating nodes in multihop relay networks,
especially when the intermediate relay node in
FD mode is in the middle of forwarding desired
data. On the other hand, one of the major SIC
techniques is antenna isolation, which means the
physical distance between transmit antenna and
receive antenna has to be accurately controlled
and calibrated. For mmWave, the very short
wavelength makes accurate antenna positioning
and calibration much more difficult. Hence, SIC
in mmWave can potentially pose greater chal-
lenges for FD radios. Other issues include the
costly fabrication and difficult calibration of RF
hardware for analog SIC.

ACCURACY AND COMPLEXITY TRADE-OFF IN
CHANNEL ESTIMATION

Another open issue lies in the trade-off between
accurate channel estimation for effective SIC
and training overhead in fast fading and fre-
quency-selective fading channels. For complex

MIMO relays in FD D2D systems, it is possible
to design a protocol that prepends a training
phase to estimate CSI before payload. With the
estimated CSI, power allocation can be opti-
mized for payload transmission epochs. Howev-
er, more practical and challenging factors need
to be considered including channel estimation
error, channel fading, residual SI, distortive RF
amplifiers, oscillator frequency and phase noises,
as well as imperfect ADC and digital-to-analog
converter (DAC). Usually, to reduce training
overhead, a single training epoch is responsible
for a large number of payload epochs. One prob-
lem is the design of training epoch length vs.
payload duration for both signal detection and
SIC. In addition, a complex transmit precoding
matrix is hard to realize, particularly when UE
radio transceivers are not computationally highly
powerful. Hence, the trade-off between complex-
ity and performance is always a critical but chal-
lenging issue. Furthermore, unlike most works
that target slow flat fading wireless channels,
more practical channels with fast fading or fre-
quency-selective characteristics should also be
investigated.

IMPROVING SCALABILITY AND ROBUSTNESS
Thus far, there has been only limited work on
network throughput improvement for FD com-
munications. In fact, one issue lies in the scala-
bility and robustness of spectrum efficiency
doubling from end-to-end capacity to network
level. In a single point-to-point link, FD can
double wireless link capacity for a single pair of
nodes. However, in practical networks, multiple
nodes may share the spectrum based on proto-
cols, such as carrier sense multiple access
(CSMA). Unlike HD links, FD links have a
much larger interference footprint at all times,
thereby preventing nearby nodes from accessing
the same spectrum to achieve spatial frequency

Figure 5. Resource scheduling for a D2D pair in a two-tier FD femto/D2D network.
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reuse. In other words, FD does not necessarily
double the network capacity even when assum-
ing perfect SIC. FD may not provide scalable
and robust spectrum efficiency doubling as one
would hope when deployed within networks of
various access protocols, which has been illus-
trated in asynchronous contention-based wireless
networks [15]. In FD-D2D systems, however,
this problem may be alleviated through better
BS centralized control and resource scheduling,
thereby presenting a research opportunity.

There are other issues with respect to higher
network layers under FD. For example, it is
important to investigate means for routing traffic
in order to maximize the total profit for multiple
users with power constraints while meeting
required QoS guarantee. Furthermore, we must
also study and quantify the impact of non-ideal
FD transceivers on the networks before their
wide-spread integration into 5G systems.

CONCLUSIONS
This article presents an overview of FD commu-
nications in heterogenous networks, and discuss-
es the integration of FD radios in small cells and
coexisting D2D underlay communications. Con-
fronted by the critical issue of SI cancellation in
FD radios, we demonstrate how D2D communi-
cations can better take advantage of FD radios,
particularly in cooperative relay networks. We
further analyze, in detail, several technical chal-
lenges and solutions on FD SI mitigation
through power control, mode selection, beam-
forming, and precoding, as well as link and
resource scheduling.
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•National and international policies and regulation for standards
•Standards and developing countries

The history of standardization, including, but not limited to:
•The cultures of different SDOs
•Standards education and its impact
•Corporate standards strategies
•The impact of open source on standards
•The impact of technology development and convergence on standards

Research-to-standards,  including standards-oriented research, standards-related research, and research on 
standards

Compatibility and interoperability, including testing methodologies and certification to standards
Tools and services related to any or all aspects of the standardization life cycle 

Proposals are also solicited for Feature Topic issues of the Communications Standards Supplement.

Articles should be submitted to the IEEE Communications Magazine submissions site at 
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he second part of the Feature Topic “Satellite Com-
munications and Networking: Emerging Techniques

and New Applications,” published in this issue of IEEE
Communications Magazine, presents the overflow from the
first part published in the March issue. In the first part, the
accent was on a renewed vision of satellite communica-
tions and networking that we claim as “Space 2.0” [1] in
order to mark a clear discontinuity with the “Space 1.0”
era, begun in 1945 with A.C. Clarke’s article “Extra Ter-
restrial Relays.” The contributions published in the first
part mainly focused on techniques that will characterize
future satellite networking, such as exploitation of higher
frequency bands, cognitive spectrum utilization, delay- and
disruption-tolerant networks (DTNs), software-defined
networking (SDN), and network virtualization. In the
remaining part of the Feature Topic, we aim at shifting the
emphasis to the application aspects without losing sight of
technological investigation.

Indeed, one of the basic questions that arises among the
social and business communities is “How can we exploit
the cost efficiency, resilience, and ubiquity naturally pro-
vided by satellite networking to design new services for the
emerging mass market of the next decades?” We believe
that the five articles published in this issue can contribute
an answer to this question.

The first article of the issue, “Challenges for Efficient
and Seamless Space-Terrestrial Heterogeneous Networks,”
by J. P. Choi and C. Joo, analyzes the main challenges that
should be solved in order to realize seamless space-terres-
trial heterogeneous networks. The final aim is to provide
multi-purpose readily available platforms for both com-
mercial and no-profit services.

The second article, “Design Challenges in Contact
Plans for Disruption-Tolerant Satellite Networks,” by J.
Fraire and J. Finochietto investigates one of the most criti-
cal aspects of DTN architectures: the provision of reliable
and efficient contact plan design.

The third article, “Emergency Satellite Communica-
tions: Research and Standardization Activities,” by T.
Pecorella, L. S. Ronga, F. Chiti, S. Jayousi, and L. Franck,
considers in detail the coordinated endeavors carried on at
various levels (academic, industrial, international standard-
ization bodies, national space agencies, governmental insti-
tutions, etc.) targeted at realizing a global infrastructure
for emergency communications. In such a framework,
satellite communications plays a key role.

The fourth article, “Alerting over Satellite Navigation
Systems: Lessons Learned and Future Challenges,” by T.
De Cola and C. Pàrraga Niebla, proposes a very interest-
ing application of satellite navigation systems (i.e., the
deployment of public alerting messages in case of danger
for citizens). Global navigation services can profitably sup-
port the efficient dissemination of alerting messages. In
the article, the challenges and constraints characterizing
this safety-critical service coexisting with the regular geolo-
calization service are carefully analyzed.

The last article, “Flexible Heterogeneous Satellite-
Based Architecture for Enhanced Quality of Life Applica-
tions,” by E. Del Re, S. Morosi, L. S. Ronga, S. Jayousi,
and A. Martinelli, analyzes the synergistic use of communi-
cation, positioning, and monitoring techniques, provided
by meshed terrestrial-satellite heterogeneous network
architectures, to satisfy specific requirements coming from
everyday life: e-Health and well-being, public safety, and
mobility.

At the conclusion of this Feature Topic, the Guest Edi-
tors wish to thank the anonymous reviewers for their com-
mitment in sending their timely and always valuable
comments, the editorial staff of IEEE Communications
Magazine and IEEE ComSoc for their continuous assis-
tance, and, last but not least, all of the contributors. We
received a large number of high-quality submissions, cover-
ing all aspects of satellite communications and networking.
In our opinion, this is clear proof that, 70 years after the
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publication of Dr. Clarke’s visionary contribution, satellite
communication remains a field of increasing interest for
advanced research and novel technology development.
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INTRODUCTION

The capabilities of satellites can be enhanced
when they are interlinked with ground compo-
nents, which can fill some coverage holes and
improve system throughput. The non-line-of-
sight (NLOS) environments inside buildings or
underground where satellite signals are not easi-
ly received can be covered by relaying temporar-
ily built WiFi/Bluetooth or partially working
3G/LTE signals to satellite networks. When the
network architecture interconnects the different
components over the sky and on the ground with
the system heterogeneity taken into account, the
performance of space-terrestrial “heteroge-
neous” networks can be significantly enhanced,
especially for disaster recovery and rescue coor-
dination. In addition to the traditional applica-
tion for information transmission, the simulta-
neous transmission of information and power
from satellites can allow uninterrupted connec-
tivity to isolated areas. Space-based solar power
transmission from satellites has been a long-term
project and is finally planned to be realized in a
few decades [1]. Space-terrestrial heterogeneous

networks can feed solar power from space to
large rectennas (rectifying antennas) located in
unpopulated areas, and then distribute to each user
through terrestrial power line or wireless links.

In this article we investigate the enabling tech-
nologies for multi-purpose space-terrestrial net-
works that achieve both high spectrum efficiency
and low latency. We explore the technical chal-
lenges in interconnecting satellites with terrestrial
networks such as LTE and WLAN. In particular,
the main thrusts to enhance the economics of the
space-terrestrial network are as follow:
• Multibeam satellites that generate agile nar-

row spotbeams by controlling interbeam
interference.

• Relaying architecture that interconnects
multibeam satellites and ground stations for
the multi-dimensional performance objec-
tives of throughput, delay, power consump-
tion, and reliability.

• Low-latency random access that overcomes
long propagation delay with distributed
resource allocation schemes in satellite
uplink.

• Mobility support at high frequency bands
that enhances the economics of satellite
communications despite delayed channel
state information (CSI).

• Multipath protocols that are optimized in
cross layers for quality of service (QoS)
guarantees across space and terrestrial net-
work components.
We then discuss a few examples where the

space-terrestrial networks can be applied as
killer applications in the near term and long
term, respectively:
• Emergency communications that are essen-

tial for disaster recovery and rescue mis-
sions by connecting non-satellite users
through (partially working or temporarily
deployed) terrestrial networks.

• Simultaneous transmission of information
and power that can distribute solar energy
from multibeam satellites to the Earth, as
illustrated in Fig. 1 for a scheme of emer-
gency networks.
In the rest of this article we focus on the cur-
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ground stations on earth, space-terrestrial net-
works can extend the coverage area and increase
the throughput for both commercial and non-
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rent status and future outlook of the technolo-
gies and applications listed above, which range
from those being actively studied or currently
being implemented (e.g. multibeam satellites,
relaying architecture, and emergency communi-
cations), to the others being considered for pos-
sible use in the future but still to be proven
beneficial. To fill the gap between practical
importance and future interests of our selection,
many ongoing research activities will be present-
ed as well, including interference mitigation
techniques, multi-input-multi-output (MIMO)
systems, network coding, delay diversity tech-
niques, and advanced diversity/handover con-
cepts for mobility support.

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

MULTIBEAM SATELLITES
Multibeam satellites are currently a state-of-the-
art technology for commercial satellite networks
such as Inmarsat and Globalstar. Narrow spot-
beams can project high power density and thus
can support high data rates to small user termi-
nals. In addition, an identical frequency spec-
trum can be reused in multiple distant cells,
increasing the total system capacity. An advanced
multibeam satellite equipped with a phased
array antenna can effectively serve a large num-
ber of users over its coverage area by beamform-
ing narrow spotbeams and managing interbeam
interference. It is shown in Fig. 2a that phased
array antenna techniques such as agile antenna
gain patterning and beam scheduling can achieve
74 percent of the maximum capacity while serv-
ing interfering users located within 1/4 of the
mainlobe beamwidth from each other [2].

The core physical-layer components that real-
ize multibeam satellites are active array antenna
and solid-state power amplifiers (SSPA). The
phased array antenna (Fig. 2b) can adjust the size
and/or shape of a beam by feeding many array ele-
ments from SSPA, and linearly superimpose sig-
nals by controlling an antenna-patterning matrix.
Moreover, the phased array antenna can work
together with transmission scheduling switches
faster than 1 msec, which is desirable for delay-
constrained transmission. Flexible antenna gain
patterning allows for simultaneous service of users
in a populated area by suppressing possibly signifi-
cant interbeam interference. The impact of inter-
ference can be addressed by a new class of
high-layer protocols. Note that the static beam-
forming with traveling wave tube amplifiers
(TWTAs), which require a high power margin and
have been widely used in satellite communications
traditionally, achieves only a fraction of the
throughput achieved by SSPA and phased array
antenna, as shown in Fig. 2(a). It is still a challeng-
ing research topic to design high-efficiency gallium
nitrate (GaN) SSPA on a large scale. Interference
mitigation using beamforming techniques [3] and
exploiting dual satellites or polarization for MIMO
communications [4] are being adopted to improve
the efficiency of multibeam schemes.

RELAYING
Relaying is one of the key elements of 4G/5G
cellular systems as it can extend the coverage
outside the cell-edge and take traffic load off the

macro base stations. The seamless relaying
through heterogeneous radio access technologies
has yet to be realized in practice due to the diffi-
culty of controlling different protocols through
different channels. The benefits and difficulties
of realizing relay networks are equally applied to
the space-terrestrial network. The overall system
throughput of multibeam satellites can be
enhanced when ground stations such as gate-
ways, gap fillers, or feeder antennas are also uti-
lized for path diversity. If packets have to be
retransmitted, the ground stations can fulfill the
request, eliminating long propagation delays
from satellites.

The frequency bands of satellite-to-earth and
terrestrial links may overlap entirely or partially,
in which case the allocation of the shared spec-
trum should be coordinated not to degrade the
entire system performance. As cellular commu-
nication technology advances rapidly and the
demand for spectrum increases unexpectedly,
the standards community has been paying more
attention to spectrum sharing (for example,
around 2.1 GHz) between satellites and terres-
trial cellular networks. Since onboard resource
management has so far only been analyzed with-
out taking terrestrial resources into account,
resource allocation of the space and ground
components should be jointly coordinated. By
incorporating ground stations to receive satellite
signals, the multibeam satellite has a choice of
routing signals to gateways/feeder antennas
and/or sending directly to end user terminals. A
cross-layer approach takes into joint account the
PHY layer rate/power allocation, the MAC layer
user scheduling, the network layer routing path
selection, and the transport layer congestion
control. The scheduling scheme seeks a trade-off
between the use of satellite and terrestrial
resources, and compensates for the weakest link
in the space-terrestrial heterogeneous network.
For the heterogeneous network to guarantee
seamless service in practice, more robust integra-
tion of heterogeneous channels should be realized,
e.g. hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)
packet retransmission based on punctured codes
in the terrestrial link.

Figure 1. Scheme of emergency networks with simultaneous transmission of
information and power.
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LOW-LATENCY RANDOM ACCESS

In the satellite coverage area, many users
compete for uplink access to the satellite
transponder. In random access such as the Aloha
protocol, users rely on randomness of their sig-
nal transmissions in a distributed manner,
achieving low latency because data can be trans-
mitted without waiting for the resource alloca-
tion from the central coordinator. On the other
hand, in heavily crowded communication sys-
tems, collisions from random access can cause
severe throughput degradation and additional
delay. A potential solution would be the use of
carrier-sensing functionality as in terrestrial net-
works, called carrier sense multiple access
(CSMA). Under CSMA, each user monitors the
status of the channel before its signal transmis-
sion, and starts transmission only when the chan-
nel is unused. A hybrid approach that combines
the reservation scheme is also possible. For
example, on recognition of an idle channel, a
user can send a short packet ahead of real data
and reserve longer slots for the data, obtaining
higher throughput without excessive waste of
resources due to collision.

A critical weakness of the CSMA approach in
the satellite network is again the excessively long
delay for signal propagation. When a user senses
an idle channel, the information is already stale
and its signal transmission may collide with oth-
ers when it eventually arrives at the satellite
antenna, leading to a failed attempt for reserva-
tion. One way to tackle the issue is to develop
random access schemes based on each user’s
understanding of the impact of its transmission
on the others instead of making reservations.
For example, each user measures the signal to
interference ratio (SIR) over downlink channels,
infers the uplink SIR under the assumption of
channel reciprocity, and dynamically adjusts its
random access time, backoff parameters, and
transmission power. Since many users on Earth
will access a much smaller number of satellites
in a distributed manner, more rigorous coordina-

tion of random transmissions and power control
for the system stability is necessary, imposing
additional control overhead and latency for
information exchange. Otherwise, as in the heavy
load scenarios of Aloha networks, multiple
transmissions will severely interfere with each
other and a significant amount of resources will
be lost. It is worth noting that a joint design of
admission control and random access could be
beneficial to guarantee QoS and fairness among
users.

MOBILITY SUPPORT AT
HIGH FREQUENCY BANDS

For cross-layer optimization of the satellite net-
work, it is critical to input the accurate PHY
information, such as channel state information
and geographical user locations, into high layers
and to adapt high-layer protocols according to
time-varying satellite channel conditions and
user mobility. In an example of successful mobil-
ity management, the location information update
is decoupled with handovers that can be fre-
quent for non-geostationary satellites, thus
reducing the amount of information uploaded to
the satellite [5].

As for channel state information, channel
modeling for high frequency band communica-
tion satellites has so far been mainly focused on
weather impairments, such as rain attenuation
and atmospheric scintillation. The coherence
time of weather-induced channel variation is in
the order of seconds and longer, and does not
cause severe performance degradation to predic-
tion of the channel states and the corresponding
system adaptation. On the other hand, channel
variation due to multipath and mobility is much
faster than the round-trip delay. It is known that
the capacity of the time-varying channels can
increase only if the channel feedback delay is
within the channel correlation time [6]. The per-
formance of satellite-terrestrial heterogeneous
networks at higher frequencies can be enhanced
by adding mobility support and system adaptabil-

Figure 2. (a) Performance and (b) diagram of phased array antenna (adopted from [2]).
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ity to fast time-varying channels, for which the
current practical system design does not fully
make up.

It is still an open problem how to overcome
the difficulty of predicting fast time-varying
channels, and to develop a new class of proto-
cols for adapting systems accordingly. Not only
the technical challenges, but low demands for
deploying satellite networks in the urban and/or
high-speed environments have been obstacles.
Another bottleneck is the speed and accuracy of
the current beam switching technology. Unless
the advanced phased array antenna is used, pro-
visioning agile spotbeams to mobile users in the
urban channel condition is not a simple task
even if the perfect channel state information is
known to satellites. Thus, instead of channel pre-
diction and adaptation as for weather-induced
channels, it has been suggested to provide an
option of more redundancies, so that users in
fast time-varying channels can take advantage of
them in the case of poor channel conditions, but
do not have to do so otherwise.

Retransmissions via ground stations or
advanced coding schemes such as multi-layer
coding [7] can improve the supportability of
mobile users and mitigate the blocking/multipath
effects in the form of retransmitted packets and
the longer coded packet length. The network
coding technique can be combined with ARQ
protocols to reduce delay further and increase
throughput [8]. The new protocols in the MAC
layer will incur the proper modification in other
layer protocols that have been optimized only
for slowly time-varying weather-induced chan-
nels. For example, by considering potential
retransmissions, more packets are forwarded to
ground stations than when redundancies are not
taken into account. At the same time, since the
delay-sensitive packets should be headed to
users directly, multi-path routing and the corre-

sponding multi-path transport layer protocol
should be deployed for network performance
optimization. Diversity and co-operation using
terrestrial stations are the promising solution for
adding mobility support to high-frequency satel-
lite networks despite incurring redundancies and
coordination/synchronization between satellites
and Earth stations. If the co-operation with ter-
restrial stations is enough to support user mobil-
ity on the fast time-varying channels, the system
performance degradation due to the imperfect
CSI of the fast time-varying channel can be alle-
viated since the measurements and modeling of
the satellite channels at high frequencies are
extremely time-consuming. Table 1 summarizes
the current technologies and future trends for
fixed and mobile user support in LOS and NLOS
environments, respectively.

MULTIPATH PROTOCOLS
Multipath protocols are intended to support
diversity/co-operation and low-delay transmis-
sion in the space-terrestrial heterogeneous net-
work that operates different types of protocols
over multiple signal paths with different channel
characteristics. The current MP-TCP (Multipath
Transport Control Protocol) has been developed
to support parallel TCP subflows and shows a
drastic change in performance based on multi-
path characteristics. Compatibility with legacy
single-path TCP is one of the key issues in the
community. To prevent starvation of legacy
TCP, a MP-TCP connection is supposed to not
overwhelm a legacy TCP in each path, while its
overall performance is better than a single-path
TCP in the best-quality path [9]. To exploit
multi-path diversity while providing backward
compatibility, it is imperative to couple transmis-
sion window sizes between subflows. The prob-
lem becomes more challenging when multiple
paths have significantly different characteristics.

Table 1. Fixed and mobile user support comparison for LOS and NLOS environments.

LOS (line-of-sight) 
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NLOS (non-line-of-sight) envi-
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Not a major interest (If necessary,
bad channels in the Markov
channel modeling)

Communication
strategies Channel prediction and system adaptation

Mobile
users

Channel 
characteristics 

Fast time-varying 
(channel coherence time < 1 millisecond)

Channel variation mainly due to
Doppler effects

Most vulnerable channels due to
multipath, shadowing, blocking,
and Doppler effects

Communication
strategies
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using terrestrial networks
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In particular, if one of the subflows is through
Long-Fat Networks (LFN) such as satellite net-
works, detecting changes in system dynamics
takes more time, which often leads to a waste of
scarce wireless resources and degradation of
throughput performance.

Guaranteeing delay performance becomes
harder due to complicated interplays between
the sender, intermediate routers, and the receiv-
er. Since a single flow is split into multiple sub-
flows, its packets not only experience different
network delays, but also have to wait for previ-
ous packets at the reordering buffer of the
receiver, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Recently, by con-
trolling packet transmission times based on
queuing delays, channel conditions, and propa-
gation delay, it has been shown that a modified
version of MP-TCP can reduce the end-to-end
delay at a reasonable user cost, as shown in
Fig. 3b [10]. The development of a multipath
protocol should be focused on both frontiers of
extending the existing protocols to the multipath
environment and developing a new class of pro-
tocols optimized for heterogeneous types of
channels. Since the space-terrestrial network has
extremely distinct characteristics for each signal
path, we first have to analyze the asymmetry of
multipath in terms of channel fading, propaga-
tion delay, and available bandwidth. The optimal
control of uplink/downlink traffic should be able
to compensate for the path heterogeneity and
consider transmitter/receiver buffer occupancies
as well. However, since the multipath control
may impose additional complexity on already
sophisticated resource management or result in
unnecessary packet transmissions, a careful
tradeoff study between performance and com-
plexity is required.

APPLICATIONS

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS
One applicable scenario to use a space-terrestri-
al network for emergency communications is
when a disaster recovery team is deployed for
rescue coordination and relief efforts in the area
where terrestrial infrastructure is heavily dam-
aged. The recovery team sets up mountable
antennas that can play the role of gateways or
relay stations between the satellite and end user
terminals. The satellite plays the role of a core

network while the temporarily deployed or par-
tially working terrestrial links relay satellite sig-
nals to surrounding areas including NLOS
environments. Each end user terminal for a
recovery team member can also receive the
satellite signal directly from the satellite if the
terminal supports the dual mode at the same
time. User mobility support and low-latency ran-
dom access will be indispensable for receiving
direct satellite signals and sending direct requests
to the satellite if the member’s mission is time-
sensitive or the mission area is too wide to be
covered by gateway stations.

Co-operation between space and terrestrial
networks has attracted much attention as a
promising technology for emergency communi-
cations. For example, the WISECOM (Wireless
Infrastructure over Satellite for Emergency
Communications) project in Europe uses
Inmarsat and DVB-RCS (Digital Video Broad-
cast-Return Channel via Satellite) to backhaul
terrestrial traffic from 3G/4G, WiFi, TETRA
(Terrestrial Trunked Radio), etc. [11]. A simple
amplify and forward scheme with diverse delay
paths can be shown to improve bit error rate
(BER) performance by introducing additional
frequency selectivity in the NLOS channel [12].

The path diversity of the multibeam satellite
can be exploited to improve reliability in emer-
gency communications. However, the multipath-
support protocols such as network coding and
MP-TCP face challenging problems of choosing
a better signal path, optimizing coding block
size, considering transmission diversity for higher
reliability, and segmenting a packet for better
throughput. If multimedia packets can be
received from other members or headquarters
with guaranteed QoS levels, a rescue member
can carry out missions more efficiently and
understand potential dangers more easily. Since
the terrestrial ad-hoc network can be used for
direct communications among rescue members,
the satellite signals should be scheduled not to
interfere with (and also not to be interfered by)
the terrestrial signals if they operate in the same
or adjacent bands. The problem of user schedul-
ing and resource allocation for emergency com-
munications can be formulated to give answers
to other questions, such as the location and the
number of ground gateways, the single or dual
mode of receiver terminals, and so on. Since it is

Figure 3. (a) Latency model of MP-TCP and (b) comparison of MP-TCP schemes (adopted from [10]).
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critical to minimize power consumption and save
battery power in a disaster where power distribu-
tion infrastructure does not function at full capa-
bility, the power consumption of satellites and
ground stations should be the major considera-
tion for the CAPEX (capital expenditure) and
OPEX (operation expenses) of the emergency
network.

SIMULTANEOUS TRANSMISSION OF
INFORMATION AND POWER

Wireless power transfer technology has recently
drawn the attention of communications and
energy experts since it can alleviate the power
shortage problem of communication nodes and
devices. However, the state-of-the-art practical
application is limited to a very short range
transfer (less than 1m) only using resonant
inductive coupling, and ongoing research for
solar power transmission has primarily focused
on the mechanical and physical technologies,
such as very wide solar panels, satellite body
structure, and a large scale of rectennas [13].
On the other hand, simultaneous wireless infor-
mation and power transfer (SWIPT) [14] is also
under active research in academia since it can
ensure the timely delivery of information under
harsh environments. For example, in disaster
scenarios, power stations can also be damaged
and the rescue effort can be restrictive due to
unreliable communications. Since a short halt of
communications can be critical for the mission,
simultaneous transmission of power and infor-
mation in the space-terrestrial network will be
extremely beneficial, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Although wireless power transfer technology is
not close at hand in practice, the development
of the high-layer architecture and protocols for
simultaneous transmission of information and
power should be accompanied to advance the
realization of crucial applications such as emer-
gency networks.

When power transmission from satellites is
mathematically modeled and practically imple-
mented, we have to compare common and dif-
ferent features between information and power
transfer. Signal attenuation due to free-space
loss is governed by the Friis transmission equa-
tion in the same way as for information. The
power transmitted from the Ka band GEO satel-
lite is attenuated by more than 200 dB by free-
space loss only. Assuming rectenna receiver gain
up to 130 dB with a wide diameter of 3 km, the
beamforming gain of nearly 80 dB at the trans-
mitter with a diameter on the order of 10~100 m
would be preferred. Since the rectennas for solar
power are currently planned to be located in
unpopulated areas such as deserts and oceans
due to safety reasons, multipath effects are not
considered to be a major concern. Rain and
moisture in the atmosphere are still big causes
for power attenuation, making it hard to utilize
high frequency bands. Channel prediction and
system adaptation techniques should be more
aggressive for power transmission. Nevertheless,
a simple method of shutting down power trans-
mission to an area with a bad channel condition
can still improve the transmission efficiency. The
trade-off between power and information trans-

fer in terms of bandwidth allocation, which is
shown in the short-range resonant coupling [15],
is also applied to the long-range transmission.
The wider the bandwidth, the bigger the infor-
mation capacity, but power transfer is less effi-
cient. High-efficiency wideband antennas for
power transmission and reception can be made
of GaN solid-state power amplifiers, which is
one of the major research areas for solar power
transmission. Table 2 compares the differences
between information and power transmission.

A multibeam-satellite resource allocation
problem for simultaneous transfer of informa-
tion and power to the terrestrial relaying net-
work should be set up for the maximum power
transfer under the constraint of guaranteeing the
minimum information transmission. Power trans-
mission spotbeams should have maximum power
constraints, which are not imposed for informa-
tion transmission beams unless TWTAs are
used. Due to health, safety, and environmental
concerns, the amount of received power should
be controlled under an allowable threshold. By
extending the result on relaying information
transmission via ground stations, the optimal
solution for power transmission should also be
based on channel conditions, user demand for
power and information, QoS requirements, and
interference among spotbeams themselves and
with terrestrial radios. For the feedback of such
information from/to ground stations, low-latency
random access and multipath protocols will play
the key role for information delivery in a timely
and reliable manner. Further, for unmanned
devices and robots that conduct critical missions
in harsh environments, mobility support will be
crucial in simultaneous transmission of informa-
tion and power.

Formulation and modeling can be an initial
step toward realizing solar power transmission to
Earth in the near future. Following more detailed
performance analysis of satellite resource alloca-

Table 2. Comparison of information and power transmission.

Information 
transmission

Power transmission

Free space loss
Proportional to the
squared distance

Transmitted power
level

~ 1kW Up to 1GW

Satellite antenna size < 10 m ~ 100 m

Ground station 
antenna size

~ 10 m ~ 3 km

Mobility support Yes No

Power attenuation

Rain, atmospheric 
moistures, multipath,
shadowing, blocking,
Doppler shifts

Rain and atmospheric 
moistures

Power amplifiers TWTA, SSPA
Klystron, magnetron,
SSPA (made of GaN)
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tion, we will need to design efficient control and
feedback signals from ground to satellite, ulti-
mately interconnecting solar power satellites and
terrestrial smart grids for direct power reception
of mobile end users.

CONCLUSION
Starting from the basic building blocks of multi-
beam satellites and relaying technology for
space-terrestrial heterogeneous networks, this
article addressed technical challenges of devel-
oping advanced technologies of low-latency ran-
dom access, mobility support over fast time-
varying channels, and multipath protocols. High-
impact applications of emergency communica-
tions and simultaneous information/power
transmissions can benefit from each technology,
as summarized in Table 3. We believe that the
space-terrestrial network will broadly impact dif-
ferent industry sectors of the commercial Inter-
net, remote sensing/monitoring, disaster
response, green energy distribution, and so on,
and be of invaluable significance for geopolitics,
diplomacy, and military defense.
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Table 3. Use of technologies for applications in the space-terrestrial hetero-
geneous network.

Emergency 
communications

Simultaneous Tx of 
information and power

Multibeam 
satellites

Diversity and increased
throughput

Simultaneous delivery with
diversity

Relaying Coverage extension and
reliability

Feasible location for 
rectennas

Low-latency 
random access

Time-sensitive responses
and feedback

Interactive communications
for smart distribution

Mobility support at
high frequencies

Direct reception for 
time-sensitive packets

Direct power reception of
mobile end users

Multipath protocols Reliable delivery of 
timely information

Efficient resource allocation
using alternative paths
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INTRODUCTION

The Internet has enabled seamless, transparent,
and heterogeneous communication, migrating
centralized functions toward scalable and effi-
cient distributed systems such as modern banking
or education platforms. Back in the 1960s, the
concept of the Internet grew out of military stud-
ies on how to build robust networks. As a result,
addressing and routing were decentralized; but
most important, the primary purpose of the net-
work was to remain connected beyond any catas-
trophe. Unknowingly, the Internet inherited an
end-to-end connectivity paradigm that shaped
modern networked communications including the
popular TCP/IP protocol stack. In this context,
and under different orbital environments, satel-
lite networks intended not to be the exception.

Traditional geostationary Earth orbit (GEO)
satellite relay systems implement bent-pipe
repeaters to transmit from one location on Earth
to the satellite and back to another location on
Earth. Therefore, GEO relays are appealing for
broadcasting information to a large geographical
area; however, when considered for bidirectional
and interactive data communication, challenges

such as long round-trip times (RTTs) and fre-
quent channel disruptions must be addressed.
This effect is even more dramatic in deep space
(DS) systems as longer distances provoke higher
delays and severe disruptions due to planet rota-
tion, making permanent and conversational
Internet-like communications infeasible [1]. For
example, TCP simply cannot tolerate the 20-min
propagation time a signal might take from Earth
to Mars. On the other hand, disruptions are the
prevalent effect in low Earth orbit (LEO) satel-
lite systems. In order to provide voice services,
an Iridium satellite constellation system had to
be designed to sustain stable end-to-end multi-
hop paths in a highly dynamic and extensive
topology. To this end, connectivity was achieved
at the expense of a highly complex, expensive,
and controversial system. Most recently, the
ambitious Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) F6 distributed spacecraft
architecture project, which aimed at deploying
an Internet-like mesh LEO network, was can-
celed due to significant increase in budget and
overall complexity.

Whether by system complexity and cost in
LEO, or physical infeasibility in GEO and DS
systems, the end-to-end connectivity paradigm
has proven to be hard to adapt to the space
environment. In this context, TCP/IP-based
Internet will always impose a frontier on net-
works challenged by delay or disruption, com-
monly known as delay or disruption tolerant
networks (DTNs) [2]. DTN for space applica-
tions has been under discussion at the core of
the Consultative Committee for Space Data Sys-
tems (CCSDS) alongside Internet standards dur-
ing the past 20 years. Still, the recent formation
of a DTN Working Group (DTNWG) in the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) might
relax the original end-to-end connectivity axiom,
allowing DTN applications to finally be
embraced by the Internet architecture with all
the benefits it entails.

In this scenario, Internet data would be rout-
ed through network nodes not necessarily having
end-to-end connectivity with the final destina-
tion. Indeed, connectivity among nodes (i.e.,
contacts) could be sporadic but predictable due
to orbital mechanics. Nodes would then store
and carry these data until forwarding opportuni-
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ties (contacts) are available. Since not all feasi-
ble contacts may be required to route data, pre-
vious works have investigated topology design
issues related to providing connectivity among
nodes at the lowest cost (e.g., minimum number
of contacts) considering the time-evolving nature
of the contact topology [3]. However, resource
constraints (available transponders, power con-
sumption, etc.) also need to be considered in the
selection of these contacts. Besides connectivity,
other criteria related to capacity and fairness are
also required to select those contacts that, still
satisfying a given set of constraints, can provide
the best operational performance. We refer to
this problem as contact plan design (CPD),
where the contact plan (CP) is the resulting set
of contacts that complies with restrictions and
maximizes some performance metrics. Among
the challenges that need to be addressed before
DTN services can be fully implemented, the
design of CPs is a critical problem since satellite
networks have limited resources (transponders,
power, fuel, etc.), which have to be considered.
Recently, the design of CPs with resource con-
straints was proposed and investigated in [4].

In this article, we provide a detailed descrip-
tion of the CPD problem, and a comparison of
the performance and complexity of existing solu-
tions. In the next section we provide an overview
of the DTN architecture in the space environ-
ment and discuss the CPD problem following
that. Next we bring an example network under
the design process to illustrate the benefits and
drawbacks of the proposed CPD mechanisms.
Finally, we conclude our work and set future
work directions.

DTN OVERVIEW
Delay or disruption tolerant networks have
received much attention during the past few
years as they have been proposed for several
environments where communications can be
challenged by latency, bandwidth, errors, or sta-
bility issues [2]. Originally studied to develop an
architecture for the interplanetary Internet
(IPN) [1], DTNs have also been recognized as
an alternative solution for building future satel-
lite applications [5]; in particular, to cope with
typical intermittent channels of LEO constella-
tion systems [6]. Furthermore, DTNs have also
been considered for underwater sensor net-
works, battlefield networks, unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) communications systems, and
connectivity in developing areas, among others.

DTNs overcome the problem of channel
delays and disruptions by using a store-carry-for-
ward message scheme. This is analogous to
postal systems where messages are stored in a
given place (node) until able to move (forward)
to another one before reaching its final destina-
tion. Internet nodes are designed with little
memory (buffer) since they can likely deliver
data to the next hop after a routing decision has
been made; however, DTN nodes require persis-
tent storage as the link to the next hop might
not be available for a long time. As a conse-
quence, Internet communications can be seen as
a particular case of DTN with insignificant delay
or disruptions.

Among the efforts to implement practical
DTNs, the definition of a new communication
protocol that does not assume end-to-end con-
nectivity between source and destination nodes
has been addressed by the specification of the
Bundle protocol in RFC 5050, also resulting in
the availability of several software implementa-
tions of the protocol, NASA’s Interplanetary
Overlay Network (ION) [7] being the most
popular for space-borne applications. ION was
one of the first DTN-capable protocol stacks
successfully tested in space in the DINET mis-
sion [8]. In contrast to most terrestrial applica-
tions, space-oriented DTNs’ behavior can be
predicted in advance, enabling unique network
planning and design opportunities further dis-
cussed below.

DTN FOR SATELLITE NETWORKS
Technology advances, electronic miniaturization,
and the industry of smaller launchers are
enabling new business cases for cubesats projects
like QB50, EDSN, PlanetLab, and even small-
satellite companies like SkyBox (recently
acquired by Google) to deploy large LEO con-
stellations systems in the next few years. There-
fore, LEO constellations promise to become the
first large-scale networks to shift the current
monolithic paradigm to a more efficient, scal-
able, and distributed Internet-like approach.
Instead of continuous end-to-end connectivity,
DTN would provide these constellations with an
effective way to transport data in a store-carry-
forward fashion not only by Earth-satellite links
(ESLs) but also via sporadic inter-satellite links
(ISLs). However, given the degree of conser-
vatism in the traditional space industry, research
effort is mandatory as DTNs must still go under
severe scrutiny before being considered for
large-scale deployments.

In particular, LEO systems are challenged
by channel disruptions rather than by propaga-
tion times, which are similar to the delays
experienced on TCP/IP Internet applications.
However, in contrast to the Internet, space-
borne DTNs’ behavior is under management of
a mission operation and control (MOC) center
that can deterministically predict (by means of
orbital mechanics and communications models)
the expected contacts among nodes. Indeed, a
contact can be defined as the opportunity to
establish a temporal communication l ink
among two DTN nodes when physical require-
ments are met (antenna pointing, received
power, etc.).  Henceforth, ISLs are solely
thought of as point-to-point,  disregarding
shared medium access schemes, which fail to
perform properly in extensive networks as they
assume physical adjacency of many nodes. The
latter is either unlikely in a free-flying constel-
lation or demands strict f l ight-formation
requirements to the satell ite attitude and
orbital control system (AOCS). Furthermore,
DTN architecture can handle routing on higher
layers, enabling simpler communications archi-
tectures, especially if mission requirements can
be met in a disruptive scenario.

Figure 1a illustrates the concept of contact
with a 4-polar-orbit-satellite (98 inclination angle
and 650 km height each) DTN example network
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we use throughout this article. This scenario is
of particular interest for Earth observation mis-
sions as satellites account for maximum distance
in populated areas while approaching each other
in the poles. In these areas, contacts become
feasible between adjacent spacecrafts, producing
a train-like formation where two directive point-
to-point antennas (placed in front and back) can
optimize the link budget, producing longer con-
tacts. Henceforth, the network iterates among
these contacts, but for the sake of simplicity we
base further analysis solely on the half-orbit
topology interval. Furthermore, contacts with
ground stations are disregarded on the example,
but should be transparently considered as anoth-
er node with which to communicate.

The set of all  feasible contacts within a
topology interval in a given DTN network can
be defined as the contact topology. However, it
is possible that conflicts or constraints (inter-
ference, power restrictions, etc.) need to be
addressed before committing the set of planned
contacts to the network. As a result, the set of
forthcoming contacts to be finally implemented
in the network can be defined as the contact
plan (CP), which is a subset of the original
contact topology [9]. Henceforth, the process
of selecting the definitive contact set is referred
to as contact plan design (CPD). As it is typi-
cally assumed that all  potential  contacts
between DTN nodes can belong to the CP, the
design of CPs has thus far received little atten-
tion. However, this problem quickly becomes
nontrivial in large-scale systems, and detrimen-
tal for resource-constrained scenarios such as
satellite missions. Therefore, applying efficient
CPD procedures can significantly improve the
performance of large DTN satellite constella-
tions.

THE CONTACT TOPOLOGY MODEL
In order to tackle the contact plan design prob-
lem, a topology modeling technique needs to be
specified. Consider the four-satellite network
example shown in Fig. 1a. The time evolving
nature of these contacts can be captured by
means of graphs, with vertex and edges symbol-
izing nodes and links, respectively. In other
words, this representation can be thought of as a
finite state machine (FSM) where each state is
characterized by a graph with arcs, in turn, that
represent a communication opportunity during a
period of time (i.e., a contact). Each state can be
identified by k = 1, 2, …, K conforming K graphs
comprising the same set of nodes but different
arcs among them. Particularly, in the suggested
scenario, three states can describe the contact
topology, which represents the communications
evolution during half an orbit topology interval.
The FSM model of the example network is illus-
trated in Fig. 1b.

In particular, a contact topology consists of
pk,i,j links between nodes i and j at state k, where
pk,i,j may adopt an integer identifying the com-
munication interface (antenna). If no contact is
feasible, pk,i,j = 0, while pk,i,j = a if the contact
among i and j is possible through interface a.
Furthermore, at state k = 1, p1,2,3 = p1,3,2 = 0
since no physical link exists between N2 and N3.
In general, the contact topology can be defined

by a three-dimensional physical adjacency matrix,
from which the contact plan can be designed by
removing pk,i,j edges.

Alternatively, a topology can be represented
by a contact list (CL) where each contact is in
the form of source, destination, start time, and
stop time (as in C1,2,t1,t4). Therefore, the exam-
ple network basically consists of three contacts:
N1 to N2 from t1 to t4, N2 to N3 from t2 to t3, and
N3 to N4 from t1 to t4. The CL modeling for the
example topology, illustrated in Fig. 1 c, is more
compact than the FSM since it can be expressed
as a contact table instead of an adjacency matrix.
As a result, CL is the format adopted by ION [7]
DTN stack implementation for CP distribution
and storage. However, for CP design and engi-
neering, the FSM model granularity might turn
out to be convenient to work with, especially
when applying mixed integer linear program-
ming (MILP) optimization techniques [9]. Fur-
thermore, as we do in the next section, the FSM
model can benefit from discrete state fractiona-
tion in order to provide a more detailed and
precise topology description. No matter which
modeling technique is chosen, translation
between FSM and CL is straightforward.

CONTACT PLAN DESIGN
In the initial phase, communications subsystem
attributes, including transmission power, modu-
lation, bit error rate, and so on, and orbital
dynamics such as position, range, and attitude
(orientation of the spacecraft and antenna in the
inertial system) can be used to determine the
feasibility of future contacts that will form the
aforementioned contact topology. This technique
is no different from how single-spacecraft mis-
sions currently determine space-to-earth contact

Figure 1. a) Example of a DTN satellite network modeled with b) FSM; c) CL.
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opportunities. Nevertheless, the contact topology
at this stage does not necessarily encompass all
system restrictions or constraints. For instance,
interference generated to and from other space
assets can turn a given contact unfeasible. In
addition, a node may have potential contacts
with more than one node at a given time but be
limited to only make use of one of these oppor-
tunities due to conflicting resources. These con-
flicts comprise node power budgets or
architectural limitations typically found on
spacecraft operating in the harsh space environ-
ment. As a consequence, further work is required
to design a contact plan that considers these sce-
narios. Finally, once the contact plan is designed,
it has to be distributed throughout the network
to let nodes execute the contacts as planned.
The frequency and mechanisms of contact plan
distribution, as well as the topology interval
length, are topology-dependent and remain an
open research topic.

DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
In general, we can classify the contact topology
constraints in two groups: one representing
those that render a particular contact (in a given
timeframe) infeasible, and another that limits
the number of contacts a DTN node can simul-
taneously support. We name the former time-
zone constraints (TZCs) and the latter
concurrent-resources constraints (CRCs), where
both can relate not only to communications but
to general system operations issues.

Time-zone constraints: In general, TZCs are
those that can forbid communications in a spe-
cific geographical area or time for interference
or other agency-specific reasons. As LEO con-
stellations systems basically orbit over a wide
area of Earth regions, complying with interna-
tional regulations can be challenging. More-
over, as shown in Fig. 2, since ISLs in LEO
constellations are held tangentially in respect to
the Earth surface, GEO satellites can be inter-
fered when LEO nodes orbit in the pole area.
In particular, some GEO satellites are to be
specially considered as they support manned
mission communications such as the Interna-
tional Space Station. As a consequence, a prop-
er irradiation policy must be considered not to
generate (or receive) interference beyond the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
normative [10].

Furthermore, many other agency-specific rea-

sons might exist for irradiating in a particular
geographical area. This can be addressed by time
and zone constraints that prevent the availability
of a contact in the corresponding CP in a given
interval. It should be noticed that these strategies
can be considered as the network tolerates dis-
ruption, while systems like Iridium have had to
request a complete band allocation to sustain
interference-free end-to-end communications.

In general, TZCs can be applied directly to
the contact topology structure by disabling the
conflicting contacts. For instance, if considering
the unlikely interference from the short-range
antennas of the example topology, contacts from
the k3 state in the FSM model could just be
removed. However, interference is not only mea-
sured in signal energy, but also in the percentage
of time it reaches the interfered-with node [10].
Also, satellites might exhibit energy constraints
limiting the fraction of time a transponder can
be used. Therefore, there is the possibility to
select which contact to disable and when, derived
in a combinatorial problem similar to those
found on CRC constraints.

Concurrent-Resources Constraints — CRCs
are not as straightforward as TZCs as they usu-
ally involve the spacecraft architecture and
resources. They end up defining the quantity of
simultaneous communications (i.e., contacts) a
DTN node is able to establish. Consider the
architectures of Fig. 3 that apply to the example
topology. In Fig. 3a, a simple power splitter
divides the transponder signal energy to the two
antennas of the spacecraft, while in Fig. 3b a
power switch concentrates all the power in one
of the available antennas. In either of the afore-
mentioned architectures, only one contact can be
established at a given time (i.e., belong to the
CP) even if more are feasible through each
antenna. A much more complex architecture is
shown in Fig. 3c, where two simultaneous con-
tacts are implemented by two cooperative com-
munications subsystems. The latter is the only
possible architecture if a non-DTN solution is
adopted for the example network, but at the
expense of further requirements over the plat-
form power subsystem and weight budget, among
others.

In general, CRCs require a selection process.
To illustrate the latter, suppose that the example
satellite network makes use of the architecture
shown in Fig. 3b. In the contact topology of Fig.
1b, a decision must be made for N2 and N3 at k
= 2, 3, and 4 in the FSM model. Indeed, two
possible CPs are illustrated in Figs. 4a and 4b. If
the first CP is chosen, the network will provide
maximum overall contact time, while if the sec-
ond one is selected, a more fair and connected
network is obtained. Both solutions are defined
as feasible CPs the network can implement with
the specified resources, but they honor different
selection criteria: overall throughput or link
assignment fairness.

It should be noticed that while being useful
for an illustrative example with two feasible solu-
tions, as more nodes, antennas, transponders, or
longer topology interval, CRCs are derived in a
nontrivial combinatorial problem with exponen-
tially increasing complexity that a network plan-

Figure 2. Interference to GEO ssatellites.
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ner must solve before defining the final CP. Fur-
thermore, CPD might be mandated by more
complex selection criteria that take into account
not only single-hop consideration as in the pre-
sent example, but also multihop routing path
(slashed arrow in Fig. 4), or even the user traffic
that is expected to flow on the system.

SELECTION CRITERIA
In general, the problem of CPD lies in selecting
from among those contacts that satisfy the com-
munications opportunities represented in the
contact topology, and at the same time fulfill
TZCs and CRCs. Figure 5 illustrates this group
classification. If no constraints exist, the feasible
CP solution space expands to that of the contact
topology, implying that all combinations are
valid for the final network. Also, the original
contact topology might reside in the feasible CP
space, meaning that it can be directly used for
configuring the system without changes. Howev-
er, the most common scenario requires a selec-
tion among the possible CPs, for which a
criterion must be defined. The latter is mandato-
ry if network planning automation is required as
for large-scale DTN orbiting systems.

In the example topology of previous sections,
two initial topology-driven criteria were appoint-
ed: maximum contact time and contact assign-
ments fairness. In spite of the fact that these
criteria solely depend on topological information,
the finest selection can be considered if routing or
traffic information is provided. To this end, we
provide an overview of different criteria.

Topology-Driven — The topology-driven or
single-hop criterion is the simplest and requires
only topological information since routing is
expected to be dynamically solved in-network.
The analysis is solely based on the CP observa-
tion, disregarding other system parameters. The
most common criteria of this kind are the maxi-
mum contact time (MCT) and fair CP (FCP),
illustrated in Fig. 4. Models and algorithms are
provided in [9] to design the CP with both crite-
ria, proving that MCT delivers CPs with high
contact density, but does not necessarily guaran-
tee acceptable network connectivity (as shown in
Fig. 4a). On the other hand, FCP prioritizes con-
tacts that are relatively scarce in the topology,
providing a fair distribution of them in the final
plan. An optimal MILP CPD fairness formula-
tion also exists in [9], authors demonstrate that
FCP performs better in routed DTN networks.

Traffic-Driven — A pure traffic-driven criterion
is the most controlled scheme and assumes the
traffic prediction is fully accurate and can be
centrally routed. This implies that the designed
contact plan is accompanied by precise and
extensive route path information for each traffic
data type. Despite this can be challenging, cen-
tralized path distribution mechanisms exist such
as CGR Extension Block in [11]. With a traffic-
driven criterion, the CPD problem can be opti-
mized by means of precise MILP formulations
based on the models of [12]. We name this
method traffic-driven linear programming
(TDLP). On the other hand, a suboptimal yet
computationally efficient heuristic mechanism

has also been proposed in [4]. This kind of selec-
tion criterion provides maximum design opti-
mization and control to the network planner at
the expense of flexibility. In other words, if a
contact prediction turns out to be inaccurate, or
a transponder fails, the traffic-driven selection
leaves no place for autonomous network adapta-
tion unless alternative routes are provided.

Besides these selection criteria, others could
arise depending on the particular purpose of
each network. Since several selection method-
ologies could be required to find out the most
appropriate CP, the complexity of such a proce-
dure might be challenging for network opera-
tors. Therefore, we envision a CP computation
element (CPCE) that can assist or even auto-
mate the design of CPs for future spaceborne
DTNs. A CPCE shall be capable of determining
suitable CPs to support connectivity among
nodes and data transfers through the network.

CONTACT PLAN ANALYSIS
In order to evaluate the performance of the exist-
ing criteria and solutions described in the previ-
ous section, we consider the example topology in
the second section. However, we extend the topol-
ogy interval from the case of half an orbit (illus-
trated in Fig. 1) up to four orbital periods
(spanning a total of 3 h 30 min) in order to better
reflect the impact of the CPD mechanisms. Also,
in order to allow a higher granularity and accura-
cy in the design, the topology states Kn longer
than 500 s are further partitioned into sub-states.
On the other hand, all communications systems
are constrained to up to one inter-satellite link
per node configured with a 1 Mb/s full-duplex
throughput within a 700 km range. The traffic of
the scenario is expected to flow equitably from all
nodes (N2, N3, and N4) toward N1, which is
expected to deliver the data by means of a space-
to-earth high-speed downlink transponder.

In this scenario, we propose to compare
topology-driven (FCP) and traffic-driven
(TDLP) criteria to illustrate the significance of

Figure 3. Satellite architecture with a) a power splitter; b) power switch; 
c) two transponders.
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traffic information on the CPD procedures.
Besides, we evaluate the physical (PHY) system
without any CPD with the aim of illustrating an
upper (unconstrained) performance bound. For
each of this three methods, we vary the traffic
load from Ro = 1 (540 Mb/node) to 0.1 (54
Mb/node), where Ro = 1 is taken as the traffic
that saturates one orbit of the unconstrained CP
(PHY). In other words, when enabling all feasi-
ble links, the Ro = 1 network load can be evacu-
ated to N1 within a single orbital period. The
general hypothesis is that when CPD is neces-
sary (i.e., constraints are considered), the data
delivery time will be degraded, especially the
measured in FCP as this procedure ignores spe-
cific traffic information for contact selection.
Besides delivery time, we also evaluate the total
contact time as the total accumulated communi-
cation time the contact plan uses until all traffic
finally reaches N1.

Results for this scenario are plotted in Fig. 6.
It is interesting to note that for Ro = 1, the PHY
CP can accommodate all traffic within the first
orbit period. As the single-interface constraint is
taken into consideration by FCP and TDLP, the
delivery time (Fig. 6a) increases with different
proportions. As expected, TDLP delivers a better
CP in terms of delivery time as it takes advantage
of the traffic knowledge the CP is expected to
serve. Furthermore, since TDLP contacts are cho-

sen as part of a path toward a traffic destination,
the CP is more energy-efficient (outperforming
PHY), hence minimizing the total contact time.
On the other hand, based only on topology
parameters, FCP shows an accumulated effect as
Ro increases, penalizing the delivery time up to
the fourth orbit of the system. Also, the FCP CP
indicates several unused contacts that are not
considered for routing the traffic to N1, which,
combined with a high delivery time provokes an
excessive total contact time metric (Fig. 6b).

CONCLUSIONS
Delay and disruption tolerant networking is
emerging as an extension to the current Internet
architecture capable of implementing effective
networked communications in satellite systems.
Among the many benefits, accounting with an
autonomous DTN distributed framework can
significantly enhance and accelerate the deploy-
ment of reliable modern LEO constellations.
Furthermore, embracing network disruptions
provides an unsought flexibility in traditional
Internet-based applications; however, it requires
of novel, reliable, and validated mechanisms
before being considered for large-scale deploy-
ments.

Contact plan design methodologies can be
used as a means to optimize limited resources
available on satellite networks, and eventually
exploit the predictability of these networks.
To this end, different modeling techniques,
system constraints,  selection criteria,  and
methods were reviewed. We demonstrate that
effectively facing the contact plan design can
be rewarding but  increasingly  complex as
more information is considered in the plan-
ning stage.

Finally, due to the complexity of the design
process, we envision the development of CPCEs
that can support future operations of future
space DTN networks by periodically delivering
contact plans that can optimize the performance
of these networks. A first commercial-grade
CPCE is currently being implemented under the
supervision of the authors.

Figure 4. Two possible contact plans: a) maximum throughput; and b) link fairness.
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Figure 6. Performance of CPs designed with FCP and MILP model.
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INTRODUCTION

Climate changes and complex political scenarios
have generated unseen contexts for public
authorities called to react to emergency situa-
tions. Fast chained events require exceptional
capacity for monitoring and action, often over
wide areas. In the response phase, satellite com-
munication technologies provide operative com-
munications regardless of the availability of
regular terrestrial infrastructures. These capabili-
ties are built on three major properties of satel-
lite communications: broadband capabilities with
flexible management, inherent broadcasting, and
resilience with respect to Earth damage. By tak-
ing advantage of these properties in a timely
manner, it is possible to effectively apply them
to manage the early warning and emergency
response phases. With this aim, we present a
review of research and standardization activities,
specifically focusing on mass alerting. Addition-
ally, we discuss some relevant scientific and tech-
nical challenges toward improving the
effectiveness of satellite communications.

EARLY WARNING AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE
Satellite communications solutions are deployed
at various level of the end-to-end early warning
chain. Cosmicheskaya Sistyema Poiska
Avariynikh Sudov — Search and Rescue Satel-
lite-Aided Tracking (COSPAS-SARSAT) pay-
loads sent onboard non-geostationary (low Earth
orbit SAR, LEOSAR) or geostationary
(GEOSAR) satellites are able to detect, locate,
and forward emergency signals sent from com-

pliant beacons. LEO satellite constellations, such
as Iridium or Globalstar, provide short message
services that are used for sending warning mes-
sages. For example, the national plan for flood
detection and warning in Haiti relies on a com-
bination of general packet radio service (GPRS)
and Iridium short burst data message service to
send flood detection alerts to a crisis center.
Satellite communications can also be used to
send warning messages to the actual recipients.
In the Haitian flooding warning systems, sirens
are triggered through satellites. Finally, satellite
backhaul links can be used as backup trunks for
critical communications, among them early
warning networks.

Early warning systems may benefit from the
integration of different heterogeneous space sys-
tems. Galileo (Global Navigation Satellite Sys-
tem — GNSS) can provide small data broadcasts
to low-cost receivers; real-time sensors over wide
areas can be efficiently polled by GEO-based
phone systems (i.e., Immarsat, Turaya). A global
picture of the evolving context is depicted in Fig.
1. All the main space components (data collec-
tion, navigation, interactive data, and broadcast)
are here integrated to provide a common early
warning system.

When a disaster event strikes, a priority for
first responders is to conduct a rapid assessment
of the situation and proceed with the initial
response missions. Voice and facsimile are
favorite bearers of information. Because time is
critical, satellite phones and portable satellite
terminals, such as the Inmarsat Broadband Glob-
al Area Network (BGAN) are the preferred
technologies. They are easily available, portable,
and provide worldwide voice and limited data
capabilities. However, as the operation continues
to be rolled out, the intermediate stages of
emergency management (e.g., field headquar-
ters) are also deployed with two consequences:
the need for long-haul communications shifts
from the field to headquarters, and the commu-
nications requirements are increased in both vol-
ume and services. Satellite very small aperture
terminals (VSATs) are then the favorite choice,
as they provide broadband capabilities with the
capability to backhaul terrestrial traffic coming
from professional mobile radio (PMR), cellular,
voice over IP (VoIP), and wireless networks.

ABSTRACT

Space communications is an ideal candidate to
handle critical and emergency situations arising on
a regional to global scale, provided there is effec-
tive integration among them. The article presents
a review of solutions offered by space communica-
tion systems for early warning and emergency
communication services. It includes an up-to-date
review of public research and standardization
activity in the field, with a specific focus on mass
alert. The main technical issues and challenges are
also discussed along with the cutting-edge research
from the scientific community.
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These satellite communication hubs are often
located so that the satellite access resources can
be shared among the various organizations
involved in emergency response.

GENERAL COMMUNICATIONS ARCHITECTURE
Although information broadcasting is a natural
feature of satellites, the recent growth of
machine-to-machine (M2M) data exchange and
massive improvements in space-borne radio links
have created the basis for new emergency-relat-
ed services provided by space systems. These
features might be advantageously applied to
more complex scenarios for supporting critical
missions, improving the flexibility, reactivity,
robustness, and effectiveness of intervention by
means of an efficient and flexible coordination
of all the involved nodes. It may be achieved
with ad hoc and application-driven networking,
complementing the classical telecommunications
infrastructure and possibly involving all the
potential actors, which are federated in order to
accomplish data gathering to achieve context
awareness, processing and dissemination tasks,
as well as distributed decision making and recon-
figuration of the main parameters of the critical
mission. In particular, it may involve heteroge-
neous satellites together with both manned aeri-
al vehicles (MAVs) and unmanned (UAVs). To
generalize as much as possible, the architecture
consists of a dynamic topology relying on the fol-
lowing nodes, as explained in Fig. 2:
• Heterogeneous satellites.
• Satellite Earth stations (SESs).
• High altitude platforms (HAPs), which are

in charge of improving coverage by inter-
connecting isolated domains. This may be
accomplished by directly providing connec-
tivity to ground forces or forming a back-
bone so that the resulting topology is a
mesh, or also involving intermediate nodes
acting as relays.

• UAVs, normally in charge of monitoring
and sensing a specific region. They can be
isolated or act in a group with predeter-
mined instructions.

• MAVs, which make the decisions and inter-
vene on the basis of the fused and pro-
cessed information.

• A network control center (NCC).

RESEARCH PROJECTS AND
STANDARDIZATION ACTIVITIES

A review of public research and standardization
activity in Europe is reported in the following
sections.

PUBLIC RESEARCH ACTIVITY
The increasing interest in emergency services
provided by space is proven by the growing num-
ber of research projects addressing this theme. A
non-exhaustive list of ongoing or recently con-
cluded projects is provided below.

Alert4All: The Alert4All (Alert for All, EU
FP7 2011-2013) project developed an advanced
concept for alert and emergency communica-
tions from a European perspective. Alert4All
investigated five major investigation areas:

Authorities and Responders Operations, Human
Behavior, Role of New Media, Information
Management, and Communications Technolo-
gies.

MAIA: The MAIA (Mobile Alert Information
system using satellites, EU FP7 2008-2010) pro-
ject is a feasibility study of a satellite-based sys-
tem aimed at supporting alert and information
dissemination using mobile satellite services in
S-band over Europe. The MAIA Alerting Sys-
tem provides one-way messaging from civil pro-
tection (CP) agencies to citizens, where
terrestrial and satellite-based communications
are integrated to enable message reception
diversity.

CHORIST: CHORIST (Integrating Commu-
nications for Enhanced Environmental Risk
Management and Citizens Safety, EU FP6
2006–2009) addressed environmental risk man-
agement in relation to natural hazards and indus-
trial accidents. The CHORIST project developed
a system composed of three subsystems: a risk
assessment report subsystem, a warning message
dissemination subsystem, and a rapidly deploy-
able telecommunication subsystem.

MASSCRISCOM: MASSCRISCOM (Mass
Crisis Communication with the Public, EU FP7
2009–2011), with the general objective of achiev-
ing an increased common capability in society to
communicate between competent authorities
and the public in crises. Participating partners in
the study were mainly emergency agencies from
northern European countries. The main compo-
nent devised in the MASSCRISCOM project
was the Crisis Communication Centre (CCC).

ALIVE (ESA): The ESA ALIVE (Alert Inter-
face via EGNOS, 2007–2008) concept is a pro-
posal put forward by ESA to provide emergency
communications through a satellite-based aug-
mentation system (SBAS, e.g., EGNOS). ALIVE
is conceived to act as an interface between the
various disaster management centers and the
users (general public) in distress. The purpose is
to provide users in distress with useful informa-
tion about the emerging threat, ways to avoid it,
and specific rescue measures to be taken.

MLUTB: The MLUTB (Multi-Constellation

Figure 1. Environmental monitoring and early warning system: architecture
overview.
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Regional System Land Users Testbed,
2010–2011) project is part of ESA’s GNSS Evo-
lution program. MLUTB is one of several
testbeds intended to support European agencies
(ESA and EC), users, and industry in evolving
GNSS. The focus of this project is on multi-con-
stellation land users (MLUs), in particular on
two different services, the Proof of Position Ser-
vice (POPS) and Emergency Service (ES).

ABSOLUTE: This project (Aerial Base Sta-
tion with Opportunistic Links for Unexpected
and Temporary Events, EU FP7 2012–ongoing)
proposes a rapidly deployable network infra-
structure capable of supporting reliable high
data rate applications to serve disaster emer-
gency situations. It is obtained through the
opportunistic combination of aerial, terrestrial,
and satellite communication links with the aim
of maximizing network availability, and allow-
ing rapid and incremental network deployment.

EULER: (European Software Defined Radio
for Wireless in Joint Security Operations, FP7
2009–2012) aims to define and demonstrate
how the benefits of software defined radio
(SDR) can enhance interoperability and fast
deployment in case of crisis.  Considerable
effort has been devoted to the definition of
SCA-compliant abstraction layers for the inte-
gration of heterogeneous components — gener-
al-purpose port (GPP), digital signal processor
(DSP), and field programmable gate array
(FPGA) — for SDR.

WINTSEC: (Wireless Interoperability for
Security, Preparatory Activity for Security
Research PASR, 2007–2009) is mainly focused
on interoperability in public and governmen-
tal security (P&GS) systems implementing a
“system of systems” approach. WINTSEC
explores a mixture of complementary solu-
tions, including SDR, to overcome the barri-

ers for wireless interoperability across differ-
ent security agencies.

As a general comment, most public research
is oriented to the exploitation of available satel-
lite and terrestrial technologies appropriately
integrated in a system able to provide a new ser-
vice. This indeed appears to be the key evolu-
tionary trend in the delivery of emergency
applications: no new expensive technologies are
strictly required to provide efficient and robust
emergency services; instead, a high level of sys-
tem integration is sufficient. More details on
each project can usually be found through the
founding institution website (e.g., [1, 2]).

STANDARDIZATION ACTIVITIES
A growing number of standardization actions
have been initiated by the main institutions
involved. Here some of the most relevant bodies
and documents in the European context are
summarized.

ETSI SES-SatEC: The Satellite for Emergency
Communications (SatEC) working group is
probably the most focused on satellite applica-
tions. Part of the European Telecommunica-
tions Standards Institute (ETSI) Satellite Earth
Stations (SES), it produced a set of documents
related to various aspects of satellite assisted
emergency communication services. TR-103-
166, “SatEC; Emergency Communication Cell
over Satellite,” outlines the concept of emergen-
cy communication cells over satellite (ECCS).
An ECCS is understood as a temporary emer-
gency communication cell supporting terrestrial
wireless and wired standards (based on IEEE
802.11, dPMR, IEEE 802.16, 3GPP LTE, or
ETSI TETRA), which are linked/backhauled to
a permanent infrastructure by means of bidirec-
tional satellite links. The document, besides
describing ECCS architectures based on existing
products, introduces the challenges in providing
interoperable services, and gives an overview of
commercial available products and ECCS solu-
tions. TS-103-284 [3] presents a formal classifi-
cation of ECCS devices taking into account
communication, mobility, and energy consump-
tion capabilities, together with robustness and
physical features.

TR-102-641, “SatEC; Overview of Present
Satellite Emergency Communications Resources,”
presents an overview of concepts, systems, and
initiatives related to the use of space resources
in the context of disaster management. The
SatEC working group also promoted two EU-
funded specific task forces (STFs) devoted to the
production of standardization documents in this
field. In particular, STF472 is devoted to the
definition of reference emergency scenarios,
while STF473 will define MAMES, a multi-pro-
tocol alert message encapsulation (see below).

ETSI EMTEL: Although not strictly related to
satellites, the Emergency Communications
(EMTEL) group addresses a broad spectrum of
aspects related to the use of telecom services in
emergency situations. TR-102-180/182 define the
requirements for communication during emer-
gencies among the various entities (citizens,
authorities, individuals). TR-102-144 considers

Figure 2. Envisioned integrated communications architecture supporting
emergency situations.
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the use of short message service (SMS) and cell
broadcast service (CBS) for emergency applica-
tions, while TR-102-476 presents some solutions
for the adoption of VoIP during crises.

IETF ECRIT: The Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) Emergency Context Resolution
with Internet Technologies (ECRIT) initiative,
collects several aspects related to the use of
Internet services during emergencies. Among
them we can mention RFC 5012, “Requirements
for Emergency Context Resolution with Internet
Technologies”, where the baseline requirements
are investigated; RFC 5031, “A Uniform
Resource Name (URN) for Emergency,” leading
to a standard resource naming for emergencies;
RFC 5069, “Security Threats and Requirements
for Emergency Call Marking and Mapping,”
investigating on VoIP security aspects; RFC
5222, “LoST: A Location-to-Service Translation
Protocol,” where a context-aware service access
mechanism is formulated; RFC 5582, “Location-
to-URL Mapping Architecture and Framework,”
for location aware naming; and RFC 6443,
“Framework for Emergency Calling Using Inter-
net Multimedia,” where the adoption of multi-
media streaming for emergencies is considered.

EMERGENCY INFORMATION
DISSEMINATION: SYSTEMS AND

PROTOCOLS

One of the key requirements for efficient deliv-
ery of emergency information (communication
from authorities to citizens) is to quickly reach
the highest number of people within the affected
areas coping with critical operation conditions.
Taking into account a common notification ser-
vice for all types of emergency, [4] reports a col-
lection of operational, organizational, and
technical requirements, providing a comparison
of the main communication technologies adopt-
ed for the dissemination of emergency notifica-
tions. Focusing on satellite technologies, the
summary below includes an overview of the
capabilities of SATCOM/SATNAV systems,
highlighting their compliance/non-compliance
with some of the main requirements identified in
[4] and taken as a reference for the purpose of
this article.

EXAMPLES OF EXISTING ALERTING SYSTEMS
Existing alerting techniques rely on basic tradi-
tional methods (e.g., loudspeakers, sirens, public
displays), broadcast transmission (e.g., paging,
radio, and TV broadcast), and personal interac-
tive communications devices (e.g., terrestrial and
satellite mobile networks, web/social media),
ranging from small local footprint to continental
or global reach. However, the use of satellite net-
works, despite their resilience against terrestrial
damage, are currently used mostly for niche appli-
cations. Two examples of dedicated alerting sys-
tems that use satellite broadcast as dissemination
technology for emergency information delivery
are the Satellite-Based Warning System (SatWaS)
and Modular Warning System (MoWaS).

SatWaS is a German alerting system devel-

oped by the Bundesamt für Bevlkerungsschutz
und Katastrophenhilfe (BBK) (Federal Civil
Protection Agency) to disseminate via satellite
urgent alert information in case of major nation-
al security incidents or threats. This system is
gradually replacing sirens in Germany. However,
it does not aim to directly alert the population;
in fact, the SatWaS warnings are sent to regional
situation centers, public/private media broadcast-
ers, Internet providers, paging services, and
press agencies, which in turn are in charge of
forwarding the alert messages to the general
population.

MoWaS is a modular upgrade of SatWaS,
which is currently being developed with the
objective of allowing local civil protection
authorities to activate all alarm and warning sys-
tems in their area of responsibility in a decen-
tralized manner and without discontinuity of
media use. Unlike SatWas, MoWaS warnings
can directly reach the population via any con-
nected means, and in order to disseminate alerts
CBS and Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA)
are introduced as communication technologies.

SATCOM/SATNAV SYSTEMS FOR
EMERGENCY INFORMATION DELIVERY

The adoption of satellite technology for dis-
tributing alert messages allows reliable warning
of the population and the authorities about a
hazard. From the point of view of the deploy-
ment of an efficient alert network, the following
categories of satellite systems can be considered:
broadcast fixed/mobile satellite system (without
return link) and bidirectional fixed/mobile satel-
lite systems. The adoption of the first class of
the satellite systems (e.g., DVB-S2, DVB-SH
based) enables the alert messages to broadcast
over a large area, reaching both home users with
traditional satellite TV receivers or additional
temporary communication terminals installed for
emergency purposes and mobile users equipped
with satellite radio and multimedia receivers. On
the other hand, the bidirectional feature of the
second class of systems and, in particular, the
intrinsic robustness of satellite two-way systems
allow alert message transmission to users
equipped with VSAT terminals and to mobile
users with satellite mobile devices subscribed to
one of the data services provided by Inmarsat,
Thuraya, Globalstar, and Iridium. The bidirec-
tional systems allow the transmission of acknowl-
edgment of the delivery success of the alert
message (an optional feature useful mainly for
authority-to-authority communications). Among
the existing systems, it is worth mentioning Iridi-
um Short Burst Data Service, which is particu-
larly suitable for a global alert message
distribution network.

Besides the traditional SATCOM systems,
the use of the available data channels of SAT-
NAV systems, such as SBAS and GNSS (e.g.,
Galileo), has recently been investigated for the
provision of alert messages. Combining the
mass diffusion of mobile location-aware receiv-
ing devices and the location information pro-
vided by a SATNAV system, alert messages can
be transmitted over a large area or a specific
target area, and at the user level the receiving
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device could be able to determine, based on its
current location, whether or not that particular
message is relevant to it. Although SATNAV
systems can be used for alerting purposes, some
of their main limitations need to be taken into
account in the design of an alert message pro-
tocol (available bandwidth, time to alert, etc.).
Focusing on the Galileo system, both commer-
cial service (CS) and public regulated services
(PRS) could be considered as two main candi-
dates for the delivery of alerts. The former
mainly targets the market of commercial appli-
cations, and thus can be used for the transmis-
sion of alert messages to the population. While
the latter is particularly suitable for sensitive
applications, since it is restricted to govern-
ment-authorized users, it can be used for the
delivering of alert messages to public protection
and disaster relief (PPDR).

MESSAGE FORMAT FOR
EXCHANGING EMERGENCY ALERTS

Among existing formats for exchanging alert
messages, Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) is
currently the international de facto standard for
alert messages. It is developed by the Organiza-
tion for the Advancement of Structured Infor-
mation Standards) and adopted by the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
as X.1303. CAP is part of the Emergency Data
Exchange Language (EDXL) family, which is a
suite of XML-based messaging standards aimed
at improving emergency information sharing
among emergency management entities. It is a
simple but general format for exchanging emer-
gency alerts and warnings over different net-
works. CAP allows all kinds of alerting and
public warning systems to be activated, ensuring
information consistency over multiple delivery
systems and increasing emergency management
effectiveness. While a CAP message can also be
used to acknowledge reception of an earlier
CAP message, the CAP specification does not
support or mention any compression schemes.
Therefore a typical human-readable XML-

based CAP Alert Message has a size of about
1.5 kB, which can be reduced to 1 kB using zip
compression. To cope with this issue, which
may exclude the transmission of CAP messages
over narrowband channels, an efficient com-
pression scheme for XML-based CAP messages
was defined in the framework of the Alert4All
project as better described in the following sub-
section.

ALERT MESSAGE TRANSMISSION PROTOCOLS
This section gives an overview of the existing
initiatives for alert message protocol definition,
focusing on a project-driven solution (A4A pro-
tocol) and the ongoing ETSI standardization
activity within SES/SatEC (Specialist Task
Force STF473) for the encapsulation of alert
messages (MAMES — Multiple Alert Messages
Encapsulation over Satellite). However, for
completeness, the following past standardiza-
tion activities are mentioned: Lightweight
Emergency Alerting Protocol (LEAP) and
Encoding Secure Common Alert Protocol Enti-
ties (ESCAPE), produced by the IETF Author-
ity-to-Citizen Alert (ATOCA) Working Group
(whose work concluded in November 2012),
and the Post Office Code Standardization Advi-
sory Group (POCSAG), currently used in many
countries to distribute urgent information,
including emergency and alarm communica-
tions.

A4A protocol — Aiming at the transmission
of alert messages within size-limited frames of
GNSS (e.g., GPS, EGNOS, Galileo) systems
(possibly avoiding fragmentation), the A4A
protocol consists of processing and translating
CAP messages [5]. In detail, only the mandato-
ry fields of a CAP message are encoded into
specific protocol header fields. A modular
structure of the message allows the definition
of new functional blocks according to system
requirements, resulting in a flexible protocol
toward extensions. Moreover, for an efficient
encoding and compression scheme, the use of
an alert library structure was considered, and

Table 1. Satellite systems comparison: SATCOM/SATNAV systems vs. requirements.

SATCOM SATNAV

Requirement Broadcast
fixed

Broadcast
mobile

Bidirectional
fixed

Bidirectional
mobile GNSS

Mass distribution of alerts ¸ ¸ * * ¸

Reach mobile users – ¸ – ¸ ¸

Adequate capacity (data rates) ¸ ¸ † † ‡

Alert delivery acknowledgment – – ¸ ¸ –

Legend

¸ = compliant 
– = non-compliant 
* = potentially suitable, mainly designed for point-to-point communi-
cations 
† = medium/low data rate
‡ = very low data rate
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additional functionalities are implemented for
fragmentation, priority management, source
authentication, security mechanisms (encryp-
tion, message integrity), and robustness against
link errors.

MAMES Protocol — The main objective of the
MAMES protocol comes from the need to trans-
port alert messages over satellite links for fast
distribution of an alert to the population [6].
Specifically, MAMES aims to define a flexible
encapsulation scheme for carrying diverse alert
messages over different satellite communication
technologies, which include the Galileo system
(CS and PRS services). To cope with the hetero-
geneity of the alerting devices, which may need
to be activated simultaneously, MAMES investi-
gates the possibility of supporting the transmis-
sion of multiple concatenated alert messages,
formatted according to different alert protocols.
Moreover security mechanisms and the optional
use of acknowledgments are considered for
authority-to-authority communications. To pro-
vide a protocol flexible to extensions and enable
transmission over narrowband channels such as
the GNSS systems, the MAMES message struc-
ture is inspired by the packet data unit (PDU)
structure of IPv6 (next header concept), where
the header consists of a primary header followed
by extension blocks. This allows the definition of
MAMES mandatory and optional functions
related to the message encapsulation and ancil-
lary functionalities, respectively.

SUMMARY: SATELLITE SYSTEM AND
PROTOCOL COMPARISONS

A comparison among the different classes of
satellite systems, which may be adopted for alert
messages delivery, is reported in Table 1, which
shows the capabilities of each system in terms of
compliance or non-compliance with some of the
key requirements of an emergency notification
service. It is worth highlighting that among the
listed requirements, compliance with mass distri-
bution of alerts and adequate capacity allows the
simultaneous distribution of alerts in a short pre-
dictable period of time to the targeted large
areas (and intended audience). Moreover, the
highlighted limited bandwidth capacity of SAT-
NAV systems requires the development of effi-
cient protocols opportunely designed to cope
with such a constraint. On the other hand, an
overview of the previously described protocols
for alert dissemination is provided in Table 2,
where CAP, A4A, and MAMES are compared
in order to highlight their benefits and limita-
tions.

SCIENTIFIC CHALLENGES
Recently, research on emergency communication
scenarios is mainly focused on system interoperabil-
ity, higher frequency band utilization, transmission
efficiency, and fast system reconfiguration.

Concerning system interoperability, it may be
achieved using different approaches, such as
satellite-independent service access points (SI-
SAP [7]). Moreover, it is generally assumed that
IP represents an unifying technology.

At the physical layer, the exploration of high-
er frequency bands (W band, 80–90 GHz) will
allow the creation of precisely shaped and com-
pact multi-spot antennas, dramatically increasing
the throughput per unit area. New antenna tech-
nologies like meta-materials will also support
this trend.

Another relevant challenge in satellite com-
munications is the improvement of the transmis-
sion efficiency. Satellite networks are high
delay-bandwidth product networks. The network
delay cannot be reduced below a physical limit
depending on the satellite orbit, and the jitter
caused by packet retransmissions can negatively
affect communications performance. In order to
enhance protocol performance, several tech-
niques have been proposed, ranging from predic-
tive bandwidth allocation [8] to the use of
network coding (NC) principles [9].

NC can be useful in several satellite commu-
nication scenarios; for example, when a satellite
multicasts a flow to a selected set of receivers, a
receiver may decode information from more
than one satellite, or satellite trunking services.

NC was introduced a decade ago in [10] to
improve network capacity. It consists of combin-
ing several packets using random coefficients in
a finite Galois field. It can be done at the physi-
cal layer (physical NC, PNC) or at higher layers
(digital NC, DNC). As a matter of fact, NC rep-
resents a bandwidth-efficient (spectrum and
energy efficiency) technique for wireless multi-
cast broadcast services (MBSs) in comparison to
traditional automatic repeat request (ARQ) or
hybrid ARQ (HARQ) protocols [11].

NC may improve transmission efficiency and
reduce delay, even though its optimization is a
typical NP-hard problem. Consequently, it
requires the development of specific heuristics in
order to reduce the number of packet (re)trans-
missions.

Moreover, NC can be used for strict delay-
constrained contents. In this case it is useful to
resort to block-based transmission schemes such
as random linear network coding (RLNC) [12].
It is worth mentioning that the goal may be to
maximize the packet delivery ratio or, alterna-
tively, minimize the block completion time for a
set of users [13].

Another interesting application field is repre-
sented by satellite relay networks, where relays
may have to provide connectivity to multiple
sources. In this case, a promising approach

Table 2. Protocol comparison: CAP vs. A4A vs. MAMES.

Key feature CAP A4A MAMES

Alert message format Yes No No

Encapsulation protocol No Only CAP
Multiple 

(concatenated)
alert messages 

Encoding scheme No Only for CAP No

Tx over SAT  
narrowband channels Out of scope Efficient CAP

encoding
Within the

scope
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encourages users to interfere and exploit the
interfered signals to increase the network capaci-
ty. This can be achieved by using PNC [14],
which could potentially double the capacity of
two-way relay networks in both synchronous or
asynchronous scenarios.

PNC can be effectively used in conjunction
with spatial diversity (SD) techniques in order to
overcome losses in wireless fading channels, par-
ticularly for relay scenarios where multiple
sources cooperate and communicate with a sin-
gle destination through a relay. This represents
the typical case of uplink satellite systems, where
this approach could reduce the probability that
the receiver is unable to collect all the informa-
tion packets sent by the source [15].

At the IP level, multiple techniques have
been proposed to increase the satellite network
efficiency. Protocol compression (e.g., ROHC,
RFC 5795) may be used, but the system scalabil-
ity for sporadic connections must be evaluated.
The transport layer, and in particular TCP, has
been extensively studied. The proposed
approaches are to rely on specific TCP flavors
(e.g., TCP Hybla, TCP Noordwijk) or use TCP
proxies (PEP — Performance Enhancing Proxy,
RFC 3135). The two approaches are comple-
mentary: satellite-specific TCP (or even specific
transport layers, e.g., SCTP) have better scalabil-
ity, but they are limited to cases where the ter-
minals are aware of the satellite network
segment. If the endpoints cannot dynamically
adjust the TCP flavor, PEPs are an interesting
alternative.

Recent advances in reconfigurable signal pro-
cessing devices also open the door to software
defined radio technology in space. Hybrid com-
puting architectures based on field pro-
grammable gate arrays, where radiation
hardened and redundant schemes are jointly
employed to provide a space tolerant functional
blocks, allow the adoption of software configura-
tion capabilities for payloads. The advantages
are enormous in terms of flexibility and efficien-
cy of the spacecraft that can evolve through its
usually long lifetime.

CONCLUSIONS
Environmental changes are leading to ever more
frequent natural events with regional (sometimes
global) impact on peoples’ lives. Space commu-
nications have great potential to help in emer-
gency management, even though this potential is
still not fully exploited due to limited or even
nonexistent integration among different satellite
systems. Two main contributions can be provid-
ed by satellite systems to the management of
crises: dramatic reduction of latency in the deliv-
ery of alerts to the population, and efficient and
robust exchange of information among emergen-
cy operators and authorities. Several ongoing
activities have been reported, essentially con-
ducted through research projects and standard-
ization activities. The emergency context also
represents a great research opportunity for sci-
entists, whose aim is the improvement of quality,
efficiency, and availability of emergency commu-
nications assisted by satellites.
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INTRODUCTION
Public warning in emergency situations has
gone through great momentum in recent years.
On one hand, the number of natural and tech-
nological disasters, as well as the consequent
damage created and number of people affected
by them, are significantly increasing according
to the International Disaster Database
(http://www.emdat.be/database). On the other
hand, the technologies and methods to alert
and inform the population in such emergency
situations were outdated compared to the rapid-
ly evolving communications technologies of the
last two decades. It is a paradox that a signifi-
cant part of the population has access to pow-
erful communication capabilities with potential
that is not fully exploited for public warning
purposes. Hence, several activities have been
triggered in recent years to rethink public warn-
ing from its foundations and align with contem-
porary communications networks. However,
public warning is typically a national or even
regional matter, depending on the governance
structure of each country. This yields solutions
in different countries that are similar to some

extent but uncoordinated and sometimes not
fully interoperable.

The publication of the Common Alerting
Protocol (CAP) specification [1] and the EU-
Alert standard [2] have significantly contributed
to draw a path toward interoperability in public
warning, but still, the concrete solutions applied
in different countries remain dedicated. EU-
Alert provides guidance for the use of Cell-
Broadcast for warning purposes, which has been
deployed in some countries, such as the United
States, the Netherlands, and the United King-
dom. In addition, the adoption of a multi-chan-
nel approach has become a trend in public
warning. By using several communication chan-
nels to disseminate the same alert message, the
probability that the message will be received by
the citizens at risk in emergency situations
increases. Some examples are the U.S. IPAWS,
the CHORIST project, MoWaS in Germany,
eVigilo in Israel, and the NL Alert System in the
Netherlands.

A major concern is that these solutions large-
ly rely on terrestrial communication systems that
are sometimes affected (partly or completely
unavailable) by major disasters. Indeed, satellite
communication systems as additional alerting
channels would increase the overall availability
of a multi-channel public warning system and
provide appealing features, such as broadcast
capability and robustness against disasters. In
this context, the use of satellite-based navigation
systems for warning purposes has also been
taken into consideration. This idea was first
approached in the ALIVE project [3] and fur-
ther investigated in the Safety-of-Life (SoL) ini-
tiative [4], with focus on safety of life
applications, such as guided aircraft landing.
Smart use of satellite navigation devices would
in fact provide the advantages of satellite com-
munication devices (robustness and broadcasting
capability) with the added value of location
information, an interesting feature that enables
the alert message delivery through the device
only if the recipient is in the area of risk. The
portion of the population that could benefit
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from it is not negligible considering the increas-
ing popularity of navigation-enabled devices in
the automotive and mobile device markets,
although receiver software upgrades would be
required for the reception of warning messages.

The Alert4All project (A4A, http://www.
alert4all.eu) designed, implemented and demon-
strated a multi-channel public warning system
that makes use of satellite and terrestrial compo-
nents, as shown in Fig. 1. This article discusses
the conditions in which public alert services
could be deployed over satellite navigation sys-
tems as part of a multi-channel public warning
system based on the lessons learned from the
analysis made in the A4A project on the feasibil-
ity, design, and performance implications.

The rest of the article is organized as follows.
The next section introduces the public alert con-
text, while the third section provides an overview
on relevant information about satellite naviga-
tion services and discusses the related challenges
and opportunities. After that, we discuss how
alerting services can be provided over navigation
systems, considering architectural and traffic
implications, which are the baseline to under-
stand the performance simulation results shown
later in the article. The final section draws our
conclusions.

PUBLIC ALERT CONTEXT
The term public alert refers to authorities

providing meaningful warning information to cit-
izens threatened by a hazard to enable them to
prepare and act appropriately in sufficient time
to reduce the possibility of harm or loss. To this
end, devices that are publicly available and per-
sonal devices should be envisaged to reach the
population at risk. As stated in [5], “assets applied
to alert the population in crisis situation shall be
operational, robust, and available every minute of
every day and tailored to the needs of a wide range
of different threats and different user communities
... The warning lead times range from seconds to
weeks (depending on the type of hazard) … where
common needs exist, it may be possible to make
use of the same communications systems for more
than one type of warning information.” Indeed, a

public alert system should be conceived to cope
with any hazard, where the content of the mes-
sage and the time criticality of the message
delivery will depend on the hazard and the over-
all context. In this regard, it is important to
remark that hazards requiring public alert in
very short times (in the range of 10 s, e.g.,
tsunamis) shall also be covered by a public alert
system.

A multi-channel approach, as shown in Fig. 1,
is important to reach people at risk, regardless
of where they are or what their communication
habits are. Furthermore, as discussed in [6], dif-
ferent communication channels have different
capabilities that can be seen as complementary
in different ways, so receiving coherent messages
through different channels can significantly
improve the overall performance of a public
alert system. This article will focus on the alert
message dissemination over global satellite navi-
gation systems (GNSS), intended as complemen-
tary channels to those also available (e.g., cell
broadcast, TV broadcast, sirens, mobile net-
works) within the multi-channel approach.

GLOBAL NAVIGATION
SATELLITE SYSTEMS

The GNSS umbrella embraces three main tech-
nology classes: the existing and future satellite-
based positioning systems (e.g., GPS and
Galileo), satellite-based augmented services
(SBAS, addressed in the next subsection), and
ground-based augmented service (GBAS, out of
the scope of the present article). The next gener-
ation GNSS system includes the Galileo constel-
lation [7], which will be composed of 30 medium
Earth orbit (MEO) satellites and is expected to
be fully operational by 2018.

CANDIDATES TO TRANSPORT ALERT MESSAGES
The potential of GNSS [8] for alerting purposes
has already been explored in past projects (e.g.,
ARCTIC, MLU) in the framework of the Euro-
pean GNSS Evolution Programme with the idea
of exploiting the broad coverage and reliability
together with messaging capabilities associated

Figure 1. Alert4All integrated multi-channel public alert system.
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with positioning services, originally conceived to
increase positioning accuracy. Consequently, the
means to enable messaging services associated
with positioning services are candidates to trans-
port alert messages.

Satellite-based augmented systems (SBAS)
are state-of-the-art candidates for the transport
of alert messages. SBAS have been designed to
improve the geographical coverage and accuracy
of the existing positioning services. Their main
function is to provide GNSS receivers with cor-
rections to the navigation data, thus making the
overall position estimation three times more pre-
cise. National and international entities have
designed different SBAS to accommodate such
positioning function upgrades: Wide Area Aug-
mentation System (WAAS) in the United States,
European Geostationary Navigation Overlay
Service (EGNOS) in Europe, System for Differ-
ential Correction and Monitoring (SDCM) in
Russia, and Satellite Navigation Augmentation
System (SNAS) in China, just to cite a few of
them. Particular attention is devoted in this arti-
cle to the EGNOS system, taken as our refer-
ence SBAS technology.

EGNOS [9] defines three types of services:
open service (OS), safety of life (SoL), and
EGNOS data service access (EDAS);1 EGNOS
messages are transmitted in the L1 frequency
band (1575.42 MHz) with the same modulation

scheme as GPS but at a five times higher rate
(250 b/s) [9]. EGNOS supports 64 types of mes-
sages, whereas only the 17 message types indi-
cated in Table 1 are actually used [10]. Each
message is encapsulated in EGNOS frames (250
bits), composed of header (38 bits) and payload
(212 bits), and sent periodically, with a maxi-
mum refresh time as indicated in Table 1.

Two Galileo services [7] are further near-
term candidates to transport alert messages: the
commercial service (CS) and public regulated
service (PRS). CS [11] is intended to support
commercial applications, providing transfer of
navigation messages carrying up to 500 bits at a
rate of 500 b/s. Encryption mechanisms, man-
aged by service providers, are included to guar-
antee higher service quality and make the
transmitted data accessible only for authorized
users subscribed to a specific service. As to the
latter, PRS service [7] is characterized by a data
rate of 50 b/s and conceived for governmental
services run by the appropriate authorities (e.g.,
police, fire departments), thus implementing
sophisticated authentication and encryption
mechanisms.

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR
PUBLIC WARNING APPLICATIONS

Current and future satellite navigation systems
offer the capability to implement services that
carry short messages for different purposes. This
feature together with the robustness and broad-
cast capability make satellite navigation systems
an appealing solution to deliver alert messages
to citizens at risk. Nevertheless, messaging ser-
vices in satellite navigation systems are signifi-
cantly limited in capacity. At a first glance, this
imposes either a significant limitation on the
information that can be carried or large delivery
delays, both undesired attributes in the context
of public warning. Furthermore, the capacity
available in satellite navigation systems for mes-
saging services is to be shared by several ser-
vices, many of critical importance. Hence, the
operational conditions in which a public warning
service could be deployed deserve special men-
tion.

In state-of-the-art public warning systems,
alert messages are typically encoded as CAP
messages [1] according to XML or ASN.1 syn-
tax, resulting in messages transporting an amount
of data ranging from 500 to 2000 bytes when
pure text messages are disseminated, or even
larger if encryption and authentication are
applied, hence making transport over GNSS
challenging (GNSS frame size < 100 bytes). 

In response to this problem, recent work in
the area of public warning to achieve smart and
harmonized formulation of alert messages based
on alerting libraries [12] combined with a suit-
able communications protocol [13] provides a
remarkable opportunity to translate alert mes-
sages into a code that can fit the capacity of an
EGNOS frame. On one hand, lessons learned on
best practices in the area of public warning con-
clude that an alert message must include infor-
mation about the hazard type, location, time,
intensity, and certainty, guidance on protective
actions, and issuing source. While it is not realis-

Table 1. Summary of EGNOS messages.

Type Message content Max refresh
time (s)

0 GEO information useless (SBAS test mode) 6

1 PRN mask 120

2-5 Fast corrections 6

6 Integrity information 6

7 Fast correction degradation factor 120

9 GEO ranging function parameters 120

10 Degradation parameters 120

12 SBAS network Time/UTC offset parameters 300

17 GEO satellite almanacs 300

18 Ionospheric grid point masks 300

24 Mixed fast corrections/long-term satellite error 
corrections

6

25 Long-term satellite error corrections 120

26 Ionospheric delay corrections 300

27 EGNOS service message 300

63 NULL message NA

Others Reserved NA

1 EDAS is a commercial
service distributed to
subscribers over terres-
trial networks and not
transmitted over the
EGNOS space segment.
Hence, it is not consid-
ered in the analysis
reported in this article,
since it can hardly be
applied in emergency sit-
uations where the terres-
trial infrastructure can
be disrupted or unavail-
able.
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tic to have a pre-recorded alert message for each
possible situation, it is possible to envisage a lim-
ited dictionary for each of the information items
above. By combining those with some syntax
intelligence, any alert messages could be man-
aged by transmitting only the relevant encoded
keywords together with metadata. The syntax
intelligence can be located at the receiver side to
formulate the alert message out of the received
encoded keywords and metadata. This concept is
extensively developed in [12], proposing the light
encoding of keywords and terms of these dictio-
naries to achieve lightweight transmission of
alert messages. On the other hand, the A4A pro-
tocol has been developed to transport highly
compressed alert messages (size < 50 bytes)
applying the concept of alerting libraries in its
design [13]. In practice, the A4A protocol head-
er fields correspond to the information items
identified above, and their values correspond to
the alerting libraries values. By storing alerting
libraries at the receiver devices and some intelli-
gence to reassemble the “human readable” mes-
sage out of the code embedded in the A4A
protocol, the receiver device must be capable of
delivering the alert message in any language and
several delivery modes (e.g., text, speech, or sign
language using avatars). This approach makes
public warning friendly to people with special
needs, even if the transmission is language-
agnostic. Furthermore, combining these features
with map-based information stored in navigation
devices yields even more enriched alert messages
that can be delivered indicating the area at risk
in the map without transmitting pictures.

It is worth mentioning that both the A4A
protocol and the concept of alerting libraries
have been validated and demonstrated in the
Alert4All project and are currently contributing
to a number of new European Telecommunica-
tions Standards Institute (ETSI) standards, mak-
ing tangible the opportunity to use these
concepts to alert over EGNOS in an efficient
manner.

ALERTING OVER EGNOS
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The EGNOS network (Fig. 2) is constituted by
three main actors [10]: ranging and integrity
monitoring stations (RIMS), central processing
facilities (CPFs), and navigation land Earth sta-
tions (NLES). RIMS stations receive the GPS
signal and extract the relevant information con-
tained in the navigation message for further pro-
cessing carried out by the CPF. The latter is
actually the entity in charge of computing the
differential correction with respect to GPS data,
which will be transported in the EGNOS frame.
Finally, the built EGNOS frames will be convert-
ed by the NLES into an EGNOS signal and
transmitted accordingly over the EGNOS satel-
lite system. The integration of EGNOS with
public warning systems has to be performed in
the CPF, which is the entity generating the
EGNOS frames. Hence, the CPF should be in
charge of encapsulating the incoming alert mes-
sages2 into EGNOS frames. Fragmentation shall
be provided in case the message does not fit in
the EGNOS frame. However, assuming that the

A4A protocol is applied to transport the alert
messages, fragmentation would be only neces-
sary if authentication were applied, resulting in
the generation of 2-3 fragments (depending on
the length of the digital signature).

EGNOS TRAFFIC CHARACTERIZATION
Particular attention has to be dedicated to the
characteristics of EGNOS traffic and the corre-
sponding transmission strategies. For the sake of
completeness, the capacity of the EGNOS sys-
tem has been assumed to be fully utilized in
order to account for both open service and SoL
applications. The overall EGNOS traffic has
been characterized by means of synthetic time-
series generated by the SISnet tool [14]. Post-
processing of results helped compute the
frequency of the various types of messages and
the inter-arrival time between two consecutive
frames belonging to the same EGNOS service.

According to the computed statistics summa-
rized in Table 2, message types 2–4, 7–10, and
12–17 show very similar characteristics and can
therefore be regrouped into larger classes. The
other EGNOS frames exhibit very different fre-
quency and average inter-arrival times, thus
belonging to dedicated message classes. Further-
more, messages with higher frequency are
assigned the smallest refresh time (6 s). This
implies that the EGNOS transmitter must
enforce specific priority policy to ensure that

2 It is worth noting that
CPFs may not accept
alert messages in case of
overly high traffic load
on the EGNOS space
segment to avoid degra-
dation of the native
EGNOS services. As
such, CPFs should
implement call admis-
sion control or traffic
load policies, which,
however, are not
detailed here, being out-
side the scope of the arti-
cle. In turn, the alerting
system is in charge of
distributing the alert
messages through the
other communication
channels implemented
according to the multi-
channel approach (TV
broadcasting, mobile
phones, sirens, etc.) 

Figure 2. Integrated EGNOS-alerting system.
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these messages (type 2–4) are transmitted within
the maximum refresh time. As for the other
messages, the constraints are more relaxed. A
priority mechanism, however, turns out to also
be desirable in this case to prevent other mes-
sages being transmitted beforehand, thus result-
ing in unacceptable overall delivery delays.

We model an EGNOS transmitter as a priori-
ty-queue system, where non pre-emptive actions
are performed by the transmission scheduler.
EGNOS traffic can be modeled as a Poisson
arrival process and the service time as determin-
istic, since the access to the EGNOS channel is
performed in time-division multiplexing (TDM)
fashion with fixed frame length (250 bits) and
data rate (250 b/s), resulting in a deterministic
serving time of 1 s.

We define three priority classes according to
the maximum refresh time in Table 1:
• Class 1: services with maximum refresh time

6 s
• Class 2: services with maximum refresh time

120 s
• Class 3: services with maximum refresh time

300 s
The transmission of alert messages has to be

compliant with this priority strategy, requiring
that a new message type be defined and assigned
to class 1, 2, or 3. More importantly, the trans-
mission of alert messages has to meet specific
system requirements:
• It cannot significantly penalize the delivery

of EGNOS service frames.
• Alert messages have to be delivered quickly

enough to allow protective actions.

DELAY ANALYSIS
In order to prove the feasibility of transporting
alert messages over EGNOS under different
operating conditions, the queuing system
described previously has been implemented in a
MATLAB script,3 taking into account the priori-
ty levels assigned to the three aforementioned
classes of service [15]. The generation of alert
messages is modeled as a Poisson process, with
tunable average inter-arrival time. Finally, alert
messages are assigned a fixed level of priority
and multiplexed with the EGNOS frame belong-
ing to the same class.

Special note must be made regarding the
setting of the average inter-arrival time. The
frequency of alert message is usually not very
high because alert messages are repeated with a
frequency on the order of minutes, and then
new messages are transmitted. On the other
hand, it is worth remarking that EGNOS (and
GNSS in general) can be used to transport alert
messages from multiple issuers (e.g., in cases
where several emergency situations need to be
addressed in different regions or countries in
overlapping timeframes), thus implying that the
overall alert message load can significantly vary.
In order to have a complete understanding of
the system dynamics and draw correct conclu-
sions about the transport of alert messages over
EGNOS, we considered the case of aggregate
alert message traffic, wherein the average mes-
sage arrival rate ranges between 0 and 25 mes-
sages/min (the latter describing the case of a

large number of risk situations occurring at the
same time).

The objective of the conducted simulation
campaigns is to evaluate the delivery delay of
the alert messages and the impact on the deliv-
ery delay of other EGNOS services in different
operating conditions.

For the sake of statistical validation, runs
consisting of the transmission of 5E5 EGNOS
frames were carried out. The A4A protocol was
taken as the reference to distribute alert mes-
sages, operating without and with security exten-
sions (i.e., authentication).

A4A PROTOCOL
WITHOUT SECURITY EXTENSIONS

If the A4A protocol is used without security
extensions, a pure-text alert message can fit in
the EGNOS frame payload carrying up to 212
bits (~26 bytes).

As a first possible priority configuration, we
considered the case where alert messages have
the highest priority and are therefore multi-
plexed with the EGNOS services allocated to
class 1. As a result, the traffic load is increased,
possibly affecting the performance of the ser-
vices allocated to the other two classes.

This intuition is confirmed in Fig. 3a, sketch-
ing the average sojourn time (delivery delay) of
all EGNOS services. At first glance, it can be
observed that the services allocated to a specific
class present almost identical performance. The
delivery delay increases for all services as a func-
tion of the alert message arrival rate. In particu-
lar, it can be noticed that services allocated to
classes 2 and 3 are particularly affected, especial-

Table 2. Statistics of EGNOS messages.

Type Frequency
(%)

Average inter-arrival
time (s)

2 26.14 3.82

3 24.88 4.01

4 24.88 4.01

6 0.06 1285.38

7 1.27 79.12

9 1.27 79.12

10 1.26 79.12

12 0.51 194.96

17 0.51 194.96

18 2.55 39.02

25 4.90 20.35

26 11.24 8.89

27 0.51 194.99

3 The considered queu-
ing system can in princi-
ple be modeled as an
M/D/1 queue with priori-
ty (non-pre-emptive).
However, a theoretical
mathematical analysis is
not possible since the
traffic load is sufficiently
large to make the system
unstable. 
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ly when the alert message arrival rate exceeds
0.1 messages/s (=6 messages/min). In these con-
ditions, the transfer delay of EGNOS frames
jump from about 100 s (class 2) up to nearly
2105 s, actually making management of the traf-
fic load unfeasible.

As far as the alert service is concerned, it can
be noted that alert messages with stringent deliv-
ery delay (e.g., within 10 s) can easily be man-
aged when the alert message arrival rate stays
below 0.17 (~10 messages/min). After this point,
the overall performance of class 1 is penalized,
meaning that messages allocated to class 1 will
be delivered on the order of thousands of sec-
onds. However, it should also be noted that this
configuration is able to offer a satisfactory alert
service though preserving an acceptable level for
native EGNOS service, provided that the alert
traffic load is not excessive. In this regard, we
can also remark that the identified threshold of
6 messages/min is quite high with respect to
common alert management situations where the
frequency of message is expected to be lower.

Classifying alert messages in priority class 2
(Fig. 3b) would certainly provide an advantage
to EGNOS services with very low refresh time.
Predictably, the performance of class 1 is not
affected, whereas class 2 is already significantly
penalized with moderate values of alert message
traffic load (0.12, ~7 messages/min). Further-
more, alert services cannot be used in this con-
figuration for time critical alerts as the delivery
delay in the range of 10 s cannot be met, even
for very low arrival rates. Nonetheless, it can
also be pointed out that emergency services with
more relaxed requirements (delivery delay < 300
s, ~ 5 min) can be still be accommodated pro-
vided that the overall load is less than 0.14 (~8
messages/min).

Obviously, the performance is even more
degraded when downgrading the alert service to

class 3, resulting in much larger delivery delays.
In this case, both navigation and alert services
are not able to meet the delay requirement,
making this priority configuration not pursuable
at any message arrival rate.

A4A PROTOCOL WITH SECURITY EXTENSIONS
When the A4A protocol is configured with secu-
rity extensions, the generated alert messages
cannot fit into the EGNOS frame payload;
hence, fragmentation functions must be invoked.
In particular, when source authentication is
requested, the A4A protocol message size ranges
between 356 and 484 bits (> 212 bits, EGNOS
payload size), depending on the length of the
specific digital signature being applied (128 and
256 bits, respectively). Upon fragmentation, the
original alert messages can be fragmented
accordingly into two or three fragments to be
transported by EGNOS frames.

In the case of an alert message split into two
fragments (Fig. 4a), it is worth considering only
the high priority case (class 1), as lower priori-
ties were shown to already penalize the delivery
delay of 1 fragment. It can be observed from
Fig. 4a that a stringent delivery delay require-
ment (e.g., less than 10 s) can be satisfied as
long as the alert message arrival rate is below
0.04 (~2 messages/min). If the alert message
load reaches 0.1 messages/s, the delivery delay
increases to 20 s, which can still be acceptable in
some emergency scenarios. However, it can be
noticed that in this case, the delivery delay of the
other EGNOS services is severely affected (>
100 s for class 2), imposing a significant penalty.

In the case of three fragments (Fig. 4b), the
performance of all services is severely impaired
because of the larger traffic load injected into
the EGNOS system. In more detail, stringent
delay requirements (< 10 s) cannot be satisfied
even at very low traffic load. In the presence of

Figure 3. Sojourn time of EGNOS services: a) alert message priority 1; b) alert message priority 2.
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less critical emergency applications, delivery
delay lower than 100 s can still be achieved as
long as the traffic load stays below 0.065 (~4
messages/min). For higher traffic load, instead,
the delivery delay becomes much higher (e.g.,
thousands of seconds); in this case, both EGNOS
and alert message services are severely affected.

CONCLUSIONS AND
LESSONS LEARNED

This article focuses on the potential of satellite
navigation systems to disseminate alert mes-
sages in the context of a multi-channel
approach where different channels complement
each other in terms of their coverage, robust-
ness, capabilities, and features to reach the
maximum people at risk independent of their
location and habits in the use of technologies.
This trend has already been explored by numer-
ous projects and currently exploited in stan-
dardization frameworks.

In order to validate this concept, we analyze
the feasibility of transporting alert messages over
EGNOS. The conducted simulation campaigns
prove the suitability of EGNOS in that respect
in specific operational conditions, provided that
efficient alerting protocols (i.e., A4A protocol)
are used to transfer alert messages. In particular,
it is shown that stringent delay requirements
(<100 s) can easily be met when no security
measure has to be taken provided that the alert
message traffic stays below 7 messages/min (for
classes 1 and 2).

On the other hand, the application of authen-
tication measures makes the fragmentation of
alert messages necessary, thus penalizing the
performance of the overall system. In particular,
numerical results show that only the case of a
message composed of two fragments and very
low alert message load can guarantee stringent
delivery delay requirements (<10 s), whereas

more relaxed requirements (< 100 s) can also be
met in the case of three fragments at lower traf-
fic load.

These technological challenges encourage the
enhancement of current navigation systems to
efficiently support alert services. In particular,
the increase of capacity currently allocated to
EGNOS would allow a larger service rate (250
b/s), which will certainly mitigate the problem of
the delivery delay increase as long as the alert
message load is not too high. This is actually one
of the key targets addressed in the evolution of
the EGNOS system, currently underway, with
the aim to also become more suitable to trans-
port safety of life services.
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INTRODUCTION
Looking ahead at the coming years, a pervasive
communication ecosystem [1] will be realized by
integrating the main systems. In this scenario
users will interact with services more than with
different technologies in a continuous search for
high capacity, high reliability, flexibility, adaptivi-
ty, and innovative applications. Eventually based
on location and context awareness, this will be
fully supported.

The improvement of everyday life will be the
result of a many-fold set of actions involving sev-
eral different aspects of human behavior. Infor-
mation and communication technology (ICT) can
ease this process by allowing the growth of infor-
mation exchange: in order to follow users during
their daily movements, satellites will represent
the missing link of the evolution of services.

The “big picture” of how telecommunications
can improve our lives in the near future is repre-
sented in Fig. 1. There are five main location
contexts where we spend the majority of our life.
At home, a smart environment can increase our
comfort, assist elderly people, and increase our
perception of safety when sick [2, 3]. In smart
connected workplaces, collaboration tools and
information exchange increase both productivity

and working conditions [4]. Entertainment appli-
cations, automated driving, and road assistance
[5] can dramatically increase the quality of our
time spent commuting. Social activities can also
benefit from new entertainment applications
characterized by real-time interactions and
immersive experiences. Even the global environ-
ment, considered as the place where we spend
all our life, can be improved by technologies that
are able to help us identify our location, to con-
stantly monitor the health status of Earth’s sur-
face, and identify potential risks or hazards.

Citizens are able to share and receive informa-
tion if they are well equipped with advanced
mobile and web-based communications technolo-
gies (e.g., smartphones able to send messages,
high-resolution images, and high-definition
videos). Past crises have clearly demonstrated
intensive use of short message service (SMS),
which requires lower capacity than voice, and
Internet-based messaging (e.g., posts on social net-
works, text messages), which is boosted by cellular
services or the availability of WiFi access points
(APs). This trend highlights citizens’ empower-
ment as central information providers because
they become the first in situ sensors, able to detect
and monitor incidents. The use of innovative
smart technologies (platforms, devices, services,
and applications) could significantly improve situa-
tional awareness for public safety organizations
(PSOs) and citizens and, as a consequence, pro-
vide actionable intelligence and bolster effective-
ness and performance (e.g., act faster, react better,
and build a safer and more secure society).

This article aims to describe a future flexible
architecture that could be adopted in future sys-
tems with the goal of providing innovative ser-
vices. The article is organized as follows. The
next section reports some example application
scenarios. Then a current satellite-based archi-
tecture, which can be considered as a basic pillar
for the definition of the future platform, is intro-
duced, and the future flexible proposed architec-
ture is discussed. Next, we focus on open issues
and outlooks that need to be considered for the
development of such an architecture. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in the final section.

ABSTRACT

The future pervasive communication ecosys-
tem can improve and enhance the quality of our
everyday lives by increasing comfort and safety
perception, and improving interaction and condi-
tions of activities: remarkable quality and perfor-
mance will be afforded by the synergistic use of
communication, positioning, and monitoring
techniques, provided by means of meshed het-
erogeneous architectures based on satellite and
terrestrial segments. In such a scenario satellite
communication will represent the missing link of
the evolution of services. This article aims to
describe a flexible architecture that could be
adopted in the future system and discussing the
open points in the development of the system as
well as of its single building blocks.
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POTENTIAL APPLICATION SCENARIOS

The flexibility and reconfigurability features of
the proposed architecture, described in the next
section, can support a large variety of services
for different potential application contexts.
Although already existing services may not be
able to exploit all the functionalities provided by
the architecture, new advanced services can be
developed relying on their integration. Some
examples are reported in the following.

E-HEALTH AND WELL BEING
The proposed architecture can provide solutions
to some of the main problems related to the
management of many patients in a care environ-
ment (hospital, rehabilitation structure, etc.)
during all the different care phases and to the
remote care of convalescent or home patients
(for diseases such as diabetes and hypertension).
The patient can be assisted “transparently” at
any time through adaptive interactions between
smart objects (sensors, drugs, doctors’ terminals,
patients, relatives, and pharmacies) that have
received suitable localization and context infor-
mation: the monitoring of some main parame-
ters allows immediate assistance in case of
necessity or if access to specified building areas
is aided or blocked based on established rela-
tions helping the necessary patient mobility. The
transparency to the user, flexibility, and coopera-
tion between the patient, the objects, and the
network are of utmost importance in the disease
context and can be specifically tailored to the
assistance of patients affected by specific prob-
lems or pathologies (e.g., wandering dementia).
The specific operational modalities of the plat-

form (user-oriented, object-driven, and net-
work/context-enabled) can provide suitable solu-
tions to the different applications.

Another widespread field of interest that can
be addressed by the proposed architecture is
well-being systems and sport activities: in partic-
ular, people practicing a sport can share infor-
mation about their activities and experiences
while also being connected and monitored by
means of wearable devices.

The specific services for these scenarios are
summarized in Fig. 2.

PUBLIC SAFETY
Every member of a rescue or safety team is
equipped with a portable radio transceiver, with
advanced integrated navigation/ communication
(NAV/COM) capabilities. Navigation capabili-
ties are necessary to determine the terminal
position, using both Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) services and, in the absence of a
satellite radio link, terrestrial network-based
positioning methods. The requirements of radio
communication systems for emergency rescue
applications [6] shall ensure that the required
information is available to the correct person at
the appropriate time: communications must be
timely, relevant, and accurate since this implies
the efficiency of the emergency operations
among several authorized emergency personnel
teams.

MOBILITY
In this case, a driver obtains information on traf-
fic conditions not only from a public or private
communication network and from other road-
side objects, but also from other drivers and

Figure 1. The future pervasive ecosystem.
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vehicles by means of the establishment of rela-
tionships among the cars that usually cover the
same track and the consequent exchange of
information; hence, by optimizing the travel time
and fuel consumption, the best paths can also be
chosen in the presence of traffic congestion.
Moreover, this scenario also encompasses the
exchange of information for traffic, parking,
detours, accidents, and so on.

SATELLITE-BASED ARCHITECTURES
As a matter of fact, technological and societal
changes push toward a future in which telecom-
munication entities and architectures will be
integrated with heterogeneous systems with
localization and sensing capabilities, and people
and intelligent objects will cooperate as in social
networks with the goal of providing services.
This trend is also enforced by the ongoing Inter-
net of Things (IoT) development, in which per-
vasive connection of the environment will
facilitate positioning, sensing, communication,
and interaction capabilities never experienced
before.

The required degree of interaction and inter-
operability among the various communication
components is enabled by forging a new integra-
tion substratum, which will play a key role in the
definition of the next architectures. These com-
ponents are highlighted in the lower part of Fig.
1. Particularly, satellite communication, naviga-
tion, and monitoring systems are envisaged to
play a crucial role in the definition of specific
functionalities in the framework of the provision
of security, transportation, enhanced quality of
life, and institutional services.

As for the integration of localization and
sensing capabilities, terrestrial and satellite com-
munication subsystems and intelligent objects

and networks will have to cooperate in order to
provide enhanced value location-based services.

The proposed heterogeneous network archi-
tecture can be seen as a general system that is
able to self-adapt to the available network
resources, to guarantee the adequate quality of
service level required by the target applications
and to enable new pervasive advanced services.
The high degree of flexibility allows the identifi-
cation of a large variety of application contexts,
where the different components of the described
architecture may be selected from the different
technology domains and be used.

CURRENT ADVANCED
HETEROGENEOUS ARCHITECTURES

As a starting point, some examples of current
satellite-based advanced architectures are briefly
described, highlighting their relevant features. In
particular, the e-health and emergency contexts
are considered, since they represent two signifi-
cant scenarios where network availability and
quality of service (QoS) have to be guaranteed
even in critical situations.

E-Health System Architecture — In the e-
health context a heterogeneous satellite-based
system architecture allows distributed medical
competence to be shared and the integration of
clinical information, contributing to the quality
of medical care for both professional and self-
care purposes. In this framework it is worth
mentioning, as an example, the KosmoMed pro-
ject [7]: the system architecture is designed for
the provision of professional medical services to
allow specialists, health care operators, and
patients to access an interactive platform that is
able to support different kind of applications
such as real-time tele-diagnosis and tele-consul-

Figure 2. Enhanced quality of life scenario.
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tation services. Particularly, the proposed system
is oriented to the development of a reliable e-
health platform, which is supported by the imple-
mentation of QoS control over a commercial
satellite broadband network. The system includes
the integration of machine-to-machine commu-
nication agents in Linux-embedded devices for
QoS information exchange and supporting a
satellite bandwidth reservation mechanism to
improve the user quality of experience (QoE).

This reconfigurable architecture shows the
integration of communication and monitoring
functionalities that allow an appropriate infra-
structure to support the provision of multimedia
services to different kinds of users regardless of
their access technology (either satellite or terres-
trial).

Emergency Heterogeneous Architectures —
In the whole cycle of emergency situation man-
agement, and particularly during the response
and mitigation phases, the availability of a sys-
tem architecture that integrates localization,
communication, and sensing capabilities leads to
remarkable gains in terms of speed of response,
and completeness and effectiveness of interven-
tion. The exploitation of these benefits can be
favored by the adoption of reconfigurable and
interoperable devices. The baseline network
architecture and proposed solutions for the inte-
gration of localization and communication func-
tionalities, which have been studied in the
framework of the SALICE project [8], represent
an interesting starting point for both the defini-
tion of a general system architecture and more
sophisticated devices to be used in critical opera-
tion conditions. In detail, the definition and
testbed implementation of the reconfigurable
NAV/COM terminal based on software defined
radio (SDR) technology aimed at providing
emergency operators (first responders) means to
achieve localization information even in light
indoor conditions, which are characterized by
partial visibility of satellite navigation systems.
This result represents an interesting application
example of the integration of two of the three
main pillars of the architecture proposed in this
article. As a result, the functionalities provided
by a flexible and heterogeneous architecture can
be exploited in the context of emergency situa-
tion management. The adoption of satellite is
essential for both communication and navigation
purposes: mainly thanks to its resilience to ter-
restrial damage, its broadcast capability over a
large area, and its multiple functionalities, the
use of satellite is particularly suitable for sup-
porting emergency management activities.

FUTURE FLEXIBLE ARCHITECTURE
In this section the archetypical architecture to be
adopted in future heterogeneous networks is dis-
cussed.

As shown in the lower part of Fig. 1, the
implementation of applications is currently
bound to the available access technology for
each specific context. The result is that the inte-
gration of services is only possible at the client
level (i.e., smartphones, car computers, naviga-
tion devices), with heavy limitations on potential
services. The evolutionary path requires a deep-

er level of integration of the satellite compo-
nents as well in order to move services over net-
works, rather than moving clients over services.
This approach is aligned with the recent trend of
separation of the control plane from data trans-
port in software defined networks (SDNs) [9].
The migration toward network virtualization
functions allows fine-grained definition of avail-
able services on a per-user basis, introducing
new cross-tier interactions among information
domains (user position, user context, user envi-
ronment, etc.).

In order to support the development of new
advanced services that also exploit multiple com-
binations of existing ones, the proposed system
architecture is based on integration of the afore-
mentioned functionalities: localization, commu-
nication, and sensing/monitoring. This result can
be achieved by the definition of a flexible, scal-
able, and reliable heterogeneous architecture,
which includes the satellite component as a key
element. Satellite GNSS, communication, and
monitoring systems are all parts of the proposed
architecture together with different terrestrial
components. This meshed architecture enables
cooperation among satellite systems and terres-
trial ones with the goal of benefitting from the
capabilities of each system. In particular, focus-
ing on localization, communication, and sens-
ing/monitoring functionalities, the capabilities of
each single subsystem can be improved by
exploitation of the features of the others, also in
critical contexts. As an example the use of ter-
restrial communication technology can help the
positioning of a GNSS system in non-line-of-
sight (NLOS) visibility conditions (cooperative
localization techniques). A synergistic use of the
single functionalities can be afforded by the use
of the most recent cooperative, cognitive, oppor-
tunistic, and context- and location-aware tech-
nologies. Moreover, a full interoperable
architecture will be enabled by the distributed
system intelligence and suitable interfaces.

This concept is depicted in Fig. 3, which
shows the baseline system architecture, where
the enabling technologies and systems of each of
the three main functionalities to be integrated
are highlighted (left of the figure):

Communication: The integration of the ter-
restrial (long- and short-range networks) and
space (satellite, unmanned aerial vehicle —
UAV) segments can guarantee the availability of
network resources in several operational condi-
tions, which include critical situations.

Localization: The adoption of both satellite
and terrestrial localization systems is considered
for supporting different location-based services
even when the line of sight to the satellite is
obstructed. This includes the use of the Galileo
system together with its new services.

Sensing/monitoring: Environmental sensing
and monitoring systems based on integration of
information coming from satellite systems and
terrestrial sensor networks or sensors installed in
UAV platforms can be used for different pur-
poses, such as safety and security applications.

The proposed architecture aims at integrating
already existing and future network technologies
and standards, exploiting their complementary
features (e.g., in terms of coverage extension,
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capacity, broadcast/broadband capabilities,
resilience, and reliability). It enables users to
access (bottom of the figure) multiple services
managed by the service provider control center
(top of the figure) by using any kind of enabled
devices (i.e., fixed, portable, and handheld ones)
as the interface with the distributed infra-
structure.

The interactions among the different network
entities of the overall architecture are supervised
by the system intelligence, which, acting under
the paradigm of machine-to-machine communi-
cations, manages data gathering, exchange, and
control by implementing advanced solutions.
Some of them are: 
• Cognitive and cooperative systems for

improving physical and network layer oper-
ations

• Security mechanisms
• A middleware architecture for the exchange

and management of data in a distributed
applications context

• Social networking solutions for supporting
the adoption of distributed computing algo-
rithms based on the usage of existing and
new technologies for social interaction
In the architecture advanced and assisted

localization techniques based on the use of GNSS
are supposed to exploit additional information by
means of a cooperative approach among users.
System intelligence will support the interoper-
ability of the sensor networks with the communi-
cation systems, so allowing context-aware
capabilities of the system. In this general frame-

work of reconfigurability, cognitive and coopera-
tive paradigms are key elements for achieving the
benefits which are guaranteed both at the trans-
mission layer and at the network layer: particu-
larly, the cognitive approach shall be focused on
both distributed sensing and the definition of a
cross-layer solution with QoS. The use of the
cooperative paradigm can act as a booster to pro-
vide general and ubiquitous services.

It is worth highlighting that the proposed
architecture shall not support only the integra-
tion of the information coming by different het-
erogeneous systems/services (e.g., navigation,
monitoring), but will aim at the integration of
the capabilities of each subsystem for the devel-
opment of innovative and advanced techniques
to be used for system performance improvement
in all situational contexts.

OPEN ISSUES
In this section, some important themes and the
relative open points for the development of the
future heterogeneous ecosystem as well as its
single building blocks are reviewed. Moreover,
some possible countermeasures are proposed
together with a description of the main trends
and growth outlook.

LOCALIZATION
Focusing on localization, an important support
to enhanced-value location-based services can be
identified in the integration of GNSS and Dead

Figure 3. Proposed baseline architecture.
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Reckoning [10] techniques. In particular, GNSS
involves several systems such as GPS,
GLONASS, and the upcoming GALILEO, plus
other regional navigation systems such as QZSS
and BeiDou, thus increasing service availability
in outdoor environments. On the other hand,
dead reckoning allows user motion to be esti-
mated in either indoor or outdoor scenarios
without any external infrastructure assistance,
relying only on a single terminal and its internal
sensors. Nonetheless, this technique is often
integrated with GNSS to improve the position
accuracy when satellite signals are not available
for a short time. In the presence of hostile con-
ditions, that is, when the LOS to the satellites is
partially or totally obstructed for a long time, the
received signal strength might be too weak for
appropriate processing, leading to GNSS-based
localization degradation or even failure; in this
context, standalone techniques may not afford
the location services requirements.

Conversely, in these contests, peer-to-peer
cooperative positioning (P2P-CP) [11] is able to
improve GNSS receiver performance in terms of
availability, accuracy, and time to first fix (TTFF)
and can be an effective solution. As shown in
Fig. 4, in the P2P-CP context a terrestrial wire-
less communication link is required between
cooperating users to aid information exchange;
to this end, short-range communication systems
such as WiFi and Bluetooth can be used.

In the case of a navigation system relying on
external infrastructure, many solutions can be
foreseen, spanning from long- and medium-
range radio navigation systems, exploiting cellu-
lar networks and pseudo-lites, to short-range
ones relying on ultra-wideband, RFID, WiFi,
and Bluetooth technologies. An emerging posi-
tioning technique is environmental feature
matching, which considers different matching
sources such as terrain-referenced, imaged-
based, and map-based. Aiming at seamless out-
door/indoor localization, effective integration of
the aforementioned techniques is a challenging
research topic that may involve multi-sensor
integration [10].

INTERFERENCE MITIGATION AND
ADAPTIVE STRATEGIES

The scarcity of frequency spectrum and the ever
growing demand for data throughput has
increased attention to resource sharing and
interference management in today’s satellite
communication systems. In particular, the inter-
ference caused by spectrum sharing is deemed
harmful, and its suppression by means of orthog-
onal transmissions in time, space, or frequency is
not viable, especially in future heterogeneous
systems. This is even more challenging if massive
use of multispot antennas for the satellite for-
ward link and cell densification are envisaged:
these trends are likely to be adopted in the near
future if the forecasts of traffic data growth in
the coming years are confirmed.

In recent years, users of professional broad-
cast applications such as content contribution,
distribution, and professional data services have
requested more spectrum-efficient solutions. It is
expected that in the near future the introduction

of higher-resolution video services will drive the
need for more efficient transmission technolo-
gies in Ku- and wideband Ka-band transponders
even further. The delivery of contents will also
be based on cache servers close to the point of
consumption. This solution can reduce the ser-
vice-level latency by ensuring that the requested
content is available from the local cache.

On the other hand, the advent of efficient
transmission, detection, and decoding techniques
for satellite communications has already helped
to approach the theoretical transmission rates of
a conventional point-to-point channel in which
the interference is treated as noise. Within this
framework, only incremental improvements in
data transmission rates can be envisaged. As a
consequence, physical layer network coding and
interference alignment are now being considered
as possible technical solutions for the interfer-
ence issues.

CONTEXT AWARENESS AND RECONFIGURABILITY
In order to provide a flexible architecture sup-
porting heterogeneous services, one of the main
issue to be addressed is user-transparent net-
work reconfigurability based on context-aware
information. Context awareness is the ability to
detect and estimate a system state or parameter,
either global or concerning one of its compo-
nents, in a radio system for enhancing perfor-
mance at the physical, network, and application
layers. Moreover, the awareness of the context
can also indicate device features (capacity, reso-
lution, etc.), users’ interests, places, and loca-
tions; the knowledge of this information can
contribute to improving QoS and network uti-
lization.

In the proposed future architecture, the pos-
sibility to establish the best connection to the
Internet will be based on context awareness.
Therefore, the services that will be afforded by

Figure 4. Cooperative localization scenario.
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this radio access, such as heterogeneous content
delivery, will be ideally provided anywhere on
the planet.

Focusing on the end user side, the user shall
be able to access the required service every-
where and independent of the available network
resources. In the last few years the availability
of heterogeneous network access technologies
and new advanced multimedia services have led
to the development of multiple network inter-
face devices. Consequently, vertical handover
among different technologies and smart routing
mechanisms for dynamic interface management
have been proposed. IEEE 802.21 is focused on
hand over and interoperability among heteroge-
neous networks, while the Multipath Transmis-
sion Control Protocol [12] addresses the
simultaneous use of several interfaces aimed at
increasing link bandwidth or always on connec-
tivity. Cognitive algorithms, which allow the
identification of the best network technology or
path to reach the destination according to net-
work parameters analysis, could be defined with
the aim of increasing the provided QoS and
therefore the QoE perceived by the end user.
Moreover, the inclusion of the satellite as one
of the interfaces that are available on the receiv-
ing device could be extremely useful in those
areas where it represents the only network
access technology (e.g., remote areas, critical
contexts characterized by the unavailability of
terrestrial infrastructure). New portable and
handheld products have recently been launched
in the market to address user mobility, such as
Thuraya SatSleeve [13], which transforms a
smartphone into a satellite smartphone, guaran-
teeing access in 161 countries across Thuraya’s
coverage network.

SECURITY AND PRIVACY
The proposed context-aware service abstraction
also provides unprecedented security issues that
have to be carefully addressed. In the proposed
framework, sensible information flows across
paths that are characterized by different reliabili-
ty grades; hence, weaker segments impact over-
all reliability and security. Current end-to-end
cyphering technologies may be difficult to adopt
when multi-homed connections are established
between end users and a service cloud. A solu-
tion is the enforcement of privacy rules among
trusted peers, the composition of which creates
the complete service path. IPsec is a candidate
for internal core segments for its scalability fea-
tures and strong privacy provision. On radio
access networks, physical layer security tech-
niques like Noise-Loop [14] will efficiently pro-
vide the required privacy stratum allowing a
secure key exchange mechanism with no a priori
shared secrets. Biometrics [15] will also provide
an easy and reliable identity verification mecha-
nism to remote peers without the need for com-
plex human-machine interactions.

ADOPTION OF SOCIAL NETWORKING CONCEPTS
Citizens may have important information about
an event or an intervention scene, and by means
of their mobile phones (with HD cameras and
text messaging) may decide to share this infor-
mation with others. Due to the availability of the

advanced connectivity concepts and techniques
that will be provided by future architectures, the
adoption of social networking concepts within
the network can be the basis for the introduction
of applications allowing PSOs and citizens to
share information efficiently (e.g., short mes-
sages) in rich formats (e.g., images) over a vari-
ety of devices. Hence, individuals may engage in
content and social exchanges (e.g., request help,
generate an alert) between self-formed groups.
The applications will be context-, content-,
social- and citizen-aware, and can be selected by
end users according to their preferences and
needs. As a result, the envisaged network and
devices will need to meet the needs of the con-
ception and creation of innovative end-user
applications that support enhanced quality of
life, mobility, security, and emergency activities.

NEW ECONOMICAL MODELS FOR
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

In the proposed context, the main benefits of
using satellite technology as a complementary,
alternative, or in some cases the only broadband
access solution include technical, contractual,
management, and deployment aspects. From the
point of view of a service provider, considering
the contractual issues, the possibility of contract-
ing with a single operator over different sites,
spread over a large area, allows many advan-
tages to be achieved, decreasing the complexity
of both deployment and management of services
to devise a global system.

Moreover, focusing on the provisioning of
new cost-effective commercial solutions and tak-
ing into account the flexibility of the proposed
architecture, innovative satellite communication
services should include bandwidth reservation
systems based on pay-per-use services. The flexi-
bility of the satellite bandwidth allocation as well
the possibility to hold down the network related
costs enable the development of interesting com-
mercial solutions. Different profiles can be
defined according to the specific requirements of
each service, and consequently a different charg-
ing and billing model can be applied. Charging
can be either volume-based or time-based,
enlarging the variety of services supported by
this model. An example of a satellite bandwidth
reservation mechanism integrated with e-health
services is provided in [7].

CONCLUSION
Thanks to satellite segments, the integration of
communication, positioning, and monitoring
functionalities by means of heterogeneous net-
works will be enabled, allowing the definition of
the future pervasive communication ecosystem.
This fundamental step will permit the provision
of a diversity of services and applications that
will improve and enhance the quality of everyday
life. In this article services related to the tele-
health and security fields have been reviewed,
and the future flexible proposed architecture is
discussed. Finally, a detailed analysis of the open
issues and trends to be taken into account is
provided for the development of such architec-
ture as well as of its single building blocks.
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tudent design competitions have emerged as a popu-
lar method for both professional associations and

companies to engage engineering students and encourage
them to join with like-minded colleagues to develop and
test their engineering design and project management
skills. By their nature, such competitions encourage a level
and intensity of activity that is difficult to replicate in a
design or project course. For many engineering students,
participation can be a career-defining event.

Student design competitions comprise a diverse set. In
some competitions, teams are given a problem to solve
during the event, and can only prepare by practicing and
training to solve similar problems. In other cases, the
teams are given months to develop the solution on their
own, and come together with other teams only for demon-
stration and judging. Some competitions are conducted as
an activity associated with an engineering society’s annual
conference. In other cases, the competition is conducted as
a standalone event. The prizes offered range from modest
to exceptional.

Despite the significant effort and expenditure devoted
to student design competitions in recent years, there are
surprising few contributions to the literature on the sub-
ject. Manseur [1] and Schuster et al. [2] address the bene-
fits and challenges of organizing and conducting student
design competitions, while Wankat [3] assessed institution-
al factors that contribute to student team success. Here, we
took a different route, and invited both organizer and stu-
dent participants to reflect on their experience with the
Canadian Satellite Design Challenge (CSDC), a national
competition that encourages Canadian university students
to form teams to design, build, and test small satellites
called cubesats, and compete for both prestige and a possi-
ble opportunity to see their design lofted into orbit as a
secondary payload.

In “The Canadian Satellite Design Challenge: Building
Future Engineering Capability in Canadian Universities,”
Larry Reeves describes the organization and structure of

the CSDC competition. Unique aspects of the competition
include the manner in which the student teams from across
the country are brought together for workshops and pro-
fessional visits, the mid-term feedback provided through
the Critical Design Review process, and the requirement
that each team deliver Educational Outreach presentations
to their local communities. As noted above, the prize
awarded to the winning team is also unique: a possible
opportunity to see their design turned into flight hardware
and launched into orbit.

Some of the student projects in the 2012–2014 CSDC
focused on contribution to space technology. In “Pioneer-
ing the Application of Diamagnetic Materials for Space-
craft Attitude Control,” Justin Curran and Cass Hussman
from the University of Victoria describe their team’s
efforts to develop a cubesat that will demonstrate a unique
method for realizing an attitude control actuator. In “Test-
ing a Self-Healing Material in Microgravity using a 3U
CubeSat,” Mehdi Sabzalian, Justin Whatley, Nathalie Par-
mentier, and Ali Elawad of Concordia University describe
their team’s efforts to develop a cubesat that will test the
properties of a self-healing carbon composite material in
space.

Other student projects focused on remote sensing using
cubesats. In “Obtaining Infrared Spectral Imagery of the
Upper Atmosphere Using a Cubesat,” Keith Menezes and
Tremayne Gomes of York University describe their team’s
efforts to develop a cubesat that will use a specialized
infrared camera to analyze greenhouse gases in the upper
atmosphere and thereby contribute to climate change
research. In “Monitoring Glaciers from Space Using a
Cubesat,” Constance Fodé and colleagues from École
Polytechnique de Montréal and the University of Bologna
describe their team’s efforts to develop a cubesat that will
return imagery of Arctic glaciers in support of research
being conducted by the University of Montreal’s Cold
Regions Geomorphology and Geotechnical Laboratory. 

Still other student projects focused on study of a unique
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payload. In “Biological Investigations Using a
Cubesat,”Chantelle Dubois, Pawel Glowacki, and Ahmed
Byagowi from the University of Manitoba described their
team’s efforts to develop a cubesat that will expose tardi-
grades — segmented micro-animals that have been
described as nature’s toughest animal — to the extreme
conditions of space and assess their ability to survive.  

In each article, the students share their perspectives on
team formation and organization, project management,
the impact of CSDC on their schools, and the overall lega-
cy of their involvement. We hope that this rare opportuni-
ty to hear the voices of both the competition organizers
and participants will stimulate much useful discussion con-
cerning best practices and future opportunities for such
events.
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INTRODUCTION

The Canadian Satellite Design Challenge
(CSDC) is a Canada-wide competition for teams
of university students to design and build a cube-
sat satellite, with the goal of launching the win-
ning satellite into orbit in order to conduct its
science mission.

The CSDC has been structured to present a
significant learning and career development
opportunity for the participants, by challeng-
ing them to excel in a technologically-advanced
domain, and to learn interdisciplinary techni-
cal, teamwork, leadership, and management
skills.

In participating in the CSDC, due to the
unique structure of the competition, students
gain knowledge and experience about satellites
and space missions, and how to apply their engi-
neering and management educations to a repre-
sentative real-world project. These skills are
valuable not only in the space domain; they are
transferable to other advanced technical project
domains, and will help them to achieve success
in their post-university careers.

The CSDC is managed by the CSDC Man-
agement Society Inc. (CSDCMS), a registered
not-for-profit organization in Canada, and is
entirely volunteer-managed. The first two offer-
ings have each had budgets of approximately
CAD $60,000, but have benefitted from signifi-
cant in-kind contributions of time and use of
facilities from several organizations.

CSDC ACADEMIC BENEFITS

The CSDC is modelled after a number of exist-
ing university-level engineering competitions,
such as those offered by the Society for Automo-
tive Engineers (SAE). However, there are a
number of additional objectives and benefits that
have been incorporated in order to enhance the
educational experience:

“REAL WORLD” PROJECT STRUCTURE
The CSDC gives participating students a simu-
lated experience of proposing, managing, and
working on a real space mission under realistic
conditions. A simplified project process is shown
in Fig. 1. The CSDC management assumes the
role of a customer, and each team is a prime
contractor. With a project structure such as a
critical design review and required deliverable
documents, the CSDC provides a foundation in
project management that is rarely encountered
in the university curriculum. This experience
benefits the students following graduation, as
well as the companies that hire them.

WORKSHOPS AND PROFESSIONAL VISITS
The CSDC includes a number of workshops that
expose the students to supervised “hands-on”
experience in spacecraft assembly techniques
and processes, the quality assurance process,
mission and spacecraft analysis using leading-
edge commercial software packages, and experi-
ence working in spacecraft environmental testing
facilities. An example of students at work during
a workshop is shown in Fig. 2. The workshops
have been held at facilities of leading Canadian
space companies, such as MDA and Neptec, and
at the Canadian Space Agency’s David Florida
Laboratory spacecraft testing facility. The stu-
dents appreciate the mentorship, as well as the
exposure to potential future employers.

CRITICAL DESIGN REVIEWS
Each team is required to give a comprehensive
2-1/2-hour critical design review (CDR) presenta-
tion about the design of their satellite. This
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CDR resembles a real mission CDR by a mis-
sion prime contractor to its customer, with four
competition judges conducting the reviews. The
judges are experienced professionals from the
Canadian space industry (MDA, Microsat Systems
Canada) and government agencies (Defence
Research and Development Canada, Canadian
Space Agency), and they give detailed review
comments about the teams’ designs, as well as a
grading toward the final determination of the
winning team. The CDR presentations are valu-
able for the teams, all of which have expressed
sincere appreciation for the thorough review,
and for providing the “voice of experience” that
helped them improve their understanding of
their spacecraft and mission design process.

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY TEAMWORK
The CSDC gives students experience in working
in a multi-disciplinary environment. The more
successful teams include students from engineer-
ing, science, and business or management
departments, as well as occasionally arts and
education faculties. This more closely resembles
the composition of industry project teams, an
enhanced experience compared to uni-depart-
mental projects on which students typically work.

EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH
An important additional element of the CSDC is
the educational outreach. As part of their partic-
ipation in the CSDC, each team is required to
give presentations about space, space science
and engineering, their CSDC projects, and/or
space applications, to at least five different audi-
ence types (elementary school, secondary school,
their university, a professional group or sponsor-
ing company, and the general public) each year.

The objectives of the educational outreach
component are to:
• Motivate and inspire pre-university students

to pursue science and engineering educations.
• Increase public awareness and interest in

the applications of satellite missions, and
the importance of satellites and space for
Canadians.
The educational outreach component of the

CSDC is intended to help begin to build younger
students into a generation, even further in the
future, of capable and inspired leaders. An addi-

tional benefit of the educational outreach is to
improve the presentation and communication
abilities of the team members. These are essen-
tial skills required in industry, and are often con-
sidered to be lacking in science and engineering
students. Figure 3 illustrates a typical classroom
presentation given by a CSDC team member.

The CSDCMS is grateful to UrtheCast Cor-
poration for providing financial and in-kind con-
tributions in order to create an Educational Out-
reach Award to recognize a team that demon-
strates outstanding excellence in giving presenta-
tions or outreach events specifically intended for
elementary and secondary school students.

JUDGING PROCESS
The judging process has evolved since the first
competition, and continues to do so. Currently,
the winning team is determined by a combina-
tion of judges’ scores from the critical design
review (40 percent) and the final environmental
qualification testing (60 percent). Points are allo-
cated for sub-system design elements and the
ability to meet requirements, as well as the abili-
ty to survive the qualification testing.

Although the winning teams in the first two
competitions were quite evident following the

Figure 1. The CSDC schedule is a simplified version of a typical space mission project.
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Figure 2. Students participating in a solar panel assembly workshop, hosted
by MDA Corporation in their satellite payload integration cleanroom.
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final testing, the disparity between first and sec-
ond place is becoming increasingly difficult to
discern as the teams’ capabilities increase.
Although some evaluation points can be relatively
objectively allocated, other elements are difficult
to compare objectively between projects, such as
different types of on-board science instruments.

The challenge is to develop evaluation crite-
ria that are clear and objective and eliminate any
potential for exploitation of “loop-holes,” partic-
ularly when the prize for the winning team is
hoped and intended to be a launch into orbit. It
is likely that the judging process will continue to
be iteratively refined through future competitions.

CSDC SUMMARY AND RESULTS
To date, 14 Canadian universities and two for-
eign universities (partnering with Canadian
teams) have participated in the CSDC. The per-
spectives of some of those participating teams
are presented in additional articles in this issue.

The most notable result of the CSDC has
been the fact that a lack of prior spacecraft mis-
sion experience or engineering curriculum at a
university is not a barrier to successful participa-
tion in the competition. Indeed, despite there
having been three participating universities with
spacecraft design courses in their engineering
departments, the first two winning teams in the
CSDC were universities at which there was no
prior space mission or spacecraft engineering
academic content. These first two winning teams
were both characterized by excellent team lead-
ership, cohesiveness, energy, and enthusiasm,
which more than compensated for any perceived
disadvantages.

In only two offerings, the CSDC has created
several career and educational opportunities for
participating students that might otherwise not
have existed:
• During the first CSDC, three teams submit-

ted proposals to the Mission Ideas Contest,
hosted by Japan’s University Space Engi-
neering Consortium and the University of
Tokyo. The University of Alberta’s propos-
al was selected as a finalist. A team repre-

sentative was invited to Japan to present
their proposal, and received an award from
the International Academy of Astronautics
for the best environmental-focused mission.

• The University of Alberta, which did not
have cubesat design experience prior to the
first CSDC, is now participating in the
European Space Agency’s QB-50 mission.

• Several students who have participated in
the CSDC have gone on to space-related
graduate studies work, including at Califor-
nia Polytechnic State University, where the
cubesat standard originated, and the Uni-
versity of Toronto’s Institute for Aerospace
Studies, Canada’s pre-eminent space mis-
sion university which has launched several
nano-satellite missions.

• The Royal Military College of Canada,
which participated in the first CSDC, was
invited to include its experimental payload
on-board a Canadian research satellite,
which is now nearing completion. 

• Concordia University, the winning team
from the first CSDC, subsequently was one
of six university cubesat projects selected
for the European Space Agency’s “Fly Your
Satellite” program (although difficulties
arising from requirements changes resulted
in the team having to withdraw from the
current launch opportunity).
The CSDC has endeavored to offer a unique,

interesting, and exciting academic challenge for
university students, and it has fostered excep-
tional results, dedication, and innovation in
those who have participated in it. In less than
four years, despite having little or no prior space
engineering content at many of the participating
universities, the teams have grown their universi-
ties’ space engineering capabilities to the point
of having advanced science research satellites
that are qualified to be launched.

The Canadian Satellite Design Challenge
offers a unique, interesting, and exciting academic
challenge for university students, and has fostered
exceptional results, dedication, and innovation in
those who have participated in it. We believe that
the CSDC is a model of a low-cost initiative that
can help increase the capability of future engi-
neers, scientists, managers, and teachers and
those who learn and benefit from them.
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Figure 3. Educational outreach to elementary and secondary school stu-
dents is a critical developmental step toward improved future capability.
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INTRODUCTION

The ECOSat2 cube satellite developed by the
University of Victoria is a demonstration platform
for communications and attitude control technolo-
gies. Its scientific payload is an experimental atti-
tude control actuator that uses a diamagnetic
material called pyrolytic graphite. As a diamagnet-
ic material, pyrolytic graphite seeks a magnetic
neutral point, that is, it is repelled from both north
and south magnetic fields. Through optical excita-
tion of the material using lasers, causing localized
heating, it is possible to modify the magnetic sus-
ceptibility of the material [1]. This creates an
unbalanced magnetic force in the material that
interacts with Earth’s magnetic field. Our goal is
to demonstrate that this diamagnetic effect can be
used to control the attitude of small satellites in
Earth orbit, and to inspire research into develop-
ing materials with stronger diamagnetic properties,
furthering their use in spacecraft control.

SATELLITE SYSTEMS
ECOSat2’s primary attitude control system fea-
tures an all-solid-state configuration with no mov-
ing parts. It is based on strong electro-magnets
called magnetorquers. Magnetorquers are typically
used as a secondary actuator in conjunction with
momentum wheels in order to counteract the
torque moment created when de-saturating the
rotational speed of momentum wheels. Magnetor-

quers, however, have a much higher reliability as
they do not contain moving parts, such as bearings,
that momentum wheels require. The ECOSat2
magnetorquers were designed, manufactured,
wound, and tested in house, boasting a current
density output seven to ten times that of leading
cubesat manufacturers, in a similar size [2].

The communication system operates in the
2m and 70cm amateur radio frequency bands,
and is implemented on an in house developed
software defined radio (SDR). The platform for
this is based on Simulink in Matlab combined
with code generation for Texas Instrument C
series DSP microprocessors. The use of SDR
allows for enhanced flexibility of the satellite
communications and the ability to reconfigure
the implementation in orbit. Additionally, the
flexibility of SDR has allowed for multiple func-
tionality of the communication system hardware
with a single radio frequency and intermediate
frequency front end. The communication system
implemented by our team contains three bands:
a linear transponder, QPSK data link, and a CW
beacon. This flexibility allows for amateur radio
enthusiasts to use the satellite as a relay as well
as download telemetry data. In addition, it pro-
vides the ability to change the modulation
scheme dynamically in orbit.

TEAM ORGANIZATION
The ECOSat team was formed as an engineering
student club at the start of the first round of the
Canadian Satellite Design Challenge in January
2011. The team typically consists of 20 to 30 stu-
dents from different backgrounds, primarily elec-
trical, computer, and mechanical engineering,
but also computer science, physics, math, and
business. The mandatory co-op program at the
University of Victoria results in a high team
member turnover rate each term.

The team has seven core members filling
leadership roles to help organize the team and
track individual tasks and deadlines of different
aspects of the satellite. There are two primary
management roles: the chief engineer deals with
overall system design and integration as well as

ABSTRACT

Developed by a student team at the University
of Victoria, the ECOSat2 cube satellite is a demon-
stration platform for communications and attitude
control technologies useful in small satellites. Its
scientific payload is an experimental attitude con-
trol actuator that uses a diamagnetic material
called pyrolytic graphite. We seek to demonstrate
that this diamagnetic effect can be used to control
the attitude of small satellites in Earth orbit, and
thereby inspire research into developing materials
with stronger diamagnetic properties and further
their use in spacecraft control.
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mitigating all technical arbitrations; the project
manager is responsible for maintaining time-
lines, allocating resources, interfacing with
administration, and acting as the first point of
contact. Working below them are five positions
that focus on individual aspects of the satellite:
electrical, mechanical, payload, communications,
and software. The leaders for these individual
teams oversee their members, co-ordinate
resources and information, and help trou-
bleshoot problems prior to speaking with the
chief engineer or the general team forum.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The leaders of the sub-teams do the majority of
the work on the satellite, with smaller design
projects flowing down to core members. Once
per week, the team meets to discuss system
progress, design changes, difficulties encoun-
tered, and required resources. This provides an
open forum to discuss systems changes, trou-
bleshoot roadblocks to design progress, as well
as disseminate system information to team mem-
bers. This helps to eliminate confusion about sys-
tem operations and the repetition of information.

By the end of the second round of the Canadi-
an Satellite Design Challenge, all initial revisions
of systems were complete and well under way
toward assembly, integration, and testing. The
entire attitude determination and control system,
power system, on-board computer, communica-
tions system, and payload were developed by the
team in-house, with only the GPS being pur-
chased as a completed system. The fully assem-
bled and integrated satellite was then packaged
and transported with the team members to
Ottawa to conduct ground vibration testing at the
Canadian Space Agency’s David Florida Lab. The
team also brought a full complement of hand
tools, cleaners, safety equipment, and debug hard-
ware to perform on-site troubleshooting.

LEGACY
The Canadian Satellite Design Challenge and
the start of the ECOSat team has provided
opportunities for students passionate about
space technology to be able to work on a small
satellite and gain expertise and contacts within
the field previously inaccessible to them. Several
current and previous team members have
obtained both post-graduation positions and co-op
placements in aerospace companies due to their
involvement in the competition. Originating
from the work conducted in the club, many
members have taken aspects of the satellite to
further explore systems as senior design projects,
class projects, honors theses, and graduate stud-
ies. Whenever possible the team management
tries to work with faculty members to incorpo-
rate system designs into class projects. This helps
provide additional incentive for team members,
and helps to provide the students with a reduc-
tion in workload to facilitate the large time com-
mitments required to successfully develop
satellite system designs.

The University of Victoria has dedicated two
rooms for developing satellite systems; the pri-
mary office provides 24-hour access for all team
members. The office is fitted with a complement
of computers for programming, CAD, and simu-
lation work. The office is also equipped with
some basic electronic equipment for developing
and troubleshooting systems. The second room
functions as a lab space for in depth testing and
assembly of systems; this room also features a
small office in which graduate students can
work. The team has also procured a third room
to house the ground station for satellite commu-
nication. There have not been any permanent
changes to courses or curricula. However, pro-
fessors have been very accommodating by allow-
ing class projects to include aspects from the
satellite design, as well as promoting satellite
system projects to third and fourth year engi-
neering design project classes.
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INTRODUCTION

Spacecraft frequently experience collisions with
micrometeoroid and orbital debris (MMOD).
For instance, NASA’s Long Duration Exposure
Facility reported approximately 3439 impacts
over almost six years, where more than 90 per-
cent of impacts were micrometeoroids smaller
than 1 mm [1]. Damage and expensive repairs
caused by MMOD impacts could be avoided by
using a protective layer of self-healing materi-
al. For example, this material might form a
layer in a multi-layer shield, such as the Whip-
ple shield, which could recover from MMOD
impacts,  thus improving the longevity of a
spacecraft. The addition of a self-healing mate-
rial formed of carbon composite, which could
be made compact and lightweight without com-
promising durability, would be ideal for space-
craft [2].

The mission of Space Concordia’s 3U Cube-
Sat, named Aleksandr (previously ConSat-2,
engineering model shown in Fig. 1) is to study
the behavior in microgravity of a carbon com-
posite self-healing material, produced by Dr.
Suong V. Hoa at Concordia University [3]. Fol-
lowing deployment of Aleksandr, Space Concor-
dia aims to compare the healing efficiency of the
composite in microgravity relative to ground
tests. If successful, this experiment will give
flight heritage to the composite and enable
future spacecraft to incorporate this self-healing
material into their structures.

TEAM ORGANIZATION
Aleksandr is being developed by the student society
Space Concordia, operating under the Engineering
and Computer Science Association at Concordia
University. The society was formed in November
2010 to participate in the Canadian Satellite Design
Challenge (CSDC). Since its inception, Space Con-
cordia has developed significantly, becoming one of
the largest engineering societies at Concordia Uni-
versity with more than 100 members participating
in four independent divisions: spacecraft, rocketry,
robotics, and ground station.

Space Concordia’s ConSat-1 team won CSDC
in September 2012 based upon a detailed assess-
ment of the engineering model of their satellite.
Consequently, when the second edition of CSDC
was announced, members of Space Concordia were
eager to participate again. Recruitment consisted of
an open call to engineering students at the universi-
ty, inviting them to a team formation meeting. Stu-
dents from mechanical and industrial engineering,
computer and electrical engineering, software engi-
neering, and physics would form the new team, the
majority of whom were in either their first or sec-
ond year of undergraduate studies. Throughout the
competition, every effort was made to recruit new
engineering and non-engineering students with an
interest in space science. Initially, a few members
from the ConSat-1 team helped organize the new
ConSat-2 team to maintain a communication link
between the two teams. This allowed for the new
team to benefit from the previous team’s knowl-
edge and satellite design experience.

Similar to ConSat-1, the team behind Aleksan-
dr was partitioned into seven sub-systems: atti-
tude control system, command and data handling,
communications, mechanical (structural and ther-
mal), payload, power, and software. Sub-system
leads were responsible for most of the technical
work and important decisions made for their sub-
system. Sub-system teams met frequently when
everyone was available, while the sub-system
leads had regular weekly meetings supervised by
the team lead. The meetings helped ensure that
each sub-system was on schedule, and that all
sub-systems remained compatible with each other.
In the final year of the competition, the ConSat-2
team worked for eight hours every Sunday, a sig-

ABSTRACT
Space Concordia, a student society from Con-

cordia University, has designed and built a 3U
CubeSat named Aleksandr as their entry into
the 2014 CSDC. The satellite, once deployed,
will test the properties of a self-healing carbon
composite by performing a three-point bending
test in space, and thereby assess its viability for
use in space applications. The engineering model
of the satellite payload met all CSDC testing
requirements and placed second in the competi-
tion. Space Concordia now aims to expand and
refine Aleksandr to participate in the upcoming
CSDC.
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nificant time commitment outside of the regular
demands of their full-time student schedules.

This project could not have been completed
alone. Funding for Aleksandr was provided by
many generous external sponsors. To raise addi-
tional funds, the team also launched a crowd-
funding initiative, a Kickstarter campaign, which
received support from national and international
donors. Throughout development, the Aleksandr
team also sought support from engineers in
industry with advice or help. Among others, the
team had the great opportunity to use the testing
facilities at MPB Technologies Inc. The support
of company employees was both greatly appreci-
ated and critical to the success of this project.

PRIMARY EXPERIMENT
The engineering model of Aleksandr was deliv-
ered to CSDC in May 2014, as shown in Fig. 2.
In designing the satellite’s primary experiment,
the goal was to make it as simple and reliable as
possible, while also providing scientific value.
For the experimental portion of the satellite, the
payload was designed to perform a three-point
bending test on a sample of self-healing compos-
ite. This self-healing material is a fiber-rein-
forced carbon composite containing an epoxy
resin matrix [3]. Following damage, an autonom-
ic polymer healing process is triggered that
regenerates the damaged area, thus stopping the
propagation of a crack [2]. Organizations such as
the Canadian Space Agency, Concordia Univer-
sity, and MPB Technologies Inc. are among
those supporting the development of this self-
healing composite for space applications [4].

The experiment follows a proposed standard
test by the American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM): “Recommendations for an
ASTM Standardized Test for Determining GIIc of
Unidirectional Laminated Polymeric Matrix Com-
posites” [5]. This particular test was chosen to
conform to the experimental design used in
ground tests for the self-healing composite cur-
rently being conducted in the Concordia Centre
for Composites. To accomplish the ASTM stan-
dard test, the sample had to be subjected to a
large force, while also being restrained in touching
points, as shown in Fig. 3, and without being
clamped. Fulfilling these testing requirements,
while still securing the sample enough to prevent
damage from harsh launch vibrations, was one of
the greatest engineering challenges the team
faced. However, the limitation of only three touch-
ing points is necessary to perform a three-point
bending test in orbit. At the Canadian Space
Agency’s David Florida Laboratory, the team was
gratified to discover that the payload did, in fact,
meet the team’s predictions and passed the vibra-

Figure 1. The engineering model of the Alek-
sandr CubeSat.

Figure 2. The Aleksandr team during the final environmental testing phase
at the Canadian Space Agency’s David Florida Laboratory in May 2014
(Photo Credit: Larry Reeves, CSDC).

Figure 3. Broken composite sample from a payload prototype with a Cana-
dian quarter to the left side for scale.
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tion tests. During these vibration tests, the Alek-
sandr team also successfully verified the structure
of the satellite, which they designed, modeled,
analyzed, and manufactured themselves.

SUPPORT SYSTEMS
When designing Aleksandr, the team had to con-
sider more than just the payload. The challenge
of creating a satellite that could be fully func-
tional in space required extensive research, sev-
eral designs and redesigns, and the creation of
various support systems. In order to support the
payload, Aleksandr included several compo-
nents. Some of the most significant accomplish-
ments were: 
• Creating an antenna system that was manu-

factured and tested in-house.
• Perfecting a procedure to make and assem-

ble solar panels.
• Developing a passive attitude control sys-

tem.
The Aleksandr team also designed their own

four-layer power PCB to charge the CubeSat
batteries as efficiently as possible, regulate the
on-board power, and dissipate the generated
heat properly. The on-board computer, a Bea-
gleBone Black, runs flight software that is fully
developed by Concordia students. One compo-
nent of this flight software, called Operational
Frames 2nd Generation (OF2G), ensures the
reliability of data transmission between the satel-
lite and the ground station. This feature was
demonstrated during the functional testing at
the end of CSDC.

LEGACY AND CONCLUSION
The ConSat-1 and Aleksandr projects have been
incredibly enriching for everyone involved.
Indeed, some members of the 2014 Aleksandr
team have continued to work on the satellite as a
Capstone Project, improving its design to make it
more customizable. For their project, these stu-
dents intend to build a modular assembly satellite
standard (MASS). In the spirit of collaboration,
these MASS designs will be made open-source so
that other amateur satellite builders can use
them to their advantage. Further, they are work-
ing on creating an in-house vibration testing
facility that will provide empirical validation for
future CubeSat testing at Concordia. The chal-
lenge of designing, building, and testing satellites
has even inspired some to continue their pursuit
in space engineering through graduate studies or
full-time jobs in the space industry.

For the current CSDC, the Aleksandr project
is being refined and expanded. Following tradi-
tion, a new group of students have been given
the opportunity to try their hands at space engi-
neering. The goal of the new team is to prepare
Aleksandr’s flight model for the final flight qual-
ification tests in May 2016 during the environ-
mental testing phase for CSDC. With an influx
of new recruits, Space Concordia hopes to
encourage collaboration and make inexpensive
space technology accessible around the world.
Further incentivized by the passion and enthusi-
asm demonstrated by Space Concordia students
for Aerospace Engineering, Concordia Universi-

ty will be creating an undergraduate Aerospace
Engineering program that is expected to begin in
September 2016.
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INTRODUCTION

The primary goal of the POLARIS (Polar Orbit,
Lower Atmosphere Research Instrument using
Spectroscopy) cubesat is to provide infrared
spectral imagery from the Earth’s upper atmo-
sphere using the cost-efficient Aurora multi-
pixel camera made by Thoth Technologies. The
captured images will allow for analysis of numer-
ous greenhouse gases in the atmosphere that is
useful for understanding climate change (Fig. 1).
This mission will demonstrate the radiation bal-
ance of the Earth by understanding the upwelling
radiation and help to quantify the effects of
clouds, aerosols, water vapor, and carbon diox-
ide on the climate (Fig. 2). Our secondary objec-
tives are to:
• Promote space exploration to our local

community and university.
• Demonstrate in a cost-effective manner the

extensive capabilities of nano-satellites.
• Provide a hands-on learning experience for

our engineering and science students. 
In order to achieve these goals we needed a

great team to ensure they could be met.

TEAM ORGANIZATION
We established the Canadian Satellite Design
Challenge (CSDC) team in order to improve the
university experience of students with an interest
in space science and exploration. In a short peri-
od of time, we found quite a few like-minded
students. Part of the attraction was the manner

in which CSDC integrates many components of
space engineering, computer, software, electrical
and mechanical engineering, as well as the space
and atmospheric science curriculum. Through
software analysis of orbits, space hardware, con-
trol systems, payload design, remote sensing, and
space mission design, CSDC allows the students
to apply what they are learning in class to a real-
istic project. 

By establishing the club under the York Fed-
eration of Students, we were able to obtain basic
support from the university. Our team includes
engineering and science students, as well as busi-
ness majors and liberal arts students. Finance
students help with money management, Human
Resources resolve any conflicts between the sub-
system teams, and the Liberal Arts majors are
responsible for public relations and communica-
tions. To attract the most dedicated members,
we created videos and text messages that were
sent to each college at York University. As a
result, we found various members that were will-
ing to devote their extracurricular time for the
challenge. This is why we have such a diverse
and committed group. The outcome of these
efforts has been a strong turnout and a signifi-
cant increase in the number of participants.

DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING
Our CSDC team has been working diligently on
designing our satellite and creating technical
documentation. Early on in the competition we
prepared a project management plan, the first
required deliverable document of the competi-
tion. This document outlined how the team will
be structured and managed. We also prepared a
presentation explaining the basic characteristic
of our satellite and its purpose for the CSDC
workshop that was held at Magellan Aerospace
in Winnipeg, MB in February 2015.

The CSDC team at York is moving forward
into the next couple of months by obtaining
more facilities and training for the team. We are
arranging our expenses for the year so we can
purchase materials for developing our satellite
engineering model after the competition’s pre-
liminary design review. Team meetings are held
every week in the Space Engineering Laboratory
of the Petrie Science and Engineering Building.

ABSTRACT

The mission of the Canadian Satellite Design
Team at York University is to develop a Cubesat
payload that will use the AURORA line scan
camera to obtain infrared spectral imagery of
the upper atmosphere. The imagery will be used
to assess the concentration of greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere and thereby advance our
understanding of climate change. The team com-
prises a diverse group of students with a variety
of backgrounds. The manner in which our group
has been organized and the facilities that we
have obtained access to will be a critical factor in
our ultimate success.
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We adhere to a strict format where meetings are
kept under an hour and our project manager
oversees the discussions to keep the meetings on
schedule. The format of our meetings begins
with general announcements for the entire team.
After this, members are branched into sub-teams
(which are divided by interest, specialized major,
year of study, and critical importance of the sub-

system) where they can conduct their own briefing.
Our members have access to numerous exper-

imental facilities at York University, including a
space instrumentation laboratory, spacecraft
assembly clean room, electronics and machining
facilities, spacecraft testing vacuum chambers,
and vibration tables, which can all be found
inside the Petrie Science and Engineering Build-
ing at The Centre for Research in Earth and
Space Science.

NEXT STEPS
For the current CSDC competition our team
plans to continue refining our preliminary nano-
satellite design. Our team is looking to involve
other educational institutions and amateur radio
operators from around the world in an effort to
make communication with the satellite possible
at all times, as opposed to only when the satellite
is passing over the operations and support cen-
ter. It is hoped that by doing so we will not only
allow for more data to be received and analyzed,
but that people worldwide can experience com-
municating with a satellite in orbit. These users
will not have access to the spacecraft software or
sub-systems. However, they will be able to down-
load data from the spacecraft and relay it via the
Internet to the operations and support center.

We plan to demonstrate the practicality and
flexibility of nano-satellites and how they can
be used to produce useful data. Furthermore,
our team is determined to seek expert opinions
and advice from industry professionals and aca-
demics on any new technology that we can cre-
ate using software or hardware. Due to our
budget we may have to create our own elec-

Figure 1. Typical infrared spectrograms [1].
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Figure 2. Earth’s energy budget [2].
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tronics, which is something we would like to
minimize. There will also be some creation of
our own products, such as software or hard-
ware, that will undergo rigorous testing. With
more funding, we hope to purchase more com-
ponents with a high technology readiness level
(TRL) that are considered ‘off-the-shelf’ com-
mercial items that are already space-qualified
like our payload.

CONCLUSION
Foremost, our team at York University will ben-
efit through participation in the Canadian Satel-
lite Design Challenge by learning the life-cycle
design, manufacturing, building, and testing of a
nano-satellite. Moreover, the practical experi-
ence the students will gain from being involved
in space mission design and understanding how
to work in a multidisciplinary project with a
broader spectrum of skilled individuals in areas
such as business personnel, human resources,
and communications is invaluable. Furthermore,
the new opening of the The Bergeron Centre for
Engineering Excellence by the Lassonde School
of Engineering is where we will have a satellite
ground-station on the roof for establishing reli-
able communications, and it will definitely be a
great assistance to our team (Fig. 3)
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INTRODUCTION

Since 2012, the École Polytechnique de Montréal
(EPM) in Québec, Canada, and the University of
Bologna, in Italy, have been collaborating to
design and build a nanosatellite for the Canadian
Satellite Design Challenge (CSDC), specifically a
triple-cubesat, or “3U” cubesat, that measures
10x10x35cm and weighs less than 4kg [1]. The
cubesat’s primary payload is an imaging system
designed to support the University of Montreal’s
Geocryolab (Laboratory of Geotechnics and
Geomorphology of Cold Regions) in studying the
changes of the periglacial ecosystem of the Bylot
and Baffin Islands, in Canada’s Arctic. For this, it
has a twofold objective: to create a photographic
database to help estimate the reduction of the ice
cover on the Bylot Island, and to acquire high-
resolution images of selected Baffin Island’s
glaciers at specific times of the year. The cube-
sat’s secondary payload is a passive deorbiting
device based on a drag sail, and it is motivated by
the growing concerns for the presence of space
debris in low Earth orbit [2–4]. This payload
occupies less than 0.4U of the 3U cubesat, and
can be integrated onto any structure. It is a
stand-alone subsystem with its own flight com-
puter and power system, and it can work even in
the case of failure of the other subsystems of the
satellite. The deorbiting system respects the
Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Com-
mittee’s (IADC) 25-year guidelines concerning
post-mission disposal [5]. Our objective is to test
the satellite’s capability to survive the launch
phase and operate in the space environment. 

ORIGINS

When PolyOrbite was founded in 2012, it was
the first student society aiming at developing
space applications at EPM. Prior to the start of
the development of this satellite, very few Poly-
Orbite’s members had taken any class on space
technologies. The PolyOrbite’s team (Fig. 1) was
composed of undergraduates as well as graduate
students in several engineering disciplines
(including aerospace, mechanical, physical, com-
puter, and electrical engineering). Professor Gio-
vanni Beltrame from the Department of
Computer Engineering supervised the team. At
the beginning of the project, PolyOrbite’s
founders structured the organization into five
major teams: structure, telemetry and data han-
dling, power, telecommunication, and mission. It
was only after the first year that a team was cre-
ated to conceive an attitude control prototype.
The assignment of leadership positions within
each team is usually based on the motivation of
the members rather than on the degree of previ-
ous expertise. Thus, a team leader has the
responsibility to select competent students and
meet with them once a week. On the other hand,
PolyOrbite’s management is composed of a pro-
ject leader and a financial director who meet
with the team leaders every two weeks to ensure
the progress of all the satellite’s subsystems. As
for the external help that PolyOrbite required
for its first time being entered in the CSDC, we
worked with MDA, a Canadian space missions
company in Montreal, in order to prepare for
our critical design review (CDR), but we mostly
found the resources we needed by asking profes-
sors working at Polytechnique. 

COLLABORATION WITH THE
UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA

After attending a presentation of PolyOrbite, the
director of the CSDC program, Larry Reeves,
suggested that the students might like to partici-
pate in the CSDC, and benefit from the hands-
on learning opportunity. The director also
proposed to the University of Bologna students
that they join the CSDC program, to exploit
their experience on educational space missions
(in particular, on sounding rockets, space debris

ABSTRACT

The École Polytechnique de Montréal and the
University of Bologna recently collaborated to
develop a nanosatellite mission in the context of
the 2012–2014 iteration of the Canadian Satellite
Design Challenge, an inter-university competition
intended for the development of space expertise
among graduate and undergraduate students.
The mission comprised two different scientific
payloads: one aiming at monitoring climate
changes in the Arctic, and the other addressing
the need to reduce space debris. Here we report
the organizational and technical challenges we
faced, as well as the lessons we learned.
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research, and cubesat subsystems), and to help
PolyOrbite with its first experience in satellite
design and manufacturing. Thus, the collabora-
tion between EPM and the University of Bologna
was born. The team from Bologna (Fig. 2) was
also supported by the Italian company NPC
(New Production Concept). 

DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING
Space represents a challenging environment for
electronic computers. Therefore, while designing
the command and data-handling subsystem of
our cubesat, we knew that in order to deliver a
reliable system, we had to mitigate the effects of
particle radiation. For our primary payload, the
imaging system, we developed a distributed solu-
tion composed of a central space-proof process-
ing element (acquired from Pumpkin, Inc.),
running the multi-tasked real-time operating sys-
tem “Salvo” [6], and a secondary commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) board hosting FPGA fabric
to perform computational-intensive, but non-
critical, payload tasks (i.e. the image processing).
The secondary board was designed to allocate
FPGAs based on different technologies to also
compare their resilience to the effects of radia-
tion. The secondary payload, the deorbiting sys-
tem, was composed of a deployable structure
containing the drag sail, the opening system
actuated by a hot wire cutting system, the on-
board computer of the payload composed of
three real-time clocks (for redundancy), and a
microcontroller to determine the activation time
of the system. The deorbiting system was also
provided with its own battery pack to test the
stand-alone philosophy. In the summer of 2014,
at the David Florida Laboratory (DFL) in
Ottawa, the final cubesat design underwent, and
passed, the vibration and functional tests to sim-
ulate the launch environment. 

CONCLUSIONS AND LEGACY
PolyOrbite is a now a major asset of EPM, as it
explores such a novel and promising field of
study. Moreover, because the secondary payload
was developed in collaboration with the Univer-
sity of Bologna, one of PolyOrbite’s proudest
accomplishments is to have designed and built a
satellite with students on the other side of the
world. Students at both universities have benefit-
ed from this international collaboration, learning
how to work together despite the language

(English was everyone’s second language), cul-
tural, and time discrepancies (Fig. 3). The CSDC
was especially useful in establishing new connec-
tions and gaining practical experience. Thanks to
the CSDC, it was possible to attend several
workshops, to present our work at international
conferences, and to visit important Canadian
space companies and advanced laboratories such
as the DFL and those at MDA. It was possible
to experience all the aspects of a space mission,
from the managing to the test and production,
learning how to work with the stringent con-
straints of a space mission. Eventually, the Ital-
ian team had the benefit of being hired by their
sponsor company NPC to continue the project as
a private developer. 
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Figure 1. The team leaders of PolyOrbite for the
new iteration of CSDC 2014-2016. From left to
right: Q. Michaud, J. Chann, J-R. Roy, A. Guay,
M. Lalonde, P. Desroches, C. Fodé, and 
Z. Barrou Dummont.

Figure 2. Students from the University of
Bologna with the cubesat at the David Florida
Laboratory spacecraft test facility. From left to
right: A. Locarini, S. Naldi, N. Bellini, M. Val-
datta, D. Rastelli.

Figure 3. Members of EPM, University of
Bologna and the jury of CSDC for awards cer-
emony (Ottawa).
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INTRODUCTION

The University of Manitoba Space Applications
and Technology Society (UMSATS) is a stu-
dent group dedicated to designing, building,
testing, and eventually launching a triple-cube-
sat into low earth orbit (LEO). UMSATS set
out to develop an experiment involving tardi-
grades (Fig. 1), a micro-animal, that may hope-
fully build evidence for the theory of
Panspermia, the theory that the first life on
earth originated from elsewhere in the cosmos
[1]. Tardigrades’ robustness makes them an
ideal candidate for this experiment [2]. By
attempting to test the hypothesis of whether
tardigrades can survive interplanetary travel
(the basis of Panspermia), UMSATS hopes to
provide insight into whether it is possible that
life may have originated elsewhere.

The experiment developed by UMSATS will
send tardigrades, genetically modified with
enhanced green fluorescent proteins, in a cryp-
tobiotic state into LEO inside a purpose-built
chamber. Once in orbit, the chamber will be
flooded with water, rehydrating the tardigrades
and their food sources. An onboard camera
with a custom lens designed by Acryl Designs
will monitor the tardigrades for signs of life
(moving toward food sources, reproducing,
etc). Image processing and statistical analysis
will be used to determine whether the tardi-
grades are flourishing while exposed to the
vacuum of space.

ORIGIN

UMSATS was founded as a student group
shortly after the announcement of the Canadian
Satellite Design Challenge (CSDC) in 2010. The
student group began small, with a membership
of 10 students, who then began recruiting efforts.
UMSATS has grown rapidly, and has had more
than 200 students involved in some capacity with
the project. Team members have been recruited
from almost every faculty on campus, including
engineering, science, business, education, arts,
and fine arts. Members range from first year
university students in undergraduate programs
to Ph.D. candidates. UMSATS emphasizes the
need for diversity within the team, as a broad
variety of skill sets are essential to make the pro-
ject successful. UMSATS makes an effort to
ensure that any student who wishes to be
involved has an opportunity to contribute. Stu-
dents were recruited by word of mouth from
friends involved in the project, information
tables set up on campus, open-house events, and
through social media. 

DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING
From the beginning of the CSDC, it was under-
stood by the UMSATS team that designing a
nanosatellite with a complex experimental pay-
load, such as the tardigrade experiment, would
be challenging. In preparation for the challenge,
UMSATS members organized themselves into a
hierarchal structure consisting of an advisory

ABSTRACT

The University of Manitoba Space Applica-
tions and Technology Society is a student group
participating in the Canadian Satellite Design
Challenge (CSDC). For the 2012-14 iteration of
the CSDC, a diverse team of undergraduate and
graduate students worked together to develop T-
SAT2, a triple-cube nanosatellite weighing under
4 kg. This satellite contains a biological payload
with the purpose of exploring the survivability of
tardigrades in low Earth orbit. Through partici-
pation in the CSDC, student members devel-
oped skills not included in their respective
curriculums and became better prepared for
their careers in industry and academia.
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Figure 1. A tardigrade (by UMSATS payload
team).
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committee, an executive committee, subsystem
leads, and general group members. These
groups included the following subsystems: power
design, communications design, mechanical
design, payload, command and data handling,
and attitude determination and control. Each
group member was responsible for the delivery
of different critical components of the satellite,
including different technical design aspects of
the satellite, project management, and fundrais-
ing. Additionally, UMSATS was also given
access to resources including full memberships
to Winnipeg’s makerspace Assentworks, profes-
sional advice from senior engineers at Magellan
Aerospace, as well as support from faculties
such as the Faculty of Engineering and the Fac-
ulty of Science.

At the time of the formation of the team in
2010, none of the student members had experi-
ence with developing a satellite. The process of
the development of the T-SAT1 satellite for
the 2012 CSDC environmental testing was
completed in parallel  with learning and
researching the design process of space sys-
tems. By 2012, some members of the team
remained and their experience was carried for-
ward for the development of T-SAT2 (Fig 2).
The result was a more ambitious and sophisti-
cated satellite design.

In May 2014, UMSATS travelled to Ottawa,
Ontario for environmental testing at the David
Florida Labs (DFL) (Fig. 3). The team members
representing UMSATS were given a tour of the
facility where many of Canada’s satellites have
undergone testing, and went through vibrations
testing with T-SAT2. During the experience in
DFL, the team learned about the importance of
assembly, integration, and testing procedures in
order to limit risks and ensure that the assembly
is completed in a timely manner.

LEGACY

The University of Manitoba has benefited from
the creation of UMSATS and participation in
the CSDC by creating an on-campus space-pro-
gram and diversifying opportunities for students.
Many students who participate in the project get
to see first-hand how a space project is devel-
oped from the initial stage to the delivery of the
final product. This includes learning about
design, prototyping, management, and cost-bene-
fit analysis. Participation in the CSDC also bene-
fits industry by producing newly graduated
engineering students with the experience of
working on a complex engineering project. The
CSDC, like many competitions, is an excellent
motivator for students to push themselves and
use their creativity and technical skills to over-
come engineering problems.

Aside from the general complexity most space
projects have, the nanosatellite format is an
emerging field of satellite technology, and many
of our intended goals have not previously been
accomplished on this technology. For the second
iteration of the CSDC, the UMSATS team was
the only competing team to have a biological
payload. As a result of the UMSATS tardigrade
experiment, the Faculty of Science has used the
experiment in a special topics biology course in
which students spend the semester carrying out
research for the project. As of January 2015,
these students have injected tardigrades with
enhanced green fluorescent protein and
enhanced red fluorescent proteins.

Figure 2. Exploded diagram of T-SAT2.

Figure 3. UMSATS’ T-SAT2 being prepared for
testing at the David Florida Lab.
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Additionally, the Department of Entomology
has agreed to study tardigrade behavior and
habits to help UMSATS assess their environ-
mental needs for when they are launched into
LEO. UMSATS is currently a participant in the
third iteration of the CSDC, and has participat-
ed in all iterations of the competition to date.

CONCLUSION
The CSDC has been a valuable experience for
participating universities. The competition has
challenged students across Canada by engaging
them in a complex project, providing an oppor-
tunity for them to apply their knowledge, and
use creativity to develop a nanosatellite. For the
University of Manitoba Space Applications and
Technology Society, students have gained experi-
ence outside of their regular curriculums by
working on an interdisciplinary team in both
leadership and team member roles.

As the result of the development of T-SAT2,
UMSATS members are now developing T-SAT3
with an even more in-depth understanding of the
design process for space systems. So far, the
design process for T-SAT3 has been more ambi-
tious and focused than previous iterations, show-
ing that the students are learning and passing on
their knowledge.
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nvironmental issues are increasingly becoming one of
central concerns in global societies. The production, appli-
cation, and disposal of information and communication
technology (ICT) platforms and relevant systems may
introduce significant environmental problems. These
include increasing environmental pollution, the exhaustion
of natural resources and energy sources, which motivate us
to reduce the negative environmental impact of ICT. On
the other hand, ICT may also provide strong tools to solve,
mitigate, or reduce environmental problems introduced by
a wide range of factors. These topics may be considered as
the core contents of “green ICT.” Green ICT may pro-
foundly impact the research, development, manufacturing,
usage, and disposal processes of ICT systems and applica-
tions. The main motivation of green ICT is to support
environmental sustainability. 

The May 2015, second, issue of the IEEE Series on
Green Communications and Computing Networks is a
continual effort to support green ICT, and includes six rel-
evant articles addressing both non-energy and energy relat-
ed green topics.

The article “Cyber-Physical Systems for Water Sustain-
ability: Challenges and Opportunities,” written by Z. Wang
and et al., provides an overview on an extremely important
non-energy green topic: the challenges for ICT to support
water resources. This article provides an overview of water
cyber-physical systems for sustainability from four critical
aspects: sensing and instrumentation, communications and
networking, computing and control, and opportunities and
design challenges of relevant techniques.

The article “Macro-Assisted Data-Only Carrier for 5G
Green Cellular Systems,” written by X. Zhang and et al.,
advocates a macro-assisted data-only carrier system for
small cell enhancement. This article proposes a macro-
assisted data-only carrier (DoC) for future 5G networks
from a green perspective, and the relevant approach is ver-
ified using a complete system and link-level simulation
platform, achieving significant throughput improvement
and energy efficiency gain.

The article “Is Green Networking Beneficial in Terms

of Device Lifetime?,” written by L. Chiaraviglio et al., dis-
cusses one often overlooked aspect of green networking,
which is  that the additional impact of green methodolo-
gies on cost, reliability, and even the overall life cycle anal-
ysis may go into the carbon footprint. This article considers
the case of sleep mode power cycles and their impact on
the lifetime of network devices, including both optical and
cellular network elements. The impact is shown to depend
on both the hardware details as well as the algorithms and
parameters that are used in the green network design.

The article “Energy-Efficient Infrastructure Sharing in
Multi-Operator Mobile Networks,” written by A.
Antonopoulos et al., describes energy saving approaches in
wireless networks by switching off base stations. In particu-
lar, the authors focus on the enhanced energy savings that
are possible through dynamic infrastructure sharing among
multiple mobile operators that collaborate. Initial perfor-
mance results are presented, and practical implementation
issues are discussed.

The article “A Low-Cost Methodology for Profiling the
Power Consumption of Network Equipment,” written by
A. Francini et al., describes a novel approach for modeling
the power consumption of network switches and routers.
The approach requires minimal equipment and uses linear
models to approximate the true behavior of devices under
test. The initial model results in the article highlight the
importance of future hardware platforms including packet-
timescale rate adaptation.

The article “Cost-Aware Green Cellular Networks with
Energy and Communication Cooperation,” written by J.
Xu et al., discusses two cooperative approaches, energy
cooperation and communication cooperation, to reduce
energy costs and reliably supply time- and space-varying
wireless traffic over cellular networks, and proposes joint
energy and communication cooperation among the base
stations for cellular networks.
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sustainability challenges.

WATER SUSTAINABILITY

Water is the lifeblood of the planet. Safe and
abundant water resources are critical to all three
dimensions of sustainability: social, economic, and
environmental. Given its close linkage to a num-
ber of key global challenges, including population
growth, industrialization, and climate change,
water sustainability is of critical importance for
sustainable development in the modern world.
Achieving water sustainability, in turn, requires
achieving universal access to safe drinking water,
sanitation, and hygiene; improving the efficiency
of water use for economic purposes; strengthening
equitable, participatory, and accountable water
governance; improving wastewater management
and protecting water quality; and reducing the
risks of natural and human-induced water-related
disasters. In industrialized nations, fresh water

resources, i.e. ground water, lakes, rivers, and
streams, must meet a number of (sometimes com-
peting) water use needs, including domestic, com-
mercial, industrial, agricultural, and energy
generation. In addition, sustainability requires that
water withdrawals and consumption for human
uses do not compromise aquatic ecosystems.

Although water is a renewable resource,
water availability and water quality may not be
sufficient for desired water uses and ecosystem
functioning. Deficits, or scarcity, may occur at
seasonal time scales and at geographic scales
ranging from community water systems to
regional river basins and groundwater aquifers.
In addition to overuse or scarcity, water
resources are facing many other severe chal-
lenges, including contamination, aging infra-
structure, lack of data for informed decision
making, weak public awareness of water chal-
lenges, and inefficient water management strate-
gies. Many of these challenges are due to global
change issues, such as population growth, eco-
nomic development, and climate change, which
are expected to increase in the foreseeable future.

Given these critical and persistent water
resource challenges, we advocate “green1” appli-
cations of information and communications tech-
nology (ICT) to help achieve water sustainability
[1]. To this end, green ICT can provide many
benefits, including improved water quality, more
effective emergency response, and increased
public awareness of environmental challenges.
We envision technologies including communica-
tions and networking, sensor technology, hydro-
dynamic modeling, data analysis, and
human-centered decision support systems to
enable intelligently networked water cyber-physi-
cal systems (CPS). This article explores opportu-
nities and design challenges of CPS for
promoting water sustainability, including sensing
and instrumentation, communications and net-
working, computing, and control. Given the
diversity of water sustainability challenges, tech-
niques discussed in this article could be further
tailored to specific application requirements.

ABSTRACT

Water plays a vital role in the proper func-
tioning of the Earth’s ecosystems, and practically
all human activities, such as agriculture, manu-
facturing, transportation, and energy production.
The proliferation of industrial and agricultural
activities in modern society, however, poses
threats to water resources in the form of chemi-
cal, biological, and thermal pollution. On the
other hand, tremendous advancements in science
and technology offer valuable tools to address
water sustainability challenges. Key technologies,
including sensing technology, wireless communi-
cations and networking, hydrodynamic modeling,
data analysis, and control, enable intelligently
wireless networked water cyber-physical systems
(CPS) with embedded sensors, processors, and
actuators that can sense and interact with the
water environment. This article provides an
overview of water CPS for sustainability from
four critical aspects: sensing and instrumentation;
communications and networking; computing; and
control. The article also  explores opportunities
and design challenges of relevant techniques.
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WATER CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are intelligently
networked systems with embedded sensors, pro-
cessors, and actuators that are designed to sense
and interact with the physical world (including
human users), and support real-time, guaranteed
performance in safety-critical applications, as
defined in a CPS Vision Statement published in
2012 by the Federal Networking and Informa-
tion Technology Research and Development
(NITRD) Program’s CPS Senior Steering Group.
The interplay between the “cyber” and “physi-
cal” elements among the CPS is critical: sensing,
networking, computing, and control need to be
deeply integrated in every component of CPS,
and the CPS components must be inter-operable
with a concerted design. Just as the Internet
transformed the way people interact with infor-
mation, CPS is transforming the way people
interact with engineered systems and promoting
sustainability.

WATER CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS (CPS)
A typical water CPS architecture is depicted in
Fig. 1. The water CPS monitors water quality
conditions in real-time, and detects water pollu-
tion events quickly. Hydrodyamic modeling is
integrated with the real-time measurements
from various water quality sensors to generate
the predicted transport of pollutants in the water
environment, which is fed back into the input of
the water CPS for optimal decision making of
reactive and proactive actions to respond to
water contamination emergencies effectively,
thus forming a close-loop water CPS. In addi-
tion, energy harvesting is incorporated for a sus-
tainable water CPS.

To develop a water CPS, we need:
• Sensing, communications, and networking

technologies to enable flexible, reliable, and
high performance distributed networking
within a water CPS, that provide an accu-
rate and reliable model of the water infra-
structure and enable time-aware and time-
critical functionalities.

• Computing technologies such as computa-
tional modeling, data management,
machine learning, and other tools to under-
stand, address, and communicate water sus-
tainability challenges.

• Adaptive and predictive hierarchical hybrid
control technologies are critical to achieve
tightly coordinated and synchronized
actions and interactions in a water CPS that
is intrinsically synchronous, distributed. and
noisy. 
Based on the CPS Vision Statement pub-

lished by NITRD2, Table 1 provides a compre-
hensive summary of key technologies for
developing a water CPS.

EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS OF
CPS FOR WATER SUSTAINABILITY

The application of water CPS could increase the
efficiency, reliability, security, and public confi-
dence in different types of water systems, hence
setting the path toward water sustainability. In
recent years there have been tremendous

advances in real-time water quality sensing, com-
munications, and computing, which have great
potential for ubiquitous environmental monitor-
ing and interaction. Using these technologies,
cost-effective infrastructures can collect in-situ
data remotely and on a continuous basis, as well
as store, communicate, analyze, and visualize it
in real time. However, compared to other appli-
cations of CPS, there has been relatively limited
research on CPS for sustainable water manage-
ment. In this section we present two applications
of CPS for promoting water sustainability.

Water Distribution System Monitoring:
Water distribution system monitoring is an
important application of CPS in the water sector.
In this application, the traditional real-time water
quality monitoring performed at water treatment
plants is extended to multiple locations within a
water distribution system for contamination
warning. The water CPS monitors baseline water
quality conditions continuously in real-time such
that a sudden change in water quality parameters
can trigger a contamination warning. Benefits of
this water CPS are improved water quality closer
to the point-of-use, along with additional security
for detecting intentional or unintentional con-
tamination events within the system. A related
CPS application is for control and mitigation of
water losses in distribution systems (in the Unit-
ed States, there are an estimated 240,000 water
main breaks per year). In this case, continuous
monitoring of water pressure at various points in
the system and automatic closure of valves can
stop the flow of water to a broken section.
Although the use of such on-line water distribu-
tion system monitoring and early warning systems
is becoming common [2], water utilities are chal-
lenged by real-time data management and deci-
sion support, and there is a need for improved
predictive models of contaminant transport [3].

Source Water Quality Monitoring: Source
water quality monitoring can be critical for
advance warning and emergency management.
The water sector is vulnerable to a wide range of
chemical, biological, and radiological releases. In
the United States, there are nearly 14,000 oil
spills reported per year, and such emergencies
can affect large populations. For example, on
January 9, 2014, crude 4-methylcyclohexane
methanol (MCHM), a chemical primarily used

Figure 1. Architecture of a typical water CPS. Arrows indicate the flow of
data, computing results, and control commands.
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to clean coal, leaked from a storage tank near
Charleston, West Virginia, and bled into a river
upstream of a water-treatment plant. As a result,
about 15 percent of the state’s residents were
advised not to drink the water.

Despite the need to safeguard water supplies
and to protect public and ecosystem health, real-
time monitoring of ambient environmental con-
ditions is uncommon, primarily due to
technological and cost limitations [4]. Some
notable examples of ambient monitoring systems
are a network of monitoring buoys on the Mis-
sissippi, Missouri, and Illinois Rivers developed
by the National Great Rivers Research and Edu-
cation Center (NGRREC); and the Intelligent
River project pursued at Clemson University.
Example projects monitoring aquatic ecosystem
health (e.g. nutrients, invasive species) include
the Jefferson project at Lake George, N.Y.; the
Hudson River Environmental Conditions
Observing System (HRECOS); and the River
and Estuary Observatory Network (REON).

With remote, in-situ, and real-time water
monitoring and warning systems in place, com-
puting and communications technologies can
facilitate the distilling of information from
potentially vast amounts of data, as well as time-
ly dissemination to decision makers and the pub-
lic. Furthermore, hydrodynamic simulation
modeling can provide forecasts of the scope of
the emergency and contribute to effective
response. Computing technologies can help keep

track of numerous details in all stages of an
emergency (forecast, warning, and response),
helping people grasp the dynamic of a disaster
and make quicker and better decisions.

In the following sections we will explore
opportunities and design challenges of water
CPS in four critical and complementary aspects,
including sensing and instrumentation, commu-
nications and networking, computing, and control.

SENSING AND INSTRUMENTATION

SENSING AND INSTRUMENTATION
Advances in computer and electrical engineering
in the past two decades have significantly
reduced the size, cost, and power requirement of
digital electronics. Low-cost, low-power devices
with sufficient storage and data processing capa-
bilities have led to the proliferation of wireless
sensing in a wide range of applications. Howev-
er, real-time and in-situ measuring of water qual-
ity and quantity has been progressing slowly,
primary due to the harsh environment sensors
and instruments have to endure.

Fostering water sustainability requires contin-
uous monitoring of multiple parameters such as
dissolved oxygen, flow rate, turbidity, conductivi-
ty, pH, and/or suspected chemical or biological
pollutants. For an autonomous monitoring sys-
tem, the sensors used in tracking these parame-
ters need to be stable and accurate for a long
period of time. Exposure to harsh weather and
temperature changes can post a challenge for
the long term durability of sensors, but proper
sensor packaging and the use of high-perfor-
mance electronic components can mitigate this
issue. Another challenge is the biofouling effect,
where aquatic fauna and flora aggregate on or
around the sensors, preventing them from oper-
ating normally. Biofouling is the major limitation
to longevity for many underwater sensors.

Many techniques have been deployed to
reduce or limit biofouling effects. Physical clean-
ing such as scraping or wiping the sensors at
fixed time intervals is effective but labor inten-
sive. A common unmanned antifouling strategy
is the long term deployment of biocides around
the sensors. The biocides are usually embedded
into surfaces of the sensor housings or coating
layers protecting the sensor housings to be slow-
ly leached out [5]. In addition, electro-mechani-
cal principles have been employed to reduce
biofouling [6]. Mechanical vibrations have been
shown to remove biofouling, but the associated
power requirement is high. Direct electrification
of organisms has also been tested to remove
fouling organisms from the sensor surface.

Low-cost sensing and computing devices have
been a major driving force for a widespread use
of wireless sensing techniques in the terrestrial
radio environment. However, the cost of water
sensing devices, such as underwater vehicles and
acoustic communication modems, could be sev-
eral orders of magnitude higher than their ter-
restrial radio counterparts, which significantly
hinders the research progress and the broad use
of underwater wireless sensing techniques.
Research toward cost-effective instrumentation
is essential for expanded use of remote, in-situ,
real-time, and continuous water monitoring.

Table 1. Key technologies to develop a water CPS (based on the CPS
Vision Statement by NITRD, 2012).

Key technologies Role

Distributed sensing, 
ommunications and perception

Enable time-aware and time-critical func-
tionality

Adaptive and predictive 
hierarchical hybrid control

Achieve tightly coordinated and 
synchronized actions and interactions in
water CPS that is intrinsically synchronous,
distributed, and noisy

Diagnostics and prognostics Identify, predict, and prevent or recover
from faults

Autonomy and human 
interaction

Facilitate model-based design of reactive
water CPS that is used by humans

Validation, verification, and
certification

Ensure high confidence in system safety
and functionality

Abstractions, modularity, and
composability

Enable water CPS system elements to be
combined and reused while retaining 
safety, security, and reliability

Systems-engineering based
architectures and standards

Enable efficient design and development of
reliability systems while ensuring 
interoperability and integration with legacy
systems

Integration of multi-physics
models and models of software

Enable co-design of physical engineered
and computational elements with 
predictable system behaviors

Cyber-security Guarantee safety by guarding against 
malicious attacks
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ENERGY HARVESTING

To achieve a water CPS, it is desirable to use an
array of sensors to sense environmental parame-
ters in a wide water area and employ wireless
devices to transmit water quality information
back to a data collection or processing center.
However, batteries become the bottle neck of
such a system as they need to be replaced, after
being exhausted, in a relatively short period of
time. Replacing batteries for a large amount of
sensors is time- and labor-consuming and likely
to miss events that occur during replacement of
batteries. Therefore, using energy harvested
from water becomes the key component in
achieving a sustainable water CPS.

An energy harvesting process could be used
in a water CPS to convert energy from ambient
sources in water to power a set of small wireless
devices. However, traditional energy sources, e.g.
solar power, thermal energy, and kinetic energy,
may not be easily accessed in a water environ-
ment. For example, solar power and thermal
energy are very limited in deep ocean, and kinet-
ic energy may not exist in a lake.

We advocate an alternative energy harvesting
technique, which harvests biological energy via
microbial fuel cells (MFCs) that generate elec-
tricity through electrochemical reactions with a
type of common and safe bacteria (manganese
oxidizing microorganisms) ubiquitous in water
[7]. As illustrated in Fig. 2, biocathode MFCs
that harness the native population of manganese
oxidizing microorganisms (MOM) abundant in
natural waters will be made self-sufficient simply
with the pretreated electrodes and nutrients con-
tinuously available in the environment. They can
deliver potential renewable power (voltage up to
1.0V and current up to 1.2mA) in the aqueous
water environment.

Due to the fluctuation of energy generated
from MFCs, a power management system is
needed to provide a stable and accurate DC out-
put to power sensors. Unlike conventional or
commercially available power converters for low
voltage applications, the desired power conver-
tors need to provide a stable and accurate out-
put to sensors even when the voltage of the
MFCs fluctuates in a wide range or drops to a
very low level such as below 0.5V. Innovative
and efficient design are essential to realize such
a power management system.

WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS AND
NETWORKING

WIRELESS HETEROGENOUS NETWORKS
Though direct access to the aquatic environment
has been difficult, wireless communication tech-
nology makes unmanned water monitoring possi-
ble. Equipped with wireless (radio or acoustic)
communication capabilities, sensing and actua-
tion modules can be remotely controlled for spe-
cific tasks and transmit monitoring information
to a centralized computer for analysis.

Especially about real-time monitoring of
ambient aquatic conditions, the complexity of
the aquatic environment calls for intelligently
networked systems that could consist of several

types of sub-networks. Figure 3 depicts a hybrid
wireless networked system constituted by a sur-
face buoy sub-network and an underwater sub-
network with possibly mobile vehicles. The
underwater sensing nodes can be anchored at
the water bottom or float with water currents,
and collect data samples at various water depths.
Due to the large attenuation of electromagnetic
waves in water, each underwater node has to
rely on sound as the information carrier to com-
municate, and hence is often equipped with an
acoustic modem. The surface buoys could have
different types of sensors for collecting near-sur-
face data samples as well as meteorological
information, and be equipped with acoustic
modems for communications with underwater
nodes and radio-frequency (RF) modems for
communications above the water surface with
other buoys and a control center.

Although data collection could be fulfilled by
a surface buoy network through hanging sensors
at different depths of the water column, incorpo-
rating an underwater acoustic sub-network yields
several practical advantages. First, the underwa-
ter nodes do not disturb water surface activities
(e.g. recreation and shipping). Second, they
could maintain desired network functionalities in
harsh weather conditions (e.g. stormy periods,
and winter seasons with ice coverage). And final-
ly, they reduce wireless network vulnerability to
tampering or pilfering.

CHALLENGES
Challenges in the above wireless heterogenous
network design lie in a concerted network archi-
tecture and protocol suite under specific applica-
tion requirements.

Figure 2. Schematic of the novel MFC, consisting of a sacrificial anode of
aluminum alloy and a cathode of porous graphite covered by manganese
dioxide and L. discophora biofilms [7].
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First, a majority of existing research on sur-
face buoy networking adopts the Zigbee stan-
dard and operates in a clustered networking
architecture. Data samples collected at each
cluster head are sent to a remote monitoring
center or the Internet via existing cellular/satel-
lite networks. Despite intensive research in this
area, long-range multi-hop data transmission
along a river path or within a complex urban
environment remains a challenging problem.

Second, compared with terrestrial radio net-
working, underwater acoustic networking is still
in its early stages, primarily because of the dis-
tinct features of underwater acoustic channels:
• The underwater acoustic signal propagates

at a speed (~ 1500 m/s) five orders of
magnitude lower than the radio speed in air
(~ 3 × 108 m/s), leading to very large signal
propagation latency.

• Due to frequency-dependent sound attenua-
tion, the underwater acoustic channel has a
much lower bandwidth (~ kHz) than the
surface RF channel (~ MHz).

• Underwater acoustic links often suffer large
temporal variations due to environment
dynamics. 
Given the above differences between RF

links and acoustic links, the RF connection
among buoys can be regarded as a backbone for
underwater acoustic networking, and multiple
geographically distributed buoys could be
deployed to reduce the end-to-end transmission
latency and boost the end-to-end packet delivery
performance. Leveraging the surface RF connec-
tion, many underwater networking protocols
have been proposed; however, they lack suffi-
cient experimental validation to demonstrate
their performance in practical systems.

Third, the optimal deployment of heteroge-
neous nodes is another challenge in a water
CPS. Depending on application scenarios (e.g.
the water depth), the sensing nodes could be
regarded as deployed on a 2-dimensional plane
(e.g. water surface or bottom) or in a 3-dimen-
sional water column [8]. Existing research often
takes communication coverage, sensing cover-
age, end-to-end transmission latency, network
reliability, and network resilience to node fail-
ures as performance metrics, and investigates
the deployment of stationary networks with both
surface buoys and underwater nodes, mobile
underwater data collectors, or mobile surface
buoys. Note that water parameters of interest
often follow certain spatial-temporal distribu-
tions that can be simulated via hydrodynamic
modeling. We anticipate more research on sensor
node deployment that takes into account the
spatial-temporal distribution of water parameters.

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGIES
Computing technologies offer a wide range of
tools and methodologies for understanding,
addressing, and communicating water sustain-
ability challenges. However, meeting these chal-
lenges will involve advances in a number of
computing research fields. In this section we will
examine the opportunities and challenges of
computing technologies for water sustainability
in two major areas.

HYDRODYNAMIC MODELING

While real-time and in-situ water sensing could
provide continuous measurements of water
parameters of interest at specific sites, under-
standing their spatial and temporal distributions
relies on computational modeling. Hydrodynam-
ic modeling can be brought to bear in several
ways: to refine the grid size and time step of
aquatic sensing, to predict future aquatic condi-
tions, and to simulate multiple events or scenar-
ios to improve decision making for water
sustainability.

Although hydrodynamic modeling has seen
rapid development in the past three decades, it
remains a challenge to resolve hydrodynamic
processes at multiple scales. Coastal marine and
fresh water systems typically consist of inner
shelves, estuaries, and inland lakes, which are
characterized by complex coastlines, series of
islands and peninsulas, inlets, and extensive inter-
tidal marshes. The irregular geometry has limited
the ability of models to adequately resolve fine
scale processes, which may be critical for predict-
ing local conditions such as contamination of a
water intake. Furthermore, the coupled dynamics
among the hydrosphere, atmosphere, and litho-
sphere complicate the driving factors of the
hydrodynamic simulation at a wide range of dif-
ferent scales. Nonetheless, driven by computing
technology advances, such as adaptive mesh
refinement, code parallelization, and GPU-accel-
erated computing [9, 10], hydrodynamic model-
ing has entered a period unprecedented toward
resolving complex biophysical processes at scales
appropriate for operational forecasting. Curvilin-
ear and unstructured grid modeling can now
resolve irregular geometries, and multi-grid
approaches allow the resolution of small-scale
features within a larger spatial domain [11].

DATA-DRIVEN DECISION MAKING
In-situ aquatic sensing data and hydrodynamic
modeling results can support decisions and sub-
sequent actions to safeguard water sustainability.
When appropriate, automatic decision making
could be carried out through optimization algo-
rithms; one example is automatic water pollution
detection, warning, and response. Alternatively,
decision support systems can help multiple par-
ties, e.g. emergency managers, water utility com-
panies, and policy makers and governments,
distill information and coordinate with each
other to make better-informed decisions.

Challenges in data-driven decision making
are discussed in detail as follows.

Heterogeneity of Data Sets: Data sets from
different observation systems could bear very
different meanings and structures, and represent
a wide range of spatiotemporal scales. For
instance, in aquatic ecosystem monitoring, rele-
vant data sets might include remotely sensed
data from satellites, meteorological, and oceano-
graphic information from surface observation
networks, and data from underwater acoustic
sensor networks.

Uncertainty of Hydrodynamic Models: Mod-
eling real-world phenomena suffers from both
aleatoric uncertainties (e.g. turbulent flows) and
epistemic uncertainties (e.g. lack of physical
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measurements), which often lead to models per-
forming worse with verification data sets than
with calibration data sets. Though hydrodynamic
modeling can be very accurate, many unknowns still
exist, especially in complex hydraulic systems.

Sequential Decision Making: By definition,
sustainable water systems are designed to oper-
ate over long time horizons. Sequential decision
making is required based on continuous data
samples, continuously improved models and sen-
sor networks, and improved outcomes of deci-
sions over time.

In the face of these challenges, machine
learning and data mining techniques can be
adopted for event detection and data-driven
decision making. Machine learning techniques,
including both supervised leaning (e.g. linear
regression, neural networks, and decision trees)
and unsupervised learning (e.g. clustering algo-
rithms) have been developed for water quality
event detection [12]. Data mining, data assimila-
tion, and uncertainty estimation methods can be
used with hydrodynamic models in real-time
response as well as to continuously improve
model calibration over time [13]. Probabilistic
forecasting methods, now becoming common in
water management at seasonal timescales, can
be adapted for sequential decision making dur-
ing contamination events [14]. For improved
emergency response planning, scenario analysis
and agent-based modeling hold promise for
helping decision-makers account for complexity
and hedge against contingencies [15].

CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES
Control technologies, particularly feedback con-
trol and real-time control, are needed to design
a water CPS with desired behaviors for sustain-
ability. A CPS should have integrated protection,
detection, and response mechanisms to be able
to survive natural disasters, human error, and
cyber attack without loss of function. This could
be achieved with control technologies, which
provide a systematic approach to designing feed-
back loops that are stable in that a CPS avoids
wild oscillations, accurate in that a CPS achieves
objectives such as target response times for ser-
vice level management, and settle quickly to its
steady state values.

Compared with feed-forward control, also
called anticipative control, which is a control
mechanism that predicts the effects of measured
disturbances and takes corrective action to
achieve the desired result, feedback control is a
control mechanism that uses information from
measurements to manipulate a variable to
achieve the desired result and offers more advan-
tages, including versatility and robustness. A
water CPS featuring feedback loops, where phys-
ical processes affect computations and vice
versa, is desirable. In a closed-loop CPS for real-
time water quality monitoring and pollution
detection, the water environment and hydrody-
namic modeling affect the accuracy of pollutant
transport prediction; the predicted pollutant
transport affects the decision making about how
to respond to water emergencies and the conse-
quences of the water emergencies to the water
environment.

A water CPS for sustainability should also be
a real-time control system in which its temporal
properties are essential for reliability and cor-
rectness. Depending on the consequences that
may occur because of a missed deadline, a real-
time control system can be distinguished in three
categories: hard, firm, or soft. In a water CPS,
the correctness of the system behavior depends
not only on the logical results of the computa-
tions, but also on the physical instant at which
these results are produced. A missed deadline in
a water CPS for real-time water quality monitor-
ing and pollution detection is catastrophic, and a
missed deadline in a water CPS for the control
and mitigation of water losses can lead to a sig-
nificant loss. Hence the predictability of the sys-
tem behavior is the most important concern in a
water CPS. The predictability is often achieved
by either static or dynamic scheduling of real-
time tasks to meet their deadlines. Static
scheduling makes scheduling decisions at com-
pile time and is off-line. Dynamic scheduling is
online and uses schedulability tests to determine
whether a set of tasks can meet their deadlines.

CONCLUSIONS
The world is facing severe challenges related to
water sustainability. At the same time, informa-
tion and communications technologies are rapid-
ly advancing and are expected to capture and
analyze data at a scale without precedent. With
the potential to make remote sensing of the
aquatic environment ubiquitous, cyber-physical
systems can improve decision making with
respect to many threats to water security, includ-
ing the challenges discussed in this article (per-
sistent water quality problems and emergency
contamination events) and a host of others (e.g.
availability and use of surface and groundwater,
flood forecasting and response, and prediction of
climate change impacts).

Real-time and in-situ data acquisition for bet-
ter understanding of water sustainability chal-
lenges and identification of effective solutions
requires crosscutting research. Given the press-
ing needs and the depth and complexity of the
challenges, researchers must interact with water
sector professionals to support improved deci-
sion making with the best-available science and
technology, and water management agencies
must continuously adapt their strategies as bet-
ter tools become available.

Figure 3. An illustration of a 3-dimensional hybrid wireless network archi-
tecture.
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INTRODUCTION

The fourth-generation (4G) mobile communi-
cation systems are commercially operated
worldwide mainly based on Long Term Evolu-
tion (LTE) Release 8. As it evolved, LTE
Release 9 was published in 2009 with the intro-
duction of multimedia broadcast multicast ser-
vices, home eNodeB (eNB), location-based
services (LBS), and so on. The Third Genera-
tion Partnership Project (3GPP) Release 10,
published in the beginning of 2011, made great

progress through the introduction of carrier
aggregation, multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO), and relaying. LTE Release 11 intro-
duced the coordinated transmission and recep-
tion of base stations. LTE Release 12 (R12)
mainly concentrated on small cell enhance-
ment. However, there are still  lots of open
issues to be addressed. One of the most impor-
tant topics in 5G networks is the ultra-dense
network (UDN), where small cells will be ultra-
densely deployed in hotspots. Thus, the down-
link intercell interference will become much
more serious, leading to huge energy consump-
tion and intolerable delay. Although the con-
cept of control and user plane (C/U) decoupling
has been proposed for a long time, detailed
approaches to splitting signals and channels are
not discussed for the UDN scenario. In addi-
tion, existing new systems based on C/U split-
ting do not focus on the UDN scenario, and
also face severe challenges in interference can-
cellation and energy saving. Thus, a new carrier
designed for base stations in the ultra-dense
scenario is vital for the next generation system
to minimize interference and contribute to a
“softer” and “greener” network [1].

In this article, based on the existed C/U split
concept, we propose a novel macro-assisted
data-only carrier (DoC) system, a set of proce-
dures, and a new carrier toward a more flexible
and energy-efficient network are designed for
the first time. Furthermore, a complete system
and link-level simulation platform is established,
and simulation results show that the proposed
scheme achieves significant performance
improvement over the current LTE HetNet,
helping to realize the user-centric “no more cell”
network [1].

The rest of the article is organized as follows.
In the next section the LTE/4G background and
motivations to enhance the current LTE systems
are illustrated. After that the concept of control
and data decoupling under various architectures
are analyzed. Then a novel macro-assisted sys-
tem is proposed, and the channels and signalings
are discussed carefully. Newly designed key pro-
cedures are introduced following that, and then
we show the simulation results. Finally, we draw
the conclusion in the last section.

ABSTRACT

As the commercial operation of 4G systems
is speeding up worldwide to meet the increas-
ingly explosive growth of mobile Internet in the
2020 era, a great many R&D efforts targeting
the next generation wireless systems (5G) have
been launched. With densely deployed small
cells in a heterogeneous network, the excessive
signaling overhead of conventional carrier
design greatly degrades system performance. A
new carrier designed for small cells in the next
generation system will be highly beneficial
toward a green communication network. In this
article, we propose a macro-assisted data-only
carrier for future 5G networks from a green
prospective. With the help of macro base sta-
tions, control channel overhead, and cell-specif-
ic reference signals for small cells can be
minimized to achieve a pure-data carrier. Under
this architecture, key procedures are designed
including small cell identification and access,
synchronization, hand over, and small cell sleep-
ing. Furthermore, to evaluate the potential of
our proposed scheme, a complete system and
link-level simulation platform according to the
current 3GPP LTE standard is built. The simu-
lation results show that our proposed systems,
achieving significant performance enhancement
of signaling overhead, can lead to more than 17
percent throughput improvement and 90 per-
cent energy efficiency gain over the current
LTE HetNet with on-off strategy implemented.
The proposed scheme appears to be highly
attractive as part of the future 5G green mobile
networks.
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LTE/4G BACKGROUND AND
MOTIVATIONS

Although 3GPP has introduced heterogeneous
networks with low-power nodes (LPNs), there
are several crucial challenges to current 4G sys-
tems.

High energy consumption: As Cisco reported
in [2], there will be over 10 billion mobile-con-
nected devices by 2018, and much more energy
will be consumed in the future. The improve-
ment of energy efficiency under statistical quality
of service (QoS) constraints is of great impor-
tance, as concluded in [3].

Huge overhead and interference of signals:
The delay of a terminal to get access to the best
candidate base station will be several hundred
milliseconds in an LTE system [4]. This situation
will become even worse and intolerable in a
UDN network. Meanwhile, the combined over-
head is up to 21 percent in LTE uplink and 28
percent in LTE downlink channels [5], which is
quite impractical for small cells.

Frequent handover and signaling overhead:
In the scenario of ultra-dense small cell deploy-
ment, the radius of small cell coverage is dozens
of meters or even several meters [4]. In this case,
handovers will be more frequent, and thus sig-
naling overhead cost will be much heavier.

CONTROL AND DATA DECOUPLING
FROM A 5G PERSPECTIVE

3GPP standardization has discussed and pro-
posed solutions for 5G networks, among which
small cell enhancement (SCE) and the new
architecture design are the most promising tech-
nologies [6, 7].

Several new architectures have been pro-
posed taking advantage of control and user
plane separation [8–10]. In [8], the author
gives  the idea of  ce l l  zooming in  a  hyper
cellular network (HCN) where the size of
the small cell can be adjusted according to
traffic load, user requirements, and channel
condit ions .  Huawei  proposes  a  two-layer
network functionality separation scheme by
taking UE state, and network functionality
and signals into consideration [9]. In addi-
tion, [10] suggests a new clean slate system
architecture to real ize the s ignal ing-data
separation.

Although these architectures have achieved
better performance compared to current net-
works, there are still open problems in the future
ultra-dense scenario:
• Cell-level reference signaling interference

still exists: The interference of signalings
still exists, and the overhead occupies lots
of the bandwidth and energy resources [8,
9].

• Intolerable delay in ultra-dense networks:
The interference prevents UE’s quick access
and handover, which is intolerable for a
future network such as vehicular network-
ing.

• Limited opportunity to sleep: Most of the
small cells in current networks waste great
opportunities to go into sleep mode for
periodically broadcasting public downlink
signals and some information in public
downlink channels.
Figure 1a shows one of the main scenarios, in

which the LPNs in high frequency F1 (e.g., 3.5
GHz) are deployed in indoor or outdoor clus-
ters, and a macro eNB (MeNB) is deployed in
low frequency F2 (e.g., 2 GHz) as the anchor
eNB. The wireless network is also split into the

Figure 1. a) Data-only carrier (DoC) architecture and system model based on the split of the control and data planes: b) the inter-
face in the DoC network; c) the protocol stack in the DoC network.
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control plane and user plane. Through the sepa-
ration, the control signaling is handled by the
MeNB layer with large coverage, while the data
transmission is enhanced by the small cell eNB
(SeNB).

SeNBs in  the proposed system are
designed toward pure “data-only” base sta-
t ions  with the ass is tance of  an MeNB. I t
should be noted that data-only here does not
mean no signals, but implies no more “fixed”
overhead in the SeNB; the data-related con-
trol signals still remain. In this way, overhead
of public system information and cell-level
control signals can be reduced, and the inter-
ference from other SeNBs can be minimized
for efficient small cell discovery and measure-
ments. Furthermore, more resource blocks
can be used to transmit useful data traffic,
contributing to the increase of spectrum effi-
c iency.  Thus,  we need to address  two key
issues:
• The methods to decouple the functionality

of the wireless network between MeNB and
SeNB

• The strategy to realize the decoupled func-
tion of SeNB by the pure data carrier with
the assistance of an MeNB
In the next section, a detailed comparison

between the proposed system and the current
LTE system is discussed.

MACRO-ASSISTED
DATA-ONLY CARRIER DESIGN

Under the C/U decoupling network architecture
in 3GPP, each UE may have a single radio
resource control (RRC) connection with an
MeNB, and dual data connection of both an
MeNB and an SeNB, as shown in Fig. 1. Funda-
mental procedures to realize the DoC system are
given as follows:
Step 1: Decouple the architecture based on

MeNB and SeNB collaboration.
Step 2: Analyze and split the functions of cell-

level signaling and public channels in SeNB.
Step 3: Redesign the data-only carrier with

MeNB assisted procedures.
The key features and characteristics of the

proposed system are illustrated in Table 1,
together with the differences between current
LTE standards and macro-assisted DoC systems.

FUNCTIONALITY SEPARATION BETWEEN
MENB AND SENB

Following step 1, the collaboration between
MeNB and SeNB is analyzed. The radio resource
management (RRM) functionalities of MeNB
and SeNB are different in DoC, systems as
shown in Fig. 1b. The macrocell keeps a master
RRM (M-RRM), and small cells are deployed

Table 1. Improvements of small cell in a data-only carrier (DoC) over current LTE systems.

Network functionality Current LTE DoC system Notes

Downlink
signals

Small cell discovery PSS/SSS Removed Network listening uplink SRS

Time and frequency synchronization

CRS Removed

Enhanced uplink SRS assisted downlink

Candidate cell selection Network listening uplink SRS

PDCCH channel demodulation Macro assisted PDCCH transmission signals

Channel estimation Enhanced uplink SRS assisted

Demodulation reference signal DRS DRS Channel associated signaling reserved 

Downlink
channels

System information bearer PBCH Removed Macro assisted PBCH broadcast 

Frame control PDCCH ePDCCH Located in PDSCH region

Frame control PHICH PHICH Indicate ACK/NACK information 

Frame control PCFICH Removed Removed along with PDCCH

Date information bearer PDSCH PDSCH Downlink data bearer

Uplink 
signals

Uplink channel estimation SRS Enhanced Enhanced in functionality and the orthogonal SRS
number 

Channel demodulation DM-RS DM-RS Channel associated signaling reserved 

Uplink
channels

Uplink control PUCCH Enhanced Macro assisted with ideal backhaul 

Random access PRACH Removed Macro assisted random access 

Data information bearer PUSCH PUSCH Uplink data bearer 
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with slave RRMs (S-RRMs) in Fig. 1c. The
MeNB provides all necessary control informa-
tion from the aspects of the control plane, such
as the RRC S1-MME (mobility management
entity) connection maintenance, security input,
and non-access stratum (NAS) mobility informa-
tion. The M-RRM functionality provides “slow”
control for UE, such as radio admission control
(RAC), radio bearer control (RBC), and con-
nection mobility control (CMC), while the SeNB
provides dynamic resource allocation (DRA)
with power control.

For the user plane, the traffic to macrocell
UE (MUE) beyond the coverage of SeNB is
routed directly from the MeNB. However, the
small cell UE (SUE), located in the ultra-dense
region within the coverage of an SeNB, can get
the traffic flow from both eNBs to achieve high
data rates. In this way, all of the SeNB traffic
flows are routed via the MeNB.

DOWNLINK SIGNALS FOR DATA-ONLY CARRIER
In this subsection, the comparison between LTE
and our proposed scheme is shown in Table 2 as
step 2. For better understanding and compari-
son, the names of signalings and channels of
DoC are borrowed from LTE for explanation of
similar functionality, but may not be exactly the
same design as those of LTE.

PSS/SSS: Primary synchronization signals
(PSS) and secondary synchronization signals
(SSS), repeated every 5 ms, are used for UE to
get the physical cell ID (PCI), time slot, and
frame synchronization for this cell. These peri-
odic system signalings can be totally removed by
the network listening strategy. With an uplink
sounding reference signal (SRS), transmitted
along with normal data or RRC information
from UE to MeNB in DoC systems, the UE can
get uplink synchronization directly to a small
cell.

CRS: As previously mentioned, CRS interfer-

ence will become a serious problem for future
5G networks [4]. The function of time and fre-
quency accurate synchronization and mainte-
nance in CRS can be supported by uplink SRS
signalings instead. In addition, the role of down-
link channel quality measurement can be
achieved by the calculation of uplink channel
estimation, downlink transmission power, and
other gains (e.g., BS and UE antenna gains) by
utilizing the asymmetry between uplink and
downlink channels, because of short distance
(e.g., less than 100 m) between SUE and SeNB
under typical dense urban scenarios.

DRS: DRS is the signal transmitted with data
to demodulate useful data, which remains the
same in future networks.

DOWNLINK CHANNELS FOR A
DATA-ONLY CARRIER

Not only can the signals be removed for a carrier
in an SeNB, but also the public channels with
the assistance of an MeNB. In this subsection,
several public downlink channels are analyzed
and discussed.

Physical broadcast channel (PBCH): PBCH
is used to broadcast the system information to
all the terminals in the radio coverage area, and
sends identification and access control parame-
ters approximately every 40 ms [4]. Terminals
accessing SeNB are within the coverage of
MeNB, so the system information of SeNB can
be transmitted by MeNB within PBCH of MeNB
instead, and there is no interference to PBCH
from different SeNBs.

Physical downlink control channel (PDCCH):
PDCCH, located in the first n (n <= 4) orthogo-
nal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)
symbols, is utilized to transmit dynamic resource
assignment information in LTE systems. Format
and resource allocation related to DL-SCH and
PCH, and hybrid automatic repeat request (ARQ)
information related to DL-SCH are transmitted
in this channel. In DoC systems, this information
is called enhanced PDCCH (ePDCCH) and trans-
mitted by PDSCH instead, together with the
useful data.

Physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH):
For the proposed system, PDSCH is almost the
same as the one in a legacy eNodeB. This chan-
nel will allocate most of the resource blocks of
the base station. As mentioned above, PDSCH
and ePDCCH in DoC are transmitted together.

Other downlink channels: With the removal
of PDCCH from DoC, PCFICH, the indicator of
the number of symbols of PDCCH, can be
removed as a consequence. In addition, downlink
acknowledgment (ACK) and negative ACK
(NACK) are also needed to represent the quality
of the channel of UE to an SeNB and are only
carried by the first symbol of each subframe.

UPLINK SIGNALS FOR A DATA-ONLY CARRIER
The two main signals in the uplink channel are
the demodulation reference signal (DM-RS) and
SRS, and these UE-specific signals should be
kept in the DoC architecture. DM-RS is the ref-
erence signal used for uplink channel data
demodulation transmitted with data traffic in
PUSCH. SRS is also a UE-specific signal used

Table 2. Functionality comparison of MeNB and SeNB in a DoC system.

Network 
functionality MeNB in DoC system SeNB in DoC system

Small cell 
discovery E Wake up small cell

for listening N Listening SRS

Small cell 
selection E Based on SRS and UE

requirement
¥ Macro-assisted

Sync ¸ PSS/SSS N SRS 

Information broad-
cast E Enhanced PBCH for

SUE
¥ Macro-assisted 

Random access E Enhanced PRACH for
SUE ¥ Macro-assisted

Paging E Enhanced paging for
SUE ¥ Macro-assisted

¸: Preserved
¥ : Removed
E: Enhanced small cell signalings or channels
N: New design
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,for uplink channel quality measurements and
channel estimation.

In a DoC system, the SRS will be enhanced
through introducing additional functions of small
cell discovery, uplink and downlink synchroniza-
tion, and small cell selection, besides the func-
tion of uplink channel quality measurements and
channel estimation. The number of SRSs is the
key and big challenge for uplink SRS interfer-
ence cancellation from UE to macrocell. Thus,
the SRS in the future system should be enhanced
by utilizing the multiplexing of SRS symbol
sequence multiplexing in various domains to
meet the demand in future networks.

UPLINK CHANNELS FOR A DATA-ONLY CARRIER
In DoC systems, ACK and NACK information
on PUCCH in an SeNB may be removed and
transmitted to a macrocell instead, if the back-
haul is ideal (e.g., less than 2 ms in 3GPP stan-
dardization). On the contrary, these HARQ data
can only be sent to an SeNB on PUCCH. As for
PUSCH, it is also kept for future systems for
uplink data transmission.

SECURITY ISSUE AND APPLICATION SCENARIO
Besides the discussion above, security and the
application scenario are doubtless the significant
issues to be considered. In a DoC system, the
control and data transmission to SeNB are con-
nected to the core network by the routing of the
macro eNB instead of linking to the gateway
directly. Thus, security on the Xn interface
between the MeNB and the core network can be
ensured.

The DoC network is aimed at the future 5G
ultra-dense scenario, especially for centralized
radio access network (C-RAN) architecture with
baseband unit (BBU) pooling to support large-

scale computing and storage. Furthermore, the
procedure of pure-data transmission of SeNBs
needs the assistance of an MeNB to maintain
service to UE, which should be set as one mode
of the configurations in small cells. In this way,
the DoC small cells are somehow a “non-stand -
alone and slim” design, and the extending DoC
methodology in the standalone scenario is set as
a future topic.

KEY PROCEDURES FOR A
MACRO-ASSISTED

DATA-ONLY CARRIER SYSTEM
In the DoC architecture, the procedures have
been redesigned to realize the network’s func-
tionality as in step 3. We summarize the func-
tions of MeNB and SeNB in a DoC system in
Table 2.

SMALL CELL DISCOVERY, 
INITIAL ACCESS, AND SYNCHRONIZATION

The initial access to small cells and synchroniza-
tion are realized in the small cell discovery and
access procedure. Different from the current
LTE standard, where UE acquires the basic sys-
tem information such as transmission bandwidth
of a particular candidate cell by receiving the
master system information (transmitted in a
broadcast channel, specifically via a cell-specific
reference signal). In a DoC system, the afore-
mentioned procedures are only performed at the
MeNB. For SeNB, the system information of the
selected SeNB to which UE may connect is sent
by the MeNB to UE. In this way, the PBCH of
the MeNB should be enhanced, as shown in
Table 2.

Figure 2. Procedures in DoC systems: a) small cell discovery, access, and synchronization; b) handover procedure; c) small cell on-
off procedure. Note that the procedures in the red dotted region are the main differences between DoC systems and current
LTE standards.
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After connecting to the candidate MeNB, the
terminal will get time and frequency synchro-
nization with the MeNB through the same pro-
cedure as in the current LTE system. If the UE
could connect to an SeNB, it will initiate a non-
contention-based random access supported by
the MeNB. As the SeNB in a DoC system has
no downlink control signals, the uplink listening
is taken as the candidate solution. The proposed
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2a. After the
MeNB has decided to which SeNB UE will con-
nect, it will configure SeNB resources and inform
UE of the system information of the selected
SeNB and trigger the access procedure. Since
the SeNB knows which resource block is allocat-
ed by the UE, UE will access the SeNB directly.

In the small cell discovery procedure, SRS is
used for uplink listening. The MeNB decides the
best SeNB for UE based on the measurement
reports of SRS from the candidate SeNBs. This
network-based method to find out the best serv-
ing SeNB is also used in the handover proce-
dures. Features of SRS are summarized as
follows:
• SeNB could listen for UE’s SRS while UE

is transmitting data with other eNBs (e.g.,
macrocell).

• SRS is configurable to various cases: traffic
offloading, high data request, and so on.

• SRS is adequate for uplink synchronization.
The SeNB cannot demodulate other sig-
nals, such as PUCCH, before synchroniza-
tion with the UE.
Some prerequisites are needed to realize

these procedures. First, the interface of Xn
between SeNB and MeNB should be able to
transfer terminal information and control sig-
nals. Second, a lower frequency listening module
is required for the procedure of listening to SRS
sent from UE to MeNB. Finally, an extra RRC
signal is needed for transmitting system informa-
tion of SeNB from MeNB to UE, and the SeNB
is chosen by the MeNB based on the location
information of the terminal.

Compared to the current LTE, in this proce-
dure, only one-time initial access is performed to
synchronize with both macro and small eNBs. In
addition, SeNB needs no PRACH and other
public broadcast channels.

HANDOVER PROCEDURE
The handover procedures in current LTE sys-
tems are not suitable for a DoC system since
SeNBs no longer broadcast PSS/SSS/CRS or
other downlink reference signals. The handover
procedure of a DoC system are shown in Fig. 2b.

If the terminal is already connected to an
SeNB in step 1, a macrocell will request a mea-
surement report from the small cell, while set-
ting aside the report from the terminal. Once
the handover condition is fulfilled, the MeNB
will trigger pre-handover procedures.

When the signal at the serving macro or small
cell becomes lower than a threshold, the MeNB
will trigger the SeNB adjacent to the UE to listen
for uplink SRS. If the target cell in step 5 is the
MeNB, the macrocell will inform UE to commu-
nicate with itself via RRC signals. If another
small cell is chosen, access to and synchroniza-
tion with that small cell will be triggered.

With the location information or measure-
ment reports, the MeNB can send the informa-
tion about terminal mobility to other macrocells.
The handover procedure will be triggered, and
small cells in another macrocell near the termi-
nal will be notified to listen, and send the mea-
surement reports back to the serving macro for
decision. Afterward, UE needs to get initial
access to the target macro eNB before handing
over to the cells within its coverage.

PAGING PROCEDURE
The paging procedure in a DoC system is done
by the MeNB, using the procedure in current
LTE, and an SeNB will not send paging signals
no matter to which kind of base station the UE
is connected. When the paging procedure is fin-
ished, the small cell discovery procedure is per-
formed to find out the best station for the UE
under this circumstance.

SMALL CELL ON-OFF PROCEDURE
The main characteristic of the small cell sleeping
procedure in a DoC system is that the state of
the small cell can be determined by the macro-
cell, as shown in Fig. 2c, which is different from
the current LTE system. Since all of the small
cells send the SRS listening report to the macro-
cell, the optimized centralized decision can be
achieved easily compared to the current LTE
system, which takes into account the long-term
traffic distribution in the cell, the state and
capacity of small cells, and the moving speed of
terminals. Thus, the DoC system will be more
highly efficient and optimal than the current
LTE one, in which the small cells are individuals
with standalone and a suboptimal distributed on-
off strategy. In addition, the small cells have a
high probability of staying in de-activated mode
for much longer periods than in an LTE network
because of the removal of periodic signals and
channels, especially under low-traffic scenarios.
Thus, the energy consumption of a DoC can be
further reduced due to switching off the power
amplifier in a long-term sleeping mode.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of the proposed data-only car-
rier and comparisons with the current LTE sys-
tem is evaluated through OPNET-based
system-level and Matlab-based link-level simula-
tion. In the simulation platform, 19 macrocells
(3 sectors/cell) with wrap-around and clusters of
small cells are deployed according to [4]. Clus-
ters are uniformly deployed within a macrocell.
In each cluster, there are four small cells uni-
formly distributed across the cluster area. The
inter-site distance (ISD) is set as 500 m, and the
radius of clusters is 50 m. In the system, an
MeNB is deployed in 2 GHz and SeNB is con-
figured in 3.5 GHz with 10 MHz system band-
width for each eNB. Two thirds of the UEs are
uniformly distributed within the clusters, and
one third of the UEs are uniformly-distributed
across the macrocell area. 80 percent of the ter-
minals are indoor with penetration loss (20 dB
for MUE and 23 dB for SUE). The BS power
consumption model is based on the EARTH
Project. The BS maximum transmission power is

In the small cell dis-

covery procedure,

SRS is used for
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46 dBm for MeNB and 30 dBm for SeNB,
respectively. The wireless channel models are
based on 3GPP TR 36.814.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY COMPARISON
According to [11], the delay of backhaul between
MeNB and SeNB on Xn interface is set with the
typical value of 2 ms and 10 ms for ideal and
non-ideal backhaul, respectively. In Fig. 3a, the
DoC system has an improvement of 14–16.5 per-
cent energy efficiency over the current LTE sys-
tems. The benefits come from DoC design,
interference cancelation, and faster small cell
discovery and handover procedures. The pure-
data small cell carrier contributes to the interfer-
ence cancellation between small cells in a DoC
system, so the terminals can hand over between
cells quickly, and the modulation and coding
scheme (MCS) selection is more timely and
accurate than that in an LTE system. For the C-
RAN architecture, ideal backhaul between SeNB
and MeNB can be achieved easily, which makes
the proposed system more practical and useful.
In addition, as shown in Fig. 3a, the energy effi-
ciency gain decreases with higher UE speed due
to higher handover failure rate and the delay for
channel estimation.

In Fig. 3b, the on-off strategies can also help
the DoC network save more energy than LTE.
As the LTE network with an energy saving
mechanism is set as the baseline, nearly 75 per-
cent of energy efficiency gain can be achieved
under a DoC network with centralized on-off
strategy. This is because the small cells are all
standalone to maintain the service in LTE sys-
tems, which are hard to put to sleep for a long
time. On the contrary, handling all the informa-
tion of small cells, MeNB can perform a central-
ized sleep approach easily in the DoC network.
Most of the small cells can be turned to deep
sleep mode under the low-traffic scenario. 

THROUGHPUT PERFORMANCE
The simulation performance of system through-
put in heterogeneous network deployment is
shown in Fig. 4. It is shown that the DoC system
has approximately 17 percent more throughput
than the current LTE system, thanks to the
reduction of signaling overhead and interference
cancellation from co-channel public control sig-
nals. In this way, it could be inferred that this

benefit could bring an upward trend with
increased density of small cells, because a DoC
system can help mitigate the interference
between small cells in a UDN network. 

SIGNALING OVERHEAD
The typical value for signaling overhead cost of a
current LTE system is roughly 25 percent for an
eNB [9]. With the removal of cell-level channels
and signals in a DoC system, the public over-
head cost in SeNB could be reduced to approxi-
mately 0 percent. However, the overhead of
MeNB will increase to 28.54 percent due to
MeNB’s assistance to SeNBs. In all, the DoC
system will reduce system overhead considerably.

However, as a consequence, the interaction
on Xn interface of the backhaul will be further
burdened. The backhaul networks should also be
optimized in the future as concluded in [12].
Under the typical scenario of ultra-dense net-
work defined in [4], the measurement reports via
backhual contribute to 40 * 60 = 2400 measure-
ment messages every 5 ms, occupying the capaci-
ty of 11.52 Mb/s. Under a better situation, if all
the small cells are only configured to listen to
UEs within their own cluster, the measurement
reports will occupy only 2.88 Mb/s on the back-
haul. Thus, the capacity of backhaul is not the
crucial problem for DoC network.

In summary, considerating the advantages of
both system design and the energy-saving mecha-
nism illustrated in Figs. 3 and Fig. 4, we can get
a total of more than 92 percent energy efficiency
gain in a DoC system compared to an LTE net-
work applied with on-off strategy. As small cell
deployment gets much denser, further advan-
tages of a DoC system can be obtained.

CONCLUSIONS
In this article, a macro-assisted data-only carrier
system is designed for small cell enhancement.
With the collaboration between MeNB and
SeNB, control channel overhead and cell-specific
reference signals can be minimized to achieve a
“pure” data carrier for small cells. Under this
architecture, key procedures, including small cell
identification and access, synchronization, han-
dover, and so on, are illustrated. In this way, the
proposed data-only carrier system are much
“greener” and “softer,” and help the wireless

Figure 3. Energy efficiency comparison between the DoC and legacy LTE systems; a) energy efficiency gain under different UE
speed and backhaul delay ; b) energy efficiency comparison with on-off strategy.
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network move toward a UE-centric “no more
cell” architecture. Furthermore, the simulation
results show that our proposed systems, achiev-
ing significant performance enhancement of sig-
naling overhead, can lead to more than 17
percent throughput improvement and 90 percent
energy efficiency gain over the current LTE Het-
Net with on-off strategy implemented. The pro-
posed scheme can be recommended as a highly
potential solution for future 5G mobile net-
works.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, the energy efficiency of
communication networks has been the focus of
extensive research work. Many green approaches
have been proposed in the literature in order to
reduce the energy consumption of both cellular
and fixed networks, at all layers, and in all net-
work segments (i.e., access, metro/aggregation,
and core) [2, 3].

One of the most promising approaches to
save energy is to put idle network devices in
sleep mode (SM), a state in which a network ele-

ment consumes less energy compared to fully
operational mode. In the case of backbone opti-
cal networks, this means putting transponders,
regenerators, reconfigurable optical add/drop
multiplexers (ROADMs), and Erbium doped
fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) into SM. In cellular
networks SM can be used, for example, with
base stations (BSs) and remote radio units
(RRUs). However, the adoption of SM
approaches can also trigger effects other than
energy saving. In particular, SM cycles may vary
the operating temperature of a device and, in
turn, affect its lifetime [4].

More profoundly, temperature can impact
the reliability performance of a device in differ-
ent ways. For example, the lifetime of a device
can be extended when its operating temperature
is reduced [1]. Thus, SM-based green techniques
could be beneficial. On the other hand, frequent
temperature variations may accelerate the occur-
rence of failures [5] and, in turn, shorten the
lifetime of devices. These aspects need to be
carefully assessed, because any change in a
device’s reliability performance impacts the net-
work operational cost in terms of extra failure
reparation expenditures [4]. Therefore, it is
important to make sure that the extra repara-
tions caused by the decreased lifetime of some
network devices does not exceed the potential
savings from using an energy-efficient strategy.

This article presents a comprehensive study
assessing the impact that SM-based green strate-
gies have on the lifetime of network devices. The
study considers the main network elements used
in cellular and backbone optical networks. The
objective of the study is twofold: identify the
devices that may experience the highest impact
on the operational cost increase due to a possi-
ble reliability performance degradation, and
assess the reliability performance degradation
measured in terms of acceleration factor (AF) of
the network elements that are set to SM during
network operation. This latter aspect is vital to
assess the vulnerability of the network as a whole
(i.e., defined in terms of how frequently network
elements are likely to experience a failure).

Our results indicate that the AF of a device is
a function of its hardware (HW) characteristics,
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This article analyzes the impact that sleep
mode (SM)-based green strategies have on the
reliability performance of optical and cellular
network elements. First, we consider a device in
isolation (i.e., not plugged into a network in
operation), showing how operational tempera-
ture and temperature variations, both introduced
by SM, impact its lifetime. We then evaluate,
from an operational cost perspective, the impact
of these lifetime variations, showing that some
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gy savings might not cover the potential addi-
tional reparation costs resulting from being put
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and the specific energy-efficient strategy, which
inevitably sets the values of the device SM peri-
ods and frequencies. The results of the study
also confirm that in order to benefit from an
energy-efficient strategy, the SM switching fre-
quency has to be kept to a minimum. Finally,
when comparing cellular with optical devices, the
latter seem to be more susceptible to reliability
performance degradation from the operational
cost perspective.

LIFETIME VARIATIONS: 
PHYSICAL PHENOMENA

When a device goes into SM, its operating tem-
perature may be reduced because a number of
its internal components are switched to an off or
stand-by mode. There are several models in the
literature that can be used to characterize how
much temperature variations impact the lifetime
of a device. One of them is the Arrhenius law
[6], which determines how much the failure rate
increases/decreases if a device is operated at a
temperature other than a reference one. Accord-
ing to the Arrhenius law, if the operating tem-
perature of a device is reduced, its failure rate
becomes smaller as well. This means that by con-
sidering only the effects of the Arrhenius law, an
energy-efficient scheme would have a positive
impact on the lifetime of a device, since the
operating temperature of a device in SM is typi-
cally lower than one at full power.

However, there are also other physical phe-
nomena that need to be considered, and may
negatively impact the lifetime of a device. It is
well known that temperature changes may affect
the expansion of different materials within the
same device differently if they have different
coefficients of temperature expansion. In turn, a
device may suffer strain and fatigue when tem-
perature conditions change, in particular when
this happens in a cyclic way. This phenomenon
can be observed for many electronic devices,
especially for solder junctions. The Coffin-Man-
son model [7, 8] describes the effects of material
fatigue caused by cyclic thermal stress and is
used to predict the number of temperature cycles
a component can endure before failing. In par-
ticular, the more often a device experiences tem-
perature variation, the shorter its lifetime might
become. This effect occurs when the device pass-
es from full power to SM and vice versa. In the
remainder of this article, the lifetime variations
of network devices are modeled using the Arrhe-
nius law and the Coffin-Manson model.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY VS.
LIFETIME VARIATIONS: AN

OPERATIONAL COST PERSPECTIVE

This section presents an assessment, from the
operational cost perspective, of the maximum
tolerable lifetime decrease when setting the
main active devices used in wavelength-division
multiplexing (WDM) optical backbone networks
and cellular networks to SM.

A lifetime degradation introduces an addi-

tional operational expenditure (OPEX) in terms
of failure reparation cost. When green strategies
are used in a network, this has to be taken into
account in the overall OPEX calculation. It is
then important to understand up to which point
the savings coming from a green strategy can
still compensate the extra costs related to the
decreased lifetime of a device. This trade-off can
be measured using the maximum allowable life-
time decrease (in percentage compared to the
nominal conditions, i.e., when SM is not applied)
so that the reparation costs will not exceed the
saving obtained by lowering the energy con-
sumption by a given threshold (i.e., 10 percent).
The maximum allowable lifetime decrease can
be expressed in the following way [5]:

(1)

where Peq[W] represents the power consumption
in active mode of the device under exam,
CkWh[US$/kWh] is the electricity cost, FR repre-
sents the device failure rate expressed in failure
in time (FIT) [units] (i.e., the failure in time unit
which corresponds to one failure per 109 hours
of operation), MTTR [h] is the mean time to
repair the device, Pers. [member] represents the
number of reparation crew members necessary
to repair the failed device, Cm [US$/h/member/
failure] is the hourly rate of a reparation crew
member, and Ceq [US$/failure] is the cost to buy
a replacement unit of the device under repara-
tion. For example, assuming that the monetary
energy saving is US$400 and reparation costs are
US$600, according to Eq. 1, the maximum allow-
able lifetime decrease will be 40 percent.

Table 1 presents the values of the maximum
allowable lifetime decrease for a number of
backbone WDM optical and cellular network
devices, including linecards, transponders,
ROADMs, EDFAs, BSs, and RRUs.1 In particu-
lar, we consider two different scenarios: in the
first one the device that fails has to be replaced,
while in the second the device can be repaired
without involving substitution. To compute the
lifetime decrease, we adopt the parameters
reported in the table, with the exception of the
cost of energy CkWh and the hourly rate of crew
members Cm that are equal to US$0.16/kWh
[12] and $US190/h/member/failure [4], respec-
tively.

The lifetime decrease results presented in
Table 1 show that in the scenario without
replacement, the majority of network equipment
(with the exception of EDFAs) is able to sustain
a significant degradation of lifetime without a
considerable impact on operational costs; that is,
the maximum allowable lifetime decrease is
greater than ~10 percent. In this case, the
achievable energy savings from SM can easily
compensate for the (possible) extra reparation
costs. On the other hand, a different conclusion
can be drawn in the case of EDFAs, where the
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monetary energy saving
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reparation costs

1 The input data come
from [5, 9–11], and from
the following sources:
Cisco ONS 15454 Multi-
service Transport Plat-
form — MSTP
(http://www.cisco.com/c/
en/us/products/optical-
networking/ons-15454-
multiservice-transport-pl
atform-mstp/index.html),
CISCO Price List
(http://www.kernelsoft-
ware.com/products/cata-
log/cisco.html), EDFA-R
Erbium Doped Fiber
Amplifier with Redun-
dant Power Supplies
(http://www.pbnglobal.co
m/en/products/edfa-r),
Huawei GBSS9.0
DBS3900 Product
Description V2.1
(http://cosconor.fr/GSM/
Divers/Equipment/Huaw
ei/DBS3900
percent20product per-
cent20description.pdf),
Huawei eLTE3.1
DBS3900 LTE FDD
Product Description
(http://enterprise.huawei
.com/ilink/cnenterprise/d
ownload/HW275863).

Our results indicate
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values of maximum allowable lifetime decrease
are very small.

On the contrary, when replacement costs are
taken into account, all network devices under
exam (both optical and cellular) have a maxi-
mum allowable lifetime decrease below 10 per-
cent, suggesting that the extra reparation cost
plays a very crucial role from the operational
cost perspective. It can also be noticed that the
backbone optical devices show the worst lifetime
decrease performance. Therefore, optical devices
are more critical than their cellular counterpart
and need to be considered more carefully.

ACCELERATION FACTOR: FROM THE
SINGLE DEVICE TO THE
NETWORK PERSPECTIVE

The previous section highlighted how SM may
impact the operational cost as a consequence of
the potential variations of the component life-
time. The study considered a device in isolation.
This section goes one step further by looking at
the reliability performance of a device plugged
into a network in operation when energy-effi-
cient approaches are applied. The intuition is
that when a device is plugged into a network,

some of the parameters affecting the device life-
time (i.e., SM duration, frequency of sleep
cycles) cannot be known in advance because
they are dependent on the specific green strate-
gy and the network status (e.g., connectivity,
congestion, traffic conditions). In order to under-
stand how green network operations impact the
lifetime of all devices in a network, it is neces-
sary to first model the lifetime variations, as pre-
sented next.

The considerations made previously highlight-
ed a clear trade-off between SM duration (i.e., a
positive effect modeled by the Arrhenius law [6])
and its frequency (i.e., a negative effect modeled
by Coffin-Manson [7, 8]). More formally, the
overall failure rate of an arbitrary device i in the
network can be expressed in the following way: 

(2)

where ti
sleep is the amount of time spent by the

device in SM (normalized to the time the device
is under observation), gi

on is the failure rate at
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Table 1. Maximum allowable lifetime decrease analysis.

Device type FR (FIT) MTTR
(h) Pers.

Ceq
(kUS$)

Peq
(W)

Maximum allow-
able lifetime
decrease (with
replacement)

Maximum
allowable life-
time decrease
(without
replacement

Optical

Multirate DWDM XPonder card 2900 2 1 10 50 2.59% 42.10%

10 Gb/s full-band tunable 
multirate transponder card 4200 2 1 25 35 0.52% 26.00%

40-channel single-module ROADM 3300 2 1 25 35 0.66% 30.90%

100 Gb/s service line card 8600 2 1 190 130 0.18% 38.90%

16-port wavelength mux/demux 
flex spectrum line card 6200 2 1 100 100 0.26% 40.40%

Enhanced 96-channel EDFA 7100 6 2 15 40 0.52% 3.80%

EDFA-R 10,000 6 2 10 18 0.23% 1.25% 

Cellular

LTE RRU (micro/1 cell) 10,000 1.5 1 0.65 50 7.88% 21.92%

LTE micro BS 6452 2 1 3.9 100 5.48% 39.49%

LTE RRU (macro, 1 sector/cell) 10,000 4 2 2.6 120 4.45% 11.21%

Main unit macro BS 
(3-sector LTE, 2 transceivers/sector) 6452 3 1 15.6 460 6.59% 66.68%

Macro BS (3-sector UMTS, 
2 transceivers/sector) 10,000 5 2 32.5 1700 7.33% 58.87%

Macro BS (3-sector GSM, 
2 transceivers/sector) 20,000 6 2 45.5 840 2.74% 37.09%
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full power, g i
sleep is the failure rate when the

device is in SM, fi
tr is the frequency of the SM

cycles, and Ni
F is the number of cycles supported

by the devices before a failure occurs. The first
term in the equation is derived using [6]. It is
the sum of the failure rates at full power and in
SM, respectively, weighted by the amount of
time the device is in SM. The second term is
taken from [7, 8]. It represents the contribution
to the failure rate that is a function of how fre-
quently the device’s operational state changes.
The two terms are then added to compute the
overall failure rate of the device, assuming that
they are statistically independent and their
effects are additive [1].

In order to model the lifetime variations of a
device, the concept of acceleration factor (AF) is
introduced. AF is a parameter measuring the
mean lifetime decrease/increase w.r.t. the device
operating in full power conditions (i.e., when SM
is not applied). In particular, an AF larger than
one means that SM has a negative impact on the
device lifetime, while if AF is lower than one the
device lifetime benefits from the introduction of
SM. More formally, the AF of device i can be
defined as

(3)

where AFi
sleep is the AF experienced by the device

when it is always kept in SM (i.e., AFi
sleep =

(gi
sleep)/(gi

on)), which according to [6] is always
lower than 1. Intuitively, AFi

sleep is the minimum
AF achievable by the device when SM is applied
and the impact of temperature variation is not
considered. This parameter depends on the tech-
nology adopted to implement SM of the device:
the lower AFi

sleep, the higher the gain in terms of
reliability performance. ci is an HW parameter,
defined as ci = 1/(gi

onNi
F) [h/cycle], which acts as

a weight for the frequency of the SM cycles.
The acceleration factor AFi comprises two

terms: (1 – AFi
sleep) ti

sleep tends to decrease the
value of AFi due to the temperature decrease
during SM, while cifi

tr tends to increase the value
of AFi due to the temperature changes caused by
the SM cycles. Moreover, AFi is influenced by
two types of parameters: technological (i.e.,
AFi

sleep and ci), which are strictly related to the
HW used to build the device, and SM-related
(i.e., ti

sleep and fi
tr), which instead depend on the

green strategy used and the conditions of the
network in operation.

Even though the proposed model is a first-
order approximation, it is already useful to draw
some interesting conclusions. The design of a
device plays a crucial role; that is, devices that
are designed to better sustain frequent tempera-
ture variations are likely to fail less frequently.
In addition, the duration and frequency of SM
strongly impact the lifetime. Intuitively, if SM
happens frequently, a device experiences fre-
quent power state transitions between full power
and SM, and consequently its lifetime will be
reduced.

Apart from the effects on a single device, an
operator is mostly interested in evaluating the

impact of SM on the reliability performance of
all the devices deployed in the network. One
possibility is to use a metric measuring (per each
device type) the average value of AF, for exam-
ple, something similar to the  —AF metric intro-
duced in [1]. However, as the duration and
frequency of SM periods are not the same for all
devices, it might also be interesting to look into
the best and worst case scenarios in terms of AF
for a set of given devices. The next section pre-
sents a detailed case study of these aspects.

ACCELERATION FACTOR
EVALUATION: 

A NETWORK LEVEL CASE STUDY

This section evaluates the AF of a given set of
devices when an SM-based green strategy is
applied to a network. Two scenarios are consid-
ered:
• A backbone optical network using an ener-

gy-efficient routing strategy where energy is
saved by setting EDFAs to SM

• A cellular scenario where BSs are set to SM
when not needed to provide coverage
and/or capacity

Details on each scenario are presented next.

Backbone Optical Network Scenario — We
consider a green routing strategy called Weight-
ed Power Aware Lightpath Routing (WPA-LR)
[13] tested on the COST239 backbone optical
network. WPA-LR is able to save energy by
encouraging the routing of incoming lightpath
requests over already used links, thus maximiz-
ing the number of unutilized fiber links, that is,
maximizing the number of EDFAs that can be
put in SM. A detailed description of the algo-
rithm and the topology characteristics is avail-
able in [1].

Connection requests are bidirectional, and
their source and destination pairs are uniformly
chosen among the network nodes. They arrive
according to a Poisson process, while their ser-
vice time is exponentially distributed with an
average holding time equal to six hours. In order
to compute the value of AF for each EDFA
deployed in the network, it is assumed that all of
them have the same HW characteristics, while
the frequency and duration of each sleep cycle
for each EDFA are collected by simulating the
WPA-LR algorithm over the COST239 network.
Simulation results are averaged over a series of
10 experiments, with 105 connection requests in
each experiment.

Cellular Scenario — We consider an energy-
aware algorithm and a realistic cellular deploy-
ment scenario, both obtained from [14]. Due to
the lack of space, we refer the reader to [14] for
a comprehensive description. In brief, we consid-
er a scenario with ~33 Universal Mobile
Telecommunication System (UMTS) macro BSs
and a service area (SA) of 9.2 × 9.2 km2. Inside
the SA, we assume more than 3000 user termi-
nals (UTs) requesting voice and data services.
Unless otherwise specified, we assume that the
maximum data rate for each user is equal to 384
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kb/s. Moreover, we assume a day-night traffic
variation with a deterministic profile over 24 h.
For this scenario we solve the optimization prob-
lem aimed at minimizing the number of active
BSs while guaranteeing the required coverage
and capacity demand for all the UTs that are
active in each time period. Similar to the optical
case, we assume the same HW characteristics for
all BSs, while we collect the frequency and dura-
tion of each SM cycle via simulation.

SLEEP MODE DURATION AND FREQUENCY
We first investigate the duration and frequency of
the SM cycles, focusing on the optical scenario. In
particular, we vary the traffic load between 10 and
420 Erlang. These values are chosen in order to
investigate different conditions where the network
blocking probability does not exceed 10 percent.
Figures 1a and 1b report the normalized time in
active state and the on/sleep frequency. In partic-
ular, given the duration and on/sleep frequency
for each EDFA, we have computed the minimum,
maximum, and average duration and the on/sleep
frequency values. The bars in the figures indicate
the confidence intervals for the average values,
assuming 99 percent confidence level. The time in
active state (reported in Fig. 1a) tends to increase
with the load. This is due to the fact that EDFAs
need on average to be powered on for a longer
time in order to sustain the load increase. For
load > 350 Erlang nearly all EDFA are on, since
in this case all links are used. Focusing then on
the maximum values, we can see that for load >
50 Erlang, there are already some EDFAs that
are always powered on. However, focusing on the
minimum values, we can see that until medium
load (i.e., < 250 Erlang), there are EDFAs that
are powered on for less than 10 percent of the
time. This means that the duration of SM varies
depending on the device, and consequently the
effect of SM on the device lifetime is not the
same for all the EDFAs.

Figure 1b reports the maximum, average, and
minimum EDFAs on/sleep frequency values
expressed in cycles per day. Interestingly, the
average on/sleep frequency tends to be higher at
lower load, due to the fact that WPA-LR only
considers power minimization, while the on/sleep
frequency is not taken into account. Conse-
quently, solutions reducing power consumption
might result in frequent on/sleep cycles. Focus-
ing on the minimum values, we can see that
there are EDFAs that seldom change their
power state, resulting in frequency almost close
to zero (as expected). These EDFAs are either
in full power or in SM most of the time. Finally,
we can see that the maximum on/sleep frequency
is three times higher than the average for load of
10 Erlang. Thus, similar to the duration of SM,
the on/sleep frequency also varies considerably
among the EDFAs in the network.

Figure 1c reports the normalized time in
active state and the on/sleep frequency for the
cellular scenario. The figure presents results for
each BS with at least one on/sleep cycle per day
(we exclude BSs that are always at full power or
in SM). Interestingly, here we can also see a
variation in the time in active state and on/sleep
frequency, suggesting that the impact of SM on
the lifetime will not be the same for all BSs.

Figure 1. a) Maximum (Max), average (Avg), and minimum (Min) normal-
ized time in active state and active/sleep switching frequency; b) for the
optical scenario; c) (normalized) time in active state and active/sleep
switching frequency for each base station experiencing SM cycles in the
cellular scenarios.
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ACCELERATION FACTOR

Since AF is a function of the HW parameters
(i.e., c and AFsleep), we vary them to compute
the resulting value of AF for all the EDFAs in
the optical scenario (Fig. 2) and for all the BSs
in the cellular scenario (Fig. 3). In doing so we
assume that all EDFAs or all the BSs, depend-
ing on the scenario considered, have the same
HW parameters.

Figure 2b shows the average values of AF over
all the EDFAs in the network, considering a load
of 150 Erlang. The red dashed line highlights the
level curve AF = 1. The region on the left of this
line represents the zone where on average EDFAs
in the network fail less often compared to the
case in which the energy-aware algorithm is not
used(i.e., AF < 1). On the contrary, the region on
the right is the zone where AF > 1, that is,
EDFAs on average are expected to fail more
often than in the case in which WPA-LR is not
used. From the figure, it can be noticed that the
HW parameters play a crucial role in determining
the impact of an energy-efficient strategy in terms
of average lifetime decrease/increase. In particu-
lar, AFsleep always has a positive effect on the life-
time; that is, in SM the operating temperature of
an EDFA is lower. On the other hand, the fre-
quency weight becomes the discriminating factor,
meaning that EDFAs whose c is very high (in this
case higher than 2.7 h/cycle) will experience on
average a reduced lifetime.

Besides the average, Fig. 2 reports the worst
(a) and best (c) AF values. While computing
them we did not consider the EDFAs that are
either in SM or in full power all the time since
they represent trivial cases. In the worst AF sce-
nario, the curve AF = 1 is very close to the y-
axis, meaning that SM will always result in a
decrease of EDFA lifetime. This is due to the
fact that the EDFA under consideration fre-
quently changes its power state, with very short
SM intervals. On the contrary, for the best AF
scenario, AF is always lower than 1 (for the val-
ues of c considered in the figure). For example,
this is the case of an EDFA that is powered off
for a long time (e.g., it is powered on only in the
case of traffic spikes), resulting in an on/sleep
frequency that is very low.

Figure 3b reports the average value of AF vs.
the values of the HW parameters, focusing on
the cellular scenario. The red dashed line again
marks the curve AF = 1. Also, here we can see
that there is clearly a trade-off between the zone
in which using the SM option allows for a life-
time increase (area to the left) and the zone in
which SM negatively impacts the lifetime (area
to the right). Additionally, we report the worst
(a) and best (c) AF scenarios. In the worst AF
scenario, the BS AF is lower than 1 for c £ 2
(h/cycle). This means that a BS exploiting an
energy-efficient radio resource management that
also accounts for the operating state transition
frequency will be able to increase its lifetime
(assuming a frequency weight c £ 2 (h/cycle)). In
the best scenario (Fig. 3c), AF is always lower
than one regardless of c. Similar to the optical
scenario, this case represents those BSs that are
normally in SM and are powered on during peak
traffic periods.

Figure 2. Acceleration factor in the optical scenario: a) worst AF value; b)
average AF value; c) best AF value, as a function of c and AFsleep (load =
150 Erlang).
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ACCELERATION FACTOR VARIATIONS

It is important to consider not only the average,
best, and worst AF values, but also to under-
stand how AF varies over the set of devices in
the network. For this purpose we introduce the
concept of the efficient area, defined as the area
in which AF < 1. In other words, the efficient
area is the triangular region below the level
curve AF =1 in the bottom left region of all the
plots in Figs. 2 and 3. If a device operates in that
area, its lifetime will benefit as a result of the
SM-based green strategy applied.

Figure 4 reports the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the size of the efficient area,
considering all the EDFAs and BSs deployed in
the network for the optical and cellular scenar-
ios. The efficient area value was computed by
varying the values of the HW parameters.2 It can
be seen that the size of the efficient area strong-
ly varies over the set of devices. Moreover, the
larger variation in the optical scenario compared
to the cellular one is due to the larger number of
devices included in the scenario, which increases
the chances to put the devices in the network in
SM. Thus, the impact of SM on the lifetime of a
specific device might be very different, with
some devices that may fail more often and oth-
ers that may increase their lifetime.

We have also investigated how much the load
impacts the size of the efficient area. In particu-
lar, Fig. 5 reports average, maximum, and mini-
mum sizes of efficient areas for increasing values
of load. It can be observed that the size of the
average efficient area does not significantly
change for values of the load between 40 and
240 Erlang, suggesting that in this region WPA-
LR always trades between on/sleep frequency
and duration of SM. The size of the efficient
area tends to decrease for higher values of load,
since in this case the duration of SM is lower
(i.e., more frequent SM cycles), and therefore
the area in which AF < 1 tends to decrease. The
figure also shows that there is always a non-neg-
ligible variation between the minimum and maxi-
mum values of the efficient area for each value
of load (up to 5 orders of magnitude).

Finally, Table 2 reports load variations of the
size of the efficient area in the cellular scenario.
More specifically, the load is changed by varying
the data traffic requested by each user consider-
ing 64, 128, and 384 kb/s, respectively. Similar to
the optical scenario, the average size of the effi-
cient area does not consistently vary with load.
Moreover, the difference between maximum and
minimum values is always about one order of
magnitude for each load value, suggesting that
the impact of SM on BS lifetime is not the same
for all BSs in the network.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have investigated the impact of SM-based
energy-efficient strategies on the lifetime of
devices in cellular and backbone optical net-
works. In particular, we have first studied the
problem from an operational cost perspective,
showing that the energy savings introduced by
SM in some cases can hardly cover the repara-
tion costs when the devices are replaced as a

Figure 3. Acceleration factor in the cellular scenario: a) worst AF value; b)
average AF value; c) best AF value, as a function of c and AFsleep.
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consequence of failures. Moreover, we have
developed a simple model to evaluate the impact
of SM-based green strategies on the device
acceleration factor. In particular, we showed that
SM lowers the operating temperature, thus
potentially increasing the device lifetime, while
frequent SM cycles have a negative effect on the
lifetime. The model was used in two case stud-
ies, showing the dependence of the device life-
time variations on the specific HW and SM
parameters. Additionally, we have shown that
the AF varies considerably over the various
devices in the network.

This work is a first step toward a more com-
prehensive approach in which device lifetime
and energy awareness should be jointly consid-
ered. As future work, we plan to extend our
analysis to consider the carbon footprint of net-
work devices and the impact that SM might have
on the switching elements in data center net-
works [15]. Moreover, we plan to collect mea-
surements of the lifetime variations of real
devices supporting SM. Finally, it would also be
interesting to develop green techniques explicitly
targeting the maximization of devices’ lifetimes
as well as a more detailed analysis of which com-
ponents of each device are more susceptible to
failures when SM is applied.
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INTRODUCTION

The deployment of 4G technologies, though in
an early stage, is changing the landscape in
cellular networking. More specifically, a nearly
11-fold increase is expected in global mobile
data traffic in the next five years, reaching 15.9
exabytes per month by 2018 [1], thus compelling
mobile network operators (MNOs1) to extend
their network infrastructure in an effort to
increase network capacity and meet these press-
ing traffic demands. This rapid expansion of
mobile cellular networks has become a major
issue both for society, due to the high energy
consumption, and for operators, due to the

increased financial cost. In particular, the use of
information and communication technology
(ICT) across a wide range of applications cur-
rently accounts for 5.7 percent of the world’s
electricity consumption and 1.8 percent of global
carbon emissions, something that translates into
electricity bills in the order of $10 billion for
MNOs worldwide [2].

Network infrastructure sharing has been
introduced as a promising viable solution for
MNOs toward the reduction of capital (CAPEX)
and operational (OPEX) expenditures associat-
ed with the deployment and the operation of the
cellular networks, respectively. This new
paradigm, promoted by legal regulations that
obligate the operators to install their antennas
on the same buildings [3], embraces a set of
strategies that enable the MNOs to use their
resources jointly in order to reach their common
goal, which is to guarantee customer service
while achieving energy and cost reduction. From
a technical perspective, infrastructure sharing
can be classified into three categories with dif-
ferent levels of cooperation and control [4]: 
• Passive sharing, limited to the joint use of

sites, masts, and building premises among
MNOs.

• Active sharing, where the MNOs share the
active network components such as anten-
nas, switches, and backhaul equipment.

• Roaming-based sharing, where one MNO
relies on the coverage of another MNO in a
certain region on a permanent basis.

Despite the technical challenges that might arise
in such scenarios, the potential benefits of shar-
ing part of the cellular network have been
recently estimated to be as much as €2 billion [5],
further motivating the cooperation among differ-
ent MNOs.

In the context of green cellular networking,
the role of the macro base stations (BSs) and
their contribution to the total energy consump-
tion should be highlighted. More specifically,
given the large number of deployed BSs (approx-
imately five million worldwide) in conjunction
with their relatively high operational power
(~1.7 kW), it may be concluded that approxi-
mately 80 to 90 percent of total network energy
is consumed to power radio sites. However, cel-
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lular networks are dimensioned according to
peak-hour traffic demands, and consequently a
portion of their resources remains unexploited
during several hours per day, when the network
traffic is low. These statistics have lately motivat-
ed the research community to shift toward the
investigation of disruptive switching-off schemes
in an effort to achieve drastic energy efficiency
gains. The initial works on BS switching-off con-
sidered clusters of cells with a single operator,
where part of the BS infrastructure can be tem-
porarily switched off, while the remaining active
BSs can extend their coverage range in order to
serve the whole network area. However, by
exploiting the coexistence of multiple MNOs in
the same area, it is possible to conceive a new
promising sharing technique based on MNO
cooperation: intra-cell roaming-based infra-
structure sharing.

Intra-cell roaming-based infrastructure sharing
extends the traditional roaming-based sharing in
two ways: the sharing takes place in the same
region, where the MNOs offer their mobile ser-
vices; and the sharing is dynamic (and not on a
permanent basis), especially during low-traffic
periods. In addition, the involvement of various
stakeholders (e.g. MNOs, trusted third parties,
regulatory authorities, etc.) in future cellular envi-
ronments entails a diversity of network architec-
tures. As a result, additional challenges arise with
respect to the BS switching-off, since the conven-
tional solutions are usually applied in plain hexag-
onal cellular scenarios, without considering the
particularities resulting from the coexistence of
multiple MNOs in the same geographic area.

In this article our goal is threefold. First, we
present some existing and future multi-operator
network architectures, identifying their charac-
teristics and the possible roles of the relevant
stakeholders. Next we discuss the state of the art
with respect to the BS switching-off schemes in
single-operator networks, and we draw attention
to the new challenges that arise in multi-opera-
tor environments. Finally, we introduce a game
theoretic framework that enables the operators
to take individual switching-off decisions for
their own BSs. Besides the expected energy effi-
ciency benefits, the proposed scheme allows the
MNOs to significantly reduce their financial
costs independently of the strategies of the coex-
isting MNOs, providing them with the necessary
incentives to participate in the game.

MULTI-OPERATOR
NETWORK ARCHITECTURES

In this section we present some of the possible
scenarios (Fig. 1) and we briefly discuss the chal-
lenges and the traits of each particular case.

MOBILE VIRTUAL NETWORK OPERATORS
(MVNOS)

The spectrum and the network infrastructure in
a given region are deployed and owned by a sin-
gle operator (MNOA in the example of Fig. 1a).
All the other operators in the same area are vir-
tual (MVNOs) and, since they do not own any
spectrum or network infrastructure, they must

lease resources from MNOA in order to serve
their clients. This model, also known as national
roaming, has already been applied successfully in
several countries thanks to its simplicity and its
inherent advantages. In particular, the existence
of MVNOs may be beneficial for the end-user,
since it promotes market competition, while at
the same time the basic MNO in the area may
capitalize the deployed infrastructure. On the
other hand, it is uncertain whether this model
can be compliant with the foreseen traffic
demands in cellular networks, which probably
cannot be met using only the existing infra-
structure and the limited amount of resources.
Moreover, the high spectrum prices make the
operators reluctant to share their resources (and
the market) with their competitors [6].

TRUSTED THIRD PARTY
The whole infrastructure in a certain area has
been deployed and owned by an independent
trusted third party, and the MNOs, who hold a
spectrum licence, may enter into agreements for
the employment of the access and core network
(Fig. 1b). The main benefit of this model, which
is gaining momentum in many countries (e.g.
Spain [7]), is the significantly lower CAPEX for
the MNOs, who are not concerned anymore with
the maintenance of the hardware infrastructure,
being also able to provide their services dynami-
cally in a given geographic region. However, the
lease of the network implies an increased OPEX,
which in the long run may not be profitable for
the MNOs. In addition, the expected participa-
tion of many MNOs in future cellular networks
could potentially result in high leasing prices,
raising additional barriers and challenges for the
effective application of this model.

UNIQUE INFRASTRUCTURE PROVIDER
There is one operator that has deployed the
whole network infrastructure and leases part of
it to other interested MNOs (Fig. 1c). This sce-
nario is fueled by the fact that the same spots
(e.g. rooftops) are usually appropriate for all
MNOs, and consequently an operator that has
built out its network is able to capitalize on the
potential interest of other MNOs in the specific
location. In addition, this architecture can be
considered as a hybrid model that combines
some basic characteristics of the two aforemen-
tioned schemes, having though two main differ-
ences: the interested MNOs are not virtual, since
they have their own spectrum license, and the
infrastructure owner is an operator and not an
independent entity. In this case, the operator
who provides the infrastructure is burdened with
considerably high CAPEX and OPEX, which,
however, can be depreciated through efficient
network leasing. From the perspective of the
other MNOs, there is a trade-off between the
expected CAPEX (lower) and OPEX (higher),
while it should also be taken into account that
they rely on a competitive entity rather than a
trusted third party. This architecture includes
stakeholders with different levels of risk and
profit, thus raising intriguing financial chal-
lenges, which require explicit models for the
accurate analysis of each entity according to the
different profiles.
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STANDALONE

Various MNOs have deployed and run their own
network in the same region (Fig. 1d). This model
currently dominates in cellular networks, since it
encompasses the lowest possible risk for the
operators. Moreover, taking into account the
rationality of the operators, along with the com-
petitive nature of the telecommunications mar-
ket, it is also very possible to appear in future
architectures, especially in dense areas with high
traffic. In this scenario, the MNOs have full con-
trol of their network, thus being able to estimate
the expenses for both network deployment and
operation.

BASE STATION SWITCHING-OFF AND
INFRASTRUCTURE SHARING

In the previous section we shed some light on
the different sharing solutions that can be
encountered in multi-operator networks.
Nonetheless, regardless of the particular sharing
agreement, the energy issue has always been in
the spotlight of cellular networking, especially as
the design and engineering of traditional cellular
networks typically take place considering the
peak traffic demands. As a result, efficient joint

resource allocation and network planning during
low traffic periods (e.g. night zone) would allow
the service of the traffic by a smaller number of
active BS, thus enabling the deactivation of the
remaining unused infrastructure. However, the
decision of the particular BSs that should be
switched off is not trivial, as it affects end user
satisfaction, which is of top priority for telecom-
munication operators. In addition, this decision
is even more complicated in multi-operator envi-
ronments due to the conflicting interests of the
operators and the diversity of the involved
parameters. To that end, the design of BS sleep-
ing mechanisms has recently become a very hot
research topic, with the majority of the works
focusing on the reduction of network energy
consumption without compromising quality of
service (QoS) for the mobile users. In this sec-
tion we briefly discuss the state of the art in BS
switching-off schemes in single- and multi-opera-
tor networks.

The core idea behind the works that deal
with single-operator networks is that a given
MNO is able to switch off part of its infra-
structure and extend the transmission range (by
increasing the transmit power) of the remaining
active BSs in order to provide coverage to the
whole network. Several research attempts study

Figure 1. Multi-operator cellular network architectures.
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the potential impact on network performance of
random [8] or specific [9, 10] patterns for switch-
ing off a subset of the BSs. These works focus
rather on the spectral efficiency and the offered
QoS (in terms of call-blocking probability) after
the deactivation of the BSs, taking the reduced
energy consumption for granted.

In addition, there are many works oriented to
the switching-off decision itself. More specifical-
ly, different criteria (e.g. traffic load [11], user
spatial distribution [12], or network-impact [13])
are considered in order to identify the optimal
BS switching-off strategy, guaranteeing a certain
level of user satisfaction in the network. In the
same context, a very recent interesting approach
is the application of reinforcement learning
schemes that cope with the dynamic nature of
the traffic load in current cellular networks [14]
in order to overcome an important limitation of
the existing works, which rely on past predefined
traffic patterns based on the network history.

Despite their novelty and the promising ener-
gy savings, most works usually neglect the possi-
ble coexistence of the BSs, which offers to the
MNOs the alternative of being served by other
MNOs, co-located in the same area. Figure 2
illustrates three possible cases for the cell opera-
tion in multi-operator environments, where each
operator controls and operates its own BS (i.e.
the architecture presented in Fig. 1d). In the
simple case where all the BSs are active (Cell A),
each operator is responsible for serving the traf-
fic of its users. In the case that all BSs have been
switched off (Cell B), the active BSs of the
neighboring cells (Cell A in the example) of each
MNO can extend their range in order to prevent
the generation of coverage holes. Finally, in the
case that only a subset of the BSs has been
switched off (Cell C), their respective traffic can
be roamed to the active BSs of the same cell.

The aforementioned cases stress the need for
new BS switching-off mechanisms that consider
all the contingencies in future networks. In their
pioneering work [15], Marsan and Meo have
proposed two interesting BS sleeping schemes
for multi-operator environments: roaming-to-
one and roaming-balanced. In the former, only
one BS remains active in every cell during low
traffic conditions, serving the users of all opera-

tors, while with the roaming-balanced scheme,
the MNOs in a particular cell switch off their
BSs for different portions of time in order to
balance the expected financial expenses associat-
ed with the roaming process. Although both
schemes achieve noticeable energy savings, they
neglect the possibility of switching off all BSs in
a given cell and transferring the traffic to an
active neighboring cell. In the next section, given
the necessity for innovative solutions that take
into consideration all the possible cases for cell
operation along with the important parameters
involved in future cellular networks (i.e. roaming
and operational cost, energy consumption, QoS),
we present a game theoretic switching-off algo-
rithm that enables effective intra-cell roaming-
based infrastructure sharing, providing significant
gains to the participants operators.

GAME THEORETIC BASE STATION
SLEEPING MECHANISM

In a multi-operator environment, the involve-
ment of multiple stakeholders with opposing
interests and different parameters that potential-
ly affect the switching-off decision (e.g. energy
savings, roaming cost, traffic load, etc.) make
game theory a suitable tool to study this prob-
lem. To that end, we introduce a novel game
theoretic switching-off scheme for the BSs in a
multi-operator environment, taking into account
the conflicts and the interaction among the dif-
ferent MNOs, as well as the different available
courses of action.

We consider clusters of M cells (one central
and M – 1 peripheral cells), with N operators
offering their services in each cell through differ-
ent co-located BSs. The N BSs in the central cell
always remain active in order to offer an extra
alternative to the operators. More specifically, in
the case that all BSs in a peripheral cell have
been deactivated and the intra-cell roaming-
based infrastructure sharing is no longer possi-
ble, the MNOs are allowed to transfer the traffic
load to the corresponding BS of the central cell.
Therefore, the distributed network operation is
further facilitated, enabling the modeling of the
switching-off decision process in the peripheral

Figure 2. Possible cell operations in multi-operator environments.
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cells as a static non-cooperative game. The spe-
cific game theoretic formulation provides two
important benefits. First, it is a distributed solu-
tion, applied by every operator individually in
each peripheral cell, something that constitutes
an important and practical feature in multi-oper-
ator environments, as the operators are not
obliged to follow a specific centralized policy.
The second benefit is that the proposed scheme
does not require the exchange of excessive con-
trol information among the operators, since the
BSs of the same cell should make their decisions
without any communication among them.

The proposed game consists of N players (i.e.
the MNOs in each cell) that have two possible
actions (i.e. either remain on or switch off) and
a cost function C that corresponds to the actual
cost paid by each operator in every peripheral
cell, including the cost of operation, roaming, and
power increase of the central BS. It is also worth
highlighting the symmetry of the problem, as the
participants (MNOs) have identical characteris-
tics and the outcome of the game depends only
on the selected strategies. Hence, by definition,
the proposed game is symmetric, allowing us to:
• Characterize it as game of complete infor-

mation, as the players have a common cost
function.

• Formulate it with two macro-players (i.e.
player A is a given MNOi, while player B
consists of the set of the remaining N – 1
MNOs).

• Study the problem from player A’s point of
view, generalizing the conclusions for every
player.
Hence, considering the perspective of player

A, four different cases can be distinguished:
Case 1: Player A is ON, all operators in Play-

er B are ON: The total cost for the MNO under
study includes the fixed operational cost for the
BS (Cconst) and the variable cost for serving its
traffic (Ctr).

Case 2: Player A is ON and a subset of oper-
ators in Player B are OFF: In this case the
switched-off BSs must roam their traffic to the
active BSs. In general, player A may serve, on
average, —Nroam BSs. Thus, the total cost of player
A must take into account the increased opera-
tional cost for serving the additional traffic 
((—Nroam +1) · Ctr), as well as the corresponding
income from the roamed MNOs (—Nroam · Croam).

Case 3: Player A is OFF and at least one
operator in Player B is ON: The operator under
study does not have any operational cost, but it
should pay the associated roaming cost (Croam)
to the active operator that serves its traffic.

Case 4: Player A is OFF, all operators in
Player B are OFF: In this case the cost paid by

each MNO corresponds to the extra energy con-
sumption for the power increase of the central
BS (Cinc) in order to cover the area of a
switched-off BS.

The aforementioned cases can be summa-
rized in the matrix representation of the game in
Fig. 3. Having formulated the game in a strategic
form, the next step is the identification of the
stable states that define the actions of the play-
ers. These states, also known as Nash Equilibria
in non-cooperative games, provide the players
with a certain payoff (resp. cost) that cannot be
increased (resp. decreased) if they decide to uni-
laterally alter their decision. However, in real
systems, selecting a pure action is not always fea-
sible or fair. In our problem, for instance, the
selection of a pure strategy, where only a specific
subset of the BSs remains active (i.e. Cases 2, 3),
would require centralized control and coordina-
tion, while the deactivation of all BSs in all
peripheral cells (Case 4) and the transfer of
their traffic in the central cell might compromise
the offered QoS in high traffic load scenarios.

Therefore, to overcome this limitation, we
study the problem in the mixed strategies
domain, where each MNOi selects a specific
action with a certain probability. To that end, we
define si as the probability of player A (i.e.
MNOi) to switch off its BS, whereas the game’s
symmetry enables the grouping of the other N – 1
operators (excluding MNOi), assuming a com-
mon switching-off probability sj. Exploiting the
strategic representation of the game, along with
the switching-off probabilities, we may derive the
expected cost function for player A as E[C] =
f(si, sj, N, Costk), where Costk, k Œ {1, 2, 3, 4}
denotes the respective cost in each of the four
different cases described above.

The probability that minimizes the cost function
(i.e. the root of the equation (E[C])/(si) = 0)
corresponds to the equilibrium of the game.
More specifically, following this strategy, the
players minimize their cost in a distributed man-
ner, thus having no incentives to change strategy.
Regarding the details of the expected cost func-
tion, as we may also observe in Fig. 3, four dif-
ferent costs are involved:
• The fixed cost for the BS operation (Cconst).
• The cost for serving the traffic (Ctr).
• The cost for increasing the power of the

central BS in order to serve the traffic of
neighboring cells (Cinc).

• The cost for roaming the traffic to another
operator in the same cell (Croam). 

While the first three costs (i.e. Cconst, Ctr and
Cinc) are predictable and almost constant,2 Croam
can significantly vary, depending on the inten-
tions and the demands of the operators. To that

Figure 3. Cost matrix of the proposed game.
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end, let us define Croam =a · (Cconst + Ctr), with
a Œ [0, 1] (as it does not make sense to have a
roaming cost higher than the operational cost),
and present some indicative Nash Equilibrium
results in Fig. 4 in order to study the impact of
N (number of MNOs) and a (roaming cost) on
the switching-off probabilities.

Two main conclusions can be derived from
Fig. 4. First, the NE switching-off probabilities
increase with the number of MNOs in each cell.
In particular, as the number of coexisting opera-
tors in the same cell grows, MNOs have a
stronger incentive to switch off their BSs and
roam their traffic to other operators. Regarding
the second basic observation, as expected the
switching-off probability decreases for higher
roaming cost, which is a prohibitive factor for BS
deactivation. However, it is worth noting that the
NE probability reduction is more intense in net-
works with few MNOs due to the risk of switch-
ing off all BSs in the cell. On the other hand, in
networks with many MNOs, where the afore-
mentioned danger is not so evident, the switch-
ing-off probability for high a is still significant.

QUANTIFYING THE GAINS

SIMULATION SCENARIO
We have developed a system-level C++ simula-
tor for the network operation to assess the per-
formance of the proposed infrastructure sharing
scheme and quantify the expected gains in terms
of energy efficiency and expenditures for the
operators. The simulation scenario includes a
typical urban 7-cell cluster (i.e., M = 7) of six
peripheral cells and one central cell that always
remains on. In each cell, N MNOs provide their
services to a set of users,3 while we focus on the
night zone where all operators have low traffic.
Regarding the technical parameters, we assume
a service rate of 64 kb/s and 256 kb/s for voice
and data sessions, respectively, while we consider
two different transmission power levels for the
BSs, equal to 40 dBm and 46 dBm for normal
and extended operation, respectively. For the
financial analysis, we assume Cconst ~– 465€,
while the cost for the transmission and the power
increase can take different values depending on
the traffic level, that is, Ctr Œ [5, 592]€ and
Cinc Œ [6, 613]€. In addition, we have adopted a
price of 0.1€kWh for the electricity charge, and

the roaming cost factor has been set equal to
a = 0.1. In our experiments, we consider N =
{4, 5, 6} in order to study the impact of the
number of MNOs in future networks. To evalu-
ate the performance of our scheme, we compare
the proposed game theoretic infrastructure shar-
ing strategy (referred as GTIS in this section)
with two state of the art approaches [15]: 
• The roaming-balanced (R-bal) scheme,

where the MNOs switch off their BSs for
different portions of time in order to bal-
ance their roaming costs.

• The roaming-to-one scheme (R-to-1), where
only the MNO with the highest traffic remains
active and serves the total network traffic. 

PERFORMANCE RESULTS
The normalized system throughput, defined as
the percentage of the served users, is depicted in
Fig. 5a. As can be seen, the proposed scheme
guarantees the user satisfaction in the network
in all cases, while the state of the art approaches
experience losses in some scenarios. More specif-
ically, as the number of MNOs increases in each
cell, the network becomes overloaded and the
deactivation of the BSs results in throughput
degradation, as the infrastructure and the
resources cannot be shared in an efficient way.
As a result, in the case of N = 6, R-bal fails to
satisfy approximately 2 percent of the network
users, a percentage that can be prohibitive for
wireless cellular networks. The losses are even
greater in the R-to-1 scheme (~10 percent), and
therefore the service of the traffic in future
multi-operator environments by only one BS in
each cell cannot be considered as a viable solution.

Figure 5b presents the network energy efficien-
cy achieved by the three schemes under study,
considering topologies with N = 4, 5, and 6 opera-
tors. The first important observation is that, unlike
the normalized throughput trend, the energy effi-
ciency increases with the number of operators.
More specifically, the high number of BSs in each
cell implies high traffic and large energy consump-
tion. Consequently, switching-off schemes can con-
tribute significantly in energy saving, and the
energy efficiency increases as most of the sessions
can still be served by the active BSs. Even in the
case of the R-to-1 scheme in scenarios with N = 6
operators, the energy efficiency is extremely high,
despite the throughput degradation, since the

Figure 4. NE switching off probabilities.
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deactivation of five BSs excessively diminishes the
energy consumption in each cell. The second
noticeable observation concerns the pronounced
energy efficiency gains of the proposed GTIS
scheme compared to the R-bal algorithm in all
scenarios. Although the two schemes exhibit simi-
lar performance with regard to the QoS, the GTIS
enables the deactivation of more BSs, thus achiev-
ing up to four times higher energy efficiency.

Regarding the financial analysis, we focus on
the case of N = 4 operators, which is one of the
dominant scenarios in European countries [16].
The individual revenue for each operator that
participates in the infrastructure sharing is plotted
in Fig. 6a, where we may observe that the R-to-1
scheme provides financial gains only to particular
operators. More specifically, only the MNOs that
switch off their BSs can benefit from this scheme,
while significant expenses burden the operator
that undertakes the service of the total cell traffic
by maintaining its BS active. On the other hand,
adopting the proposed GTIS approach, all opera-
tors in the network achieve higher gains com-
pared to the R-bal scheme, as the infrastructure is
shared in a more integrated way. Finally, the total
annual cost for the network is shown in Fig. 6b.
As can be seen, the difference in the network
energy efficiency (Fig. 5b) is directly reflected in
the financial cost. More specifically, the through-
put guarantees provided by R-bal come at an
increased energy and economic cost, while GTIS
reduces this cost up to 77 percent by deactivating
an additional number of BSs, which are not nec-
essary during low traffic periods. In any case,
these results (i.e. throughput, energy efficiency,
and financial cost) should be jointly studied in
order to decide the most appropriate switching-
off strategy that maximizes the operators’ gains
without compromising end-user QoS.

CONCLUSION
In this article we discussed energy saving tech-
niques in multi-operator cellular environments.
Motivated by the coexistence of several MNOs
in the same area, we introduced the concept of

intra-cell roaming-based infrastructure sharing,
which offers additional options to the operators
for having their traffic served in regions where
they decide to switch off their BSs. In addition,
we proposed a novel game theoretic BS switch-
ing-off scheme that enables the MNOs to achieve
significant energy and, consequently, cost sav-
ings, by deciding distributively the deactivation
of their BSs in a given cell. The simulation anal-
ysis showed the potential gains of the proposed
scheme in terms of energy and financial cost,
providing the operators with the necessary incen-
tives to participate in the network infrastructure
sharing. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the
foreseen massive small cell deployment in next
generation networks is expected to have a key
role in the design of effective infrastructure
sharing and switching-off schemes, something
that will be addressed in our future research.
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Figure 6. Annual financial data for networks with N = 4 operators: a) individual annual gains per operator; b) total annual cost
per n etwork.
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INTRODUCTION

In packet networks, the term rate adaptation
designates a broad set of methods aimed at
establishing a direct relationship between sus-
tained workload and power consumption. In an
ideal framework for energy efficiency, the net-
work minimizes power consumption under full-
load traffic conditions. Then, rate adaptation
additionally ensures that the power-workload
function is linear and that the network consumes
no power when there are no packets to transport
(in reality a small power offset for support of
basic control functions is unavoidable). To sup-
port such behavior, rate adaptation schemes pro-
vide the network systems that they control with a
discrete set of operating states, where each state
maps a fixed traffic processing rate onto a
respective power consumption level. A scheme is
acceptable only if it does not introduce perceiv-
able degradation of network performance.

The scope of the control exercised by a rate
adaptation scheme can range from large subsets
of network links and nodes to individual sections
of a single traffic processing chip. We classify
rate adaptation techniques based on the time
consumed by their transitions between states.
Demand-timescale rate adaptation (DTRA)
techniques control the state of network links and
nodes based on expected traffic demands
between network endpoints [1–3]. DTRA state
transitions involve network signaling and system-
level power cycles, so their timescale ranges
from seconds to minutes. Packet-timescale rate
adaptation (PTRA) techniques adjust the clock
frequency and supply voltage of data path hard-
ware components to locally maintained workload
indicators such as queue lengths and traffic
arrival rates [4–6]. The timescale of PTRA state
transitions ranges from microseconds to millisec-
onds depending on the underlying integrated cir-
cuit technology. Bit-timescale rate adaptation
(BTRA) also applies to data path hardware
components, but its transitions are much faster
(down to nanoseconds) because they only involve
control of the system clock (e.g. by gating of the
clock signal [7]), at the expense of reduced
power savings.

Profiling the power consumption of network
equipment is instrumental in assessing the
power-saving benefits of the different types of
rate adaptation. With DTRA techniques, the
power profiles quantify the benefits of enabling
and disabling network ports, line cards, and sys-
tems in response to changes in traffic demands;
in the case of PTRA and BTRA, the profiles
identify the power-saving margins for the intro-
duction of rate-adaptive hardware components.
The power profile of a network element maps
system and traffic configurations onto power
consumption levels, typically by means of a sim-
plified linear model [1–3]. Relevant system con-
figuration variables include the number of cards
plugged into the chassis (in slotted systems), the
number of ports that exchange traffic over net-
work links, and the transmission capacity of
those ports. Traffic configuration variables
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include the traffic arrival rate and the statistical
distribution of packet sizes and packet inter-
arrival times at ports where traffic is present.

While power profiles are commonly available
for computing systems and processors, studies
that focus on networking systems and compo-
nents have started appearing in the literature
only recently [8–12] and suffer from a variety of
limitations. The power profiles presented in
those studies are not always complete in the
identification of system configuration variables
[8] or in the modeling of critical system compo-
nents [9], or rely mostly on manufacturer power-
rating data rather than experimental measure-
ments [10], or involve expensive equipment that
can be justified only in a specialized power-mea-
surement lab [11, 12]. Profiling approaches that
condense the energy-efficiency properties of a
system into a small number of scalar indices [13,
14] cannot support the fine-tuned state-setting
decisions that are at the core of all rate adapta-
tion methods.

We describe for the first time a low-cost
methodology for the fast compilation of depend-
able power profiles with a minimum of test
equipment, which is ideal for research and devel-
opment teams that have only occasional interest
in power profiling. The methodology is based on
a linear model for power consumption that
crisply isolates the potential for power saving
that is associated with rate adaptation tech-
niques at all timescales. Application of the
methodology to a variety of network systems
shows that common commercial equipment still
lacks support for the type of state transitions
that can elevate the impact of DTRA techniques,
and that important power savings can be
obtained through the introduction of
PTRA/BTRA capabilities in data path hardware
components, especially those that reside in the
chassis. We refer the reader to [15] for a more
thorough discussion of the different types of rate
adaptation and their afforded power-saving
opportunities, together with the formal construc-
tion of the linear model for power profiling.

LINEAR MODEL FOR
POWER PROFILES

In this section we summarize the linear model
that we follow for power profiling. The model is
adapted to the coarse resolution of a low-cost
power meter that only reports the variations of
electrical current absorbed by the system under
test (SUT).

DEFINITIONS
Throughout the article, RJ-45 identifies an inte-
grated twisted-pair Ethernet port, XFP identifies
a 10GbE small form-factor pluggable module,
and SFP identifies a 1GbE module or generically
a 1GbE/10GbE module when the type distinc-
tion is not relevant.

A modular port of an SUT is loaded if it has
an SFP module attached; otherwise it is an empty
port. A loaded SFP port or an integrated RJ-45
port is connected if a network cable connects the
port to a peering interface on the same system
or on a traffic generator/sink, and disconnected

otherwise. A network port is enabled if it is con-
figured for operation at a set rate; otherwise it is
disabled. A port can be switched between the
enabled and disabled states when it is empty,
when it is loaded but disconnected, or when it is
connected. However, we are only interested in
the distinction between the enabled and disabled
states in the particular case where the port is
connected, because this is the kind of state tran-
sition that DTRA techniques can control. A con-
nected port is busy if it exchanges traffic with the
attached network cable and idle otherwise. A
busy port is saturated when it receives or trans-
mits traffic at a rate equal to its nominal capacity.

ISOLATION OF TRAFFIC CONTRIBUTIONS
In the data path of a network system we find
hardware components whose power consump-
tion depends mostly on the bit rate of the sus-
tained traffic (e.g. switch fabric modules) and
others for which it depends mostly on the packet
rate (e.g. packet processors). A power meter
that only captures fluctuations of the current
absorbed by the system cannot identify the power
consumed by each component, but can detect
the effects of varying bit and packet rates on the
overall power consumption. The bit rate b and
the packet rate r should contribute with distinct
terms to the power consumed by each control-
lable system component (chassis, line card, and
port). However, since b and r are not indepen-
dent of one another (r = b/–s , where –s is the
average packet size), we replace b with a packet-
size load q(–s) (smax – –s)/(smax – smin) such that
the packet-rate contribution to the power con-
sumption is null when the average packet size is
maximum (i.e. the packet rate is minimum for
the given bit rate), and maximum when the pack-
et size is minimum (the packet rate is maximum
for the given bit rate).

LINEAR MODEL
The ideal linear model for application in rate-
adaptation contexts sums the power contribu-
tions of all system components whose state can
be controlled by external action, whether by net-
work signaling, by system management interface,
or by physically plugging or unplugging hard-
ware. These components include the chassis, the
line cards (when present), and the network ports
with respective pluggable modules. Every com-
ponent should have one term that expresses the
fixed cost of keeping it powered on and one that
is sensitive to traffic. The contributions of bit
rate and packet rate should be distinguished in
parts of the system where the packet size is vari-
able. The following subsections outline how we
reconcile the above requirements with the
coarseness of a low-cost power meter. A more
formal description of our simplified linear model
can be found in [15].

Chassis Power: The chassis power C should
include a fixed term C0 and a variable term that
depends on the aggregate bit rate sustained by
the switch fabric (data units are equally sized in
the switch fabric, so the packet-size load is null).
However, the measurement error of the power
meter (between 0.05 W and 0.5 W in our experi-
ments) systematically masks out the bit-rate sen-
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sitivity of the chassis. We conclude that it is
acceptable, until PTRA capabilities become
available in switch-fabric hardware, to reduce
the chassis power to the fixed component alone:
C Δ= C0. 

Line-Card Power: The line card, when present,
is the place where packets that are associated
with multiple ports undergo the format conver-
sion from network to switch fabric and vice
versa. The line-card power L should include a
fixed term L0 and variable terms that depend on
the line-card’s input and output bit-rate and
packet-size loads.

The switch-fabric adapter is one device in the
line card where the bit-rate contribution domi-
nates over its packet-rate counterpart because it
handles fixed-sized data units formatted for the
time-slotted operation of the switch fabric. Pack-
et-rate dominance over bit rate is expected
instead in the packet processor, where the
amount of work applied to the packet header is
independent of the packet size. However, the in-
line power meter compromises our ability to dis-
cern the traffic-sensitive power contributions of
the line-card devices from those of the ports
they serve. We decide to concentrate all traffic-
sensitive terms at the port level, identifying the
line-card power with its fixed term: L Δ= L0.

Port Power: Having simplified the chassis and
line-card terms, the network port remains the
only configurable component of the system
where we can retain traffic-sensitive contribu-
tions to power consumption. The limited avail-
ability of traffic endpoints that is typical of a
low-cost testbed induces measurement inaccura-
cies that hinder the distinction between input
and output load parameters. The bit-rate sensitiv-
ity Pb and packet-size sensitivity Pr of our model
only capture combined input-output port loads.

Preliminary measurements on idle systems [15]
show that the fixed power contribution P0 of a
port must be split into two distinct terms: the
fixed hardware port power P0

(h) and the fixed soft-
ware port power P0

(s). The term P0
(h) captures the

contribution of the port when it is loaded with
an SFP, whether or not it is enabled for opera-
tion. Obviously it is null in the case of integrated
RJ-45 ports. Its isolation offers the network
operator the option to save power by unplugging
the SFPs from modular ports that remain dis-
abled for extended periods of time. It also offers
system vendors an incentive to add to their
designs provisions for controlling this power con-
tribution (and the associated energy waste in the
case of disabled ports) via software. P0

(s) is the
contribution that a port adds when it is enabled
for operation, before it starts handling traffic.

In DTRA techniques, a primary means for

saving power is the switching of individual ports
between the enabled and disabled states. Setting
the operating rate of an enabled port to a maxi-
mum of 10 Mb/s, 100 Mb/s, or 1 Gb/s (and 10
Gb/s when available) is another dimension of
dynamic configuration that DTRA techniques
can exploit, because each rate generally presents
a different value of P0

(s) [15].

POWER MEASUREMENT TESTBED
Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the labora-
tory testbed where we execute the power mea-
surements. The power meter station (PM) consists
of the power meter proper and the auxiliary data
logging software that runs on a connected laptop.
The power meter is an Extech Instruments 380801
true root mean square (RMS) single-phase power
analyzer, placed between the power supply
(whether AC or DC) and the SUT. The meter’s
resolution is 0.1 W for readings up to 200 W and
1 W for readings between 200 W and 2 kW. The
data logging laptop acquires power samples at
one second intervals over the serial port of the
power meter. Some SUTs require a 48 V DC
power supply, which we obtain from a Xantrex
Technology XKW 1 kW module. We do not
include the power consumption of the DC power
supply module in our power measurements. For
the other SUTs the power supply path bypasses
the DC module.

As traffic endpoints (TEs) for the generation
and termination of test traffic, we use two per-
sonal computers (PCs) with 1GbE network cards
(PC TE in Fig. 1). We rely on the iperf utility for
configuration and operation of the traffic sources
and sinks used in traffic exchanges with RJ-45
SUT ports at rates up to 1 Gb/s. All traffic is
constant-bit-rate UDP, with one source/sink per
computer (in each experiment we need the traf-
fic load to hold steady while we collect the power
measurements; with TCP traffic the load would
likely oscillate). We load the 10GbE ports (in
SUTs that feature them) with two 10GBASE-
LW/LR 10GbE XFP modules. For modular 1GbE
ports we have twenty-four 1000BASE-T SFP mod-
ules that can be configured to work at
10/100/1000 Mb/s. We have matching ports on
the traffic endpoints for the 1GbE ports but not
for the 10GbE ports. (In [15] we used a Spirent
SmartBit SMB-200 traffic generator to duplicate
the iperf results over RJ-45 ports and profile one
more type of optical SFP (BASE-SX). In this
article we show that reliable power profiles can
be obtained with much leaner tools for traffic
generation.)

We obtain power profiles for the following
five SUTs, manufactured by multiple vendors:
• ES1. Ethernet switch in fixed system config-

uration with an integrated control and
switch module (no slots for plug-in cards),
twenty-four 1GbE ports (SFP), two 10GbE
ports (XFP), and AC power supply.

• ES2. Ethernet switch with twenty-four
integrated 1GbE ports (RJ-45), four of
which are dual-mode ports that also offer the
alternative of loading an SFP module, two
10GbE ports (XFP), and AC power supply.
The sum of the port capacities and func-
tional capabilities are the same for ES1 and

Figure 1. Experimental testbed for power measurements.
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ES2. One important difference is that the
1GbE ports are integrated in ES2 and mod-
ular in ES1.

• IR1. Edge/aggregation router in a fixed sys-
tem configuration with integrated control
and switch module, twenty 1GbE ports
(SFP), six 10GbE ports (XFP), and AC
power supply.

• IR2. Aggregation router in a fixed system
configuration with integrated control and
switch module, six 10/100 Mb/s Ethernet
ports (RJ-45), two 1GbE ports (SFP), and
DC power supply.

• IR3. Aggregation router in a modular sys-
tem configuration with 8-slot chassis. In the
configuration used in our experiments, the
chassis is populated with one fan card, two
control and switch module cards, and two
eight-port Ethernet adapter cards (EACs).
Each EAC includes six 10/100 Mb/s Ether-
net ports (RJ-45) and two 1GbE ports (SFP).
IR3 also works with a DC power supply.
We leave out vendor and model names for

the five systems because the validation of our
methodology for power profiling does not
depend on the reproduction of our tests. Instead,
the methodology can be applied to any switch or
router, and then verified for accuracy with tests
that involve more traffic endpoints and a better
power meter, like those described in [11, 12].

MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY
Our power measurements aim at obtaining accu-
rate estimates for the six parameters of the sim-
plified linear model: the fixed chassis power C0;
the fixed line-card power L0; the fixed hardware
port power P0

(h); the fixed software port power
P0

(s); the port bit-rate sensitivity Pb; and the port
packet-size sensitivity Pr. To optimize the accu-
racy of the estimates in spite of the coarse reso-
lution of the power meter (0.1 W), in each
experiment we must maximize the number of
system components that operate in identical con-
ditions, compatibly with the limitations of our
testbed. The limitations are particularly relevant
when the port parameter estimation requires the
presence of traffic, because we only have two
PCs for traffic generation.

In every experiment the system and traffic
configuration remain unchanged during the
entire measurement period. We collect power
samples for 600 s at 1 s intervals after an initial
warm-up period of at least 60 s, then we average
the 600 power samples (60 s always proves more
than sufficient to stabilize the power traces).

The specification of the system configurations
for estimation of the fixed parameters is straight-
forward. For the chassis power C0, we remove all
line cards (if any), leave all modular ports empty,
and disable all integrated ports. For the fixed
line-card power L0 in IR3, we load all the line
cards available and leave all modular ports
empty and all integrated ports disabled. For esti-
mation of the fixed hardware port power P0

(h)

(modular ports only), we load all the SFPs of the
same type that we have available and leave all
ports disabled. For the fixed software port power
P0

(s), we enable all the ports of the same type
that are available on the SUT.

The procedures for estimation of the port bit-
rate sensitivity Pb and port packet-size sensitivity
Pr are more elaborate. All measurements with
RJ-45 and 1GbE SFP ports involve up to twenty-
four ports; the measurements with 10GbE XFPs
never involve more than two ports. In RJ-45 and
1GbE SFP measurements with packet traffic, the
traffic enters and exits the SUT through the
same type of port. In 10GbE XFP measure-
ments, the traffic enters and exits the SUT
through 1GbE ports that also contribute to the
power measurements: we must subtract the esti-
mated contribution of the ports facing the traffic
generator and sink from the total system power
before we can estimate the power consumed by
the 10GbE XFP ports.

To ensure that every port in the system actu-
ally contributes to the measured power, we use
loop-back cables to join all the pairs that we can
form with ports that are not directly attached to
a generator. Within each loop-back pair, one
port transmits traffic to the loop-back cable and
the other port receives it. We enable the Span-
ning Tree Protocol (STP) to prevent the volume
of the injected broadcast traffic from exploding
(with STP each receiving port internally for-
wards traffic to only one transmitting port).
Since every port handles saturation-level traffic
in one direction and no traffic in the other, rely-
ing on the assumption of linearity of the power
consumption model, we use b = 0.5 to derive
the value of Pb from the power meter readings.

For traffic measurements with the 10GbE
XFPs we keep STP disabled: the replication of
broadcast packets that occurs at each receiving
port is necessary for expanding the traffic vol-
ume from the 1 Gb/s rate supplied by the traffic
generator to the 10 Gb/s rate that each 10GbE
port can sustain. Since every port that is enabled
receives and transmits traffic at full capacity, we
use b = 1.0 in the estimation of the bit-rate sen-
sitivity. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We present results from our experiments that
gauge the compatibility of existing equipment
with DTRA techniques and underscore the need
for PTRA support in future system designs.

POWER PROFILES
For each SUT, Table 1 lists the sum of the port
capacities (possibly larger than the actual switch-
ing capacity, not reported here because it is only
partially characterized in the majority of our
SUT data sheets) along with estimated values
for five of the six parameters of our linear model,
in the specific case where the SUT is loaded
with 1GbE ports (RJ-45 in ES2, SFP in all other
SUTs) enabled for operation at 1 Gb/s. The
missing parameter is the (port) packet-size sensi-
tivity, whose values are practically impossible to
distinguish from zero in the system configura-
tions used in the experiments of Table 1. We
observe non-negligible values of the parameter
only in the case of integrated RJ-45 ports in IR2
and IR3 probably because in these two routers,
unlike IR1, packets do not bypass the header
processing stages for more complex functions
than the basic layer-2 switching that they exclu-
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sively require in our tests (see Table 2 for the
values measured with RJ-45 ports configured at
100 Mb/s). Table 3 lists the parameters of the
10GbE XFP ports, which are only available in
ES1, ES2, and IR1.

The results in Table 1 indicate that the fixed
software port power is by far the dominant port
term in the two Ethernet switches. The traffic-
sensitive terms gain relevance in the IP routers,
consistently with the increased variety and inten-
sity of the packet processing functions in those
systems. Table 3 shows similar trends for the
10GbE ports, although the traffic-sensitive terms
are generally heavier than with 1GbE ports.
Table 1 shows that the idle chassis power is
much higher in IR1 than in all other SUTs,
because IR1 is the only system in the set that
combines a large sum of the port capacities (80
Gb/s) with the complex packet processing func-
tions of a router in a non-modular architecture.

We define the margin for saving power with
DTRA techniques as the entire portion of the
total power consumption of a system that is
associated with components that DTRA can
control. This is a hard upper bound on the

amount of power that DTRA can save. Network
topology and traffic demands determine the
tightness of the bound in practical applications.

To quantify the DTRA margin, we measure
the relative weights of the line-card and port
terms within the overall power consumption of
each system. Figure 2 shows the breakdown of
the total power consumption that our linear
model yields for the five SUTs when all ports
are enabled and saturated. In ES1, ES2, and IR1
we configure the 1GbE SFP ports as in Table I
and the 10GbE XFP ports as in Table 3. In IR2
and IR3 the configurations are those of Table 1
(1GbE SFPs at 1 Gb/s) and Table 2 (RJ-45 at
100 Mb/s). We normalize the power levels in
each column to the total power consumption of
the respective system. We obtain the contribu-
tions of the port power terms by multiplying the
maximum number of ports configurable for each
type by the respective per-port values. With IR2
and IR3 the sum of the port capacities in this
maximum configuration far exceeds the actual
switching capacity of the system, with the effect
of producing overestimated values for the traffic-
sensitive power contributions. We would obtain
more accurate estimates if we had a larger num-
ber of traffic generator ports to pair with the sys-
tem ports in the power measurement experi-
ments (up to 48 ports with IR3). Still, even if
overestimated and maximized by the assumption
of minimum-length Ethernet frames (64 B), the
traffic-sensitive shares of the total power remain
marginal in IR2 and IR3, causing no qualitative
impact on the interpretation of the results.

In Fig. 2 the traffic-sensitive terms range
between 5 percent and 21 percent across the five
systems. If we also consider that the two highest
values, in IR2 and IR3, are certainly overesti-
mated, the maximum traffic power share is likely
well below 15 percent. We can conclude that
current designs are far from exhibiting the type
of rate-proportional power consumption behav-
ior that rate adaptation techniques aim at estab-
lishing at the system level. While the indication
is disappointing in terms of overall energy effi-
ciency, it signals that DTRA techniques have a
clear window of opportunity in the short term
for bringing along important power savings
through relatively simple signaling extensions
and software modifications applied to existing
hardware platforms. If we compute the DTRA
margin as the sum of the fixed-software and traf-

Table 1. Parameters of linear model (1GbE ports configured for 1 Gb/s operation).

Table 2. Port parameters (RJ-45 ports in IR2 and IR3 configured for 100
Mb/s operation).

SUT 
(Sum of port
capacities)

C0[W] 
Chassis, idle

L0[W] 
Line card,

idle

P0
(h)[W] 

Port, fixed
hardware 

P0
(s)[W] 

Port, fixed
software 

Pb[W] 
Port, bit rate 

sensitivity

ES1 (44 Gb/s) 32.4 N/A 0.3 1.1 0.3

ES2 (44 Gb/s) 35.0 N/A N/A 1.0 0.1

IR1 (80 Gb/s) 216 N/A 0.2 1.0 1.1

IR2 (2.6 Gb/s) 40.4 N/A 0.2 1.0 0.8

IR3 (15.6 Gb/s) 54.8 14.5 0.2 1.0 0.8

SUT
P0

(s)[W] 
Port, fixed software 

Pb[W] 
Port, bit-rate 

sensitivity 

Pr[W] 
Port, packet-size

sensitivity 

IR2 0.3 0.1 10

IR3 0.3 0.1 9

Table 3. Port parameters (10GbE XFP ports configured for 10 Gb/s opera-
tion).

SUT
P0

(h)[W] 
Port, fixed hardware 

P0
(s)[W] 

Port, fixed software

Pb[W] 
Port, bit-rate 

sensitivity

ES1 1.2 1.8 1.6

ES2 0.9 2.0 0.5

IR1 0.2 1.0 2.9
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fic-sensitive port power terms, that is without
including the fixed-hardware port power and the
line-card power, we see that it ranges between
46 percent and 49 percent in the two Ethernet
switches and between clearly lower values (23
percent and 32 percent) in the three IP routers.
The potential for DTRA savings increases sub-
stantially in modular systems where individual
line cards can be switched on and off (upwards
of 41 percent in IR3), and even more if DTRA
can control the operating state of the entire
chassis (although networks where an entire node
can be powered off may not be easy to find [2]).

To ensure substantial power savings irrespec-
tive of the network topology, PTRA capabilities
must be pervasively deployed in future genera-
tions of hardware platforms. Design challenges
and performance properties are well understood
for PTRA techniques in linear data-path devices
with one input and one output [5]. The same is
not true for devices with multiple inputs and
outputs like the switch fabric in the system chas-
sis. The challenge for those devices is to achieve
direct proportionality between power consump-
tion and aggregate switching throughput irre-
spective of the traffic load distribution across
interfaces. Since the chassis contribution to total
power usage is always large (between 26 percent
and 76 percent in the SUTs of our testbed),
future research efforts should target the identifi-
cation of viable PTRA solutions for multi-inter-
face devices.

CONCLUSIONS
The compilation of accurate power profiles is a
useful tool in the process of planning for the
design upgrades that can enable better energy
efficiency in future generations of network sys-
tems. Building upon a linear model for power
profiling that is well suited for supporting the
operation of rate adaptation frameworks at mul-
tiple timescales, we defined a measurement
methodology that is ideal for the occasional
power profiler, as it yields reasonable estimates
for the key parameters of the model even with
rather minimal testing equipment (two PCs and
an inline power meter). Power profiles obtained
with the methodology show that the establish-
ment of true proportionality between power con-
sumption and traffic workload will mostly
depend on the degree of deployment of packet-
timescale rate adaptation in future hardware
platforms. When systems with those capabilities
become available, we expect our methodology to
show that the fixed terms of the linear model
yield prominence to the terms that represent
sensitivity to traffic loads.
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INTRODUCTION

To meet the dramatically increasing mobile data
traffic, recently cellular operators are deploying
more and more base stations (BSs), and their
daily energy cost amounts to a large portion of
operational expenditure (OPEX) [1]. Many cellu-
lar operators want to reduce their energy costs by
employing new cost-saving solutions [1–4], which
in general manage either the energy supply or
the communication demand of cellular networks.

On the supply side, one commonly adopted
solution is to use energy harvesting devices (e.g.,
solar panels and wind turbines) at cellular BSs,
which can harvest cheap and clean renewable
energy to reduce or even substitute for the ener-
gy purchased from the grid [3]. However, since
renewable energy is often randomly distributed
in both time and space, different BSs are hard
pressed to use only their individually harvested
energy to power their operations. As a result,
the power grid is still needed to provide reliable
energy to BSs. Besides serving as a reliable ener-
gy supply, the power grid also provides new

opportunities for BSs’ cost saving with its ongo-
ing paradigm shift from traditional to smart grid.
Unlike traditional grid, which uses one-way
energy flow to deliver power from central gener-
ators to electricity users, smart grid deploys
smart meters at end users to enable both two-
way information and energy flows between the
grid and end users [5, 6]. The two-way energy
flow in smart grid motivates a new idea of energy
cooperation in cellular networks, as we discuss
later in this article, which allows the BSs to trade
and share their unevenly harvested renewable
energy through the smart grid to support non-
uniform wireless traffic in a cost-effective way.

On the demand side, various techniques have
been proposed in cellular networks across different
layers of communication protocols for reducing
energy consumption [1]. Among them, communi-
cation cooperation (e.g., traffic loading [7], spec-
trum sharing [8] and coordinated multipoint
[CoMP] [9]) is particularly appealing, allowing BSs
to share wireless resources and shift traffic loads
with each other for energy saving. However, the
introduction of renewable energy at BSs imposes
new challenges on the existing communication
cooperation design: the conventional energy saving
design may not be cost effective any longer. This is
due to the fact that renewable energy, although
unreliable in supplying, is in general much cheaper
than the energy purchased from the grid, so BSs
should maximally use it to save cost, whereas
under the energy-saving design the harvested
renewable energy at BSs may not be efficiently uti-
lized when serving time- and space-varying wireless
traffic. To overcome this problem, it is desirable to
design new cost-aware communication cooperation
approaches taking into account the cost differences
between renewable and conventional energy.

In this article, we first overview the recent
advances in energy cooperation and cost-aware
communication cooperation. Figure 1 illustrates
the general energy and communication coopera-
tion concept for cellular networks at both the
energy supply layer and the communication
demand layer, respectively. Then we propose a
new joint energy and communication cooperation
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to exploit both benefits. Specifically, we present
the following three approaches.

Approach I — energy cooperation on the
supply side: Cellular systems or BSs use the two-
way energy flow in smart grid to trade or share
renewable energy by taking the energy demands
for communications as given.

Approach II — communication cooperation
on the demand side: Cellular systems or BSs
perform cost-aware communication cooperation
to share wireless resources and reshape wireless
load over space and time by taking the energy
supply (renewable and/or conventional) as given.

Approach III — joint energy and communi-
cation cooperation on both sides: Cellular sys-
tems or BSs jointly cooperate on both the supply
and demand sides to maximally reduce their
total energy cost.

In the rest of this article, we first introduce
the energy supply and demand models of cellu-
lar systems. Then we present the latest energy,
communication, and joint cooperation approach-
es, respectively. Finally, we point out several
future research directions and conclude this arti-
cle. Due to the page limits, we cannot include
everything here; more details can be found in
http://arxiv.org/abs/1411.4139.

ENERGY SUPPLY AND DEMAND OF
CELLULAR SYSTEMS

In this section, we introduce the energy supply
and demand models for cellular systems. For
notational convenience, in this article we focus
on one particular time slot and normalize the
length of time slot into unity. Thus, we use the

terms energy and power interchangeably
throughout this article.

We consider a single cellular system with N
> 1 BSs, in which each BS i is connected to the
smart grid and also deployed with a renewable
energy harvesting device with rate Ei ≥  0, i = 1,
… , N. The value of Ei at a given time instance
depends on the type of renewable energy source
(e.g., solar or wind), the harvesting capacity of
the device (e.g., size of the solar panel), and the
weather conditions at that location. As shown in
the top sub-figure of Fig. 2, Eis are generally dif-
ferent among BSs at different locations.

On the demand side, the power consumption
of each cellular BS i, denoted by Qi ≥  0, is com-
posed of two parts: the dynamic power consump-
tion related to the transmission and reception of
wireless signals for serving the mobile terminals
(MTs), and the constant power consumption
(e.g., at the circuits and air conditioners) for
maintaining necessary operations. In reality, the
value of Qi varies according to the traffic load
over the service coverage area of BS i. Due to
MTs’ mobility across cells and their time-varying
service requests, the traffic loads (and thus the
Qis) are different among BSs and change over
time, as shown in the middle sub-figure of Fig. 2.

By combining the supply and demand sides,
we denote the net load at BS i as d i = Qi – Ei,
where di > 0 shows the deficit status of renew-
able energy and di < 0 indicates the energy sur-
plus status. Since Qi’s and Ei’s are usually
independent (Fig. 2), it is likely that some BSs
are short of renewable energy to match demand
(i.e., di > 0), while the other BSs have adequate
renewable energy (i.e., di < 0). Such geographi-
cal diversity in net load requires some BSs to
purchase energy from the grid (e.g., a di amount
of energy purchase for BS i with d i > 0) but
other BSs to waste extra renewable energy (i.e.,
a |dj| amount of energy waste for BS j with dj <
0). Overall, the total amount of energy pur-
chased from the grid by all N BSs is the total
renewable energy deficit, denoted by D+

Δ= Si=1
N

[di]+ ≥  0 with [x]+ Δ= max(x, 0), while the total
wasted renewable energy amount by them is the
total renewable energy surplus, given by D–

Δ= –
Sj=1

N [dj]– ≥  0 with [x]– Δ= min(x, 0). By denoting
the price for BSs to purchase energy from the
grid as p > 0, the total energy cost of the cellu-
lar system is C1 = pD+, which is independent of
D –. This fact motivates us to use the wasted
renewable energy surplus (D–) to compensate for
the deficit (D+) for cost saving. To this end, we
implement the energy and communication coop-
eration on the supply and demand sides, respec-
tively, to reschedule and balance Eis and Qis.

ENERGY COOPERATION
Energy cooperation is a cost saving approach on
the supply side, in which the cellular BSs are
allowed to employ two-way energy trading or
sharing to better utilize their otherwise wasted
renewable energy surplus (D–). Especially since it
is too complex for the grid to directly control a
large number of BSs, the energy trading and
sharing in cellular networks should be enabled
by using aggregators [10] (upper energy coopera-
tion layer in Fig. 1). With aggregators, we can

Figure 1. A general model of cellular networks with energy and communi-
cation cooperation among BSs.
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cluster BSs into a finite number of groups, and
an aggregator can serve as an intermediary party
to control each group of BSs for the grid, thus
helping realize the two-way energy flow between
the grid and BS groups.

AGGREGATOR-ASSISTED ENERGY TRADING
Aggregator-assisted energy trading is an energy
cooperation scheme in which the aggregator per-
forms two-way energy trading with the BSs by
deciding buying and selling prices. In this scheme,
the BSs adequate in renewable energy can sell
their extra energy to the aggregator, from which
the selling revenue can be gained to compensate
the total energy cost; at the same time, the other
BSs short of renewable energy can obtain such
cheap energy from the aggregator at a lower price
than the regular price p from the grid directly. As
the coordinator in this trading market, the aggre-
gator can also obtain some revenue by properly
deciding the energy selling and buying prices.

Let p buy > 0 and p sell > 0 denote the unit
prices for each BS to buy and sell energy from
and to the aggregator, respectively. Here, psell <
pbuy holds to avoid the trivial case where a BS can
benefit by reselling its bought energy from the
aggregator; and pbuy < p is also true, since other-
wise all BSs short of energy will buy cheaper
energy from the grid directly. With the two-way
energy trading, the BSs adequate in renewable
energy will sell their total D– amount of energy
surplus to the aggregator at the price psell, and
accordingly an energy quota is set by the aggrega-
tor as D–. The BSs short of renewable energy will
first purchase a min(D+, D–) amount of cheap
energy from aggregator at the price pbuy (with the
quota limitation of D –) to maximally use this
resource, and (if not enough) will buy a D+ –
min(D+, D–) amount from the grid at the price p.
Depending on the relationship between D+ and
D–, the total cost of all the N BSs, denoted by C2,
is equal to pbuyD+ – psellD– in the case of D+ £ D–,
or pbuyD– + p(D+ – D–) – psellD– otherwise. Note
that C2 can even be negative when D– is suffi-
ciently larger than D+ such that pbuyD+ < psellD–.
By comparing C2 to the total energy cost C1 with-
out energy cooperation, it follows that C2 £ C1,
that is, the total energy cost is reduced.

AGGREGATOR-ASSISTED ENERGY SHARING
Aggregator-assisted energy sharing is another ener-
gy cooperation scheme that allows BSs in a BS
group to mutually negotiate and share renewable
energy by simultaneously injecting and drawing
energy to and from the aggregator, respectively. By
matching the local renewable energy deficit (posi-
tive dis) and surplus (negative dis) between any two
BSs, this scheme helps the group of BSs reduce
their aggregate renewable energy deficit. The prac-
tical implementation of energy sharing requires
this group of BSs to sign a contract with the aggre-
gator at a contract fee that motivates the aggrega-
tor to support the energy sharing.

Specifically, suppose that BS i wants to transfer
an eij ≥  0 amount of energy to BS j, i π  j. This is
accomplished at an appointed time by BS i inject-
ing an eij amount of energy into the aggregator,
and at the same time BS j drawing the same eij
amount from the aggregator. Thanks to the mutu-
al sharing of eijs among the N BSs, the total ener-

gy deficit D+ and surplus D– can be effectively
matched. When D+ £ D–, the N BSs can maintain
their operation without purchasing any energy
from the grid; otherwise, a total D+ – D– amount
of energy should be purchased from the grid at
price p. By denoting the contract fee to the aggre-
gator as –C, the total cost of all N BSs, given by C3,
is equal to –C in the case of D+ £ D–, or p(D+ – D–)
+ –C otherwise. By comparing C3 with the total

Figure 2. An example of a cellular system with BSs having spatially dis-
tributed traffic load and harvested energy at a given time instance. It is
assumed that the (normalized) energy harvesting capacity of all solar-pow-
ered BSs is 1, and that of all wind-powered BSs is 0.5.
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energy cost C1 without energy cooperation, it gen-
erally follows that C3 £ C1, that is, the total energy
cost is reduced, as long as –C is sufficiently small.

COMMUNICATION COOPERATION
Communication cooperation refers to a cost sav-
ing approach on the demand side that exploits
the broadcast nature of wireless channels and
uses wireless resource sharing to reshape BSs’
wireless load and energy consumption. Different
from conventional communication cooperation
(e.g., [7–9]) aiming to maximize data throughput
or minimize energy consumption, the communi-
cation cooperation of our interest here seeks to
minimize the total energy cost by optimally uti-
lizing both cheap renewable energy and reliable
on-grid energy. In so-called cost-aware commu-
nication cooperation, the rescheduling of BSs’
traffic load and energy consumption should fol-
low their given renewable energy supply such
that the renewable energy can be maximally
used to support the quality of service (QoS)
requirements of the MTs, and the on-grid energy
purchase is thus minimized.

In this section, we discuss three different cost-
aware communication cooperation schemes: traf-
fic offloading [7], spectrum sharing [8], and
CoMP [9]. For the purpose of illustration, we

consider a simple cellular system setup with two
BSs as shown in Fig. 3a, in which BS 1 has suffi-
cient harvested renewable energy and light traffic
load (serving 2 MTs), with net load d1 < 0; while
BS 2 has insufficient renewable energy and heavy
traffic load (4 MTs), leading to net load d2 > 0.

COST-AWARE TRAFFIC OFFLOADING
Traffic offloading is traditionally designed to
shift the traffic load (or served MTs) of heavily
loaded BSs to lightly loaded ones for the pur-
poses of avoiding the traffic congestion and
improving the QoS of the MTs. Differently, the
cost-aware traffic offloading here focuses on
the new issue of energy cost reduction; that is,
BSs short of renewable energy can offload
their MTs to neighboring BSs with abundant
renewable energy (even if they have more or
similar traffic loads), thus reducing all energy
drawn from the grid to save cost. As shown in
the example of Fig. 3b, it is cost effective for
BS 2 to offload 2 MTs (at its cell edge) to BS
1, such that the renewable energy at BS 1 is
better utilized.

COST-AWARE SPECTRUM SHARING
Besides energy, spectrum is another scarce
resource in cellular networks, and spectrum
sharing has been considered as a solution to

Figure 3. An example of different communication cooperation designs in a simple cellular network with two BSs: a) conventional
design; b) cost-aware traffic offloading; c) cost-aware spectrum sharing; d) cost-aware CoMP.
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improve spectrum utilization efficiency [8]. Dif-
ferent from conventional spectrum sharing, cost-
aware spectrum sharing is based on the fact that
the energy and spectrum resources can partially
substitute for each other to support wireless
transmission, and sharing spectrum with a BS
short of energy can better save the energy cost
of that BS. As shown in the example of Fig. 3c,
BS 1 shares part of its available spectrum with
BS 2. Under the same QoS requirements of
MTs, BS 2 can decrease its transmission power
purchased from the grid, while BS 1 uses more
renewable energy for its transmission. Hence,
the total cost is reduced.

COST-AWARE COORDINATED MULTIPOINT

Traditionally, CoMP is considered as a tech-
nique to improve the spectral efficiency in cellu-
lar networks, by which BSs can implement
coordinated baseband signal processing to coop-
eratively serve multiple MTs over the same time-
frequency resources, transforming harmful
intercell interference (ICI) into useful informa-
tion signals [9]. Differently, cost-aware CoMP is
motivated by the following observation: since
different BSs can cooperatively send information
signals to the MTs (in the downlink), their trans-
mission power can be compensated by each
other for satisfying the QoS requirements at
MTs. Therefore, by adaptively adjusting the BSs’
transmit signals, the cost-aware CoMP helps
match the BSs’ transmission power with their
harvested renewable energy, thus minimizing the
total energy drawn from the grid to save cost.
For example, in Fig. 3d, BS 1, with adequate
renewable energy, should use a high transmis-
sion power to provide strong wireless signals to
the MTs, while BS 2, short of renewable energy,
should transmit at a low power level in their
CoMP transmission.

JOINT ENERGY AND
COMMUNICATION COOPERATION

Joint energy and communication cooperation
can maximally save cost by applying both energy
cooperation on the supply side and communica-
tion cooperation on the demand side. To realize
the joint operation, the BSs should share the
energy information by using the two-way infor-
mation flow supported by the smart grid
(through smart meters), and also exchange the
communication information through their back-
haul connections (Fig. 1). In general, joint ener-
gy and communication cooperation is more
complex than energy or communication coopera-
tion only.

As there are two energy cooperation schemes
(aggregator-assisted energy trading and energy
sharing) and three communication cooperation
schemes (traffic offloading, spectrum sharing,
and CoMP), there are a total of six combinations
for joint cooperation designs. In this section, we
focus on three specific schemes: a joint energy
and spectrum sharing design, and two joint ener-
gy cooperation and CoMP designs. The ideas
can similarly be extended to the other three
combinations.

JOINT ENERGY AND SPECTRUM SHARING

The joint energy and spectrum sharing [11] is a
scheme that allows neighboring BSs to share
energy and spectrum with each other through
the aggregator-assisted energy sharing and the
spectrum sharing, in the previous two sections.
Accordingly, the BSs take advantage of resource
complementarity for cost saving.

Building upon the spectrum sharing in Fig.
3c, [11] considered joint energy and spectrum
sharing between two BSs to minimize their total
energy cost, while ensuring the QoS require-
ments for all the MTs. It is shown that at the
optimality, it is possible that one BS adequate in
both energy and spectrum shares these two
resources to the other (in unidirectional cooper-
ation), or one BS exchanges its energy for spec-
trum with the other (in bidirectional
cooperation).

JOINT ENERGY COOPERATION AND COMP
In this scheme, different BSs implement CoMP-
based transmission/reception to serve one or
more MTs over the same time frequency
resources, and at the same time perform aggre-
gator-assisted energy trading or aggregator-
assisted energy sharing. Based on different types
of energy cooperation schemes employed, [12]
and [13] studied two different joint energy coop-
eration and CoMP designs for the downlink
transmission.

In particular, when the aggregator-assisted
energy trading is implemented among BSs, [12]
proposed to jointly optimize the BSs’ coopera-
tive transmit beamforming in CoMP based com-
munication and their two-way energy trading
with the aggregator, so as to minimize their total
energy cost. When the aggregator-assisted ener-
gy sharing is adopted, [13] considered to use it
to enable a new purely renewable-powered cellu-
lar system, in which the BSs do not purchase any
energy from the grid to minimize the cost, but
use the harvested renewable energy together
with the energy sharing to maintain their opera-
tions. The results in [12, 13] show that joint
energy cooperation and CoMP optimization
achieves a significant cost reduction compared to
the design that separately optimizes CoMP-
based communication and energy cooperation.

Figure 4. The case study model for comparing energy cooperation, commu-
nication cooperation, and joint cooperation.
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A CASE STUDY

Now we present a case study to compare the
energy cooperation in the third section, the cost-
aware spectrum sharing and CoMP in the previ-
ous section, and the three joint energy and
communication cooperation schemes proposed
in this section. Also, we consider the convention-
al design without energy or communication
cooperation as the performance benchmark. For
the purpose of illustration, as shown in Fig. 4,
we consider the downlink of a cellular system
with two single-antenna BSs (i.e., BS 1 and BS
2) each applying orthogonal frequency-division
multiple access (OFDMA) to serve K1 = 5 and
K2 = 15 single-antenna MTs (denoted by the
MT sets K1 and K2), respectively. Each BS uses
an orthogonal frequency band with the same
bandwidth (W1 = W2 = 10). For simplicity, we
randomly generate the channels based on the
independent and identically distributed Rayleigh
fading with the average channel powers from
each BS to its own associated MTs (i.e., from BS
1 to any MT in K1 and from BS 2 to any MT in
K2) being 1, and those from each BS to the other
BS’s associated MTs (i.e., from BS 1 to any MT
in K2 and from BS 2 to any MT in  K1) being
0.6. We set the noise power spectral density at
each MT to be 1, and the QoS requirement of
each MT to be a minimum data rate 1. On the
demand side, we set the power consumptions Q1
and Q2 at the two BSs as their transmission
power only; on the supply side, we set their har-
vested renewable energy as E1= 10 and E2 =
2.5, respectively, and their energy buying price
from the grid as p =1. Additionally, for the
aggregator-assisted energy trading, the BSs’
energy buying and selling prices from and to the
aggregator are pbuy = 0.5 and psell = 0.4, respec-

tively; and for the aggregator-assisted energy
sharing, the contract fee paid to the aggregator
is –C = 0.1. Furthermore, in each scheme, the
BSs employ equal bandwidth allocation among
MTs, and there is only one MT served in each
sub-band. Note that all units are normalized for
simplicity here.

Based on the above setting, we summarize the
results in Table 1, from which we make the fol-
lowing observations. For the two energy coopera-
tion schemes, it is observed that the renewable
energy supplies at BS 1 and BS 2 are rescheduled
to better match the given energy consumption at
the two BSs, thus resulting in reduced total ener-
gy cost compared to the conventional design.
Regarding the two communication cooperation
schemes, it is observed that the two BSs adapt
their transmission power to match and better use
the given cheap renewable energy supplies at the
two BSs, thus leading to lower total energy costs
than the conventional design. For joint energy
and communication cooperation, it is observed
that by exploiting both supply- and demand-side
management, each joint scheme outperforms the
corresponding schemes with only energy or com-
munication cooperation. In particular, the joint
energy cooperation and CoMP design is promis-
ing for maximum cost saving.

EXTENSIONS AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Despite the aforementioned studies on energy
and communication cooperation, a lot of inter-
esting topics remain unaddressed. We list several
of them as follows for future study.

Practically, energy harvesting rates in general
change more slowly than wireless channel and

Table 1. Energy cost performance comparison.

BS 1's renewable
energy supply

BS 2 's renewable
energy supply

BS 1's energy
consumption

BS 2's energy
consumption

Total energy
cost

Conventional design without energy
or communication cooperation

10 2.5 4.14 18.28 15.78

Approach I: energy cooperation via
aggregator-assisted energy trading

4.14 8.36 4.14 18.28 10.51

Approach I: energy cooperation via
aggregator-assisted energy sharing

4.14 8.36 4.14 18.28 10.03

Approach II: communication coopera-
tion via spectrum sharing

10 2.5 10.00 14.04 11.54

Approach II: communication coopera-
tion via CoMP

10 2.5 10.00 3.75 1.25

Approach III: joint energy and spec-
trum sharing

5.00 7.50 5.00 15.00 7.60

Approach III: joint aggregator-assisted
energy trading and CoMP

6.87 5.62 6.87 5.77 0.46

Approach III: joint aggregator-assisted
energy sharing and CoMP

5.47 7.03 5.47 7.03 0.10
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traffic load variations, and as a consequence, the
timescale of implementing energy cooperation is
normally longer than that of communication
cooperation. To cater for this issue, it is promis-
ing to consider the multi-timescale implementa-
tion of joint energy and communication
cooperation, for example, by employing two-
layer decision making with energy cooperation
on a longer timescale and communications coop-
eration on a shorter timescale to balance the
trade-off between the cost-saving performance
and implementation complexity.

In practice, multiple self-interested systems
(owned by different operators) can coexist or co-
locate, and it is interesting to study their energy
and/or communication cooperation. In this case,
to establish joint energy and communication
cooperation, different cellular systems may seek
the advantage of resource complementarity. For
example, in a preliminary study [11], it is shown
that one system adequate in spectrum is willing
to cooperate with another adequate in energy,
since both systems can efficiently reduce their
individual costs by exchanging spectrum and
energy with each other. Overall, cooperation
mechanism design is required to motivate or
strengthen inter-system joint cooperation to a
win-win situation for all systems involved.

Besides cellular networks, it is also appealing
for heterogeneous communication networks
(e.g., WiFi and small cells) to cooperate and
reduce overall energy cost. However, these net-
works are different in service coverage, operated
spectrum, and even energy harvesting availability
(difficult indoors), and their joint energy and
communication cooperation becomes more com-
plicated than our design in the previous section.

Up to now, we have focused on the case with-
out the use of energy storage at BSs due to the
cost consideration. With the advancement of bat-
tery technologies, we envision that energy storage
may be employed in future BSs, and it is promis-
ing to study energy and communication coopera-
tion jointly with storage management (e.g., [14, 15]
for initial studies on joint energy cooperation and
storage management). Nevertheless, such joint
time and space domain optimization problems are
very challenging to solve, since any present deci-
sions made by BSs would affect their storage sta-
tus and traffic loads served in the future.

CONCLUSION
This article provides an overview on novel ener-
gy and communication cooperation approaches
for energy cost saving in cellular networks pow-
ered by renewable energy sources and smart
grid. These approaches use both the two-way
energy flow in smart grid and the communica-
tion cooperation in cellular networks to reshape
the non-uniform energy supplies and energy
demands over the cellular networks for cost sav-
ing. It is our hope that these new approaches
can bring new insights on energy demand man-
agement in smart grid by considering the unique
properties of the cellular networks’ communica-
tion demand, and also on the wireless resource
allocation in cellular networks by taking into
account the new characteristics of the emerging
renewable and smart grid energy supply.
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